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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Section I.

1-1. Purpose and Scope

This manual provides instructional guidance and
reference for all military survey personnel in the

principles and procedures of basic surveying, and
in the use of surveying instruments. This manual
is a prerequisite to the study of TM 5-233, TM
5-235, TM 5-237, TM 5-441, TM 5-442, and TM
5-443.

a. Basic field surveying procedures, and the

care, use, and adjustment of instruments are cov-

ered. Discussions are also included on some of the

computations and adjustments, calibrations, and
graphic portrayals of survey data.

b. Information contained in this manual is ap-

plicable without modification to both nuclear and
nonnuclear warfare.

c. Users of this manual are encouraged to sub-

mit recommended changes or comments to im-

prove the manual. Comments should be keyed to

the specific page, paragraph, and line of the text

in which change is recommended. Reason should

be provided for each comment to insure under-

standing and complete evaluation. Comments
should be forwarded directly to the Commandant,
U.S. Army Engineer School, Fort Belvoir, Va.,

22060.

1-2. Surveying

Surveying is the science of determining relative

positions of points on, under, or near the earth's

surface. These points may be targets for field ar-

tillery or air defense; cultural, hydrographic, or

terrain features for mapping ; or points needed to

locate or lay out roads, airfields, and structures of

all kinds. The relative horizontal and vertical po-

sitions of these points are determined from dis-

tances and directions measured in the field and

computations made on a reference spheroid, el-

lipsoid or plane relative to the chosen datum. The

field measurements are made to a specified degree

GENERAL

of accuracy which is usually dependent upon the

use and purpose of the control points being estab-

lished. Accuracy is the prime consideration in sur-

veying. Instruments for each type of survey are

employed, using prescribed techniques, methods,

and procedures to achieve a designated accuracy.

Less accuracy than specified results in a survey

which will prove useless for its intended purpose

;

more accuracy, on the other hand, tends to waste

time, effort, and money, and may not improve the

final results.
.
However, sometimes it is easier, with

no appreciable increase in time or money, to use

methods that achieve more accuracy than that re-

quired. In such cases the higher accuracy is desir-

able.

1-3. Surveying Classification

Surveying can be classed in a technical sense or

functional sense as described below.

a. Technically, surveys are classed as

—

(1) Geodetic—A survey in which the figure

and size of the earth is considered. It is applicable

for large areas and long lines and is used for the

precise location of basic points suitable for con-

trolling other surveys.

(2) Plane—A survey in which the surface of

the earth is considered a plane. For small areas,

precise results may be obtained with plane-sur-

veying methods, but the accuracy and precision of

such results will decrease as the area surveyed

increases in size.

6. Functionally, surveys are classed as

—

(1) Construction surveys. These surveys are

conducted to obtain data essential to planning and

cost estimating to locate or lay out engineering

works or projects. These surveys normally cover

areas considered small enough to use the plane

surveying techniques. TM 5-233, details the meth-

ods, techniques and procedures used by the mili-

tary construction surveyor.
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(2) Artillery surveys.

(a) Field artillery fire-control surveys are

made to determine relative positions of weapons
and targets, and from these and other unasso-

ciated entries the correct firing data may be deter-

mined. Although relatively large areas and long

distances are often involved, plane survey tech-

niques are used. The required accuracy for these

surveys does not warrant the use of geodetic sur-

vey procedures. FM 6-2 details the requirements,

methods, techniques, and procedures used by the

military field artillery surveyor.

(6) Air defense employs highly sophisti-

cated guided missiles that usually require highly

accurate position and azimuth determinations of

both launcher and targets. These data are usually

determined by geodetic survey techniques. TM
5-441 details the methods, techniques, and proce-

dures used by the military geodetic surveyor.

(3) Topographic surveys. Topographic sur-

veys are conducted to establish horizontal and/or

vertical positions of points in the field, which are

identifiable on aerial photographs for use by pho-

tocompilers in the compilation of maps. Since the

control stations are usually distributed over com-

paratively large areas, their relative positions are

determined by topographic survey procedures.

Topographic surveying requires the establishment

of horizontal and/or vertical control of third and

lower order accuracies. TM 5-441 details the

methods, techniques, and procedures used by the

military topographic surveyor.

(4) Basic control (geodetic) surveys. A sur-

vey which provides positions, horizontal and/or

vertical, of points to which supplementary sur-

veys are adjusted. The fundamental control sur-

vey of the United States provides geographic posi-

tions and plane coordinates of triangulation and

traverse stations and the elevations of bench

marks which are used as the basis for hydro-

graphic surveys of the coastal waters, for the con-

trol of the topographic survey of the United

States, and for the control of many state, city and

private surveys. TM 5-441 details the methods,

techniques, and procedures used by the military

geodetic surveyor in conducting basic control sur-

veys.

(5) Special surveys. These surveys are con-

ducted either with special equipment or for a spe-

cial purpose.

(a) Astronomic surveys. The celestial de-

termination of !atitude and longitude. Separations

are calculated by computing distances correspond-

ing to measured angular displacements along the

reference spheroid. TM 5-442 details the methods,

techniques, equipment, and procedures used for

the establishment of astronomic latitude, longi-

tude, and azimuths of second and higher order

accuracy.

(6) Satellite surveys. These surveys are
conducted by using an artificial earth satellite for

long line surveys where the distance between sta-

tions is from 100 to 1500 miles. They are con-

ducted for worldwide surveys for interconti-

nental, interdatum, and interisland geodetic ties.

Astronomic, topographic, and basic control sur-

veys are usually used in conjunction with satellite

surveys. Special project instructions are written

to detail methods, techniques, equipment and pro-

cedures to be used in these surveys.

(c) Hydrographic surveys. A survey made
in relation to any considerable body of water,

such as a bay, harbor, lake, or river for the pur-

poses of determination of channel depths for navi-

gation, location of rocks, sand bars, lights, and
bouys; and in the case of rivers, made for flood

control, power development, navigation, water
supply, and water storage. TM 5-285 details the

methods, techniques, equipment, and procedures

used for hydrographic surveys.

(d) Field classification and inspection.

Field inspection and identification of features

which a map compiler is unable to delineate; iden-

tification and delineation of political boundary
lines, place names, road classifications, buildings

hidden by trees, and so forth. Field classification

may be included as part of the control survey

effort and is normally completed prior to actual

stereocompilation phase. Also, the process of com-
paring aerial photographs with conditions as they

exist on the ground, and of obtaining information

to supplement or clarify that which is not readily

discernible on the photographs themselves. TM
5-443 details the methods, techniques, and proce-

dures used for field classification surveys.

(e) Gravity surveys. The collection of

gravity survey data requires measurements of the

intensity of the gravitation force at or near the

earth's surface. While measurements on land are

made at discrete points, those made in the air or

over the ocean are recorded continuously during

motion. The ultimate goal is to obtain a good
density and distribution of gravity observations

over the entire surface of earth. Gravity observa-

tions are divided, generally, into absolute and rel-

ative measurements. Absolute gravity determina-

tions are those which measure the entire magni-
tude of gravity at a point while relative measure-*

1-2
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ments detect the intensity variations of the grav-

ity field from point to point. The computation of

relative gravity survey measurements is discussed

in chapter 19, Change 1, TM 5-237.

(/) Land surveys. The process of determin-

ing boundaries and areas of tracts of land. The
term cadastral survey is sometimes used to desig-

nate a land survey, but in this country its use

should be restricted to the surveys of public lands

of the United States (ch. 14).

(g) Engineering surveys. A survey exe-

cuted for the purpose of obtaining information

that is essential for planning an engineering pro-

ject or development and estimating its cost. The
information obtained may, in part, be recorded in

the form of an engineering map.

1-4. Geodetic and Plane Surveys

The figure of the earth is not considered a sphere,

but a spheroid (an ellipsoid of revolution), flat-

tened at the poles and bulging at the equator.

There are various determinations of the size and
shape of the spheroid, which are normally differ-

entiated by their degree of flattening. Different

projections are based on these spheroids and each

projection has unique characteristics and serve

different purposes. The curvature of the earth's

surface is very similar to that of a sphere. Be-

cause of this curvature, surveys are divided basi-

cally into geodetic and plane surveys. The basic

difference between geodetic and plane surveys can

best be expressed in terms of established points

:

in plane surveys all established points are refer-

enced to a flat plane, while in geodetic surveys all

established points are referenced to the curved

surface of a spheroid. Both technical classifica-

tions involve the same types of measurements,

made by the same basic methods, and there are

few basic differences in the field operation.

a. Geodetic Surveys. In geodetic surveys, the

stations are normally long distances apart and

more precise instruments and procedures are re-

quired, than those of plane surveys. These dis-

tances or areas measured on the surface of the

earth are not along straight lines or planes but on

a curved surface, and allowances must be made
for this in the computations. To accomplish this,

the earth's major and minor diameters are com-

puted accurately, and from these, a spheroid of

reference. The position of each geodetic station is

related to this spheroid. These positions are ex-

pressed as latitudes (angular distance north or

south of the equator), and longitudes (angular

distance east or west of the prime meridian), or

as northings and eastings on a rectangular grid

system which is correlated with latitude and lon-

gitude (TM 5-241-1). The computation methods
used in geodetic surveys are described in TM
5-237.

6. Plane Surveys. When the extent of the sur-

vey becomes small (less than 250 sq km in area)

and when only limited accuracy is required, the

effect of curvature can be ignored. These surveys

are treated as if the measurements were made on
a plane and are known as plane surveys. Highway
and railroad surveys, which may extend for

hundreds of kilometers (miles), are usually in a
narrow strip and are considered as plane surveys.

However, a limited computation for earth's curva-

ture is necessary in this case. The computation

methods used in plane surveys are described in

TM 5-233, TM 5-237, and appropriate chapters of

this manual.

1-5. Survey Networks
Horizontal and vertical survey control within a
country is usually established by a network of

control arcs, which are all referenced to a single

datum and are therefore related in position and
elevation to each other, regardless of their dis-

tance apart. In the United States these networks
are referred to as basic, supplementary, and aux-

iliary networks. These are all referenced to the

North American 1927 Datum for horizontal con-

trol points and the sea level datum of 1929 for

vertical control points. Within the continental

United States the definitions listed below are used.

Each country uses similar networks tailored to

meet that country's need and terrain.

a. Basic Network.

(1) The basic horizontal control is usually

established by first order triangulation or precise

electronic traverses in a network of arcs about 96

kilometers apart throughout a country.

(2) The basic vertical control is established

by first order differential leveling in a network of

arcs spaced from 96 to 160 kilometers apart

throughout the country.

6. Supplementary Network.

(1) The supplementary horizontal control is

usually established by modified second or second

order survey procedures. The supplementary arcs

are used to fill in the areas between the basic

control arcs. The ultimate objective is to place

stations of either the basic or supplementary net-

work at intervals of between 6 to 16 kilometer

apart.
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(2) The supplementary vertical control is es-

tablished by second order differential leveling,

within the basic control arcs to provide a planned

line spacing of about 10 kilometer. Along these

lines bench marks are placed about every 2 kilo-

meters.

c. Auxiliary Network.

(1) These auxiliary (or additional) horizon-

tal networks are usually established by second or

third order survey procedures in order to provide

horizontal control in the immediate areas. This

Section II.

1-6. Operations

Field work in surveying consists of making and
recording measurements. The operations are in

general, as follows

:

a. Measuring distances and/or angles for

—

(1) Establish points and lines of reference

for locating detail such as boundary lines, roads,

buildings, fences, rivers, bridges, and other exist-

ing features.

(2) Staking out or locating roads, buildings,

landing strips, and other construction projects.

(8) Establish gun and target positions for

field artillery batteries.

(4) Establish triangulation and traverse sta-

tions for basic, supplementary, and auxiliary con-

trol networks.

(5) Establish picture points for mapping

projects.

(6) Establish lines parallel or at right angles

to other lines, determine the area of tracts of

land, measure inaccessible distances, extend

straight lines beyond obstacles, and any other

work which may require use of geometric or trig-

onometric principles.

b. Measuring differences in elevations and de-

termining elevations

—

(1) To establish elevation reference points,

called bench marks.

(2) Of terrain along a selected line for plot-

ting profiles and computing grade lines.

(3) To stake out grades, cuts, and fills for

earthmoving and other construction projects.

(4) For trig elevations on triangulation and

traverse stations for control nets and mapping

projects.

horizontal control is used by the surveyors for

artillery control, construction and engineering

surveys, and mapping projects.

(2) These vertical networks are established

by third order differential leveling and are used to

provide vertical control in the immediate areas.

While the horizontal control networks are being

established, usually vertical control is also carried

throughout these networks by trigonometric level-

ing. The elevations established by this method is

referred to as "trig levels" and is used for artil-

lery control, construction and engineering sur-

veys, and mapping projects.

FIELD WORK

(5) For gun and target position for field ar-

tillery batteries.

(6) For any other work which may require

use of geometric or trigonometric principles.

e. Record field notes to provide a permanent
record of the field work in the form of

—

(1) Planetable sheets.

(2) Land survey plans.

(3) Property plans.

(4) Field recording booklets.

(5) Single sheet recording forms.

(6) Recovery and establishment control

cards.

(7) Control diagrams, showing relative loca-

tion, methods, and type of control established

and/or recovered.

1-7. Factors Affecting Field Work

The surveyor in the field must constantly be alert

to the different conditions he encounters and the

requirements of the survey. The weather, terrain,

personnel, equipment, purpose, accuracy of the

survey, systematic procedures, and the expected

rate of progress are some of the factors which
will affect the work.

a. Weather and Terrain. Physical factors such

as weather and terrain will affect each field sur-

vey in varying degrees. Measurements using tele-

scopes can be stopped by fog, mist, or smog.

Swamps and flood plains under high water will

impede taping surveys. Lengths measured over

open water or fields of flat, unbroken terrain can

create ambiguities in measurements when using

microwave equipment. The longest length that can

be determined by lightwave distances measure-

ments is reduced in bright sunlight. Generally,

1-4
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reconnaissance will predetermine the conditions

and alert the survey party to the best time and

method to use and the rate of progress to be ex-

pected.

6. Personnel The status of training of the per-

sonnel is another factor that affects field work.

Experience in handling the instruments being

used for a survey can shorten survey time without

introducing excessive errors which would require

resurvey. The personnel factor is variable and

will have an affect on the rate of progress.

c. Equipment. In addition to the reasons cited

in a and 6 above the equipment used in the survey

will have an affect on the rate of progress. Be-

cause of the very nature of surveying, repair

and/or replacement of broken instruments or

parts is sometimes the biggest factor in the slow-

ing down or stopping of a field survey. Therefore,

reliability of equipment must be taken into con-

sideration when setting completion dates.

d. Purpose. The purpose and type of the survey

are primary factors in determining the accuracy

requirements. First order triangulation, traverse,

or leveling, which becomes the basic or "control"

of future surveys, must be made to the required

accuracy standards. At the other extreme, cuts

and fills for a highway survey requires accuracies

of much lower standards. In some surveys inac-

cessible distances must be computed. The distance

is computed by trigonometry using angles and dis-

tances which can be measured. Therefore these

measurements in many cases must be made to a

high degree of precision in order to maintain the

accuracy in the computed distance.

e. Accuracy. As stated in d above, the purpose

of the survey will determine the accuracy require-

ments. The required accuracy, in turn, will influ-

ence the selection of instruments and procedures.

For instance, comparatively rough procedures can

be used in measuring for earthmoving, but grade

and alinement of a highway must be much more
precise and require more accurate measurements.

Each increase in precision also increases the time

required to make the measurement, since greater

care and more observations must be made.

/. Systematic Procedure. Each survey measure-

ment will be in error to the extent that no meas-

urement is ever exact. The errors classified as sys-

tematic and accidental are discussed in appendix
D. Besides errors, survey measurements are sus-

ceptible to mistakes or blunders. These arise from
misunderstanding of the problem, poor judgment,

confusion, or simply from an oversight. By work-

ing out a systematic procedure, the surveyor will

often detect a mistake when some operation seems

out of place. The system will be an advantage in

setting up, in making observations, in recording

field notes, and in making computations.

g. Speed. Survey speed is not the result of

hurrying ; it is the result of saving time through

the following

:

(1) The skill of the surveyor in handling his

instruments.

(2) The intelligent planning and preparation

of the work.

(3) The process of making only those meas-

urements that are consistent with accuracy re-

quirements.

1-8. Field Notes

The field notes of the surveyor must contain a

complete record of all measurements made during

the survey, when necessary sketches, diagrams,

and narrations should be made to clarify the

notes. The best field survey is of little value if the

notes are not complete and clear. The field notes

are the only record that is left after the survey

party departs the field survey site.

a. Recording. All field notes must be lettered

neat and legible. The lettering should be in free

hand, Gothic style as illustrated in TM 5-280. All

notes should be in black or blue-black ink, suitable

for photographic copying. However, in special

cases a 3H or 4H pencil may be used. Numerals

and decimal points should be legible and permit

only one interpretation. Notes must be kept on the

standard survey forms and not on scraps of paper

for later transcription.

6. Field Notes. The survey notes are usually

kept in a field notebook. These notebooks are of

two types: the permanent bound book and the

loose leaf. The following information must appear

in each book no matter which type is used.

(1) Instruction for return of book, if lost.

(2) Index of field notes contained in the book.

(3) List of party personnel and their duties.

(4) List of instruments used, to include, se-

rial numbers, calibration data, and dates used.

(5) A generalized sketch and description of

project.

(6) The survey measurement notes. On each

page containing the measurement notes, the head-

ing must be filled out to include, station name,

date, instrument man, recorder, instrument used
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and where pertinent the weather. The body will

contain all pertinent measurement notes. Each
page must have the instrument man's initials on

the bottom to indicate that he has checked the

page for errors or omissions.

e. Forms of Recording. Field note recording

takes three general forms; tabulation, sketches,

and descriptions.

(1) Tabulation. The numerical measurements

are recorded in columns according to a prescribed

plan depending upon the instrument used, order

of accuracy of the survey, and type of measure-

ment.

(2) Sketches. Sketches add much to clarify

field notes and should be used liberally. They may
be drawn to scale or approximate scale or exag-

gerated for clarity. A planetable sheet is an exam-

ple of a sketch drawn to scale. A control card

sketch should be drawn to approximate scale, and

exaggerated when necessary to show important

details needed for clarity. The measurements

should be added directly on the sketch or keyed in

some way to the tabular data. A very important

requirement of a sketch is legibility.

(3) Descriptions. Tabulations with or with-

out added sketches can also be supplemented with

descriptions. The description may only be one or

two words to clarify the recorded measurements.

It may also be a lengthy narration if it is to be

used at some future date, possibly years later, to

locate a survey monument.

d. Abbreviations and Symbols. It is recom-

mended 4hat standard abbreviations, signs, and_

symbols may be used in field notes. These abbrevi-

ations, signs and symbols must be in accordance

with current directives, such as AR 310-50, FM
21-30, and FM 21-31. If there is any doubt as to

the meaning or interpretation of a symbol or ab-

breviation the words must be spelled out.

e. Corrections. ERASURES ARE NOT PER-
MITTED IN FIELD NOTES. Individual numbers

recorded incorrectly will be lined out by a single

diagonal line and the correct values added above.

The circumstance of the correction of all original

figures should be explained in the remarks

column, except for obvious mathematical errors.

No position will be voided or rejected in the field

notes, except in the case of bumping the instru-

ment or observing the wrong target, and then a

note must be made in the remarks column stating

the reason for void. Pages that are voided or re-

1-4

jected must be referenced to a substitute page.

The procedure for corrections is mandatory since

the field notes are considered legal evidence.

/. Waterproofing. When working in parts of the

world that are subject to high humidity and/or
rain, it has been found that the waterproofing of

field notes can be accomplished in the field. This
waterproofing can be accomplished by spraying a
thin coat of acrylic clear plastic on the field

record. This spray may be applied before the re-

cording and it will make the paper waterproof,

and it may still be written on with ordinary writ-

ing instruments. The field notes can be sprayed

again after the recording and the plastic then fixes

the writing and prevents water damage to the rec-

ords. One such spray is "Krylon, Workable Fixa-

tif #1306"; however, there are many other

sprays on the market and any of them may be

used.

1-9. Hand and Voice Signals

Members of a survey party will find themselves at

some distance apart at times and have to commu-
nicate with each other. During taping operations,

this distance would be a tape length where voice

communications are adequate. When making
angle measurements, this distance may be several

kilometers and require radio communication. Be-

tween these two extremes, many operations are at

distances far enough apart where voice signals

could not be heard and hand signals must be used.

a. Hand Signals. The hand signals have been

standardized and are recommended for surveyors.

The most common hand signals used are illus-

trated in figure 1-1. There are many other signals

that may be used, but they must be agreed upon
and understood by all members of the party. Each
signal is given while facing the person being sig-

naled.

6. Voice Communications. A radio is used for

voice communications on long line surveys and
must be operated according to current directives.

Each theater of operation or Army Command has
its own Standing Signal Instructions (SSI) and
Signal Operating Instructions (SOI) and when
working within these theaters or areas, the user

units must comply with these instructions. Only
frequencies which are obtained through the local

signal officer may be used. All personnel operating

radios must be familiar with these SOI's, SSI's

and radio procedures.
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WAVING ARMS = ALL RIGHT
ARMS STILL « HOLD STEADY

PLUMB ROD RIGHT
(OR LEFT)

ESTABLISH
TURNIN6 POINT

THIS IS A
TURNING POINT

WAVE THE
ROD

FACE THE
ROD

REVERSE
THE ROD

BOOST
THE ROD

MOVE
FORWARD

MOVE
BACK

UPfORDOWN)

Figure 2-2. Hand rignaU.

PICK UP THE
INSTRUMENT

COME IN
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Section III OFFICE WORK

1-10. Operations

Office work in surveying consists of converting

the field measurements into a more usable form.

The conversion or computation may be required

immediately to continue the work or it may be

held until a series of field measurements is com-
pleted before it can be compiled and adjusted.

This is called office work even though some of the

operations may be performed in the field during

lapses between measurements to save time. Some
office work requires special equipment such as

slide rules, conversion tables, computing ma-
chines, or drafting equipment. This equipment
may not be available in the field and the work
must be done in the office.

a. Working Up Field Notes. During survey op-

erations, many field measurements require some
form of arithmetical computation. It may be a
simple addition of several full lengths and a par-

tial tape length to record a total distance between
two points. It may be adding or subtracting dif-

ferences in elevation to determine height of in-

strument or elevation during leveling, or it may
be checking angles to see that the allowable error

is not exceeded. Since the process differs for each

type of surveying operation, the method will be

discussed under recording for each operation.

6. Computing. Office computing converts dis-

tances, angles, and rod readings into a more usa-

ble form. The measurements may end up as a

computed volume of dirt to be moved for a high-

way cut or fill, an area of land needed for a con-

struction project, or an adjusted position of some
point or mark from which other measurements

can be made.

(1) Distances, The field measured distances

may be measured on a slope or in short horizontal

sections. For higher accuracy, corrections must be

applied for temperature, tension, and sag of the

tape. The desired result is the horizontal distance

between points. In electronic distance measuring,

the distance is almost always on a slope and has to

be reduced to the equivalent horizontal distance.

(2) Bearing8 and azimuths. In many opera-

tions, the measured angles are converted into

directions of a line away from a north or south

line. These directions are called bearings or azi-

muths of the line.

(3) Relative positions. The distance and
direction of a line between two points determines

the position of one point relative to the other

1-«

point. If the direction is given as a bearing or

azimuth, a trigonometric formula using sine or

cosine of the angle, multiplied by the distance,

will result in a coordinate difference between the

two points.

(4) Road and railroad work. The computa-
tions determine the grade and position of a road
or railroad, and the volume of earth to be moved
to prepare the bed. Airfield and airstrip surveys

are quite similar to road surveys in alining and
grading the runways.

(5) Areas. Area computations are required at

times after the positions of points and distances

between them have been determined. This is per-

formed in the office either by drafting the survey
to scale and measuring graphically or by comput-
ing the area by trigonometry or by arithmetic.

c. Adjusting. Some survey techniques are not
complete until one more procedure in computing,
known as adjusting, is performed.

(1) Definition. Adjusting is the determina-
tion and application of corrections to the data
being adjusted thereby making the data consistent

within themselves and providing the most proba-
ble value for the determination of points to some
reference point. Small errors which are not ap-

parent during individual measurements can accu-

mulate to a sizeable amount. For example, assume
that 100 measurements were made to the nearest

unit for the accuracy required. This requires esti-

mating the nearest one-half unit during measure-
ment. At the end of the course, an error of +4
units results. Adjusting this means each measure-
ment is reduced 0.04 unit. Since the measure-
ments were only read to the nearest unit, this

adjustment would not be measurable at any point

and the adjusted result would be correct. Some of

the more precise surveys require least square ad-

justments which are discussed in TM 5-287.

(2) Traverse. Traverse is the measurement
of the lengths and directions of a series of lines

between points on the earth, and is used to deter-

mine the positions of the points. When finally

computed, the accumulated closing error shows up
as a position displacement and is distributed

among the traverse points.

(3) Triangulation. Adjusting triangulation

consists of adjusting the three angles of each

triangle to equal 180°, and then computing the

lengths of the unknown sides starting with a
measured or computed base line. These sides
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become the known distance values of adjoining

triangles. Computing continues through a net

until a new measured or previously determined

base line is reached. The closure (difference be-

tween the measured base line distance and the

distance computed through the triangles) must be

within prescribed limits. This amount of closure

is then adjusted back through the net affecting

the positions of the stations.

(4) Elevations. Normally, elevations on a
level line are computed in the field as the measure-

ments are made. When the line is closed or tied to

a known elevation, the difference in elevation be-

tween the measured and known elevations is ad-

justed over all the stations in the line.

1-11. Computations

a. Recording. Office computations reduce the

field notes to tabular or graphic form for a per-

manent record or for continuation of field work.

Standard forms, printed on letter size sheets are

available for many survey computations. The
computer is not limited to the use of these forms

and can improvise new ones when needed. All

computations pertaining to one survey are bound

into a single file and referenced to the book and

page number of the field book. Each page of the

file also contains the names of the computer and

the person who checked the computations.

Usually, enough of the field notes are transcribed

to the computation file so that further reference

to field notebooks is unnecessary.

6. Checking. Most mathematical problems can

be solved by more than one method. In checking a

set of computations, a method which differs from
the original computation is used, if possible. An
inverse solution, starting with the computed value

and solving for the field data, is one possibility.

The slide rule, the planimeter, and the protractor

are also used for approximate checking. A graphi-

cal solution can be used, when feasible, especially

if it takes less time than an arithmetical or loga-

rithmic solution. Each step that cannot be checked

by any other means must be recomputed. When an

error or mistake is found, the computation should

be rechecked before the correction is accepted.

1-12. Significant Figures

The term significant figures refers to those digits

in a number which have meaning, that is, whose

values are definitely known to be correct.

a. Measured Quantity. In a measured quantity,

the number of significant figures is determined by

the accuracy of the measurement. For example, a
roughly measured distance of 193 meters has
three significant figures. More carefully measured,
the same distance, 192.7 meters, has four signifi-

cant figures. If measured still more accurately,

192.68 meters has five significant figures.

6. Surveying. In surveying, the significant fig-

ures should reflect the allowable error or tolerance

in the measurements. For example, suppose a
measurement of 941.26 units is made with a prob-

able error of ±0.03 unit. The ±0.03 casts some
doubt on the fifth digit which can vary from 3 to

9, but the fourth digit will still remain 2. We can
say that 941.26 has five significant figures and
from the allowable error we know the fifth digit is

doubtful. However, if the probable error were
±0.07, the fourth digit would be affected. The
number could vary from 941.33 to 941.19, and the

fourth digit could be read 1, 2, or 3. The fifth digit

in this measurement is meaningless. The number
has only four significant figures and should be
written as such.

c. Zeros. The significant figures in a number
ending in one or more zeros are unknown unless

more information is given. The zeros may have
been added to show the location of the decimal

point. For example: 73200 may have three, four,

or five significant figures depending on whether
the true value is accurate to 100, 10, or 1 units. If

the number is written 73200.0. it indicates

accuracy is carried to the tenth of a unit and is

considered to have six significant figures.

d. Decimals. Using decimals, the significant

figure is not always the number of digits. A zero

may or may not be significant depending on its

position with respect to the decimal and the dig-

its. As mentioned in c above, zeros may have been

added to show the position of the decimal point.

Some examples are given below.

0.000047 — two significant figures

0.0100470 — six significant figures

2.0100470 — eight signicant figures

e. In Long Computations. The values are car-

ried out to one more digit than required in the

result. The number is rounded off to the required

number of digits as a final step.

1-13. Rounding off Numbers

Rounding off is the process of dropping one or

more digits and replacing them with zeros, if nec-

essary, to explain the correct number of signifi-

cant figures. Numbers are rounded off according

to the following rules

:
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a. When the digit to be dropped is less than 5,

the number is written without the digit or any
others that follow it (.064 becomes .05).

b. When the digit is equal to 5, the nearest even

number is substituted for the preceding digit

(.055 becomes .06; .045 becomes .04).

e. When the digit to be dropped is greater than

5, the preceding digit is increased by one (.047

becomes .05).

d. Dropped digits to the left of the decimal

points are replaced by zeros.

e. Dropped digits to the right of the decimal

point are never replaced. Examples:
2788.649 to five significant figures equals 2788.6

792.850 to four significant figures equals 792.8

792.750 to four significant figures equals 792.8

675828. to four significant figures equals 675800
675868. to four significant figures equals 675900

4896.8 to four significant figures equals 4896
4896.7 to four significant figures equals 4897

1-10
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CHAPTER 2

UNIVERSAL EQUIPMENT

2-1. Introduction

Surveying instruments are the devices with which
measurements are made. Many of these devices

have similar features. These include tripods to

hold the instrument steady at a convenient height

and over a mark while measuring ; level vials and
leveling heads to make some definite part of the

instrument horizontal and/or vertical; telescopes

to magnify the image being viewed at some dis-

tance; crosshairs to point on the image; and ei-

ther plumb bobs or optical plummets to set the

instrument exactly over a selected point on the

ground. Other features which are unique to only

one or two instruments will be discussed in fol-

lowing chapters that deal with the individual in-

strument.

NOTE

Where the word "crosshair" or "cross-

wire" is used in reference to the reticle

of a telescope, it must be understood that

these may be actual spider hairs, or they

may be lines engraved on glass. The
make and type of instrument is the con-

trolling factor on what is used. There-

fore these words will be used inter-

changeably within this manual when re-

ferring to the reticle of the different tel-

escopes. The appropriate maintenance

manual should be consulted for exact no-

menclature.

2-2. Tripod

The tripod is the base or foundation which sup-

ports the survey instrument and keeps it stable

during observations. It consists of a tripod head

to which the instrument is attached, three wooden

or metal legs which are hinged at the head, and

metal pointed shoes on each leg to press or anchor

into the ground to achieve a firm setup. The leg

hinge is adjusted so that the leg will just begin to

fall slowly when it is raised to an angle of about

45°. The tripod head may have screw threads on

which the instrument is mounted directly ; it may

have a screw projecting upward through the

plate ; or it may have a hole or slot through which
a special bolt is inserted to attach the instrument.

a. Types. Two types of tripods are furnished to

surveyors—the fixed leg tripod and the extension

leg tripod. A leg of the fixed leg tripod consists of

two lengths of wood as a unit or one solid piece of

wood, attached to a tripod head with a hinge and
fitted with metal tipped shoes. At points along the

length, the two piece legs are perpendicularly

braced to give great stability. A leg of the exten-

sion leg tripod is made of two sections which slide

up and down. The lower section slides into or out

of the upper section, enabling the surveyor to ad-

just the height of tripod as desired. On rough
terrain, the legs can be adjusted to different

lengths to establish a horizontal tripod head or to

set the instrument at the most comfortable work-
ing height. The fixed legs must be swung in or out

in varying amounts to level the head. Therefore

the instruments height is not as easily controlled

with the fixed legs as with the extension legs, and
the observer must learn the correct spread of the

fixed legs to get the desired observing height. It is

recommended that the extension leg tripod be

used when the surveying is to be done over rough

terrain.

6. Mounting Instruments. When mounting the

survey instrument on the tripod it must be

gripped firmly to avoid dropping. The transit is

held by the standard opposite the vertical circle

while it is being mounted. The engineer level is

held at the center of the telescope and usually

theodolites and precise levels are gripped near the

base of the instrument. The instruments must be

screwed down to a firm bearing, but not so tightly

that they will bind or that the screw threads will

strip.

2-3. Setting the Tripod
The tripod legs must be properly placed to achieve

a stable setup. The legs must also be anchored by

firmly embedding, tying together, or plastering

down.
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a. General. On level terrain the legs should be

made to form an angle of about 60° with the

ground surface. Loosen the restraining strap

from around the legs and secure it around one leg.

An effective way to set the tripod down is to grip

it with two of the legs close to the body while

standing over the point where the setup is re-

quired. Using one hand, push the third leg out

away from the body until it is about 1/2 to % of a

meter away from the point. Lower the tripod

until this third leg is on the ground. Place one

hand on each of the first two legs and spread

them while taking a short backward step, using

the third leg as a support point. When the two
legs look about as far away from the mark as the

third one, lower the two legs and press them into

the ground, if possible. Any slight adjustment to

level the head further is made by moving the

third leg in or out before embedding. On exten-

sion leg tripods, this final adjustment can be made
by sliding the proper leg up or down.

6. Smooth Surfaces. On smooth or slippery

paved or rock surfaces, the tripod leg hinges

should be tightened while setting up to prevent

the legs from spreading and causing the tripod to

fall. Use should be made of holes or cracks in the

ground to brace the tripod. As a safety factor in

some cases, the three legs should be tied together

at the proper distances, braced with rocks or

cemented in place with plaster of paris, after they

are set to keep them in the proper position.

c. Sloping surfaces. When setting up on steeply

sloping surfaces, the third leg is placed uphill and
at a greater distance from the mark. The other

two legs are set downhill as a above. Before re-

leasing the downhill legs they should be checked

for stability to see that the weight of the instru-

ment on the tripod head will not overbalance and

cause the tripod to slip or fall.

2-4. Care of Tripod

When setting the legs in the ground, care must be

taken to apply pressure longitudinally. Pressure

across the leg can crack the wooden pieces. The

hinged joint should be adjusted (para 2-2) and
not overtightened to cause strain on the joint, or

to strip or lock the metal threads. The machined
tripod head must be kept covered when not in use,

and should not be scratched or burred by mishan-

dling. The head cover should be attached to the

tripod leg when not in use. Any damage to it can

be transferred to the tripod head. Mud, clay, or

sand adhering to the tripod must be removed and
the tripod wiped with a damp cloth and dried. The
metal parts should be coated with a light film of

oil and wiped with a clean cloth. Foreign matter
can get into the hinged joints or on the machined
surfaces and cause wear. Stability is the tripod's

greatest asset. Instability, wear, or damaged bear-

ing surfaces on the tripod can evolve into unex-

plainable errors in the final survey results.

2-5. Level Vial

Many surveying instruments are equipped with

one or more level vials to indicate the horizontal

plane, and to assist in keeping parts of the instru-

ment horizontal and others vertical while the in-

strument is in use. This is very important since it

defines the vertical axis and horizontal plane at

the instrument from which measurements are

made.

a. Description. A level vial is a glass tube with

the inside surface along the long axis ground as

an arc of a circle. The vial is filled almost com-
pletely with liquid and sealed at both ends. The
liquid is normally either alcohol or ether which do

not freeze at low temperatures. The level vial is

sometimes referred to as a spirit level. When the

vial is held horizontally, the remaining unfilled

space takes the form of an air bubble and seeks

the highest part of the arc. The vial is usually

marked with graduations in both directions from
the center or from one end to the other. The bub-

ble is centered in the middle of the vial of a well

adjusted and leveled instrument (fig. 2-1). The
vial is usually mounted in a protective metal hous-

ing that is attached to the instrument with screws

to permit its removal. The level vial is adjusted by

Bubble off-center Bubble centered

Figure 2-1. Level vial.

2-2
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capstan head screws that extend through the

housing and work directly on the vial.

b. Sensitivity. The sensitivity of a bubble is a

measure of the amount it moves for a given incli-

nation, and depends on the construction of the

vial. The longer the radius of the arc in the vial,

the flatter the curve and the greater the sensitiv-

ity, since a smaller vertical movement of the end

of the level vial will start the bubble moving. The
markings on the vial are not standardized on all

instruments and sensitivity is described by the

radius of the bubble arc. This radius is about 6

meters for a transit plate level, about 8 meters for

the alidade levels, about 21 meters for the engi-

neer level, and about 200 meters for precise levels.

The high sensitivity vials are used on the instru-

ments for precise work. High sensitivity vials on

less precise instruments wastes time in centering

and the quality of the work is not necessarily

improved. The exact amount of bubble movement
measured in divisions of the vial to unit of arc is

determined by calibration.

e. Calibration. The level vials on very precise

instruments are extremely sensitive and bringing

the bubble into exact center would be time con-

suming. The vial, therefore, is graduated so that

the inclination may be read and a correction com-

puted. This level correction is determined by cali-

bration of the level vial in seconds of arc per

graduation. There are many methods used in cali-

brating level vials and these methods and compu-

tations are covered thoroughly in chapter 3, TM
5-442.

d. Alinement. When a bubble vial must be re-

placed, the new vial can be replaced as follows

:

(1) Select a fairly level surface to work on.

(2) Set the vial housing on the surface and

mark its position.

(3) Insert the vial in the housing and let it

come to rest

(4) Note the amount that the bubble is off

center (®,fig. 2-2).

(5) Lift housing and vial carefully, turn it

end for end, and set it down reversed, but in the

same place as marked in (2) above.

(6) Note the amount that the bubble is off

center now ((§), fig. 2-2)

.

(7) Shim the lower end of the vial up until

the bubble is halfway between the first and second

positions noted in (4) and (6) above ((f), fig.

2-2).

(8) Repeat (4) and (6) above, as a check* If

bubble returns to the same position both direct

and reverse (not necessarily centered), the vial is

parallel to the holder. The bubble may not be cen-

tered because the surface which was selected is

out of level by the amount that the bubble is off

center.

(9) Mount the bubble vial permanently in

housing.

2-6. Circular Level

Some instruments have a circular level vial in ad-

dition to the plate level. The sensitivity is usually

lower than the long vial bubbles, but it is suffi-

cient for quick or approximate leveling.

2-7. Leveling Heads

Many surveying instruments have an assembly

called a leveling head which supports the instru-

ment on the tripod and is used to level the instru-

ments. Two types of heads are in use; the four-

screw and three-screw type. This refers to the

number of leveling screws used to level the instru-

ment.

a. Four-Screw Type. The four screws are

spaced equally 90° apart around the head. A cross

section is shown in figure 2-8. The leveling head

contains a socket (A) in which a spindle (B) ro-
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C

Figure t-3. Cro*& Miction of four-eerew Uvtling h&ad.

tates. A ball-and-socket joint, consisting of a hem-
ispherical piece (C) and a socket in the footplate

(D), forms a flexible connection. The leveling

screws (E) bear on the footplate and are threaded

into arms which are part of the socket. Thus, by

manipulating the screws in pairs, the axis of the

spindle can be made vertical as indicated by the

level vial (F).

b. Three-Screw Type. The three screws are

spaced equally 120° apart and the screws can be

manipulated individually or in conjunction with
one or both other screws to level the head. The
lower end of the screw may bear on the footplate

as in the four-screw type, be held against the foot-

plate by a starplate, or have a tribrach arrange-

ment (fig. 2-4). The tribrach is an assembly

which consists of the leveling screws, the optical

plumbing assembly and circular level, and is de-

tachable from the instrument head. This latter

combination permits interchangeability of instru-

ments without moving the tripod. After observa-

tions are completed, the instrument is detached at

its base and moved to the next location to another

tribrach, while the tripod and tribrach remain at

their set position. The next instrument or target

is then snapped into place, checked for level, and

is ready for its operation.

2-8. Leveling the Instrument

The instruments are leveled in a prescribed se-

quence. This depends on whether there is a four

Figure t-4. Three-ecrew leveUng head.

leveling-screw head with either one or two level

vials, or only three leveling screws and one vial,

and in many cases, an additional circular bubble.

After the instrument is firmly attached to the tri-

pod, it is leveled as follows

:

a. Four Leveling-Screw and One Level.

(1) Turn the instrument about its vertical

axis until the level vial is approximately parallel

to two opposite leveling screws, 1 and 3, ®,
figure 2-5. With these screws, tilt the instrument

until the level bubble is approximately centered in

the vial. Note that the level bubble moves in the

same direction as the left thumb. The two screws

are turned in opposite directions at the same rate,

keeping a slight pressure between the leveling

screw feet and the footplate.

(2) Turn the instrument 90° until the level

vial is parallel to the other pair of screws, 2 and

4, ®, figure 2-6. Once again, bring the level bub-

ble to the approximate center.

(3) Turn the instrument back to its original

position as in (1) above, and recenter the bubble.

(4) Repeat (2) and (3) above, until the bub-

ble remains at center in both positions.

(5) Turn the instrument 180° around from
its position at (1) above. If the bubble remains at

center, the instrument is leveled along this axil. If

2-4
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® ®
Figure £-6. Manipulating the leveling screws.

not, bring the bubble halfway back to center using

the leveling screws. This will bring the instru-

ment to level, but the vial is out of adjustment.

(6) Repeat procedures in (5) above, using

position in (2) above, as the starting point and
again compensate for the difference in centering.

Note that the bubble will be in the same off-center

position for any pointing of the instrument since

the vial is out of adjustment.

(7) When leveling is completed, all four level-

ing screws must bear firmly against the footplate

without the screws binding.

(8) The level vial may be adjusted by using

the procedure in (5) above, except that the bubble

is brought back halfway to center with the vial

adjusting screw(s) and then completely centered

by the leveling screws. By returning to the posi-

tion used in (1) above, the bubble should remain

centered. If not, the process is repeated being a

little more careful in bringing the bubble back

halfway to center with the level vial adjusting

screw(s). The bubble should be kept in good ad-

justment, but since it is extremely difficult to get

a perfect adjustment, the procedure in (5) above,

should always be followed as the last step.

b. Four Leveling-Screws and Two Levels. The

two level vials are set at an angle of 90° apart in

these instruments. The leveling is similar to a

above, but the instrument does not have to be

turned as much. The instrument is first turned so

that the vials are parallel to pairs of opposing

screws, 1 and 3, 2 and 4, 0, figure 2-5. Each

bubble is centered using the appropriate pair of

screws. The instrument is turned 180° and if ei-

ther bubble is off center, it is brought halfway

back with the appropriate pair of screws. Either

bubble may be brought to better adjustment by

using the vial adjusting screw(s) and bringing

the bubble the remaining distance to center. After

making any adjustment, the centering must be

rechecked.

c. Three Leveling-Screws and One Level These
instruments are leveled in a manner similar to a
above. The instrument is turned until the level

vial is parallel to a line joining two of the leveling

screws, 1 and 2, <§), figure 2-5. The bubble is

centered by turning one or both of these screws.

The instrument is turned 90° and the bubble is

now centered using the third screw, 3, <§), figure

2-5. Centering of the bubble is checked by turning
the instrument 180° from each of the previous

positions and compensating as described in a
above.

d. Circular Bubble. The circular level vial has a
small circle marked on the glass. The bubble,

which is round, is centered when it is concentric

with this circle. The instrument is turned and the

screws are manipulated as in c above. The bubble
is centered on an axis parallel to two screws and
then at right angles using the third screw. Since

the circular bubble is not very sensitive, leveling

is completed using the plate level vial. The circu-

lar level is adjusted as follows:

(1) Bring the bubble of circular level to ap-

proximate center by using the leveling screws.

(2) Level the instrument using the plate level

as described in c above. If circular bubble is not

centered in the marked circle when instrument is

level, the circular level is out of adjustment.

(3) Mark this unlevel position of the bubble

on the vial window with a grease pencil or other

suitable marking device for glass. Remove the in-

strument from the tripod. Place the instrument on

a steady support so that the circular level housing

projects over the edge of the support. This will

provide access to the three circular level adjusting

screws in the base of the level housing. Adjust the

level of the instrument with suitable shim mate-

rial until the circular level bubble is alined with
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Figure 2-6. Instrument set over station.
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the temporary reference mark placed on the vial

window. Now adjust the three spring-loaded

screws in the base of the housing until the bubble

is centered in the regular marked circle. The three

adjusting screws should not be tightened all the

way. All of them should "float" the level on the

adjusting springs.

(4) Remove the temporary reference mark
previously placed on the vial window. Return in-

strument to tripod and bring to exact level with

the plate level. Observe position of circular level

bubble. If it is centered in the marked circle, the

circular level is correctly adjusted. If bubble is

not centered, repeat the procedure in (8) above

until level bubble is correctly centered.

2-9. Plumb Bobs

The plumb bob usually has a body and a remova-
ble cap made of brass with a replaceable point

made of hardened steel. It is a weight tapered so

its point will hang directly below a supporting

string. For normal tripod work, a movable slide is

mounted on the string, and is used to adjust the

height of the plumb bob above the point. When
the string is hung under the center of the instru-

ment, the point of a freely suspended plumb bob

will be directly below this center (fig. 2-6). The
vertical axis of the leveled instrument can be con-

sidered to be exactly over the point or conversely,

the point on the ground to be exactly beneath the

vertical axis of the instrument. In taping, the

plumb bob may be used to "drop" a measurement
from the tape to the ground or to find the reading

on the tape directly above a specific point on the

ground. Plumb bobs come in varying sizes and
weights, depending upon the need.

2-10. Optical Plumbing Assembly

The optical plumbing assembly or plummet (fig.

2-7) is a device built into the alidade or the tri-

brach of some of the instruments to center the

instrument over a point. It consists of a small

prismatic telescope with a crosswire or marked
circle reticle adjusted to be in line with the verti-

cal axis of the instrument. After the instrument is

leveled, a sighting through the plummet will check

the centering over a point very quickly. The plum-

met's advantage over the plumb bob are that it

permits the observer to center over a point from
the height of the instrument stand, and that it is

not affected by wind. The plummet is especially

useful for work on high stands or towers. A
plumb bob requires someone at ground level to

steady it and to inform the observer on the plat-

TCLCSCOPE ANO

Figur* $-7. Optical plumbing aswmbly.

form how to move his instrument and when he is

exactly over the point. With the plummet, the cen-

tering and checking is done by the observer.

2-11. Centering the Instrument

Centering over a station and maintaining this po-

sition is a very important operation in surveying.

The precision is dictated by the accuracy with
which angles are to be measured. Horizontal an-

gles, measured with an off-center instrument, will

apply to the point which is directly under the

instrument and not to the station mark itself,

thereby causing the angles to be in error in refer-

ence to the station mark.

a. The tripod is set up and the instrument

firmly attached. A plumb bob is suspended below
the instrument and the string adjusted until the

plumb bob is about 2 centimeters above the sta-

tion mark.

6. If the instrument is not initially set up over

the station, the tripod, instrument, and plumb bob
are picked up keeping the tripod legs in the same
relative position, and set down over the station

mark. The instrument is leveled approximately

and shifted on the footplate or tripod head until

the plumb bob is over the mark.

c. The loosened screw is tightened and the level-

ing completed. The plumb bob is lowered to 0.5

centimeter above the mark and the centering

checked. If necessary, centering is improved by
loosening the screw again and shifting the instru-
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ment on the tripod head until the plumb bob is

again exactly over the mark. The instrument is

then checked for level, releveling if necessary.

This procedure is followed until the instrument is

both level and centered exactly over station mark.

d. If the instrument has an optical plumbing
assembly, the plumb bob is removed and the plum-
met used for the final centering. The leveling is

checked whenever the instrument is moved while

centering. It is not only good practice, but neces-

sary for precise surveys, to check the leveling and
centering at intervals, before, during and after

each series of direction (angle) measurements.
There is always the possibility of tripod settling,

or pressure created during instrument manipula-

tion, or even an accidental bump causing the in-

strument to go out of level or off-center or both.

e. When final centering is done with a plumb
bob, it is frequently necessary to shield the plumb
bob and string from the wind to prevent them
from swaying. An effective method is to stand on
the side from which the wind blows and use the

body and legs as a shield. In a mild breeze, placing

one leg close to, but not touching, the string and
resting the foot near the station mark will form a

good shield. In high winds, a wind screen or ob-

serving tent should be erected around the instru-

ment and station.

/. Not centering the instrument creates the

largest errors in directions (angles) when the dis-

tance from the instrument to the sighted targets

is small. For short sights, extra care must be ex-

ercised in centering.

2-12. Telescope*

The telescope is that part of the transit, theodol-

ite, level, or alidade that acts as a sighting device

and enlarges the image of any viewed object. It

contains lenses to magnify the sighted image and

a reticle to define the line of sight. The viewing

system consists of an erecting or inverting eye-

piece assembly, an adjustable reticle with a series

of fine lines, and an objective lens assembly of

either the internal or external focusing type. The
telescope is a combination of optical and mechani-

cal systems mounted in a tube using spacers, re-

tainers, and screws. The combination is designed

to maintain the relative spacing and alinement of

the lenses and reticle to a high degree of preci-

sion.

a. Eyepiece. The eyepiece is essentially an ad-

justable microscope used to observe the lines on

2-t

the reticle which appear superimposed on an en-
larged view of the object or target.

(1) An inverting eyepiece lens turns all ob-

jects upside down and reverses them left to right.

It is used on high precision instruments to take
advantage of better optical qualities. The erecting

eyepiece allows the observer to see the objects as
they appear naturally.

(2) The eyepiece must be adjusted to permit
the observer to see the crosshairs or crosslines in

sharp focus. This adjustment depends on the ob-

server's eye and is ordinarily made each time an
observer uses the instrument. The telescope is

pointed toward the sky and the eyepiece is rotated

until the crosshairs appear very sharp and in-

tensely black. Rotating the eyepiece moves it in a
helical mount toward or away from the crosshairs

for focusing. The final motion should be toward
the crosshairs and should stop when they appear
the sharpest.

b. Reticle. The reticle is a ring which holds the

crosshairs that define the line of sight through the

telescope. The ring is held in place by adjusting

screws which permit the reticle to be exactly cen-

tered in the axis of the telescope. These can be

four capstan-head or three fillister-head adjusting

screws depending on the type of instrument. The
crosshairs may be fine spider threads, fine plati-

num wire, glass fiber, or fine lines etched or ap-

plied to a glass plate. The two principal crosshairs

are at right angles to each other and are set in the

telescope so that one is vertical and the other hori-

zontal. Some instruments have additional lines or

ticks which are used for special purposes. Stadia

hairs or lines are two horizontal lines spaced at a
precise distance above and below the center hair.

Some stadia reticles contain cross ticks to subdi-

vide the distance between stadia hairs into tenths.

Some theodolites use reticles with a "split" hair

for one-half of the vertical crosshair. This per-

mits centering distant objects between the hairs.

If the single hair is used, the object should be
bisected by the single hair.

c. Objective Lens. The objective lens is located

at the forward end of the telescope and consists of

two or more lens elements designed to give proper

magnification and an undistorted field of view.

(1) In some telescopes, the objective lens as-

sembly is moved as a unit to focus the object

being observed. Other telescopes use the rear ele-

ment of the objective plus an internal-field lens

assembly which moves as a unit longitudinally in

the tube for focusing. When properly focused, the
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objective lens forms an image of the object in the

plane of the crosshairs. The image formed by the

objective lens and the crosshairs are viewed as

one image through the eyepiece.

(2) After the eyepiece has been focused, the

telescope is pointed toward the object to be ob-

served. Focusing the objective consists of turning

either a knob or a knurled tube on the telescope

depending upon the type of instrument. The knob
operates a rack and pinion to move the objective

lens assembly while the tube moves the assembly
on a helical track to focus the lens. This brings

the image into the plane of the crosshairs.

(3) To test for focusing, the observer must
move his head from side to side or up and down
while sighting through the eyepiece. Any appar-
ent movement of the crosshairs in relation to the

object image means that parallax is present. The
image is not exactly in the plane of the crosshairs

and the objective focusing must be refined. Since

this condition can occur each time the objective

lens is focused, a parallax check must be made
whenever a new object is observed.

2-13. Cora of the Telescope

Normally, the only parts of the telescope that are

visible to the surveyor are a tube, the faces of the

objective and eyepiece lenses, the focusing devices

such as knobs or knurled rings, and the heads of

the reticle adjusting screws. The telescope is

never taken apart in the field.

a. Dust and dirt which accumulate on the ex-

posed metal surfaces can be injurious if allowed

to get into the operating parts. A clean cloth is

used to remove the dust from the metal by gently

wiping the surfaces. Avoid pushing it under the

sleeves or onto the threads of the screws.

6. Never use a cloth on the glass surfaces. First,

remove the dust carefully by using the camel's

hair brush. Then, and only if it is still necessary,

use the chamois or lens tissue and gently wipe the

face of the lens. Avoid rubbing with the chamois
or tissue, since this can remove the lens coating.

Do not touch the lens surfaces, oil on the skin

leaves a deposit which attracts dust if the surface

is touched, first the brush and then the chamois or

tissue are used to remove the deposit.

c. For subfreezing weather or arctic use, a win-

terizing kit is furnished. Rubber knob covers per-

mit instrument handling without the skin adher-

ing to the metal. Orange sticks gently passed over

the lens surfaces will pick up any moisture which
condenses on the surface. The orange stick will fit

into areas that are difficult to reach where the

metal and glass join.

d. Oiling is a maintenance procedure, and
should not be attempted in the field, unless abso-

lutely necessary. Use of oil may loosen a sticking

or hard-to-turn knob or sleeve, but it does not

remove the cause. It may drive the obstruction

deeper into the assembly and cause extensive

damage.

e. The appropriate technical manual that gov-

erns the operation and maintenance of the instru-

ment must be consulted before any cleaning, oil-

ing or adjustment is undertaken.
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CHAPTER 3

LEVELS

Section I. HAND LEVELS

3-1. Locator Hand Level

The hand level, like all surveying levels, is an
instrument which combines a level vial and a

sighting device (fig. 3-1). The locator hand level

(Qf 3-1) is so called because in use it is hand
held in front of the eye. For greater stability, it

may be rested against a tree, rod, or range pole. A
horizontal line is provided in the sight tube as a

reference line. The level vial is mounted atop a

slot in the sight tube in which a reflector is set at

a 45° angle. This permits the observer, in sighting

through the tube, to see the landscape or object,

the position of the level bubble in the vial, and the

index line at the same time. The distance, over

which a hand level is sighted, is comparatively

short and no magnification is provided for the

sighting.

3—2. Abney Topographic Hand Level

This more specialized type of hand level, called

the Abney topographic hand level, adds a gradu-

ated arc so that the vertical angle and the percent

of grade can be measured. This topographic level

(©, fig. 3-1) has a reversible arc assembly

mounted on one side. The arc is graduated in de-

grees on one side and percent of grade on the

other. The level vial is attached at the axis of

rotation of the index arm. The bubble is centered

by moving the arc and not the sight tube as Li the

locator level. Thus, the difference between the line

of sight and the level bubble axis can be read in

degrees or percent of grade from the position of

the index arm on the arc. The 45° reflector and
the sighting principle with its view of the land-

scape, bubble, and index line are the same as in

the locator hand level.

Figure 3-1. Hand levels*
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Section II. ENGINEER LEVEL

3-3. Description

The sighting device of an engineer level (fig. 3-2)

is a 30 ±3, variable power telescope, maximum
length 18 inches, with an erecting eyepiece. Some
models use internal focusing, while others use ex-

ternal focusing objective lens assemblies. The re-

ticle has two crosshairs at right angles to each

other and some models have added stadia hairs.

The telescope is rigidly attached to the level bar

which supports an adjustable, highly sensitive

level vial. This rigidly supported instrument is

known as the "dumpy" type. The telescope and
level bar assembly are mounted on a spindle

which permits the unit to be revolved only in a

horizontal plane. It cannot be elevated or de-

pressed. A clamp and tangent screw act on the

spindle for small motions to permit accurate cen-

tering. The spindle mounts in a four-screw level-

ing head which rests on a footplate. The footplate

screws onto the threads on the tripod head. When
the instrument is properly adjusted and leveled,

the line of sight, defined by the horizontal cross-

hair will describe a horizontal plane.

3-4. Care

Care of the level, as with any other instrument,

starts with an inspection of the instrument when
it is issued.

a. Initial. Remove the level from the box and
mount it on the tripod head. Examine it for miss-

ing parts or any sign of damage caused by bumps
or jars.

(1) Check the bubble to see that it is not
broken, then look through the telescope to see that
the crosshairs are in place. These two hairs are
used for the leveling operation and if either is
missing or broken, the level cannot be used and
must be replaced.

(2) Try all the clamps, motions, and screws,
checking for freedom and smoothness of action.

Determine the cause of any binding, friction, or
malfunction, and whether it can be corrected at
once. DO NOT TRY TO USE A FAULTY
LEVEL.

(3) Wipe all exterior metal surfaces to re-

move dust and any excess grease or oil. Polished

surfaces, such as the bearing surface or the foot-

plate, should be cleaned carefully and thoroughly.

Dirt or grit can scratch these surfaces and cause

undue wear which will affect results.

(4) Check the lenses for chips and cracks. If

dirty, clean lens using the camel's-hair brush first

to remove the dust. Wipe gently with the chamois
to remove any film. If this is insufficient, get an
approved lens cleaning solution and clean the lens.

Any accidental finger marks on the lens should be

wiped or cleaned off immediately.

6. Care During Operations. Always carry the

level stored in its carrying case between the office

and starting point of a survey. The level should be

•RETICLE ADJUSTING SCREWS
EYEPIECE

FOCUSING KflOB

-LEVEL VIAL

TANGENT SCREW-

Figure 8-2. Engineer level
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hand carried in its case when transporting it over

long distances or rough terrain during survey op-

erations. Handle the case gently to avoid jolts or

vibrations which can damage or misaline the deli-

cate parts. When moving from point to point dur-

ing actual surveys, it is permissible to carry the

level on its tripod. Tighten the clamp screw to

prevent motion, but do not overtighten. In dusty

or salt water spray areas, remove the sunshade

and cover the objective lens with the dustcap.

Carry the level and tripod under the arm with the

instrument cradled in front especially in un-

cleared or rough terrain. The level, like all survey

instruments, is highly susceptible to expansion

and contraction if exposed to in the sun. If the

sun strikes only part of the instrument, unequal

expansion will cause changes in the adjustments

and introduce errors in the results. It is good

practice to select shaded locations for instrument

setups or to carry an umbrella to shade the instru-

ment. There are three cardinal rules that all sur-

veyors abide by

:

(1) NEVER set up the tripod without find-

ing good footings and setting the legs firmly to

prevent collapse of the tripod.

(2) NEVER leave the setup instrument unat-

tended.

(3) NEVER straddle the tripod legs.

3-5. Adjustment

A check of the instrument's adjustment should be

made when it is first issued and before it is taken

to the field. It is necessary to check the adjust-

ment every day before starting work, at any time

the instrument is bumped or jolted, and at the end

of each day's work. The instrument should be set

up and approximately leveled over both pairs of

screws. Since the check will also include the opti-

cal assembly, the crosshairs and objective should

be focused sharply, using a well-defined object

about 50 meters away, and then the parallax re-

moved (para 2-12c(3)). The check and adjust-

ment are made in three steps and in the order

listed.

a. Level Vial. Adjustment of the level vial (fig.

3-3) makes the axis of the level bubble perpendic-

ular to the axis of rotation (vertical axis).

(1) Set the instrument over diametrically op-

posite leveling screws, and center the bubble care-

fully (®, fig. 3-3).

(2) Rotate the telescope 180° and note the

movement of the bubble away from center, if in-

strument is unadjusted (©, fig. 3-3).

(3) Bring the bubble half the distance back

to the center of the vial by turning the capstan

screws at the end of the vial (®, fig. 3-3).

(4) Relevel with leveling screws (®, fig.

3-3) and rotate the instrument 180°. Repeat (3)

above, if the bubble does not remain at the center

of the vial.

(5) Check the final adjustment by noting that

the bubble remains in the center of the vial dur-

ing the entire revolution about the vertical axis.

6. Horizontal Crosshairs. The horizontal cross-

hairs are adjusted (fig. 3-4) to make the hori-

zontal hair lie in a plane perpendicular to the

vertical axis.

(1) Level the instrument carefully.

(2) Sight one end of the horizontal crosshair

© ® <3> ®

Figure Adjustment of the level vial.

OUT OF ADJUSTMENT IN ADJUSTMENT

Figure 3-4. Adjustment of horizontal crosshairs.
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on a well-defined point about 50 meters away.

Turn the telescope slowly on its vertical axis,

using the slow motion screw. If the crosshair is in

adjustment, the hair will stay on the point

through its entire length.

(3) If it does not, loosen the reticle adjusting

screw and turn the reticle by lightly tapping two

opposite screws.

(4) Sight on the point again and if the hori-

zontal hair does not follow the point through its

entire length, turn the ring again.

(5) Repeat this procedure until the condition

is satisfied.

c. Line of Sight. The adjustment (fig. 3-5)

makes the line of sight parallel to the axis of the

level vial. This method is known as the "two peg"

test.

(1) Set up the instrument ((T), fig. 3-5);

drive in a stake A about 50 meters away ; drive in

a stake B at the same distance in the opposite

direction.

(2) Take a rod reading "a" on stake A and a

rod reading "b" on stake B. With the instrument

exactly halfway between the two stakes, (b-a) is

the true difference in elevation between the

stakes.

(3) Move the instrument close to stake A
«D, fig. 3-5) so that the eyepiece swings within

10mm of the rod.

(4) Take a rod reading "c" on stake A
through the objective lens, and a rod reading "d"

on the stake B in the normal manner. If the in-

strument is in adjustment (d-c) will equal (b-a).

(5) If the instrument is out of adjustment,

calculate what the correct rod reading "e" should

be, (e = b+c-a). Move the horizontal crosshair to

the correct reading by loosening the correct verti-

cal capstan screw and tightening the opposite

screw.

(6) Check the horizontal crosshair adjust-

ment (6 above). The ring may have turned during

this adjustment.

(7) Rerun the peg test to check the adjust-

ment.

Section III. SEMIPRECISE LEVEL

3-6. Description

The military level (fig. 3-6) is designed for more
precise work than the engineer level and is re-

ferred to as a semiprecise or prism level. All vis-

ual leveling operations and observations can be

performed from the eyepiece end of the telescope.

The telescope is a 30 power, 10-inch long, interior

focusing type with an inverting eyepiece and an

enclosed fixed reticle. The reticle contains the

crosswires and stadia wires and is mounted inter-

nally and cannot be moved or adjusted as in many
other instruments. Focusing the objective is done

by an internal field lens through a rack and pinion

controlled by a knob on the upper right-hand side

of the telescope. The telescope and level can be

tilted through a small angle in the horizontal

plane about the vertical axis. This maintains a
line of sight perpendicular to the vertical axis just

before the rod reading is made. The tilting is done

with a graduated micrometer screw located below

the telescope eyepiece. A cam is provided to raise

or lower the telescope off the tilting device. When
the cam is in the raised position the telescope

is lifted off the tilting device and holds it firmly

when moving the instrument. The cam is in the

lowered position only when observing with the

instrument. The eyepiece located to the left of the

telescope eyepiece is used for viewing the level

3-4
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Figure 3-6. Military level.

vial through a prism system which brings both

ends of the level bubble into view. The ends of

this level bubble must be brought and maintained

in coincidence during the observation. The level

vial is not located directly under the telescope, but

to the left and below, directly in line with the

capstan screws under the level vial eyepiece. Its

sensitivity is given as 30 second of arc per 2 milli-

meter spacing. A circular bubble which is viewed

through a 45° mirror is provided for approxi-

mately leveling the instrument before using the

level vial. For night work, battery-powered lights

illuminate the level vial, the reticle, and the circu-

lar level. The clamping screw and horizontal-mo-

tion tangent screw are located on the right-hand

side; the former near the spindle and the latter

below the objective lens. The instrument has a

three-screw leveling head. The tripod for this

level is a fixed leg type for more stability during

setup. For a more detailed description and main-

tenance refer to TM 5-6675-230-15.

3-7. Care

a. Initial. The initial care of this level is similar

to the engineer level (para 3-4) concerning the

inspection, trying the motions, wiping the metal

surfaces, and cleaning the lenses. However, the

prisms, the level vial microscope, the tilting knob,

and lighting equipment are additional components

that must be examined.

6. During Operations. The added precision of

this instrument dictates additional care in han-

dling. Jolts, bumps, and vibrations can cause the

instrument to go out of adjustment (para 3-8).

When moving the level, the tilting cam level must
always be in the raised position. The method of

carrying and transporting is the same as for the

engineer level. Protection from sunlight is usually

required when using this instrument, and there-

fore a surveying umbrella should be considered

necessary equipment. Cloudiness is not protection

from the uneven expansion and contraction of the

instrument. The cardinal rules of NEVER setting

up an instrument without making sure of a firm

footing and NEVER leaving the setup instrument

unattended, and NEVER straddle the tripod legs

apply.

3-8. Instrument Test and Adjustments

Semiprecise and precise level measurements re-

quire a constant check on the instruments to elim-

inate any possible errors caused by the instru-

ment being out of adjustment. The circular level,

the level vial, and parallax tests must be made
before the level is used. In addition, the determi-

nation of a stadia factor and "C" factor must be

accomplished.

a. Circular Level. The circular level is checked

and adjusted as described in paragraph 2Sd.

b. Parallax. The parallax must be removed as

described in paragraph 2-12c, before the tests and
adjustments are started.
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e. Determination of Stadia Constant The stadia

constant factor of the instrument should be care-

fully determined. This factor is required in the

computation of the length from the stadia inter-

vals and in computing the allowable error for a

level line. This determination must be done for all

levels equipt with stadia wires. Should new cross

wires be installed in the field, a redetermination

of the constant must be made before using the

level in a survey. The observations and computa-

tions for this determination must be recorded as a

permanent record along with the time and date

and kept with the project files. The determination

is made by comparing the stadia intervals ob-

served over a known distance course. The course

should be laid out on a reasonably level track,

roadway, or sidewalk, and nails or other marks
placed in a straight line of measured distances, of

0, 26, 85, 45, 55, 65, and 75 meters. The plumbing

point of the instrument and zero point are the

same on the military level; therefore the instru-

ment is plumbed directly over the zero stake.

However, this is not true for all instruments and

the manufacturer's manual should be checked for

the zero point correction. Read the rod at each of

the six points and record the intervals as shown
in figure 3-7. The level bubble need not be accu-

rately centered, but should at least be free of the

ends of the tube. The half-wire intervals should be

computed as a check against erroneous readings.

The sum of the total intervals for the six readings

should also be computed. The stadia constant coef-

ficient is the sum of these measured distances

(300 meters) divided by the sum of the six total

wire intervals. As a check against gross errors

each separate observation should be computed.

The average of the six separate computations

serves as a numerical check. Any tendency for the

six computed values to creep in one direction will

be good evidence that some error in the measure-

ment of the distance has been made from the

center of instrument to the zero point of the in-

strument and then to the first of the six rod

points.

d. Determination of "C Factor. Each day, just

before the leveling is begun or immediately after

the beginning of the day's observations, and im-

mediately following any instance when the instru-

ment is subjected to unusual shock, the error of

the instrument ("C" factor) must be determined.

This determination may be done during the regu-

lar course of leveling or over a special course; in

either case the recording of the observations must
be done on a separate page of the recording notes

nr^

—
m

A I

Figure 8-8. Procedure for "C" factor.

with all computations shown. The following pro-

cedure is used for the observation and computa-

tion.

(1) Set two rods (fig. 3-8) about 100 meters

apart and the instrument about 10 meters for-

ward of the rear rod (A) ; read the front rod (a),

then the rear rod (b) ; move the instrument to a

position (B) about 10 meters behind the front

rod; read front rod (c) and then the rear rod (d).

The two instrument stations must be between the

two rod points. The readings must be made with

the level bubble carefully centered (in coinci-

dence) and then all three wires are read for each

rod reading.

(2) The required "C" factor determination is

basically the ratio of the required rod reading

correction to the corresponding subtended inter-

val, or

C =
(sum of

near-rod readings)

(sum of _
distant-rod intervals)

(sum of

distant-rod intervals)

(sum of

near-rod intervals)

The total correction for curvature and refraction

(para 8-5) must be applied to each distant rod

reading before using them in the above formula.

It must be remembered that the sum of the rod

intervals must be multiplied by the stadia con-

stant in order to obtain the actual distance before

determining the curvature and refraction correc-

tion. The recording and computation of this factor

is shown in figure 3-9. This figure shows the be-

fore and after adjustment computations. The
maximum permissable "C" factor varies with the

stadia constant of the instrument. The instrument

must be adjusted at once if the "C" factor is

greater than 0.004 for instruments with a stadia

constant of approximately 1/100, 0.007 for stadia

constants of 1/200, and 0.010 for stadia constants

of 1/338. It is desirable to have the determination

of the "C" factor made under the anticipated con-
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ditions as to length of sight, character of ground,

and elevation of line of sight above the ground.

The date and time must be recorded for each "C"
factor determination, since this information is es-

sential in computing the level corrections when
making office computations for the particular

day's work.

e. Adjustment of Military Level. The level is

adjusted if the "C" factor exceeds the allowable

limits for the instrument stadia constant. The ad-

justment is made as follows: point to the distant

rod, with bubble centered, and read the middle

wire. Move telescope, by means of the micrometer

screw, so as to change the reading at the middle

wire by an amount equal to "C" times the total

rod interval in millimeters. The middle wire

should be moved upward on the rod if "C" is plus

or downward on the rod if "C" is negative. Then

Section IV.

3-9. General

The precise level, also known as the geodetic level,

is designed to achieve the highest precision in lev-

eling measurements. There are many precise lev-

els and any of them may be used as long as they

are equivalent in accuracy to the level described.

The level vial sensitivity, telescopic power, focus-

ing distance, and size of the objective lens are

considered in the design. These factors may vary

individually, but when one factor is weakened, an-

other factor must be strengthened to maintain the

specified accuracy. The telescope power may be 32

to 42 power. The focus may be brought down to

2.0 meters. The level vial sensitivity is 1.7 to 1.9

seconds of arc per 2-millimeter graduation and

the length of the bubble is controlled by an air

chamber. The specification for a precise level is

given as a capability to run 1 kilometer of level

lines to an accuracy of ±3mm k, where k is the

distance in kilometers. The level is then tested and

rated on its ability to maintain this required pre-

cision. This type of level is normally used only for

second or higher orders of accuracy in connection

with topographic and geodetic surveying (TM
6-441). The precise level presently within the

Army supply system and used by the military top-

ographic surveyor is the Wild N3 (fig. 3-10),

other levels may be used as long as they are equiv-

alent in accuracy.

3-10. Wild N3 Level

The numbers in parenthesis in this paragraph and

with the telescope held in this position bring the

bubble to center by raising or lowering the end of

the level vial, using the capstan screws at the

eyepiece end of the level vial. If the left bubble

end image is too low, the lower capstan screw is

loosened slightly and the upper one tightened by
an equal amount. Both screws are turned in the

same direction. The adjustment is continued grad-

ually until the bubbles ends are in coincidence.

After the adjustment is completed all screws

should be moderately tight, otherwise the adjust-

ment will not hold. The "C" factor is redeter-

mined (fig. 3-9) to check that it now meets the

allowable limits.

/. Two-Peg Test. When using the military level

for lower order surveys, the level error may be

determined and corrected by use of the two-peg

test as described in paragraph 3-5c.

PRECISE LEVEL

succeeding paragraphs of this section are refer-

enced to figure 3-10. The star shaped base plate

(17) has the standard thread, enabling the level

to be attached to any sufficiently stable tripod.

The three footscrews (1) and circular bubble (19)

are used for the pre-leveling of the instrument.

The rotatable upper part of the instrument con-

sists chiefly of the telescope and the tubular level.

The telescope can be clamped in any desired direc-

tion by tightening the horizontal clamp (14). The
horizontal slow motion tangent screw (13) is

used, with the clamp tightened, to obtain the fine

pointing. The rotatable eyepiece (7) of the tele-

scope has a diaptric scale, enabling the observer

to make an immediate setting corresponding to

his own eyesight, when focusing the reticle. The
focusing knob (8) is used for focusing the tele-

scope. Between the telescope objective and the

cover glass (10) is the parallel glass plate, which

is activated by the micrometer drive knob (9).

The reticle has so-called wedge shaped crosswires

and stadia wires, with a stadia constant of usually

1/100. At distances of more than 10 meters this

instrument has an additive constant of —20cm
(para 3-12c). The bubble ends of the tubular

level, magnified 2 1/iX, are observed in the eye-

piece (21). The tilting screw (4) is used to obtain

the coincidence setting of the bubble ends, viewed

in the eyepiece (21). If the bubble ends are com-

pletely out of the field of view an arrow is seen

(fig. 3-11), which indicates plainly the direction

in which the tilting screw must be turned in order

to obtain the coincidence setting.
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a. Focusing. Point the telescope towards a uni-

formly light colored surface, or a sheet of white
paper, and turn the telescope eyepiece until the

reticle crosswires appear sharp and black. The
ring is then turned slowly counterclockwise until

the image starts to go out of focus. A small clock-

wise rotation will refocus the wires correctly.

This setting is constant for one observer and the

personal dioptric scale number should be noted

for future use.

6. Sighting. After loosening the horizontal

clamp the telescope is pointed, over the peep
sights, at the level rod on the measuring station.

The clamp is tightened gently, and the vertical

wire of the reticle cross is set along the middle of

the rod, using the slow motion screw. The focus-

ing knob (8) is turned until the image of the rod

graduations are seen sharply. The observer should

move his eye up and down and from side to side to

insure that no parallax exists. If parallax is noted

the instrument should be refocused (a above).

3-11. Care

The precise level must be accorded the care and
attention that any delicate scientific instrument

merits. Special attention must be given to prevent

any sudden shocks, jolts and bumps which will

require retesting of the instrument. The level

must be kept in its case when not in use and when
transporting it to and from working area. The
clamp screw should be set to prevent the instru-

ment from swinging, but not overtightened. The
lenses and working parts must be kept clean and
free of dirt particles. To avoid the effects of sun-

light, a surveyors umbrella should always be used.

If there is any great difference between the work-

ing and storage temperature, the instrument

should be allowed to adjust itself to the actual

working conditions for about 15 minutes before

observations are started. This is particularly im-

portant in low temperatures.

Figure 3-10. Precise level (Wild N3).

3-10
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Figure 8-10. Precise level (Wild NS).

3-12. Tests and Instruments

Precise level measurements require a constant

check, and the following tests and adjustments

should be accomplished at specified intervals for

the N8.

a. Screws. The footscrews should have a smooth

and adequate run. This can be checked only when

the instrument is not screwed onto the tripod. The

adjustment is made by using the adjusting pin to

turn the adjustment screws (2) found on the side

of each footscrew, until the required run is ob-

tained. The run of the tilting screw (4) can be

regulated by means of the adjustable nut (8). A
similar adjustable nut (24) is used to regulate the

slow motion screw.

6. Circular Bubble. The instrument is attached

to the tripod and set up on firm ground. Using the

footscrews, the circular bubble is centered exactly

in the middle of the black setting circle. The tele-

scope is rotated through 180°. If the bubble

changes position by more than 1mm, it should be

adjusted. When doing this the bubble's glass cover

must not be touched. Half of the bubble displace-

ment is taken out with the footscrews and the

other half with the adjustment screws (18). As

an adjustment screw is loosened the bubble runs

toward it and, as it is tightened, the bubble runs

away from it. The first screw to be turned, there-

fore, is the one that is the nearest to being in line

J

Figure 3-11. Leveling the tubular level viaL
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with the middle of the bubble and the center of

the black circle. This screw is to be turned until

the bubble reaches the center of the circle or until

it can be set in the center by means of one of the

other two screws. The screws should not be

turned more than is necessary to complete the

adjustment. The bubble is correctly adjusted

when it stays in the center of the black circle

regardless of the direction in which the telescope

is pointed. This should be checked upon comple-

tion of adjustment.

c. Determination of Stadia Constant The stadia

constant factor of the N8 should be carefully de-

termined, using the procedure explained in para-

graph 3-8c except as noted. The N3 has an addi-

tive constant of —20cm, that means that the zero

point is 20 cm behind the plumbing point of the

instrument. Therefore, when determining the sta-

dia constant an additional mark should be placed

20 cm forward of the zero mark and the instru-

ment plumbed over this point for the determina-

tion.

d. Collimation. The collimation may be tested

and determined by two methods as described

below.

(1) The collimation is nothing more than the

level error, "C" factor, as explained in paragraph

3-8c. The method described in referenced para-

graph is the preferred method in military sur-

veys.

(2) Another method of determining this er-

ror is as follows : Lay off a course about 60 meters

long on reasonably flat terrain (fig. 3-12). Divide

the course into three equal sections (using a tape)

of length d. An invar rod is set up at the inter-

mediate points, B and C, respectively. The instru-

ment is set up, in turn, over the terminal points

A and D, respectively. With the tubular level in

coincidence at A, readings a'i and a's are taken

on the rods, held at B and C. With the instrument

leveled at D, readings a'3 and a'4 are taken. If the

line of sight is absolutely horizontal (no collima-

tion error), these readings will be the correct

reading a,, ao, a», and a4 , respectively, and the

following relationship is valid, as can be seen

from the figure

:

a4 — ai= a8— a2

However, if this relationship is not true, then the

line of sight is inclined to the horizontal plane

by the small angle, 8. If an imaginary line, parallel

to a'i — a'2 , is projected through a'8, it will cut

the rod at B in the correct position a4 , thus giv-

ing the required value for a true, horizontal line

Figure 3-11. Collimation Ust

of sight through D. This is seen plainly in figure

3-12. As the darkened triangles are all congruent
and, as a4, a'i, a's, a'8 is a parallelogram,

Hi— a'i = a's— a'2

giving, a4= a'x — a'2 + a's.

If the actual reading, a'4, differs from the com-
puted value by 0.004 meter for instruments with
a stadia of approximately 1/100, 0.007 meter for

1/200, 0.010 meter for 1/333, the instrument

must be adjusted by one of the methods in e

below.

e. Adjustment of Collimation. There are two
methods used for correcting the collimation error

of the N3 level. The method used depends on the

amount of collimation error.

(1) Front cover glass. If the a'4 reading dif-

fers from the computed value by only a few
millimeters (about 4), then the adjustment is

made by turning the cover glass (10). Loosen the

locking screw (12) about half a turn, then the

micrometer reading is set to the computed value

of a4 and the cover glass mounting is turned until

the required rod reading is set on the center

crosswire. The tubular level must be in coinci-

dence during this procedure and should be checked

after making the correction. After checking the

rod readings and level the locking screw is tight-

ened.

(2) Adjusting screws. If the a'4 reading is

greater than the computed value a4, more than
about 4 millimeters, the adjustment is made using

the adjusting screws. The micrometer reading is

set to the computed value of a4 and the tilting

screw (4) is turned until the required rod gradua-

tion is on the center crosswire. The ends of the

tubular level should then be restored to perfect

coincidence by means of the vertical adjustment

screws of the level vial holder. First, however,

the outer horizontal screw must be loosened

slightly, so that the bubble ends can follow the

3-12
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movements of the vertical screws. If the left

bubble end is too low, the lower adjusting screw

is loosened slightly and upper one tightened by
an equal amount, turning both screws to the left

as seen from the objective end of the telescope.

The adjustment is done a little at a time until the

bubble ends are in coincidence. The outer hori-

zontal screw is then retightened. All screws

should be moderately tight, otherwise the adjust-

ment may not hold. After the adjustment is com-
pleted, the collimation is checked to see if it now
meets the accuracy requirement.

f. Cross Error. The cross error (wind parallel-

ism) is defined as the difference between the

direction of the tabular level and the direction of

the line of sight of the telescope, i.e. the amount
of horizontal nonparallelity between the two. It is

checked by sighting a rod with the telescope posi-

tioned in such a way that it lies over one foot-

screw and at a right angle to the line connecting

the other two footscrews. The circular bubble is

centered using the footscrews, the tubular level

bubble is brought into coincidence using the tilt-

ing screw and a rod reading is taken and re-

corded. The footscrew to the left of the - apiece is

now turned a half turn. The right foo .screw is

then turned until the recorded rod reading is

again on the crosswires. If the tubular level bub-

ble ends are no longer in coincidence, th level vial

must be adjusted for cross error. The adjustment

is done using the horizontal adjusting screws on

the objective end of the level vial housing. These

screws are turned equal amounts, in the same

direction, until the bubble ends are again in coin-

cidence. If this adjustment is made, the horizontal

collimation (d above) must be checked.

Section V. LEVEL ACCESSORIES

3-13. Standard Leveling Rod

A leveling rod is in essence a tape supported vert-

ically and is used to measure the vertical distance

(difference in elevation) between a line of sight

and a required point above or below it. This point

may be a permanent elevation station, known as a

bench mark, or it may be some natural or con-

structed surface.

a. The standard Philadelphia leveling rod (®,
fig. 3-13) is a graduated wooden rod made of two

sections. The foot rod can be extended from 7.1

feet to 13.1 feet. The graduations on the rod are

feet, tenths of feet, and hundredths of feet. In-

stead of using a line or tick to mark each hun-

dredth, the distance between alternate gradua-

tions are painted black on a white background.

Thus, the value for each hundredth is the line

between the colors ; the top of the black, even val-

ues; the bottom of the black, odd values. The
tenths and feet are numbered in black and red,

respectively. The observer usually reads the rod

directly while sighting through the telescope. This

rod may be used with the level, transit, theodolite,

and on occasion, with the hand level to measure

the difference in elevation. The metric rod (®, fig.

3-18) can be extended from 2.0 meters to 3.7 me-

ters. This rod is graduated in meters, decimeters,

and centimeters.

b. The targets furnished with the foot rod and

metric rod have a vernier which permits reading

the scale to one-thousandth of a foot and one mil-

limeter respectively. The description of the ver-

niers and how to read them can be found in para-

graph 4-3d.

c. Care of the leveling rod consists of keeping it

clean, free of sand and dirt, unwarped, and reada-

ble. It must be carried over the shoulder or under

the arm from point to point. Dragging it through

the brush or along the ground will wear away or

chip the paint. When not in use, the leveling rod is

stored in its case to prevent warping. The cases

are designed to support the rod either flat or on

its side. The rod must not be leaned against a wall

or remain on damp ground for any extended pe-

riod since this can produce a curvature in the rod

and result in unpredictable random and system-

atic errors in leveling.

3-14. Precise Level Rods

Precise level (fig. 3-14) rod are required when
running second or higher order level lines. There

are many precise rods and any of them may be

used as long as they are equivalent in accuracy to

the rod described. The rods must be of the one

piece, invar strip type, with the least graduation

on the invar strip of 1 centimeter. The invar strip

is 25 millimeters wide and 1 millimeter thick and

is mounted in a shallow groove in a single piece of

well-seasoned wood. The groove is slightly wider

than the strip and deep enough so that the strip is

free to move. The rod has a metal footpiece to

which the strip is securely fastened. In order to

eliminate any error due to sagging of the invar
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@ Metric

® Foot

Figure $-1$. Philadelphia rod.

strip when the rod is held erect, it is placed under
tension by a stiff spring, set into a recess in the
top of the staff and bearing against a small brass
angle plate attached to the top of the strip. This
tension spring also allows the strip to expand or
contract because of temperature changes. The
front of the rod (®, fig. 3-14) is graduated in
meters, decimeters, and centimeters on the invar
strip. The back of the rod (®, fig. 8-14) must be
graduated in feet and tenths of feet, or yards and
tenths of yards. Mounted on the rear of the rod is
a circular level vial and a thermometer (just back
of the invar strip). The thermometer is needed to
determine the temperature for correcting the
strip length due to expansion or contraction.
These rods must be standardized by the National
Bureau of Standards (or its foreign counterpart)

1-14

and their index and length corrections deter-

mined. The rods with similar characteristics are
paired and marked. These pairings must be main-
tained throughout a line of higher order levels.

The invar strips should be checked periodically

against a standard to determine any changes
which may affect their accuracy. The precise rod
is a scientific instrument and must be treated as
such, not only when in use but during storage and
transporting. When in use the rods should be al-

ternately carried by the handles and face up on
the shoulder. If the rods are always carried with
the face down or up, they will become slightly

bowed and the reading will be too large. When not
in use they must be stored in their shipping con-

tainers to avoid damage. The footpiece should be
inspected frequently to make sure that it has not
been bent or otherwise damaged. The precise rod

Q Front ©Bock

Figure 5-1-4. Preciee rod.
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should never be used for lower order leveling un-

less absolutely necessary.

3-15. Stadia Rods

The stadia rods (fig. 8-15) are wooden boards

about 12 feet or 4 meters long, hinged at the

center for quick folding and carrying. The rod has

painted graduations in feet, tenths, and half-

tenths (1/20) of a foot or meters, decimeters, and

centimeters. In reading the foot rod, the half-

tenths can be estimated to hundredths of a foot.

The stadia rod is read directly without using a

target

3-16. Rod Targets

A leveling rod is usually read directly by the in-

trumentman. Conditions which hinder direct

(j) Motrk © Foot

Figure 8-16. Stadia rod.

readings, such as poor visibility, long sights, and
partially obstructed sights, as through brush or

leaves, sometimes make it necessary to use tar-

gets. The target is also used to mark a rod read-

ing when setting numerous points to the same
elevation from one instrument setup.

a. Targets for the Philadelphia rod are usually

oval, with the long axis at right angles to the rod,

and the quadrants of the target painted alter-

nately red and white. The target is held in place

on the rod by a thumb screw. A lever on the face

of the target is used for fine adjustment of the

target to the line of sight of the level. The targets

have rectangular openings approximately the

width of the rod and 0.15 foot high, through

which the face of the rod may be seen. A linear

vernier scale (para 4-3) is mounted on the edge

of the opening with the zero on the horizontal line

of the target for reading to thousandths of a foot.

6. Targets for the precise rod are used for ex-

ceptionally long sights across inaccessible areas,

such as rivers, gorges, or ravines. The targets are

about 0.3 meters long and 0.15 meters wide. A
white strip about 2 centimeters wide is painted on
a black background. A small rectangular hole

with an index line centered in the white stripe is

used for reading the rod. A thumb screw on the

back holds the target in place.

3-17. Rod Levels

For accuracy in leveling, it is extremely impor-

tant that the leveling rod is held vertically when
the reading is made. This makes the rod perpen-

dicular to the horizontal line of sight and gives

the correct reading. Any deviation from vertical

makes the rod reading too large and introduces an
error. Spirit levels (fig. 3-16), mounted on brass

angles and held against a corner of the rod, are

efficient in keeping the rod vertical. The angles

may be hand held against the rod or attached to it

temporarily. The levels may use one circular or

two long vials at right angles. The circular level is

preferred because only one bubble has to be
watched by the rodman.

3-18. Turning Pins, Pedestals,

and Wooden Stakes

The point on which a leveling rod is held between
a foresight and the next backsight while the in-

strument is being moved to the next setup is called

a turning point. It must be sufficiently stable to
maintain the accuracy of the level line. Where the
proper natural features or manmade construction
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Figure 3-16. Rod levels.

are not available, a turning pin, a turning plate or

pedestal, or a wooden stake is used. These not

only furnish the solid footing, but also identify

the same position for both sightings. Normally,

the pins or the plates are used for short periods

and are taken up for future use as soon as the

instrument readings are completed. Wooden
stakes are used for longer periods except when
wood is scarce or local regulations require their

removal.

a. Turning Pins. The turning pin (fig. 3-17), is

a tapered steel spike with a round top and a ring

through the shaft for ease in pulling. It is driven

into the ground with a mallet. After turning pins

have served their purpose at one point, they are

pulled and carried to the next turning point.

6. Turning Plates or Pedestals. These are trian-

gular metal plates with turned-down corners or

added spikes which form prongs, and have a

projection or bump in the center to accept the rod.

They are devised for use in loose, sandy, or unsta-

ble soils. The plate is set by placing it on the

ground, points down, and stepping on it to press it

to a firm bearing. After use, it is lifted, shaken

free of dirt and mud, and carried forward to the

Section VI. METEOI

Figure 3-17. Turning pin.

next turning point.

c. Wooden Stakes. Wooden stakes are used
when a point must be marked for some time, but
not permanently, or when pins or plates are not

available. The stakes may be of precut and shaped
lumber, or made by the survey party from locally

available timber. Stakes remaining for a consider-

able length of time in areas subjected to freezing

and thawing must be long enough to prevent them
from being worked out of the ground. Wooden
stakes are placed in locations where they are not

likely to be disturbed, or else, are driven flush

with the surface of the ground.

3-19. Umbrella

For all leveling of third or higher order the in-

strument must be shaded from the direct rays of

the sun, both during observations and when mov-

ing from one instrument station to another. The
surveying umbrella is used for this purpose. The
umbrella can also be used with good results as a
windscreen when necessary.

3GICAL EQUIPMENT

3-20. General

Meteorological equipment is used for barometric

leveling only for small scale maps (1:250,000)

and in a field artillery surveys to determine dif-

ferences in elevation. However, meteorological

equipment is used extensively in topographic, geo-

detic, and artillery surveys in conjunction with

the electronic distance measuring equipment

(EDME), covered in chapter 6 of this manual.

3-21. Altimeter

The surveying altimeter is an aneroid-type ba-

rometer which measures atmospheric pressure

changes. For survey purposes, the scale is cali-

brated to show elevation differences, pressure dif-

ferences or both, under standard conditions. The
altimeter most commonly used by the military

surveyor is the Wallace and Tiernan, type FS-199
(FSN 6675-641-8569), designed for use up to

4,500 meters above and 300 meters below sea level

(fig. 3-18).

a. Description. The aneroid barometer measures

air pressure by means of a sealed metal cylinder

or capsule from which the air has been removed.

The cylinder is designed to expand or contract in

one dimension as the air pressure increases or

decreases. A series of levers and gears translates

this longitudinal motion into a needle movement

3-16
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Figure 8-18. hfiOO m*Ur altimeter wfaee—ori**.

around a circular dial. The dial is subdivided to

indicate the changes in pressure.

b. Principle. The basic principle of altimetry is

that the pressure created by the weight of a

column of air decreases as the observer rises in

altitude. Since air is compressible, the ratio of

pressure change to altitude rise is not a constant.

In addition, temperature and relative humidity

variations, and to a small extent, gravity, change

the density of the air, and in turn, the weight of

the air column and the barometric pressure. Be-

cause of these variables, the altimeter cannot be

calibrated to read elevations directly. The dial is

subdivided into elevation differences based on a

selected standard pressure-altitude relationship.

The readings are corrected for the variables. Air

temperature and relative humidity are measured,

and from prepared charts, corrections for these

factors are read and applied to the readings. The
corrected values represent the actual differences

in elevation between the points. If the true eleva-

tion of one of the points is known, the corrected

altimeter differences will give the elevations of all

the points. One other factor is considered in alti-

metry. Barometric pressure is continually chang-

ing due to the movement of air masses over the

world. This pressure change causes fluctuation in

the altimeter readings even when set up on one

point. The extent to which this fluctuation can be

observed and evaluated determines the accuracy

of the survey. Since direct sunlight can create

uneven heating within the instrument, and there-

fore, inaccurate readings, the altimeter is always

set in the shade or shaded during operation. Dur-

ing unstable weather conditions and periods of

high gusty winds, pressure changes are very er-

ratic, and an altimeter survey during these times

will yield inaccurate results. The Beaufort Scale

(table 8-1) was devised to describe wind veloci-

ties by a series of numbers from to 12. Each
number defines a velocity range and is described

by the visual conditions which are created by
these velocities. Altimeter surveys should be con-

fined to days when the wind force does not exceed

number 8, and should never be conducted when
the force exceeds number 4.

c. Reading. The dial on the 4,500-meter altime-

ter is graduated on four scales with 2-meter inter-

vals, and is numbered every 50 meters. Readings

can be estimated to 0.2 meters. The readings are

from to 4,800 meters with corresponding to

—800 meters. During periods of low atmospheric

pressure and when working near sea level, the

scale gives positive readings and avoids plus and

minus values. The final result is corrected by sub-

tracting the 300 meters. A revolution counter on

the dial face shows which scale is to be read. A
mirror behind the dial face is used to eliminate

parallax in the readings. When reading the alti-

meter, it should be set as level as possible and the

pointer is viewed so that the direct image is su-

perimposed on the reflected one. The dial may be

set to agree with other instruments by turning

the adjusting screw located under the glass win-

dow. This screw must not be turned beyond the

limits marked in red on the dial. A thermometer
i nthe face of the dial gives the instrument tem-

perature when needed. A change in the instru-

ment temperatures will change the reading of the

altimeter.

d. Care. The surveying altimeter is a precision

device with its dial individually calibrated for the

particular instrument. The dial and internal

mechanism are matched and are not interchangea-

ble with similar parts of other instruments. Field

care and maintenance is limited to the adjustment

and procedures described. Further discussion of

maintenance will be found in TM 5-6675-203-15.
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Table S-l. Beaufort Scale of Wind Forces

I

Betufort
No. Wind description

Wind valodty

(mllw/hour) Knots
Visual conditions during this rang*

Calm

1 Light air.

2 Light breeze.

.

3 Gentle breeze _

4 Moderate breeze.

5 Fresh breeze.

6 Strong breeze.

.

7 Moderate gale.

8 Fresh gale

9 Strong gale

10 Whole gale.

11 Storm

12 Hurricane.

.

Less than 1

1-8

4-7

8-12

18-18

19-24

25-81

82-88

89-46

47-54

55-68

64-75

Above 75

than 1

1-2H

2K-6

6-10

10-16

16-20

20-27

27-32

32-40

40-47

47-54

54-65

Above 65

Smoke rises vertically.

Smoke drifts in general direction of wind.

Ordinary wind vanes not affected.

Wind is felt on face; leaves rustle. Ordinary

wind vanes move.

Leaves and twigs in constant motion. Small

flags extended.

Dust and loose paper raised. Small branches

sway.

Small trees sway. Waves on inland waters

show crest.

Large branches in motion. Wires whistle.

Whole trees sway. Walking against wind
uncomfortable.

Twigs break off trees. Walking against wind
difficult.

Structures in areas begin to show slight damage.
Shingles blow off and chimney tops begin to

topple.

Trees uproot. Structures begin to show con-

siderable damage.

Widespread damage.

(1) Handling. The altimeter contains a mech-
anism which translates small expansion and con-

traction movements of a drum into a circular mo-
tion of a pointer on a dial. The gears, levers, and
pivots that accomplish this are very delicate. Sun-

light shining on the instrument can heat the

mechanism unevenly and create false readings.

Thus, the altimeter should be shaded as much as

possible during transportation and operation. A
seemingly light bump or jolt can bend or break

some of the fine mechanism, or at least, throw the

gear teeth out of mesh. The altimeter is mounted

with rubber shocks to absorb some of the bumps
and vibration. For short distance transportation

in a vehicle, it should be hand held, or at least

placed where vehicle motion will not be transmit-

ted to the mechanism. The altimeter should be

lifted and set down carefully to avoid jarring. It

should be handled in the same manner as a fine

watch.

(2) Renewing the desiccant. When the indi-

cator turns pink, the silica gel must be removed

and either dried or replaced with fresh desiccant.

3-18

The desiccant tube cap is unscrewed and the tube

removed. After renewing the desiccant, the tube
and cap are replaced.

(3) Replacement of lamps and batteries. The
batteries must be removed when the altimeter is

not in use or is to be stored to prevent instrument

damage from corrosion. The lamps and batteries

can be removed or replaced by unscrewing the

caps in the case.

e. Adjustment Altimeter surveys are always

performed with sets of altimeters. All of the in-

struments must be compared to a standard,

usually a mercury column at a weather station.

After comparison, the scales are reset or the dif-

ference in readings is recorded as a correction

factor. It is not necessary to transport all the

altimeters to a weather station. One instrument,

arbitrarily selected as the master, is used for the

comparison, and then returned to adjust the re-

maining altimeters. The date and place of the

comparison should be recorded. The adjustment of

the altimeters consists of comparing their read-
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ings to the master and either resetting the needle

or recording the difference in readings as a
correction factor.

/. Calibration. The adjustment or standardiza-

tion (e above) checks the readings at only one
point along the scale. Friction differences along

the scale due to design, wear, or mechanical im-
perfections do not allow the needle to move equal

amounts for equal changes in air pressure. The
correction for this differential movement is deter-

mined by calibrating the altimeters before the

field survey. A sample calibration recording is

shown in figure 8-10.

(1) Calibration consists of transporting the

instruments up a hill or mountain that is high

enough to cover the expected range of altitudes in

the survey. This registers the instruments' move-
ment due to altitude (or air pressure) changes. At
every 50 meters (or 100 feet) of altitude, the alti-

meters are set down and each one, in turn, is read

and the readings recorded. The measurements are

repeated at 50-meter (or 100-foot) intervals until

the altitude range is covered. On the return trip,

down the mountain, the same points are occupied

and the altimeters read again. To establish a good

mean, the entire process is repeated. Each altime-

ter will have four readings at each point for the

final calibration.

(2) With a portable test kit, as many as six

altimeters can be calibrated without moving the

instruments. The altimeters are connected to the

pump and the pump operator changes the pres-

sure until the 50-meter (or 100-foot) altitude in-

crement is reached on the master. At this time, a

"tip" is called and the observers at each instru-

ment record the reading on their respective alti-

meters. This process is continued over the ex-

pected altitude range twice. In either method, any
instrument that is radically out of adjustment, is

withdrawn. The readings from the remaining in-

struments are meaned for each stop. This becomes

the calibrated mean and is used as the value from
which all the altimeter correction factors Are de-

termined. Calibration must be repeated any time

after

—

1. Three months have elapsed since the

last calibration.

B. The instruments have been shipped

over a considerable distance.

*. Any instrument in the group has been

dropped or jolted.

4. Any instrument is to be used with a

group in which it has not been calibrated.

(8) Only by placing an altimeter in a pres-

sure chamber and comparing it to a mercury
column (changing the pressure systematically to

make the comparison) can absolute values of pres-

sure be determined for the altimeter readings.

Absolute values in inches or millimeters of mer-
cury are required for refractive index of air in

electronic distance measurements. The method in

(2) above could compare an altimeter to one that
was compared to a mercury column. The method
described in (1) above shows whether several in-

struments operate alike, but does not show that

any are correct in absolute terms.

3-22. Psychrometer

The psychrometer is an instrument containing

both wet and dry bulb thermometers. It is used to

determine the temperature and saturation pres-

sure, and for correcting the altimeter (barom-
eter) readings. Both temperature readings are

used as arguments in determining the total effec-

tive atmospheric pressure and the mean atmos-
pheric pressure. The dry bulb is again used as an
argument and combined with total effective pres-

sure to determine the refractive index. The ther-

mometers should be as well matched as possible

and should be calibrated or have their index er-

rors determined by immersion in a solution of

pure melting ice. The wick on the wet bulb should

be kept clean and replaced when it gets dirty.

Only distilled water should be used on the wick,

and water should not be allowed to get on the dry
bulb. There are two types of psychrometers ; the

battery operated type for second or higher orders

of accuracy; and the sling type for third and
lower orders of accuracy.

a. Battery Operated. There are many models

and types of battery operated psychrometers and
almost any type or model may be used as long as

it is equivalent to the one described here and
shown in figure 3-19. It must be a self-contained,

portable instrument which, when assembled with

batteries installed, includes all the necessary com-
ponents for measuring wet and dry bulb tempera-

tures without the use of external power sources or

additional equipment. The thermometer tubes

should be illuminated. When power is introduced

to the fan motor, through the switch, the fan

draws air in the air intake, across the thermome-
ter bulbs, through the air duct in the housing, and
out the exhaust ports. This air flow must be of

proper velocity to ventilate the wet and dry bulb

thermometers for the psychrometric observations.

The air intake and both exhaust ports must be

entirely free of obstruction when in operation.
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Q TOP VIEW

Figure S-J9. Battery operated psyehrometer.
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Since the instrument samples the air to which it is

exposed, care must be taken to use the psychrome-

ter far enough away from any source that may
cause erroneous thermometer readings. It should

be operated about five feet above ground level.

6. Sling. The sling psychrometer (fig. 3-18) is

an accessory of the 4500-meter altimeter. Two
thermometers are mounted in a sling and whirled

rapidly by hand in the air (about 120 revolutions

per minute) to force air past both bulbs. The two
thermometers must be read immediately after the

whirling stops because the temperature begins to

rise as soon as the whirling stops. The sling psy-

chrometer should be used for only third or lower

order surveys because it cannot be depended upon
for stable readings.

3-23. Thermometer

A separate thermometer is not needed when using

the altimeter for most EDME's except the model
2A geodimeter. For first order base lines the air

temperature must be determined by a thermome-
ter, other than the thermometer in the psychrome-

ter. This thermometer must be calibrated or have
the index error determined by immersion in a sol-

ution of pure melting ice and must be one that can

be read or estimated to 0.1 °F.
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CHAPTER 4

DIRECTION AND ANGLE EQUIPMENT

Section I. ENGINEER TRANSIT

4-1. Introduction

A primary survey field operation consists of many
components, among which are included the mea-

suring of horizontal and vertical angles or direc-

tions, and extending straight lines. The instru-

ments which the surveyor uses to perform these

functions have additional refinements and can be

used for other operations. For instance, to meas-

ure the vertical angles, a level device is needed to

establish a horizontal plane of reference. Once
this plane is established and the vertical motion

clamped, the transit is, in effect, a level and can be

used for differential (direct) leveling (para 8-4).

Angle measuring instruments fall into two basic

categories—the transit and theodolite. In recent

years, manufacturing improvements have permit-

ted construction of direct reading theodolites

which are replacing many of the vernier reading

transits in military survey units. However, some
transits are still an item of issue and are being

used effectively in construction surveying. The en-

gineer or surveyor's transit (fig. 4-1) was often

called the universal surveying instrument because

of its many uses. It may be used for observing

horizontal angles and/or directions, vertical an-

gles, and differences in elevation ; for prolonging

straight lines; and for measuring distances by
stadia. Although the transits of the various manu-
facturers differ in appearance, they are alike in

their essential parts and operation. Two types are

issued to military units—the 1-minute and the

20-second transits. This refers to the least reading

that can be made on the horizontal scales. The
vertical circle is identical in both, reading to 1

minute. Appendix A lists the technical manual as-

sociated with the repair and maintenance of the

different transits currently within the Army sup-

ply system.

4-2, Description

The transit contains several hundred parts. For
descriptive purposes, these may be grouped into

the leveling head, the lower plate, and the upper

plate or alidade assemblies (fig. 4-2).

a. Leveling Head. The leveling head assembly of

the transit normally is the four-screw type, con-

structed so that the instrument can be shifted on

the footplate for centering over a marked point on

the ground.

6. Lower Plate. The lower plate assembly of the

transit consists of a hollow spindle perpendicular

to the center of a circular plate, and accurately

fitted to the socket in the leveling head. The lower

plate contains the graduated horizontal circle on

which the values of horizontal angles are read

with the aid of two verniers, A and B, set on op-

posite sides of the circle. A clamp controls the ro-

tation of the lower plate, and provides a means for

locking it in place. A slow motion tangent screw is

used to slowly rotate the lower plate a small

amount with respect to the leveling head. The ro-

tation accomplished by the use of the low clamp

and tangent screw is known as the lower motion.

c. Upper Plate. The upper plate, alidade, or ver-

nier plate assembly consists of a spindle attached

to a circular plate that carries the verniers, tele-

scope standards, plate level vials, and a magnetic

compass. The spindle is accurately fitted to coin-

cide with the socket in the lower plate spindle. A
clamp is tightened to hold the two plates together,

or loosened to permit the upper plate to rotate

relative to the lower plate. A tangent screw per-

mits the upper plate to be slowly moved a small

amount, which is known as the upper motion. The
standards support two pivots with adjustable

bearings that hold the horizontal axis and permit

telescope movement in a vertical plane. The
vertical circle moves with the telescope. A
clamp and tangent screw are provided to con-

trol this vertical movement. The vernier for

the vertical circle is attached to the left

standard. The telescope is an erecting type and
magnifies the image about 18 to 25 times. The
reticle contains stadia wires in addition to the

crosswires. A magnetic compass is mounted on
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Figure 4-1. Transit
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Figure 4-2. Transit, exploded view.
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the upper plate, between the two standards, and

consists of a magnitized needle pivot on a jeweled

bearing at the center of a graduated circle. A
means is provided for lifting the needle off the

pivot to protect the bearing when not in use.

d. Level Vials. Two plate level vials are placed

at a right angle to each other. On many transits,

one plate level vial is mounted on the left or verti-

cal circle standard under the vernier. The other

vial is then parallel to the axis of rotation for the

vertical motion. The sensitivity of the plate level

vial bubbles is about 70 seconds of arc for 2 milli-

meters of movement. Most engineer transits have
a level vial mounted on the telescope to level it.

The sensitivity of this bubble is about 30 seconds
of arc per 2 millimeters of movement.

4-3. Circles and Verniers

The horizontal and vertical circles and their ver-

niers are the parts of the engineer transit by

Figure 4-3. Horizontal scales, £0-8econd transit.

4-4
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which the values of the horizontal and vertical

angles are determined. A stadia arc is also in-

cluded with the vertical circle on some transits.

a. Horizontal Circle ccnd Verniers. Transits for

military use have the horizontal circle and ver-

niers graduated to give least readings of either 1

minute or 20 seconds of arc. The horizontal circle

is mounted on the lower plate. It is graduated to

15 minutes for the 20-second (fig. 4-3) and 30

minutes for the 1-minute (fig. 4-4) instrument.

The plates are numbered from 0° to 360°, starting

with a common point and running both ways
around the circle. Two double verniers, known as

A and B verniers are mounted on the upper plate

with their indexes at circle readings 180° apart. A
double vernier is one that can be read in both

directions from the index line. The verniers

reduce the circle graduations to the final reading

of either 20 seconds or 1 minute.

6. Vertical Circle and Vernier. The vertical

circle of the transit (fig. 4-5) is fixed to the hori-

zontal axis so that it will rotate with the tele-

scope. The vertical circle normally is graduated to

30 minutes, with 10° numbering. Each quadrant

is numoered from 0° to 90° ; the 0° graduations

define a horizontal plane, and the 90° graduations

tH

A M *>

*5 /
Figure 4-4. Horizontal scales, 1-minute transit
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Figure 4-5. Vertical scales.

lie in the vertical plane of the instrument. The
double vernier used with this circle is attached to

the left standard of the transit, and its least read-

ing is 1 minute. The left half of the double vernier

is used for reading angles of depression, and the

right half of this vernier is used for reading an-

gles of elevation. Care must be taken to read the

correct vernier for the type of angle being ob-

served.

c. Stadia Arc Divisions. In addition to the ver-

nier, the vertical circle may have a H and V, or

HOR and VERT series of graduations, called a

stadia arc (fig. 4-5). The H scale is adjusted to

read 100 when the line of sight is level, and grad-
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uations decrease in both directions from the level

line. The other scale, V, is graduated with 50 at

level, to 10 as the telescope is depressed, and to 90

as it is elevated. For discussion of the stadia arc

and its readings, refer to paragraph 7-4J.

d. Reading the Vernier. The vernier, or vernier

scale, is an auxiliary device by which a uniformly

graduated main scale can be accurately read to a

fractional part of a division. Both scales may be

straight as on a level rod, or curved as on the

circles of a transit. The vernier is uniformly di-

vided, but each division is either slightly smaller

(direct vernier) or slightly larger (retrograde

vernier) than a division of the main scale (fig.

4-6). The amount a vernier division differs from
a division of the main scale determines the small-

est reading of the scale that can be made with the

particular vernier. This smallest reading is called

the least count of the vernier. It is determined by
dividing the value of the smallest division on the

scale by the number of divisions on the vernier.

(1) Direct vernier. (T), figure 4-6 shows a

scale graduated in hundredths of a unit, and a

direct vernier for reading it to thousandths of a

unit. The length of 10 divisions on the vernier is

equal to the length of 9 divisions on the main
scale. The index, or zero of the vernier, is set at

0.340 unit. If the vernier were moved 0.001 unit

toward the 0.400 reading, the first (1) graduation

on the vernier would coincide with 0.35 on the

scale, and the index would be at 0.341 unit. ©,
figure 4-6 show the vernier moved to the seventh

(7> graduation where it coincides with 0.41 on the

scale. In this position, the correct scale reading is

0.347 unit (0.340 + 0.007). The index with the

zero can be seen to point to this reading.

(2) Retograde vernier. ®, figure 4-6 shows a

retograde vernier on which each division is 0.001

unit longer than the 0.01 unit divisions on the

main scale. The 10 divisions on the vernier equal

11 on the scale. The retograde vernier extends

from the index, backward along the scale. ®,
figure 4-6 shows a scale reading of 0.347 unit, as

read with the retograde vernier.

(3) Circle verniers. © and (5), figure 4-6

represent part of the horizontal circle of a transit

and the direct reading vernier for the circle. The
main circle graduations are numbered both clock-

wise and counterclockwise. A double vernier

which extends to the right and left of the index,

makes it possible to read the main circle in either

direction. The vernier to the left of the index is

used for reading clockwise angles, and the vernier

to the right of the index is used for reading

counterclockwise angles. The slope of the num-
erals in the vernier to be used correspond to the
slope of the numerals in the circle being read.

Care must be taken to use the correct vernier.

In 0, figure 4-6, the circle is graduated to half

degrees, or 30 minutes. On this vernier, 30 divi-

sions are equal in length to 29 divisions on the
circle, and the least reading of this vernier is

the 30 minutes of the circle divided by the 80
divisions of the vernier, or 1 minute. The index

(©, fig. 4-6) is seen to lie between 342° 30* and
343°. In the left vernier the fifth (5) graduation
is seen to coincide with a circle graduation. Then,
the clockwise reading of this circle is 342° 30* -f
05', or 342° 35'. Using the right vernier in the
same way, the counterclockwise reading of the
circle is 17° 00/ + 25', or 17° 25'. In ®, figure

4-6, the circle is graduated in 15-minute divisions

and each half of the double vernier contains 45
divisions. Therefore, 15' (or 900") divided by 45
equals a least reading of 20" on this vernier. The
clockwise reading of the circle and vernier is 851°
30' + 05' 40", or 351° 35' 40". The counterclock-

wise reading is 8° 15' + 09" 20", or 8° 24' 20".

4-4. Care

a. All surveying instruments are scientific in-

struments and must be handled with care. When
an instrument is first received, it is packed in its

carrying case, and in turn, usually in a larger

wooden shipping case. The shipping case should
be opened with care to avoid damage to the in-

strument and its carrying case. The carrying case

should be placed on a firm surface for opening.

Some carrying cases open at the top, while others

have a door in the side of the case. When the case
is opened, the exact position of the instrument
and each accessory should be carefully noted.

When the instrument is replaced, all circle screws
are turned so that the instrument parts will give

if the case is jarred. The screws should not be
loose enough, however, to allow play in the var-

ious instrument parts. The carrying case should

close without being forced. If the case does not

close easily, the instrument or an accessory is mis-
placed. Never use farce to close the ease.

b. The transit is removed from the case by
grasping the cross members of the standards,

being careful not to grasp the vertical circle. With
one hand, place the transit on the tripod by hold-

ing the transit by the standard not containing the

vertical circle; with the other hand, loosen the

lower motion clamping screw and aline the fopt-

plate on the tripod head. Rotate the footplate

4-8
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counterclockwise until a click is heard. This indi-

cates a mesh of the footplate and the tripod head

threads. Now, rotate the footplate clockwise until

it bears firmly on the tripod fitting. Do not over-

tighten. After the instrument has been set up for

use, do not allow anything to touch it or its tripod

unnecessarily. The observer should not straddle a

tripod leg, but should stand between two legs.

Care must be exercised when moving around the

instrument to avoid kicking or otherwise touching

the tripod, or stepping close to where a tripod leg

enters the ground. Tapemen must be extra careful

to prevent disturbing the instrument when mea-
suring from the transit station. Never leave any
instrument unguarded in the field. Those instru-

ments used on a tripod should never be left stand-

ing on the tripod indoors, or on any other smooth

surface unless the tripod is mounted in some type

of holding device. Always keep the telescopic in-

struments in their carrying cases when not in use.

In case of rain, telescopic instruments should be

covered with their waterproof covers.

<?. The transit must be kept clean and dry. Dur-
ing use, as necessary, and after use, the instru-

ment should be cleaned as follows

:

(1) Painted surfaces should be wiped with a

clean cloth.

(2) The exterior of the vernier windows
should be cleaned with a camel's-hair brush or

wiped with a clean cloth or lens tissue.

(3) The exterior of the eyepiece and the

objective lens should first be brushed gently with

a camel's-hair brush to remove dust and then

wiped with chamois or lens tissue to remove mois-

ture. Care must be taken not to scratch the lenses

and the coating on the lenses.

(4) The vertical circle and vernier should be

brushed with a camel's-hair brush or wiped with

a chamois across (perpendicular to) the gradua-

tions to avoid removal of the blacking.

(5) The leveling screws should be cleaned one

at a time. Run the screw, which is diagonally op-

posite the screw to be cleaned, all the way up. At
the same time, run the screw to be cleaned all the

way down. The screw should be cleaned with a

clean cloth. A string may be pulled through the

grooves to aid in removing dust. Apply the proper

lubricant immediately after the cleaning.

(6) The upper surface of the footplate should

be wiped with a clean cloth. This surface must be

kept clean at all times.

d. The transit should be carried under one arm,

with the hand of the other arm under the head of

the tripod or the footplate of the transit. In open
areas, and where there is no danger of striking the

head against any object, the transit may be car-

ried over the shoulder. The screws should be
clamped lightly to allow the parts to move if the

instrument is struck accidentally. When the in-

strument is carried in a vehicle, it should be
placed in its case with the shifting center in the

center of the footplate, the leveling screws at ap-

proximately the same height, and the vertical mo-
tion clamped.

4-5. Adjustment

a. General The transit must be kept in good
adjustment to obtain correct and accurate results.

There are six tests and adjustments of the transit

that the surveyor must understand and be capable

of performing. All these tests and adjustments
are made with the instrument mounted on a tri-

pod in a shaded area. These tests are made period-

ically and in the sequence in which they are dis-

cussed. When one of tests indicates that an ad-

justment is necessary, the adjustment is made and
all previous tests must be repeated before preced-

ing with the next test.

6. Plate Levels. The test of the plate level vial

bubbles should be made every time the instrument

is set up for use. When an error in either plate

level is indicated the adjustment should be made.
However, this adjustment must be made before

the other tests and adjustments can be accom-
plished. This adjustment (fig. 4-7) makes the axis

of level bubbles perpendicular to the vertical axis

and is performed as follows

:

(1) Bring both level bubbles to the center of

their vials using the leveling footscrews (®, fig.

4-7).

(2) Rotate the instrument about its vertical

axis through 180° and note the amount the bub-

bles move away from their centered position (®,
fig. 4-7).

(3) Bring the bubble of each level half the

distance back to the center of its vial by turning

the capstan adjusting screws under the end of

each vial.

(4) Relevel the remaining distance with the

footscrews and rotate 180°. Make a similar

correction if the bubbles do not remain at the cen-

tered position.

(5) Check the final adjustment by noting that

the bubbles remain in the centered position during
an entire revolution about the vertical axis (0,
fig. 4-7).
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Figure 4-7. Adjustment of plate levels.

e. Vertical Wire. The vertical wire must lie in a

plane perpendicular to the horizontal axis. The
test and adjustment (if necessary) are performed
as follows

:

(1) Eliminate any parallax. Sight the verti-

cal wire on a well-defined point, and with all mo-
tions clamped, move the telescope slightly up and

down on its horizontal axis, using the vertical

slow motion tangent screw. If the instrument is in

adjustment, the vertical wire will appear to stay

on (track) the point through its entire length.

(2) If it does not (fig. 4-8), loosen the screws

holding the crosswires and rotate the ring slightly

by tapping the screws lightly, tighten screws.

(8) Sight again on the point. If the vertical

wire is still not tracking the point, repeat the

procedure in (2) above. This procedure is re-

peated until the wire tracks the point through its

entire length.

d. Crosswires. The line of sight must be perpen-

dicular to the horizontal axis. The test and adjust-

ment (if necessary) are performed (fig. 4-9) as

follows:

(1) Sight on a point, A, not less than 100

meters from instrument and at about the same
elevation, and clamp both horizontal plates.

(2) Plunge the telescope and set another

point, B, at a distance equal to the first and at

about the same elevation.

(8) Unclamp the lower motion, rotate the in-

strument about its vertical axis, sight on the first

point and clamp.

(4) Plunge the telescope and observe toward

the second point. If the instrument is in adjust-

ment, point B will fall at position E and will be a

straight line, AE. If the instrument is not in ad-

justment, the intersection of the crosswires will

fall at a point C. Point C will be equidistant from
position E as point B, only on the opposite side.

(5) Measure the distance B to C and place a

Figure 4-8. Vertical wire out of adjustment.

A

Figure 4-0. Crosswires out of adjustment

4-10
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point, D9 at one-fourth this distance back from C
toward B.

(6) Then, using the horizontal capstan

screws, located on the side of the telescope, move
the wire reticle until the vertical wire appears to

have moved from point C to the corrected posi-

tion, D. The reticle is moved by loosening one

screw and tightening the opposing screw equal

amounts.

(7) Repeat this procedure starting at (1)

above, until point B falls at position E.

(8) If this adjustment is performed, the test

described in c above must be repeated, because the

vertical wire may have rotated.

e. Standards. The horizontal axis of the tele-

scope must be perpendicular to the vertical axis of

the instrument. The test and adjustment (if nec-

essary are performed (fig. 4-10) as follows:

(1) Sight with the vertical wire on some high

Fisjurs 4-10. Adjustment of ths standard*.

point, A, at least 80° above the horizontal, such as

the end of a ridge of a stable building, and clamp
the horizontal plates.

(2) Depress the telescope and mark a second

point, B, at about the height of instrument.

(8) Plunge the telescope, unclamp the lower

plate, and rotate the instrument about its vertical

axis.

(4) Sight on the first point A.

(5) Clamp lower plate and depress the tele-

scope. If the vertical wire falls on the lower point,

B, the horizontal axis is in adjustment. In this

case, point B is coincident with point D, in both

the direct and reverse positions of the telescope.

(6) If not, mark the new point, D, at the

same height as B. Measure the distance B to C.

(7) Mark a point, D, exactly halfway be-

tween B and C. Distance CD is the amount of

correction.

(8) Adjust by turning the small capstan

screw in the adjustable bearing at one end of the

horizontal axis until point C appears to have
moved to point D.

(9) This test is continued until the vertical

wire passes through the high and low points in

both the direct and reverse positions of the tele-

scope.

(10) Repeat all previous tests if this adjust-

ment if performed.

/. Telescope Level. The line of sight must be
parallel to the axis of the telescope level vial (fig.

4-11). This test is the same as the two-peg

method described in paragraph 8-6c. The test and
adjustment (if necessary) are performed as fol-

lows:

(1) Set the instrument up midway between
two stakes about 100 meters apart.

(2) A reading is taken through the telescope

on rods held on each of the stakes. The telescope

must be carefully leveled before each reading. The
difference between the reading is the difference in

elevation between the stakes.

(8) Move, setup, and level the instrument

and telescope so that the eyepiece is within 10
millimeters of one of the rods.

(4) The near rod is read through the objec-

tive lens, and the far rod in the normal manner,
taking care that the telescope level is centered for

both readings. The difference between the rod
readings should equal the difference determined in

(2) above, if the instrument is in good adjust-

ment If not, a correction must be made.
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Figure Ar-11. Adjustment of teUacope level

(5) To adjust, compute the reading that

should be made on the far rod. This reading

equals the near rod reading minus the difference

from (2) above.

(6) Set the horizontal crossrwire on the far

rod for the computed reading using the vertical

slow motion screw, and move one end of the level

vial vertically using the adjusting nuts until the

bubble is centered in the vial.

(7) Repeat the test to verify final adjust-

ment.

g. Vertical Circle Vernier. The vertical circle

vernier must read zero when the telescope is ex-

actly level (fig. 4-12). The test and adjustment
(if necessary) are performed as follows:

(1) Bring the telescope level vial bubble to

the exact center of vial.

(2) Read the vertical circle vernier. If it does

not read zero it must be adjusted.

(3) To adjust, loosen the capstan screws

Figure Adjustment of vertical circle vernier.

holding the vernier and move index until it reads

zero on the vertical circle.

(4) Tighten the screws and read the vernier,

check all level vials to make sure they have not
moved during adjustment.

Section II. ONE-MINUTE THEODOLITE

4-6. General

The 1-minute directional theodolite is essentially a
direction-type instrument. It can be used, how-
ever, to observe horizontal and vertical angles as

with a transit. There are two versions of this

theodolite: the engineer version which reads di-

rectly to 1 minute ; and the artillery version which
reads directly to 0.2 mil. There are many manu-
facturers of these theodolites and they may differ

in appearance, but they are basically alike in their

essential parts and operation. For a detailed de-

scription of the operation, repair, and mainte-

nance of these theodolites refer to

—

a. TM 5-6675-200-15, Wild Herrbrugg model

T-16, 0.2 mil graduated (FSN 6675-542-1683).

6. TM 5-6675-232-15, Wild Herrbrugg model

T-16, 1-minute graduated (FSN 6675-828-6397).

c. TM 5-6675-234-15, Brunson model 900, 1-

minute graduated (FSN 6675-989-7609) and

model 901, 0.2 mil graduated (FSN
6675-990-5993).

d. TM 5-6675-270-15, Wild Herrbrugg model
T16-66, type 11, 0.2 mil graduated (FSN
6675-926-4505), model T16-68, type 11, 0.2 mil

graduated (FSN 6675-861-7939), and T16-68,

type 1, 1-minute graduated (FSN 6675-770-

4958).

e. TM 5-6675-273-15, Keuffel and Esser model
KE-6, special, 0.2 mil graduated (FSN
6675-933-9532).

/. TM 5-6675-299-15, Keuffel and Esser model
73-0041 special, 1-minute graduated (FSN
6675-832-8649).

4-7. Description

This theodolite is a compact, lightweight, dust-

proof, optical reading, direction-type instrument

The scales are readable directly to the nearest 1

4-12
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1 Compass eyepiece

2 Compass

3 Circle ring

4 Caging knob
5 Compass leveling screw

6 Telescope level

7 Focus drive

8 Microscope eyepiece

9 Telescope eyepiece

10 Plate level

11 Vertical clamp

12 Vertical slow-motion screw

13 Vertical slow-motion adjusting screw

14 Col Iimation level

15 Collimation slow-motion screw

16 Horizontal clamp

17 Horizontal slow-motion screw

18 Horizontal circle clamp

19 Optical plumb eyepiece

20 Circular level

21 Electric plugs

22 Tribrach clamp lever

23 Right cover

24 Left cover

Figure 4-13. One-minute theodolite (T-16).
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1 Compass eyepiece 13 Altitude level knob

2 Compass 14 Altitude level

3 Needle lifter knob 15 Azimuth clamp

4 Compass mounting screw 16 Azimuth tangent screw

5 Telescope level 17 Repetition clamp

6 Focusing knob 18 Optical plummet eyepiece

7 Telescope eyepiece 19 Circular level

8 Microscope eyepiece 20 Electric plug

9 Plate level 21 Clamp screw

10 Reticle illumination knob 22 Level access screw

11 Elevation clamp 23 Right standard

12 Elevation tangent screw 24 Left standard

Figure 4-14- One-minute thedolite (KE 73-0041 special).

minute or 0.2 mil and are illuminated by either and makes of this theodolite. The theodolites

natural or artificial light. The description given shown in figures 4-13 and 4-14 are samplings of

in this paragraph applies essentially to all models this theodolite.

4-14
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a. Horizontal Motion. A horizontal motion

clamp and tangent screw for moving the theodol-

ite in azimuth are located adjacent to each other

on the lower portion of the alidade. A horizontal

circle clamp, which fastens the horizontal circle to

the alidade, is located on the horizontal circle cast-

ing. When this horizontal (repeating) circle

clamp is in the lever down position, the circle is

attached to the rotating part of the instrument

and turns with the telescope. With the circle

clamp in the lever up position, the circle is un-

damped and the telescope turns independent of

the circle. This combination permits use of the

theodolite as a repeating instrument. To use the

theodolite as a direction-type instrument, the

circle clamp is used only to set the initial reading.

An initial reading of 0°30' should be set on the

plates when a direct and reverse (D/R) pointing

is required. This will minimize the possibility of

ending the D/R pointing with a value below zero

and of working with a negative value in determin-

ing the mean.

6. Vertical Motion. The vertical motion clamp

and tangent screw are located on the standard

opposite the vertical circle. The tangent screw is

located to the lower left and at a right angle to

the clamp. The telescope can be rotated in the

vertical plane completely around the horizontal

axis (360°).

c. Levels. There are usually three level vials on

this instrument; the circular, the plate, and the

vertical circle.

(1) Circular level. The circular level is lo-

cated on the tribrach of the instrument and is

used to roughly level the instrument.

(2) Plate level. The plate level is located on

the lower part of the alidade between the two
standards. This level is used for leveling the in-

strument in the horizontal plane.

(3) Vertical circle level. The vertical circle

level (vertical collimation) vial is a coincidence

type, referred to as a split bubble. The level vial is

© OUT OF CENTER (f) BUBBLE CENTERED

Figure 4-15. Coincidence-type level.

completely built in, adjacent to the vertical circle

and viewed through a prism and 45° mirror sys-

tem from the eyepiece end of the telescope. This

results in the viewing of one-half of each end of

the bubble at the same time. Leveling consists of

bringing the two halves into exact coincidence

using the collimation level tangent screw (fig.

4-15).

(4) Telescope level. Some models of this theo-

dolite are furnished with a long telescope level.

The telescope level vial assembly is mounted below

the telescope in the direct position. For leveling

operations, the telescope is plunged to the reverse

position, bringing the level assembly to the top. A
prism system and a 45° mirror permit viewing

both ends of the split bubble from the eyepiece

end of the telescope for leveling operations.

d. Telescope. The telescope of the theodolite is

reversible; that is, it can be rotated around the

horizontal axis for direct and reverse readings. It

is usually a 28-power instrument with the short-

est focusing distance of about 1.4 meters. The
crosswires are focused (removing parallax) by
turning the eyepiece; the image, by turning the

focusing ring. The reticle (fig. 4-16) has horizon-

tal and vertical crosswires and a set of horizontal

and vertical ticks at a stadia ratio of 1 :100. Some
models have a solar circle on the reticle for mak-
ing pointings on the sun. This circle covers 31

minutes of arc and can be imposed on the sun's

image (32 minutes of arc) to make the pointings

refer to the sun's center. One-half of the vertical

wire is split for finer centering small distant ob-

jects. The telescope is the inverted image type.

The crosswires are illuminated by either sunlight

reflected by mirrors or by battery powered lights.

The amount of illumination is adjusted through

the use of the illuminating mirror for telescope

diaphragm.

e. Accessories. The theodolite is issued with the

following accessories : Canvas accessory kit, com-

pass, eyepiece prisms, sun filters, sunshade, two
jeweler's screwdrivers, two adjusting pins, cam-
ePs-hair brush, chamois, lubricant, plastic instru-

ment head cover, operation and maintenance serv-

ice manuals, battery case with lighting devices,

and the universal tripod with plumb bob. The
compass is mounted on the top of the standards

and is used to check azimuths, to orient the sketch

in the field notes, or as a means of assuming
direction. To prevent breakage of the glass cover,

always place the compass with the dial down in

the pocket of the carrying case. The carrying case

consists of a base assembly and a steel dome-
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Figure 4-16. Theodolite reticle.

shaped hood. When in the case, the instrument

rests on two supports and is fixed to the supports

with locking devices. A padded wooden shipping

case is also furnished for transporting the theo-

dolite in its carrying case. The tripod assembly
consists of a tripod, plumb bob, plug-in sleeve and
a key for the tripod leg nuts. The battery case

with the light devices is used for the electric illu-

mination of both circles, both main levels, and the

telescope reticle. A rheostat is provided on the

battery case for adjusting the intensity of the

light.

/. Tribrach. The tribrach assembly (fig. 2-4) on
many of the makes and models is a detachable

part of the theodolite which contains the leveling

screws, circular level, and the optical plumbing
device. The leveling screws are completely en-

closed and dustproof. A locking device holds the

alidade and tribrach together. This assembly per-

mits interchangeability of instruments without

moving the tripod. After observations are com-

pleted, the instrument (alidade) is detached at its

base and moved to the next station and another

tribrach, with the target replacing the alidade.

Used in this "leapfrog" method, the amount of

time needed per instrument setup is reduced by
half.

4-8. Reading

The circles of these theodolite are read through an
optical microscope. The eyepiece of the microscope

is located to the right of the telescope eyepiece in

4-16

the direct position, and to the left in the reverse.

The microscope consists of a series of lenses and
prisms which bring both the horizontal and the
vertical circle images into a single field of view.

The horizontal circle, marked Az, appears below
the vertical circle, marked V.

a. Degree Graduated. Figure 4-17 shows the
image of both circles as they would appear
through the reading microscope of the 1-minute

theodolite. Both circles are graduated from 0° to
360° with a major or index graduation for each
degree on the main scales. This scale's graduation

appears to be superimposed over an auxiliary

scale which is graduated in minutes to cover a
span of 60'(1°). The position of the degree mark
on the auxiliary scale is used as an index to get a
direct reading in degrees and minutes. If neces-

sary these scales can be interpolated or estimated

to the nearest 0.2 minute of arc. The vertical

circle of these theodolites reads 0° when the tele-

scope is pointed at the zenith, and 180° pointed

straight down. A level line reads 90° in the direct

position, and 270° in the reverse. The values read

from the vertical circle are referred to as zenith

distances, and not vertical angles. When neces-

vertical = e^e*
HORIZONTAL = 172*51'

Figure i-17. Degree graduated scales.
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sary, these zenith distances can be converted to

vertical angles as shown in figure 4-18.

b. Mil Graduated. Figure 4-19 shows the image
of both circles as they would appear through the

reading microscope of the 0.2-mil theodolite. Both

circles are graduated from to 6400 mils. There-

fore, 360° equals 6400 mils, or 1 mil equals 3.375

minutes. For conversion chart, refer to table E-l,

appendix E. The main scales are marked and
numbered every 10 mils, with the last zero

dropped. The auxiliary scales are graduated from
to 10 mils in 0.2-mil increments. Readings on

the auxiliary can be interpolated to 0.1 mil. The
vertical circle of these theodolites reads mil

when the telescope is pointed at the zenith, and
3,200 mils straight down. A level line read 1,600

mils in the direct position, and 4,800 mils in the

reverse. As with the degree graduated circle (a

above), the values read are zenith distances (fig.

4-20). For instrumentation and recording for the

0.2-mil theodolite refer to FM 6-2, Field Artillery

Survey.

4-9. Care

The theodolite is a delicate, scientific instrument

and must be treated as such. It must be kept

clean, dry, and properly oiled. Any accumulation

of dirt and dust can scratch the machined or pol-

ished surfaces, or can cause friction and sticking

in the motions.

a. Cleaning. Before, during, and after use the

instrument should be cleaned as follows:

(1) Painted surfaces should be wiped with a

clean cloth.

(2) The exterior of the eyepieces and the

Az

VERTICAL CIRCLE ISO*.* MILS
HORIZONTAL CIRCLE 226 6 MLS

Figure &-19. Mil graduated scales.

Plus vtrticol Anoint
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6400

4000 4000

Minus Vtrticol Anglos

Minut vtrticol Z Minut vtrticol Z <§)•

circle rtoding - 1600 4000- circle rtoding

Figure 4-20. Vertical angles from zenith distances (Mils).

objective lens of the telescope should first be
brushed with a camel's-hair brush to remove dust

and then wiped with a chamois or lens tissue to

remove moisture. Care must be taken "not to

scratch the lenses or the coating on the lenses.

(3) The tripod should be kept clean, and
moving parts should be oiled lightly.

(4) If the instrument gets wet, remove out-

side moisture, and as soon as possible place in-

strument in a warm room or tent.

6. Inspection. Inspect the instrument for

cracks, bumps, and dents. Inspect the machined
surfaces and the polished faces of the lenses and
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mirrors. Try the clamps and motions for smooth
operation without binding or grinding. Check the

compass, diagonal eyepieces, sunglasses and other

accessories. Try the lighting equipment for proper
functioning.

c. Carrying. In moving the instrument from
station to station, a man on foot may carry the

instrument, mounted on its tripod, under one arm,
with the hand of the other arm under the tribrach

of the instrument. All motions should be loosely

clamped with the telescope pointed upward. When
the theodolite is carried over rough terrain, the

instrument should be transported in its carrying

case. When transported in a vehicle, the theo-

dolite should be in the dome-shaped carrying case,

and the case should be in the padded shipping

crate. For short distances, the carrying case may
be carried in an upright position on the lap of the

instrument operator.

d. Shipping. The instrument is shipped in a
dome-shaped carrying case inserted into a padded
wooden shipping case or box. When removing and
replacing the dome-shaped cover or hood, lift or

lower it carefully and vertically to avoid hitting it

against the theodolite. Release the clips which
hold the instrument to the base. Note and remem-
ber the location of the circular bubble, the light

plug, and leveling screws with respect to the clips,

and the positions of the rods to which the clips

are attached. Lift the instrument carefully out of

its base and avoid hitting the clip stands. Hold the

instrument by its base or its right standard when
setting it on the tripod.

4-10. Adjustments

The theodolite must be in correct adjustment if

accurate results are to be obtained. There are six

tests and if necessary six adjustments that should

be completed before using the instrument, periodi-

cally during use, and anytime the instrument re-

ceives a severe bump or jolt. When the test indi-

cates a needed adjustment, it must be made <md
checked before the next test is started. All tests

are made with the instrument on a tripod set in a

shaded area, on firm ground, protected from the

wind, and with the tripod head as nearly level as

possible. Excessive manipulation of the adjusting

screws will cause them to wear and can cause the

instrument to go out of adjustment easily. The
following is the sequence of tests and adjust-

ments.

a. Plate Level. The vertical axis of the theodol-

ite must be exactly vertical when the plate level

vial bubble is centered.

(1) Using the circular level, approximately
level the instrument.

(2) Bring the plate level parallel to any two
foot screws and center the level bubble using
those screws.

(3) Rotate the instrument 90° and center

level bubble using only the third screw.

(4) Rotate the instrument back to the first

position ((2) above). Re-center bubble if neces-

sary.

(5) Rotate the instrument 180°. If bubble ifl

off center, adjustment is necessary. To adjust,

bring bubble halfway back to center using the

capstan screws recessed in the right standard and
the remaining distance using the two parallel lev-

eling screws.

(6) Rotate the instrument 90° and center the

bubble using the third screw.

(7) Rotate the instrument through 360°, the

bubble must remain centered throughout (or

within one division) or steps (5) and (6) above

must be repeated.

b. Horizontal CoUimation. The line of sight

must be perpendicular to the telescope's horizon-

tal axis of rotation.

(1) Select a well-defined point at least 100

meters away and at about the level of the tele-

scope. Using the vertical crosswire sight on it

carefully with telescope in the direct position.

(2) Read and record the horizontal circle

reading.

(3) Plunge telescope and sight on the same
point in the reverse position.

(4) Read and record the horizontal circle

reading. The difference between the readings

should be 180°. If the difference is 3' or less, ad-

justment is not necessary since direct and reverse

reading will compensate for this error. The error

determined is equal to twice the collimation error.

(5) To make the adjustment, divide the error

in half and apply half to the last reading. Using
the tangent screws, set this corrected reading on
the horizontal circle.

(6) Sight through the telescope. The amount
that the crosswire is off the target is equal to the

correction.

(7) The reticle screws are used to make this

correction and they are the pull-action type. To
move the crosswire to the right, loosen the left

screw first a small amount and tighten the right

4-18
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an equal amount. To move the crosswire to the

left, loosen the right screw and tighten the left.

Do not over-tighten these screws. Do not try to

make the entire correction in one step.

(8) Proceed in this manner, loosening and
tightening in small amounts until the crosswire is

exactly on the sighted point.

(9) Repeat the test as a check on the adjust-

ment

c. Vertical CoJUmaticm. The line of sight must
be horizontal when the vertical circle reads 90°

00' direct, or 270° 00' reversed. This test and ad-

justment must be done after the horizontal colli-

mation (6 above).

(1) Select a well-defined point at least 100

meters away, and about the same level as the tele-

scope.

(2) With the instrument direct, sight care-

fully on the point with the horizontal crosswire,

bring the ends of the vertical collimation level

bubble into coincidence with the vertical collima-

tion slow motion screw. Read and record the vert-

ical circle reading, check the level bubble after the

reading to make sure it is still in coincidence.

(8) Plunge the telescope and sight on the

same point in the reverse position. Bring the colli-

mation level into coincidence, read and record

vertical circle reading, and check the level after

reading.

(4) The sum of the two readings should equal

860°. Any variation is equal to twice the error. As
in the horizontal adjustment, a small error need

not be adjusted because direct and reverse point-

ings will cancel each other.

(5) To make the adjustment, divide the error

in half and apply with the proper sign (±) to the

last vertical circle reading. Using the vertical tan-

gent screw, set this corrected reading on the vert-

ical circle and bring the circle back into coinci-

dence with the vertical collimation slow motion

screw.

(6) The collimation level bubble will now be

out of coincidence. It is brought back into coinci-

dence using the adjusting «crew located under the

vertical circle level cover. Remove the cover. The
capstan head screw below the U-shaped level

housing on the objective end of the telescope

(direct position) is used for this adjustment.

(7) Repeat the test as a check on the adjust-

ment

d. Optical Plumb. The optical plumb must be
alined and centered in the vertical axis of rotation

of the instrument

(1) Carefully level the instrument, hang a
plumb bob under it, and then mark a point on the

ground exactly under the point of the plumb bob.

(2) Remove the plumb bob, care must be
taken so as not to disturb the instrument during
its removal. View the marked point through the

optical plummet, it should appear centered on the
crosswire, or in the center of the circle; depending
on which type is used. If it is not centered, the

plummet needs adjusting.

(8) To adjust, remove the screw-type covers

set about 30 millimeters either side of the plum-
met eyepiece. The adjusting screws are located

under these cover screws and require a screw-

driver about 25 millimeters long to reach them.
The screws act against opposing springs.

(4) The screws are turned a small amount to

bring the crosswire or circle in line with the

ground point. Always make the last movement
clockwise to compress the opposing spring.

(5) Check the adjustment by rotating the in-

strument through 360° and observing the ground
point through the plummet eyepiece. If the plum-
met does not hold the point centered, repeat the

adjustment. After final adjustment replace the

cover-screws.

(6) The plummet may be tested and adjusted

without using the plumb bob (during windy days
or when observing from high towers). Level the

instrument, and then a ground point is marked by
an assistant while the observer sights through the

plummet, directing the marking. The instrument
is rotated through 180° while viewing the marked
point through the plummet. If the mark does not
remain centered, the plummet is adjusted by
moving the crosswires (or circle) half the re-

quired distance, as described in (3) and (4) above
and remaining distance by moving the instrument
on the tripod. Then check as in (5) above and
repeat adjustment, if necessary.

e. Telescope Level. When the instrument Is

equipt with this level, the axis of the level vial

must be parallel to the line of sight. The test and
adjustment of this level vial is similar to the two-
peg test described in paragraph 4-5 and shown in

figure 4-11. The only difference te that the theo-

dolite level vial is of the coincidence type.

/. Verticality of the Vertical Crosswire. The 1-

minute theodolite is designed so that the vertical

crosswire remains vertical at all times. It does not
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need adjusting; but should be checked as de-

scribed in paragraph 4-5c.

g. Screws. The collimation, vertical, and hori-

zontal slow-motion (tangent) screws must turn

easily and smoothly, without backlash, throughout

their entire travel. The adjusting screws, located

adjacent to the respective slow-motion screws, are

used to obtain the proper tension for smooth oper-

ation.

h. Compass. The compass is mounted on the top

of the alidade standards as shown in figures 4-18

and 4-14. After the compass is securely mounted,

release compass circle by turning the caging knob
clockwise and also release compass case by loosen-

ing the clamp screw. Rotate the compass case

through 360°, if compass circle does not remain
level throughout the rotation, and adjustment is

necessary. To adjust, turn one or both compass
leveling screws, located on the compass bracket

below the locking nuts, until circle remains level

throughout the rotation.

Section III. ONE-SECOND THEODOLITE

4-11. General

The 1-second theodolite is a precision direction-

type instrument for observing horizontal and
vertical directions. There are two versions of this

theodolite: the engineer version which reads di-

rectly to 1 second, and the artillery version which
reads directly to 0.002 mil. Both versions are

identical except for the horizontal and vertical

circle plates as stated above. There are many
manufacturers of these theodolites and they may
differ in appearance, but they are basically alike

in essential parts and operation. For a detailed

description of the operation, repair, and mainte-

nance of these theodolites refer to

—

a. TM 5-6675-205-15, Wild Herrbrugg model

T-2-56-C-MIL, 0.002-mil graduated (FSN
6675-682-4635) and model T-2-56-M-MIL, 0.002

mil graduated (FSN 6675-796-9439).

6. TM 5-6675-213-15, Wild Herrbrugg model

T-2, 1-second graduated (FSN 667S-232-8972)

and model T-2-56, 1-second graduated (FSN
6676-587-3767).

c. TM 5-6675-233-15, Wild Herrbrugg model

T-2-68 MIL, 0,002-mil graduated (FSN
667&-983-8027).

d. TM 5-6675-296-15, Wild Herrbrugg model

T-2-68 MIL, 0.002-mil graduated (FSN
667&-089-8885).

e. TM 5-6675-298-15, Keuffel and Esser model

KE-2 special, 0.002-mil graduated (FSN
667&-903-7661).

4-12. Description

The 1-second theodolite is a compact, lightweight,

dustproof, optical reading, direction-type instru-

ment similar to, but larger than the 1-minute

theodolite. It is tripod-mounted and has one spin-

dle, one plate level, a circular level, horizontal and
vertical circles read by an optical microscope di-

rectly to 1 second (0.002 mil), clamping and tan-

gent screws for controlling the motion, and a lev-

eling head with three footscrews. The circles are

read using the coincidence method rather than the

direct method. There is an inverter knob for read-

ing the horizontal and vertical circles indepen-

dently. Some models are fitted with a spring plate

to hold the three leveling footscrews to the tripod,

while other models have a detachable tribrach ar-

rangement. The description given in this para-

graph applies essentially to all models and makes
of this theodolite. The theodolite shown in figure

4-21 is a sampling of these theodolites.

a. Horizontal Motion. The horizontal motion

system consists of two sections, the horizontal mo-
tion controls and the horizontal circle group. The
horizontal motion is controlled by a horizontal

clamp and a horizontal slow-motion (tangent)

screw. The horizontal circle group consists of the

circle and the apparatus necessary to set and read

it. The circle is read through a microscope who's

eyepiece is adjacent to the telescope eyepiece. The
horizontal circle rotates about the vertical axis

and may be set to desired reading with the hori-

zontal circle drive knob. The knob is protected

from accidental movement by a hinged cover

which must be kept closed whenever the drive is

not in use.

6. Vertical Motion. The vertical motion system

consists of two sections, the vertical motion con-

trols and the vertical circle assembly. The vertical

motion is controlled by a telescope clamp and a

vertical slow-motion (tangent) screw. The verti-

cal circle assembly consists of a circle and a circle

4-20
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1 Diaphragm illuminating knob

2 Focusing ring

3 Telescope eyepiece

4 Microscope eyepiece

5 Telescope clamp

6 Vertical slow-motion screw

7 Collimation slow-motion screw

8 Collimation level

9 Inverter knob
10 Micrometer knob

11 Horizontal clamp knob

12 Horizontal slow-motion screw

13 Horizontal drive cover

14 Optical plumb eyepiece

15 Circular level

16 Vertical circle illumination

17 Horizontal circle illumination

18 Tribrach locking handle

19 Vertical circle housing

20 Plate level

Figure i-21. One-second theodolite.

level. The level is a split level-type and the ends

are brought into coincidence using the collimation

slow-motion screw. The vertical circle is read

through the same eyepiece as the horizontal circle,

the instrument has an inverter knob, located on

the right standard, that switches the microscope

from one circle to the other.

c. Levels. There are three level vials on the in-
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strument, the circular, the plate, and vertical

circle. In addition there is an auxiliary level that

can be used if necessary, the striding level.

(1) Circular level. The circular level is lo-

cated on the lower part of the instrument just

above the footscrews. On the instruments that

have detachable tribrachs it is located on the tri-

brach. This level is used to roughly level the in-

strument.

(2) Plate level. The plate level is located in

the center of the instrument between the two
standards. This level is used for final leveling of

the instrument in the horizontal plane. The sensi-

tivity of this level is about 20 seconds of arc per 2

millimeters of the vial.

(6) Vertical circle level. The vertical circle

level (vertical collimation) vial is a coincidence

type, referred to as a split level. The level vial is

completely built in, adjacent to the vertical circle

and viewed through the collimation level prism.

The prism is rotatable and can be viewed from
either front or rear of telescope. The ends of the

level bubble are brought into coincidence by using

the collimation slow-motion screw. This level is

used to level the vertical circle. The sensitivity of

this level is about 80 seconds of arc per 2 millime-

ters of vial.

(4) Striding. The striding level is an auxil-

iary sensitive level attachment that can be

mounted across the top of the horizontal axis of

the telescope. All models and makes are not equipt

with this level. It is used to get a precise aline-

ment of the horizontal axis when observing high

altitude objects, such as stars. The striding level

slips into a fitting on the vertical scale and rests on

two rings concentric with the horizontal axis.

d. Telescope. The telescope of the theodolite can

be used for direct and reverse readings. It is

usually a 28-power instrument with the shortest

focus distance of about 1.4 meters. The crosswires

are focused (removing parallax) by turning the

eyepiece; the image, by turning the focusing ring.

The reticle has horizontal and vertical crosswires

and a set of horizontal and vertical ticks at a

stadia ratio of 1 :100. One-half of the vertical wire

is split for finer pointings on small distant ob-

jects. The telescope is the inverting image type.

The crosswires, vertical plates, and horizontal

plates are illuminated by either sunlight reflected

by mirrors or by battery powered lights. The
crosswire illumination is adjusted through the use

of the illuminating mirror for telescope dia-

phragm.

e. Accessories. The theodolite is issued with the

following accessories: canvas pack accessory kit,

containing diagonal eyepieces for the telescope

and microscope, sun filter objective, dust cap,

screwdriver, adjusting pins, camel's-hair brush,

plastic instrument cover; a battery box; tripod

assembly; and a carrying case, consisting of a

base plate and a steel dome-shaped hood. Some
models and makes are equipt with a auto collimat-

ing eyepiece accessory. It is used for accurate col-

limation of the line of sight when taking short

sights. It is a 20-power magnifier assembly that

replaces the eyepiece lens and contains a prism
assembly to project light from a plug-in illumina-

tion housing past the crosswires and through the

telescope. The light is projected to a front-sur-

faced mirror of some distance ahead of the objec-

tive lens. The observer, looking through the tele-

scope, sees the reflected and the directly viewed
images of the crosswires. To collimate the instru-

ment, the reticle ring is adjusted until both the

direct and reflected images are superimposed.

/. Tribrach. The tribrach on some makes and
models is a detachable assembly which mounts on
the tripod head and contains the three leveling

screws, circular level, and the optical plumbing
assembly. The remainder of the instrument (ali-

dade) head attaches to the tribrach by a locking

assembly. The tribrach permits quick inter-

changeability of the theodolite heads, other in-

struments, and target sets without disturbing the

tripod leveling setup or the position of the vertical

axis with respect to the point on the ground.

4-13. Optical System

The horizontal and vertical circles of the 1-second

theodolite have very fine lines etched on glass. A
complex system of lenses and prisms (fig. 4-22)

permits the observer to see small sections of dia-

metrically opposite sides of either of the two
circles.

4-14. Reading

The 1-second and 0.002-mil theodolite are direc-

tion-type instruments. The reading of the 1-

second theodolite is discussed below. For methods,

procedures, and recording of these readings refer

to TM 5-441, Geodetic and Topographic Survey-

ing, or reading, recording, methods, and proce-

dures for use of the 0.002-mil theodolite refer to

FM 6-2, Field Artillery Survey.

a. General. The circle to be viewed is selected by
turning the inverted knob on the right standard.

4-22
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MICROMETER
DRUM

Figure Optical system*

The field of the circle-reading microscope shows
the image of the circle, with lines spaced at 20-

minute intervals, every third line numbered to in-

dicate a degree, and the image of the microscope

scale on which the unit minutes and seconds are

read The numbers increase in value clockwise,

around the circle (0° to 360°). The coincidence

knob, on the side of and near the top of the right

standard, is used to read either of the circles. The
circles are read by the coincidence method, in

which the optical coincidence is obtained between
diametrically opposite graduations of the circle by
turning the micrometer knob. When this knob is

turned, the images of the opposite sides of the

circle appear to move in opposite directions across

the field of the circle-reading microscope. The
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Figure t-*3. Horizontal circle reading.

graduations can be brought into optical coinci-

dence, that is, they appear to form continuous

lines crossing the dividing line. The image is

marked at the center by use of a single, vertical

immovable wire that is not used in the reading,

but as a reference index only. The upright degree

value to the left of this index line is generally

read.

6. Horizontal Circle. To read the horizontal

circle, turn the inverter knob until its black line

is horizontal. Adjust the illuminating mirror (or

light) to give uniform lighting to both sections of

the horizontal circle and the micrometer scale

viewed through the circle-reading microscope.

Focus the microscope eyepiece, by turning the

eyepiece, so that the graduations are sharply de-

fined. The view through the microscope should be

similar to that shown in ®, figure 4-23.

(1) Turn the micrometer knob until the im-

ages of the opposite sides of the circle are moved
into coincidence. The turning of this knob moves

the micrometer scale in relationship to the circle.

The view through the microscope now should ap-

pear similar to that shown in (5), figure 4-23.

(2) The degrees and tens of minutes are read

from the image of the circle. The nearest upright

number to the left of the index mark is the num-
ber of degrees (105). The diametrically opposite

inverted number (the number ± 180) is 285. The
number of divisions of the circle between the up-

right 105 and inverted 285 gives the number of

tens of minutes. In figure 4-23, there are five

divisions between 105 and 285, the reading, there-

fore, is 105° 50'.

(3) The unit minutes and seconds are read

from the image of the micrometer scale. This

scale has two rows of numbers below the gradua-

tions, the bottom row being the unit minutes and
the top row seconds. In ®, figure 4-23, the unit

minutes and seconds are read as 07' 24".

(4) Adding the values determined in (2) and

(3) above, we have 105° 50' plus 07' 24", or a

final reading of 105° 57' 24".

(5) Although one can easily interpolate on
the T-2 micrometer to the nearest half a second

(or even to tenths), this practice adds very little

if any to the precision of the results. One should

either observe more positions or observe with a

more precise instrument if more precision id de-

sired.

c. Vertical Circle. To read the vertical circle,

turn the inverter knob until its black line is verti-

cal. Adjust the mirror (or light) on the left stand-

ard for illumination of plates. Focus the micro-

scope eyepiece.

(1) Using the collimation slow-motion screw,

bring the collimation level bubble ends into coinci-

dence (fig. 4-15) as viewed in the collimation

level prism.

(2) Read the vertical circle and micrometer

scale as described in b (2) through (4) above.

(3) The vertical circle graduations are num- •

bered to give a 0° reading with the telescope

pointing to the zenith. Consequently the vertical

circle reading will be 90° for a horizontal sight

with the telescope direct, and 270° with the tele-

scope reversed. Figure 4-24 shows the view in the

circle-reading microscope for a direct and reverse

pointing on a target.

(4) The readings obtained in figure 4-24 are

referred to as zenith distances. These readings are

used to determine the vertical angles, if necessary,

as described below and shown in figure 4-18.

4-24
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Telescope
direct

86* 17' 44"

86* IT 44"

86* IT 41"

+ 08* 42' 19"

Teleecope
reverted

278° 42' 22'

86° 17' 38

Circle reading

Zenith distance

Mean zenith distance

Mean vertical angle

d. Predetermined Readings. There are occasions

when the setting of the horizontal and/or vertical

circles has been predetermined and the following

procedure is used to set these values. In the first

case, the horizontal circle is set to read a given

value with the telescope pointed at a target. In the

second case, the horizontal circle is set to a value

of a given angle. In the third case, the vertical

circle is set to a given zenith distance for locating

a preselected star.

(1) With the theodolite pointed at the target,

and with the horizontal clamp tightened, the circle

is set as follows: Set micrometer scales to read

the unit minutes and seconds of the given value.

Ten, using the horizontal circle drive knob, turn

the circle until coincidence (or as near as possible)

is obtained at the degree and tens of minutes

value of the given reading. After setting the circle

in this manner, the actual reading is determined

as in 6(2) through (4) above. This setting should

normally be accurate to ± 5".

(2) When measuring a predetermined angle,

the instrument is first pointed along the initial

line from which the angle is to be measured and
the circle is read. The value of the angle is added

to the reading to determine the circle reading for

the second pointing. Set the micrometer scale to

read the unit minutes and seconds of the value to

be set on the circle. Then turn the instrument in

azimuth and make coincidence (or as near as pos-

sible) at the degrees and tens of minutes value

that is to be set. The horizontal slow-motion screw

is used to get this coincidence. After setting the

value in this manner, the actual reading is deter-

mined as in 6(2) through (4) above. The prede-

termined value can usually be set on the circle in

this way to ± 2".

(3) It is seldom necessary to set a predeter-

mined value on the vertical circle, except when
adjusting the instrument, or for locating a prese-

lected star for azimuth observation. Set the mi-

crometer scale to the unit minutes and seconds of

the given zenith distance. The vertical circle level

bubble is then brought into optical coincidence.

Then, the telescope is elevated (or depressed), to

make coincidence at the predetermined degrees

and tens of minutes value. The telescope clamp

and vertical slow-motion screw are used to make
this coincidence. After setting the value in this

manner, the actual reading is determined as in

6(2) through (4) above. The predetermined ze-

nith distance can usually be set on the circle in

this way to ± 2".

4-15. Care

This theodolite, like any other delicate scientific

instrument must be handled and treated accord-

ingly. It must be kept clean, dry, an properly

oiled. If it gets wet, all exterior moisture should

be wiped off immediately and should be brought

into a warm, dry room or tent.

a. Cleaning. Before, during, and after use the

instrument should be cleaned as follows

:

(1) Painted surfaces should be wiped with a

clean cloth.

(2) The exterior of the eyepieces and the

objective lens of the telescope first should be

brushed with a camel's-hair brush to remove dust

and then wiped with a chamois or lens tissue to

remove moisture. Care must be taken not to

scratch the lenses or the coating of the lenses.

(3) The tripod should be kept clean, and
moving parts oiled lightly.

b. Inspection. The instrument must be inspected

when it is received and after any major shipment

as detailed in the maintenance manuals refer-

enced in paragraph 4-11.

c. Carrying. When moving from station to sta-

tion on foot, the instrument may be carried while

mounted on the tripod, theodolite in front, under

the arm with the other hand under the tribrach or

base. If the tribrach is detached and left on the

tripod for other instruments, the theodolite head

is held by the right standard with one hand, and
the other hand is under the instrument to support

it.

d. Shipping. The instrument is shipped in its

dome-shaped carrying case, inserted into a padded
wooden shipping case or box. All motions should

be loosely clamped.

4-16. Adjustment

The accuracy of surveys requiring the use of the

1-second theodolite also requires more attention to

keep the instrument in good adjustment. The fol-

lowing tests must be made in the sequence that

they are described with the adjustment, as neces-

sary, of each step completed before proceeding to

the next test. These tests and adjustments must
be made with sufficient frequency to maintain the

required accuracy of the instrument.
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a. Screws. The collimation, vertical, and hori-

zontal slow-motion screws, the three leveling

screws, and the micrometer screw must turn eas-

ily and smoothly, without backlash, throughout

their entire travel. The adjusting screws or nuts,

located adjacent to the respective screws are used

to obtain the proper tension for smooth operation.

6. Plate Level. The vertical axis of the theodol-

ite must be exactly vertical when the plate level

vial bubble is centered. The adjustment of the

plate level should be tested every time the theodol-

ite is set up for use. This test and adjustment is

the same as for the 1-minute theodolite (para

4-10a), except that the plate level adjusting screw

for this instrument is located on the left standard

below the collimation slow-motion screw housing.

c. Optical Plummet. The optical plummet must

be alined and centered in the vertical axis of rota-

tion of the leveled instrument.

(1) Suspend the plumb bob from the leveled

instrument and mark a point on the ground ex-

actly under the point of the plumb bob. Remove

the plumb bob from the instrument.

(2) Check the leveling of the instrument, and

then look into the eyepiece of the optical plummet.

If this plummet is correctly adjusted, the mark on

the ground will be centered in the reticle circle or

crosswires of the plummet.

(8) If the image of the mark is not centered

in the reticle, bring the reticle to center by means

of three adjusting screws located near the optical

plummet eyepiece. Loosen the checknut. The verti-

cal screw will raise or lower the crosswires in the

direction that the screw moves. The side screws

will move the crosswires opposite to the direction

of screw travel. Always loosen the screw on the

side opposite to the direction of travel and tighten

the one in the desired direction.

(4) Retest and when finally correct, remem-

ber to tighten the checknut.

(5) For a more accurate adjustment, secure a

piece of paper on the ground directly below the

plummet. After carefully leveling the instrument,

mark the position of the circle center on the

paper. Release the spring plate, carefully lift and

rotate the instrument through 120°, and reset it

in the spring plate. Level the instrument and

mark the new position of the circle center on the

paper. Once again, lift, rotate 120°, reset, and

level the instrument. Mark the third circle center

position on the paper. If the plummet is in adjust-

ment, the three points will coincide. If not, the

three points will appear as vertices of an equila-

teral triangle. Mark the center of the triangle and

move the circle (as described in (3) above) until

the circle center and triangle center coincide.

Check the adjustment by rotating the instrument
120°.

d. Vertical Crossvrire. The vertical crosswire

must lie in a plane perpendicular to the horizontal

axis of the instrument.

(1) Level the instrument carefully.

(2) Select a well-defined distant point as near
the same horizontal plane as the instrument as

possible.

(8) Center the vertical crosswire of the tele-

scope on the selected point. With the vertical

slow-motion screw, elevate and depress the tele-

scope. If the vertical crossline continuously bisects

the point, the adjustment is correct.

(4) If the vertical crosswire does not contin-

uously bisect the sighted point, rotate the tele-

scope reticle by turning the slant screws located

between the focusing ring and eyepiece in oppo-

site directions.

(5) Retest and readjust until the vertical

crosswire remains on the point through the entire

motion.

e. Horizontal Collimation. The line of sight

must be perpendicular to the telescope's horizon-

tal axis of rotation.

(1) Select a well-defined point about 100 me-
ters away and at about the level of the telescope.

Sight on it carefully with the telescope in the

direct position.

(2) Read and record the horizontal circle

reading.

(3) Plunge telescope and sight on the same
point in the reverse position. Read and record the

horizontal circle reading.

(4) The difference between the readings

should be 180° ± 5", if the instrument is in ad-

justment. If the deviation is greater than about ±
5", the instrument should be adjusted.

(5) To make the adjustment, set the mean
value of the two readings on the micrometer

drum, and turn the slow-motion screw until the

graduation lines coincide.

(6) The crosswire will now be off the sighted

point, and the reticle must be moved horizontally

until the point ahd wire coincide. The three ad-

justing screws are of the pull-action type set 120°

apart with one of them horizontal. To move the

reticle, the screw or screws opposite to the direc-

tion of movement are loosened first. Then the

screws or screw in the direction that the cross-

wire is to move are tightened.
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(7) Repeat these measurements and correc-

tions until the collimation error is brought within

the allowable limits.

(8) Recheck for verticality of crosswires as

in d above.

/. Vertical Collimation. The line of sight must
be horizontal when the vertical circle reads 90°

00' 00" direct, or 270° 00' 00" reversed. This test

and adjustment is the same as that for the 1-min-

ute theodolite (para 4-10c), except as noted. The
sum of the two readings should be 360° ± 10" for

a well adjusted instrument. If the deviation is

greater than ± 10", the instrument should be ad-

justed. The adjusting screws for the vertical

circle level vial are located on the left standard, at

the same level and on both sides of the collimation

level prism.

Section IV. TWO-TENTH-SECOND THEODOLITE

4-17. General

The two-tenth-second theodolite is a precision

direction-type instrument that resembles the 1-

minute and the 1-second theodolites. There are

many models of this theodolite; with or without

an optical plumbing device ; with a 60 unit or a 2

minute micrometer scale ; with or without target

finding scopes ; with or without camera attaching

devices. All models are generally the same in their

operation and location of the control levers and

clamps. All models are capable of first order accu-

racies. For the procedure, use, and recording of

this theodolite refer to TM 5-441, Geodetic and
Topographic Surveying and TM 5-442, Precise

Astronomic Surveys. For the maintenance, care,

and parts list refer to TM 5-6675-231-15.

4-18. Description

The description given here is a general descrip-

tion and each model will vary a little, but all mod-
els are basically the same in their operation and

location of the control levers, clamps, screws, and

major components. Figure 4-25 shows a sampling

of this theodolite (FSN 6675-382-9140).

a. This theodolite is similar to the two pre-

viously mentioned (sees. II and III) theodolites,

except that it is larger, has a telescope 25.9 cm
long, has its control knobs placed differently, and

has levels and circles that can be read with higher

precision. It uses the coincidence method of read-

ing the circles like the 1-second theodolite, but it

differs in the reading procedure. The horizontal

and vertical circles and micrometer scales are

read through the same microscope eyepiece, but

are read independently through the use of an in-

verter knob.

6. The telescope's power can be changed from

24, to 30, or to 40 diameters by changing the

eyepiece. The objective lens is 61 millimeter in

diameter and has a greater light-gathering capac-

ity than the 1-second theodolite. This is especially

useful in star observations since it permits ob-

serving dimmer stars. The level vial sensitivity of

the plate level is 5 to 7 seconds per 2-millimeters

graduation, and of the vertical circle level vial, 12

seconds per 2-millimeters graduation. The tele-

scope focusing ring, the eyepiece focusing, and the

crosswire adjustment screws are the same as for

the 1-second theodolite. The horizontal clamp and
slow-motion screws are located diametrically op-

posite each other below the alidade. The ckmp
extends outward from a diameter of the circle,

while the slow-motion screw is on the other side

of the instrument and works tangent to the circle.

The vertical clamp is inside of the standard op-

posite the vertical circle and faces upward, while

the slow-motion screw is below the horizontal axis

and is operated as a tangent screw.

c. Exterior adjustable mirrors or electrical

lighting attachments permit illumination of the

reticle and circles. The inverter knob is located on
the outer face of the right standard. The collima-

tion level is viewed through a prism system and is

mounted on the left standard. The observer can
see the level vial bubble from the eyepiece end of

the instrument, without moving from the normal
observing position. A knob atop the telescope at

the horizontal axis permit the changing of the

illumination of the crosswires through the turn-

ing of the telescope diaphragm.

d. The accessories for this theodolite are similar

to the others, and include the diagonal eyepieces,

filters, lighting attachments, and tripod. The car-

rying case is a similar dome-shaped type and the

shipping case is made of wood and padded.

4-19. Reading

The coincidence method of reading the circle is

similar to the one described with the 1-second

theodolite. However, the circles and drum are ar-
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Figure 4-25. Two-tenth-eecond theodolite.
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Figure 4-26. Horizontal circle and micrometer (old model).
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Figure 4-28. Vertical circle and micrometer (old model).
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Figure 4-27. Horizontal circle and micrometer (new model)

ranged differently and the old models require dou-

ble conicidence readings to obtain a final value.

On the newer models the double coincidence is not

CIRCLE.READING

1st DRUM.READING

2nd DRUM-READING

123* 34'

27".4

27*4

123° 34* 27*!4

Figure 4-29. Vertical circle and micrometer (new model).

needed to obtain the final value, but for accuracy

and checking the double coincidence is usually re-

quired.

a. Horizontal Circle. The plate circle of a two-
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tenth-second theodolite is divided into 360°, and
each degree into 15 graduations or 4 minutes per

graduation. The coincidence method uses both the

upright and inverted scales of the circle and al-

lows readings to 2 minutes. On the older models,

(fig. 4-26), the 2 minute micrometer scale is di-

vided into 600 units and each tenth part is num-
bered. The reading on this micrometer scale

equals one-half of the true value, but instead of

doubling this reading, procedure requires making
a double coincidence and adding both coincidence

readings for the final micrometer reading. On the

newer models (fig. 4-27), the micrometer scale is

divided in 0.2 second segments, and the microme-
ter is read directly without adding the two coinci-

dences, but procedure requires making a double

coincidence and meaning the two coincidence for

the final value. The procedure for reading the hor-

izontal circle and micrometer for both models is

described below and shown in figures 4-26 and
4-27.

(1) Turn the inverter knob all the way to the

right to bring the horizontal circle into view in

the reading microscope.

(2) Bring the graduations of the upright and
inverted images on the upper scale into coinci-

dence. There will be only one position where the

graduations will coincide. The image is marked at

the center by use of a single vertical immovable
wire that is not used in the reading, but as a

reference index only. The upright degree value to

the left of this index line is generally read.

(3) The degrees and even minutes are read

from the image of the circle. The nearest upright

number to the left of the index is the number of

degrees (166). The diametrically opposite in-

verted number is 346. The number of divisions of

the circle between the upright 166 and inverted

346 is multiplied by two to obtain the number of

even minutes. For both models there are 20 divi-

sions between 166 and 346, the reading, therefore,

is 166° 40'.

(4) The remainder of the reading is taken

from the micrometer scale. The value is read, esti-

mated, and recorded to the nearest 0.1 unit or 0.1

second. The old model is 39u4 and the newer

model is 01' 18"6.

(5) The circle is moved off coincidence

slightly, and then reset. Read, estimate and record

this second value. These readings are 39u3 (old

model) and 01' 18"8 (new model).

(6) On the older models, add the two values,

39u4 + 39u3 — Or 18"7. On the new models, mean
the two values, 01' 18"6 and 01' 18" = 01' 18"7.

(7) Add the totals, (3) and (6) above, for
the final value (166° 40' + 01' 18"7 = 166° 41'

18"7).

(8) Remember it is the sum of the two scale

readings that gives the final value on older mod-
els, and the mean of the two scale readings that
gives the final value on newer models.

(9) Normally, the survey requires direct and
reverse readings, and the sum (mean) of the two
coincidences in direct position and the sum
(mean) of two coincidences in reverse must be
made. When making the coincidences, the microm-
eter drive knob should be turned in the same
direction both times. If the coincidence readings

in either the direct or reverse differ by more than
0.3 unit (old model) or 0.5 second (newer model),

a third coincidence should be taken (or until two
agree with U3 or 0"5).

6. Vertical Circle. The vertical circle and mi-
crometer scale are read exactly the same way as

the horizontal circle on the old and new models,

respectively (figs. 4-28 and 4-29).

(1) Turn the inverter knob all the way to the

left to bring the vertical circle into view in the

reading microscope.

(2) A coincidence of the graduations is made
as described in a (2) above. Due to the method of

graduation of the vertical circle on this theodolite,

the same figures will appear upright and inverted.

(3) The collimation level is brought into

exact coincidence using the collimation slow-mo-

tion screw. Then, the degrees and even minutes

are read from the image of the circle as described

in a(3) above. The number of divisions are

counted between upright left degree value to the

same figure inverted on the right. The reading for

both models is therefore 123° 34'.

(4) The double coincidence micrometer scale

values are read as described in a(4) through (8)

above.

(5) The total value for both models is 128°

34' 27"4 in the direct position, or a reverse read-

ing, the telescope is plunged, the instrument re-

versed, and the circle read as above.

(6) Remember, the vertical circle collimation

level bubble must be in coincidence before the

vertical circle and micrometer scale are read.

c. Vertical Angle Computation. This compu-

tation is unique to the Wild T-3 theodolite. The

vertical circle is set so that a perfectly level line

reads 90° both in the direct and in the reverse

telescope positions.
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(1) To differentiate between direct and re-

verse, the nomenclature, circle left and circle

right respectively, is normally used. This refers to

the location of the vertical circle on the standard
which is on the observer's left when the instru-

ment is direct, and on his right, when in reverse.

(2) Elevationg the telescope in a circle left

(direct) position increases the circle reading, and
in a circle right (reverse), decreases it.

(3 The value read on the vertical circle

equals only one-half of the vertical angle added to

(4) Example:

D(Circleleft)

1st coincidence

2d coincidence

Final

R( Circle right)

1st coincidence

2d coincidence

Final

Vertical angle=

(5) To compute the zenith distance, the verti-

cal angle is subtracted from 90° if plus, and

added to 90° if minus. A more direct method uses

"(circle right + 90°)—circle left." The zenith

distance is the angle from the zenith (point di-

rectly overhead) to the point sighted. In topo-

graphic, geodetic, and astronomic surveys the ze-

nith distances are used in the computation of dif-

ferences in elevation.

4-20. Care

The care of the two-tenth-second theodolite is sim-

ilar to that for the 1-second theodolite (para

4-15). Protection from accidental damage and

proper maintenance should be routine and contin-

uous. The instrument must be kept clean and in

proper operating condition in order to obtain the

high precision of which it is capable. For a com-

plete description of operator, organizational, field,

and depot maintenance, refer to TM
6-6676-281-15.

or subtracted from 90°, and is not the vertical

angle added to or subtracted from 90°. However,

to compute the vertical angle, the value of one

reading is not doubled, but a circle left and a

circle right reading is taken. The smaller one is

subtracted from the larger and the sign of the

angle is determined from the circle left reading.

If the circle left reading is over 90°, the vertical

angle is positive (+ ), if less than 90°, the vertical

angle is negative (—).

New Model
92° 32'

88«8 or 06"6

83u2 01' 06"4

66"6 92° 83' 06"5

87° 26'

26-4 OC 62"8

26«5 00' 68"0

62"9 87° 26' 52"9

18"6 + 05° 06' 18"6

4-21. Adjustment

The testing and adjusting of this theodolite fol-

lows the procedure set forth for the 1-second theo-

dolite, paragraph 4-16. The same sequence is fol-

lowed. The location of the adjusting screws and
nuts may be different. For instance, the vertical

collimation level bubble is mounted atop the left

standard and the adjusting screw is toward the

observer in the circle left position. In making the

collimation tests, remember; that the total verti-

cal circle readings add up to 180°, not 360° as in

the 1-second theodolite ; and that on the old mod-
els the coincidences have to be added to obtain the

correct circle readings.

4-22. Calibration

When using this theodolite for high order accura-

cies (1st and 2d order), it is necessary that the

level vials be calibrated to determine their exact

sensitivity, which is expressed in seconds of arc

per 2 mm division of the level vials. For the meth-

ods, procedures, and computations of these cali-

brations, refer to chapter 3, TM 6-442, Precise

Astronomic Surveys.

Old Model
92° 82/

92° 82'

87° 26'

87° 26'

+ 05° 06'
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Section V. ONE-TENTH-SECOND THEODOLITE

4-23. Description

The one-tenth-second theodolite (fig. 4-30) is an
instrument generally used for high precision as-

tronomic position determinations. However, this

instrument may be used to observe horizontal

directions if the occasion demands. This theodol-

ite, although large and heavy, is nevertheless basi-

cally the same as the other theodolites previously

discussed. Since the observations must be of great

accuracy, the size and weight are an advantage

rather than a handicap. The primary assemblies

of the theodolite are the base and yoke, the tele-

scope with vertical circle, the Horrebow-Talcott

levels, the eyepiece micrometer, and the hanging
level.

a. This theodolite is sometimes referred to as a

"broken" telescope transit, so-called because its

eyepiece is mounted in the horizontal axis of rota-

tion at a right angle to the objective axis. A 45°

mirror is mounted at the intersection of the two
axis to turn the line of sight from the objective to

the eyepiece. This allows the use of 540 millimeter

focal length objective and 70 power magnification.

&. The eyepiece micrometer is designed with a

reticle system of a fixed plate and a movable plate

whose lateral displacement can be measured. The
fixed plate has a series of precisely spaced cross-

wires. The moveable plate uses one wire which is

always parallel to the split wires as it moves
across the field of view. The eyepiece can be ro-

tated through a 90° angle, so as the micrometer
screw is turned, the movable wire is also turned.

A drum on the micrometer has a series of 12

platinum contact strips, 10 are accurately spaced

around the circumference, and 2 are placed on
each side of the zero mark. As the micrometer is

turned, the strips make electrical contact, and
when connected to a chronograph, they make a
record on a tape at each contact.

c. The hanging level is used for the fine leveling

of the instrument. It is a long level vial suspended

or hung from the horizontal axis of the telescope.

The sensitivity of this level vial is usually aboift

1.0 second of arc per 2mm division. The vertical

circle is equipt with a vertical collimation level

vial with a sensitivity of about 2 seconds of are

per 2 mm division. In addition, a pair of Horre-

bow-Talcott levels are attached to the horizontal

axis for precise measurement of tilt changes in

the telescope.

d. The circles are read by the coincidence

method, similar to 1-second and two-tenth-second

theodolites. The horizontal circle is readable di-

rectly to one-tenth of a second. The vertical circle

is readable directly to two-tenths of a second.

e. The terms, direct and reverse, have no mean-
ing when using this instrument. Instead, the posi-

tions are described as eyepiece right or left, circle

right or left, or ocular east or west. The terms,

ocular and eyepiece, refer to the viewing eyepiece

of the telescope; circle is the vertical circle. Left

and right are defined by the location of the verti-

cal circle when looking at the observed object over

the telescope tube.

/. This instrument is also equipt with a zenith

distance setting circle that is used to set predeter-

mined zenith distances. The circle has every de-

gree numbered and a scale graduated in 10-min-

ute intervals. This circle can be estimated to the

nearest minute.

g. A lighting system is furnished to illuminate

the circles and crosswires for working at night.

4-24. Operation and Maintenance

This instrument is usually used for the observa-

tion of astronomic latitude and longitude, how-
ever it can be used to observe astronomic azimuth
and horizontal directions.

a. The operational procedures, methods, calibra-

tions, adjustments, and computations for bis

theodolite are discussed and covered in great de-

tail in TM 5-442, Precise Astronomic Surveys.

b. For a detailed description of the parts, the

accessories, their installation, and the repair and
maintenance of this theodolite refer to TM
5-6675-210-15 and TM 5-6675-297-15.
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Section VI. GYRO-AZIMUTH SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

4—25. Description

The gyro-azimuth surveying instrument (fig.

4-31) is a portable gyrocompass used to deter-

mine directions from a fixed position in conjunc-

tion with a 0.002-mil theodolite. This instrument

comes in two models, designated ABLE (Autonet-

ics Base Line Equipment) Models C2A and C2B.

Both models are basically the same. In operations,

the gyro is placed in a fixed relation to the earth.

Its orientation is determined by observing the

effect of the rotation of the earth on the gyroscope

and applying appropriate corrections. It can es-

tablish a true azimuth reference in any weather,

day or night, without the aid of stars, landmarks,

or other visible stations.

a. Sensing Element. The sensing element con-

sists of the alinement head with a highly sensitive

single axis rate gyroscope, and the theodolite.

Mounted to the gyroscope assembly is a mirror

assembly to check the collimation of the instru-

ment. The mirror may be seen through the circu-

lar window installed in the side of the alinement

head. A 0.002-mil theodolite is mounted on the top

of the alinement head in such a manner that the

horizontal circle of the theodolite is locked to the

movement of the alinement head. This allows the

azimuth of any line to be determined with refer-

ence to true north after orientation has been com-

pleted. The base of the instrument contains the

leveling and alinement assembly. The instrument

is leveled in the same manner as a theodolite. The
alinement controls consist of an azimuth lock and
an azimuth vernier knob with an odometer-type

scale.

6. Control-Indicator Box. The electronic pack-

age converts the power to operate the instrument.

The control panel (fig. 4-32) includes the controls

and indicators necessary for the operation and to

determine the directional alinement of the instru-

ment. An integral voltmeter circuit is furnished

to check various operations of the instrument and
serves as an aid to troubleshooting. The control

indicator contains six removable subassemblies

called modules. This type of component packaging

facilitates the replacement of faulty components.

c. Power Source. The gyro-azimuth surveying

instrument is designed to operate from a power
source of 24 volts direct current (dc). However, a
24-volt dc output is provided in the control indica-

tor box to convert available 115 volts alternating

current (ac) to 24 volts direct current.

d. Interconnection Cdbles. The instrument is

provided with several cables. One cable is used to

carry power from the electronic package to the

alinement head. When the instrument is operated

on direct current, either a 5-foot power cable for

separate batteries or a 25-foot power cable for

batteries installed in a vehicle is used to carry the
power from the source to the electronic package.

When the instrument is operated on alternating

current, two powerpack cables are used, one con-

nects the power source to the powerpack and the
other connects the powerpack to the electronic

package.

e. Tripod. The tripod is heavy duty, specially

designed with wooden legs or shorter metal legs,

which are interchangeable to allow operation

under a wider scope of situations.

4-26. Operation

The gyro-azimuth instrument is a precise and sen-

sitive piece of equipment. It should be handled

with the same care as any other precise survey

instrument. For operation, the instrument is set

up, the proper cables are selected and attached,

the instrument alined, and the readings taken.

For detailed instructions in the field artillery op-

eration, use, and computation of this instrument

refer to FM 6-2, Field Artillery Survey. For re-

pair and maintenance refer to TM
5-6675-207-15.
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SENSING ELEMENT
WITH THEODOLITE

FOR EITHER AC OR DC
OPERATION CONNECT
POWER CABLE NO. 4
TO SENSING ELEMENT
AND TO CONTROL
INDICATOR

FOR AC OPERATION
CONNECT POWER CABLE
NO. 4 TO CONTHOi
INDICATOR AND +24 VOC
POWER SUPPLY

FOR AC OPERATION
CONNECT POWER CABLE
NO. 1 TO CONTROL
INDICATOR AND 115

VAC POWER SOURCE

24VDC
POWER SUPPLY

FOR DC OPERATION
CONNECT ONE OF THE NO. 5
POWER CABLES TO CONTROL
INDICATOR AND TO 24 VDC
SOURCE

FOR DC OPERATION
REQUIRING TWO
12 VOLT BATTERIES

IN SERIES, USE POWER
CABLE NO. 2

USE CABLE NO. 3

FOR SPECIAL CONNECTIONS

IMC 4*7S-»7-l J/1

Figure Gyro-azimuth surveying instrument.
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Figure Control-indicator panel

Section VII.

4-27. General

The magnetic compass is the most commonly used

and simplest instrument for measuring directions

and angles in the field. While most compasses are

not considered as delicate survey instruments

there are some that are used in surveying. The
most commonly used compasses in the Army
today are the lensatic compass and artillery (M2)
compass. In addition to these compasses there are

several that are used exclusively by surveyors. All

compasses are basically the same and consist of a

magnetic needle mounted on a fine bearing for

easy pivoting. A balance or counterweight is

added to adjust for any dip in the needle and to

keep it in a horizontal plane.

a. Lensatic compass. The lensatic compass is the

most commonly used compass not only by the mili-

tary, but also by the civilians as well. The sur-

veyor uses it for orienting himself on maps, for

sketching and describing control points, and to

find approximate north lines. For a detailed de-

scription and use of this compass refer to FM
21-26, Map Reading.

COMPASSES

Figure 4-33. Engineer transit compass.
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b. Artillery (M2) Compass. The artillery com-

pass is a special purpose compass used by the

artillery. TM 9-1290-833-15 should be referred to

for informatoin on this compass.

4—28. Surveyor's Compasses

The following are the compasses most generally

used by the field surveyors.

a. Engineer Transit Compass. The compass on

the engineer transit (fig. 4-33) is located between

the standards on the upper plate. The needle

swings in a circle graduated from 0° at north and

south to 90° at east and west. The cardinal direc-

tions are marked on the dial face. However, the

east and west markings are reversed. This per-

mits direct reading of the magnetic direction. In

figure 4-33, the needle points to N40°E. This

means that the telescope (which is in line with the

north-south zeros) is pointed N40°E, even though

the needle itself is pointed at magnetic north. The

compass is used on the transit for approximate

measurements of magnetic bearings or azimuths

and as a check on horizontal angles measured
with the plates.

6. 1-Minute Theodolite Compass. The 1-minute

theodolite compass (fig. 4-13) is similar to the

compass described in a above, and is used for the

same purposes.

c. Plane Table Compass. The planetable com-

pass is attached to the alidade for orienting the

planetable. This compass is mounted in a trough

or box, and has a lever and cam arrangement to

lift the needle off the bearing for travel. The com-

pass box permits the needle only a limited angle

of motion either side of north. The alidade must
be facing approximately north before releasing

the needle. This compass and its uses is discussed

in chapter 7, Planetabling.

d. Brunton Pocket Transit. This instrument

(fig. 4-34) is a combination compass and clinome-

ter. It may be mounted on a light tripod or staff

Graduated

(% grade)

Figure 4-34. Brunton pocket transit.
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or it may be cradled in the hand. The cover of the

compass box is hinged perpendicular to the sight-

ing axis. It has a mirror on the inside to permit

readings of the graduated circles or arcs while a

sight is being taken, and has two peephole sights.

A center line is cut on the mirror between the

sight holes. The opposite side of the compass box
carries a hinged brass peepsight and sighting

point. The compass ring is graduated in degrees

running either counterclockwise from 0° to 90° in

each quadrant or, clockwise from the north, from
0° to 360°. When used as a compass, it is held or

mounted with the compass ring horizontal, a cir-

cular bubble being used for leveling. The hinged

cover and peepsight are raised to such a position

that the observer can see both the point sighted

and the reflected image of the compass reading.

Used as a clinometer, the compass box is placed in

a vertical plane with the clinometer bubble on top

and the clinometer arcs below. The peepsight

holes are used for sighting along the slope to the

station ahead and, when the clinometer bubble is

level, the reading of the index of the clinometer

arm is taken. One clinometer arc is graduated in

degrees and reading to 5 minutes arc obtained

from a vernier on the arm. The lower arc is grad-

uated in percent of grade and is read opposite the
index of the arm. The instrument weighs about
one-half pound. For use of this compass refer to

TM 5-233, Construction Surveying.

4-29. Care and Handling

The magnetic compass needle must swing freely

on its bearing pivot. Any obstruction or undue
friction on the bearing will create a drag on the
needle and give false readings. To maintain the
free swing, the needle must always be raised off

its pivot when the instrument is moved. It is good
practice to lower the needle only during actual

use, and immediately thereafter to raise the nee-

dle. A nagnetic needle is easily affected by any
nearby iron or steel and by electro-magnetic

waves created by nearby powerlines. When using

a compass, always make sure that no party mem-
ber holding some steel or iron object is standing

close to the instrument, that no vehicle is close

enough to pull the compass off line, and that the

setup is not directly under, above, or close to a
high tension powerline, telephone line or under-

ground water supply or sewer lines.

Section VIII. DIRECTION AND

4-30. Range Poles and Targets

a. Range Poles. The range pole is also called a

line rod, flap, or flag pole. It is a wooden or metal

rod about 2 meters long with a pointed tip at one

end. It is painted in alternate red and white

bands, either 0.15 meter or 0.3 meter wide. The
0.15 meter or 0.3 meter wide. The range pole is

useful as a target in angle measuring. It can be

mounted in a tripod vertically and sighted upon.

Its coloring makes it highly visible against many
backgrounds. At times, small sections may be seen

through trees or underbrush to line up a sight on
some smaller target. Range poles are also used in

pairs by taping parties to mark the direction of a

tape line from station to station.

b. Survey Targets. The crosswires in survey in-

struments obstruct a portion of the field of view.

As the distance increases, the target should sub-

tend 4 to 6 seconds of arc to be visible and permit
accurate centering. At one kilometer, 1 second of

arc equals 0.5 centimeters, 6 seconds equals 3 cen-

timeters, while at 10 kilometers, the 6 seconds

equal 30 centimeters. These widths are the mini-

mums during good visibility. To make the target

ANGLE MEASURING ACCESSORIES

more easily visible, it should be constructed in

alternate bands of red and white, or yellow and
red. A triangular-shaped target is easy to see and
easy to bisect. For visibility from one direction, a

flat triangle is sufficient. But to be seen from all

directions, a triangular pyramid should be con-

structed from wood and covered with the colored

cloth. The tripod gives the greatest stability and
durability. The issue target, or surveying beacon,

is of the bipod type and is carried from station to

station dismantled. It must be guyed or braced

when being set up. A further discussion on tar-

gets will be found in TM 5-441.

c. Target Sets. The target set (FSN
6675-543-1439 and FSN 6675-065-7502) is used

to obtain accurate alinement when establishing

lines and directions. It is designed to mount on

the same type of tripod as the 1-minute and 1-

second theodolites.

(1) The target set is furnished in a wooden
top-opening box which holds two targets, two tri-

brachs, and two night-light attachments. In addi-

tion, two tripods with plumb bobs and adjusting

wrenches, and two battery cases are issued with

the set.

4-38
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9

I FRONT VIEW yj) REAR V,EW

1 Centering mark

2 Target frame

3 Illuminating triangles

4 Target level

5 Target base

6 Tribrach assembly

7 Circular level

8 Optical plumb eyepiece

9 Light holder

10 Tribrach lockscrew

Figure 4-85. Target set assembly.

(2) The target assembly (fig. 4-35) consists

of a tribrach with a three-screw leveling head,

circular bubble, and optical plumbing assembly;

an upper group containing a plate with three

triangles, a long level vial, and a lighting attach-

ment. The tribrach arrangement makes the target

set interchangeable with the theodolites and the

tripods do not have to be disturbed once set up.

The lighting attachment makes the set useful dur-

ing night observations and when the observing

conditions are poor.

(3) The target is leveled in exactly the same
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manner as the theodolite (para 4-10a) and
plumbed over the point as described in paragraph
4-1 Od. Checks and adjustments of the long vial

and optical plummet are described in these para-

graphs. After leveling and plumbing, the target is

oriented so that it faces the line of sight from the

instrument.

(4) To sight on the target for a horizontal

direction, the large vertical triangle is bisected by
the vertical crosswire. For shorter sights, only the

apex has to be bisected, and on very short sights

the small extension on the vertex is bisected. For
vertical readings, the smaller triangles as a hori-

zontal pair are bisected in the same manner using

the horizontal vertices as the sighting points.

(5) In observations requiring continual back-

sights and foresights, such as traverse, and where
distances between stations are not excessive, the

target sets can be used in a leap-frog technique.

The targets are set up on the forward and back

stations. When observations are completed, the

back target is moved forward to the former instru-

ment tripod and the instrument to the forward
tripod. The front target is set up on the back
tripod moved to the new forward station.

(6) The target set is a precise instrument

just as any theodolite and should receive the same
care and handling.

4-31. Heliotrope

The heliotrope is a device which reflects the sun's

rays through a pair of mirrors set over a point

and toward an observer on another station.

a. After the box cover is removed, the issued

heliotrope consists of a flat base to which are at-

tached two plane mirrors and the pair of sights

(fig. 4-S6). The base may be mounted on any
theodolite or range pole tripod and plumbed over

a point with a plumb bob. One mirror is fixed to

figure 4-36. Heliotrope.
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the base, though it may be rotated and tilted, and

directs the reflected rays of the sun through the

sights to the observing instrument. If the sun is

in the direction of the observer, the fixed mirror

is all that is needed. The second mirror is on a

movable arm for use when the sun is shining to-

ward the observer. It serves to direct the light

into the fixed mirror, and thence to the observer.

No provision is made for adjusting the pointing

in a vertical plane. Flat wood chips or folded

cardboard shims between the base and the tripod

head will solve this. The main point to remember
is that all the fittings must be tight, as any play or

looseness will cause trouble. Whichever mirror is

receiving the direct rays of the sun must be con-

stantly attended an moved with the movement of

the sun. With experience, the operator becomes

adept at this. The sun mirror should be just tight

enough so that light taps with the fingernail or

pencil will maintain the correct angle. The peep

sights are seldom alined perfectly with the light

apertures, and tests should be made prior to use

so that the proper allowances can be made.

6. The heliotrope's use is limited by, first ne-

cessity for sunlight ; second, difficulty to use it as

a target while making simultaneous observations

from the same ground station; and, third, diffi-

culty of lining in without radio communications.

The second difficulty can be solved by placing the

heliotrope to one side of the station and making
careful measurements of its eccentricity. It can

also be used in this position for simultaneous vert-

ical angles by measuring the difference of eleva-

tion from the station. The third difficulty is not

often present as most parties are equipped with
radio, but faulty technique can cause much fum-
bling. After communications and identifications

have been established, the observer, with his eye

at the telescope and the speak button of the hand-

set depressed, gives a running stream of one-way
directions which might go as follows

:

"NO LIGHT
LIGHT
NO LIGHT —
NO LIGHT .

NO LIGHT

.

NO LIGHT.
NO

FLASH
FLASH, FLASH
FLASH, FLASH

FLASHING, FLASHING, HOLD IT!

STEADY LIGHT."

At this time, the helio attendant needs only to

note the position of the sun's image on the sights

and periodically adjust the sun mirror. Many sur-

veyors tend to shy away from using the heliotrope

because they ahve not been able to get good re-

sults due to faulty techniques. There are times

when use of this instrument is the only way to

solve a line-of-sight problem, as the reflected rays

of the sun will cut through hazy, smoky atmos-

phere and can be seen when nothing else can be.

4-32. Signal Lights

A signal light is useful at night and whenever the

distance between stations is too great to use the

target set. The signal lamps are issued in two

Figure t-37. Signal light (5-inch).
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sizes ; one with a 2-inch diameter reflector, and a

larger size, which is most common, with a 5-inch

reflector (fig. 4-37).

a. Both lamps contain five basic parts—

a

frame, reflector, sighting device, focusing device,

and a light bulb. The top and bottom of the frame
have threaded holes which permit stacking of

lamps one above the other. Each lamp can thus be

pointed at a different observing station. The re-

flector pivots around a horizontal axis and is ro-

tated up or down to point exactly at any station.

The size of the bulb depends on the desired brilli-

ance of light. For short sights, a low power bulb

is sufficent, whereas for long sights and for day-

light observations, a high powered bulb is neces-

sary. To power these bulbs, it may be necessary to

connect the batteries in series or parallel combina-

tions, depending on the rated voltage of the bulb

and the length of time the bulb is to remain
lighted.

b. Since different sizes of bulbs are used, each

must be focused by the screw at the rear of the
reflector. This is done by aiming the light at a flat

surface perpendicular to the beam and at least 60
meters away. This aiming surface may be a build-

ing, tent, or a piece of cloth suspended vertically

from a tree or bush. The bulb is focused (moved in

or out) until the bright part of the image is

slightly larger than the lens of the lamp. When no
distant object is available, a field expedient is to

hold your hand about 6 inches in front of the light

and adjust until a dark spot the size of a quarter

appears in the center of the beam.

c. The horizontal and vertical pointing of the
lamp at the observer can be critical in the more
accurate surveys. Observations on a mispointed

light will be on an eccentric point and not on one
directly over the station. The light should be
pointed while the observer at the distant station is

viewing it through his instrument. Radio instruc-

tions to the light-tender to pivot the lamp until

the best image is visible, will define the exact

pointing.
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CHAPTER 5

DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT

Section I. INTRODUCTION

5-1. General

This chapter covers only distance measuring
equipment. For a description of the operation,

use, and computation of distance measuring, ref-

erence is made to chapter 6 and to referenced

technical manuals.

5-2. Scope

The equipment and/or instruments covered

within this chapter are those that are presently

within the U.S. Army supply system. There are

other instruments available on the commercial

market, and some of them are being tested by

military units, but they will not be discussed

except for brief descriptions of their capabilities,

accuracy, and power requirements.

Section II. TAPES

5-3. Descriptien

Tapes are used in surveying to measure horizon-

tal, vertical, and slope distances. This process of

measuring distances is called "taping" or "chain-

ing." The common survey tapes are made of a

ribbon or band of steel, an alloy of steel, or a

"cloth" of metal and cotton or linen. Tapes (fig.

5-1) are issued in various lengths and widths and
graduated in a variety of ways.

a. Metallic Tapes. The metallic tape (®, fig.

5-1) is made by weaving fine metal wires and

cotton or linen threads into a band or tape, % to

% of an inch wide and 50 (sometimes 100) feet

long. The tape is impregnated with a paint-like

Figure 5-1. Surveying tape*.

material for protection and graduations are ap-

plied to the surface. A leather-covered metal case

with a built-in reel is furnished to wind up the

tape when not in use. The materials in the tape

are susceptible to temperature and humidity

changes and to being stretched. For this reason,

metallic tapes are used for low accuracy work. To
measure a distance, the tape is pulled out of the

reel the required amount. Just enough tension is

applied to straighten the tape and keep it from

sagging while the measurement is being made. Do
not stretch the tape by applying a measurable ten-

sion to it. If the tape must be carried out of its

reel for any distance, it should be lifted above the

ground since the coating will wear away if it is

dragged over a rough surface such as rocks. With

the coating removed, the tape threads will absorb

moisture and cause inaccuracies in the tape.

6. Steel Tapes. The steel tape (® and ®, fig.

5-1), is the most common tape used in surveying.

It is a ribbon of steel varying in width from *4 to

i/
2 inch and in thickness from 0.020 to 0.025 inch.

The tapes issued to the military surveyor are 30

meters, 50 meters, 100 feet, and 300 feet long.

Some of these have foot graduations on one side

and metric on the other. Loops are riveted to each

end of the tape and rawhide thongs may be at-

tached to each loop. Steel tapes are more accu-

rately graduated than the metallics and are used
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Figure 5-2. Tape in a figure eight.

to measure distances up to and including second-

order accuracy under special conditions. Although
steel tape is more rugged than the metallic for

normal use, it must never be dragged over any
surface. This will wear away sufficient material to

cause the tape to yield when tension is applied.

About 22 to 28 pounds (approximately 10-13 kilo-

grams) of tension is used to offset the sag due to

the added weight of a steel tape. A steel tape

should never be jerked, pulled around corners, or

run over by vehicles since it can kink or break. A
steel tape must be carried by the tapemen, and if

necessary, a third man should support it at the

center point during movement. The tape should be

wiped clean after use and oiled lightly. When not

in use, the tape should be stored in its reel. If a

reel is not readily available, it should be rolled

into a circle (about 20" diameter) and made into

a figure eight (fig. 5-2) and carried this way.

c. Low Coefficient Tapes. Nickel-steel alloy

tapes (0, fig. 5-1), known as Invar, Nilvar, or

Lovar, have a coefficient of thermal expansion of

about one-tenth that of steel and are used in high

precision taping. These tapes must be handled ex-

actly in the same manner as other precise survey-

ing instruments. The alloy metal is relatively soft

and can be easily broken or kinked if mishandled.

Low coefficient tapes should not ordinarily be used

when a steel tape can get the desired accuracy

under the same operating conditions. The tape is

used to measure full tape lengths or evenly di-

vided sections of a full tape length and a short

steel tape is used to complete the measurement
When not in use, the tape should be stored in its

reel. Except for special locations where the

ground surface is hard and flat, such as roadways
or railroad beds, the low coefficient tape is used

over special supports or stools and is not permit-

ted to touch the ground. The type of surveys run
with a low coefficient tape are more fully dis-

cussed in TM 5-441.

5-2
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d. Pocket Tapes. Small steel tapes (6-foot long)

are issued with some survey sets. They are used

for rought measurements of lumber, clearances,

and distances, when preparing station descrip-

tions and when erecting towers and targets. These
tapes are the most convenient to use to measure
the height of an instrument on a tripod. They may
be used to measure any short distance when an
accuracy of no more than a couple of millimeters

is needed. Where accurate short distances must be

measured, the steel surveying tapes (a above)

must be used. These measurements include offsets,

eccentricities in target and station setting, and
traget heights.

5-4. Graduations and Methods of Reading

Survey tapes are graduated in several ways. Care

must be taken to prevent the loss of diligent

taping by making a mistake or blunder in read-

ing.

a. Location of the Zero Mark. The zero mark
may be located in different places on the different

tapes. On some, zero is the end of the tape ribbon

and the attached loop is not included in the gradu-

ated portion. On others, the zero refers to the end

of the loop and the graduations begin a couple of

hundredths of a foot later. On still others, the

zero is marked at some distance from the end of

the ribbon and there is a blank piece of tape be-

tween the zero and the loop. In addition, some
tapes have an extra foot or an extra decimeter

graduated from the zero toward the loop. The
tapeman must make sure of the location of the

zero on his tape and be constantly aware of it

during measurement.

b. Tape Graduations. Tapes are graduated in

the following ways

:

(1) 50-foot metallic in feet, tenths, and half-

tenths (0.05) of a foot.

(2) 100-foot steel in feet, tenths, and hun-

dredths throughout its length.

(3) 100-foot steel (as in (2) above) and the

reverse side graduated for 30 meters in meters,

decimeters, and centimeters. The first decimeter is

also subdivided into millimeters.

(4) 100-foot steeel in feet only, except the last

foot (99 to 100) and 1 extra foot from zero to-

ward the loop graduated in tenths and hun-

dredths.

(5) 30-meter steel in meters, decimeters, and
centimeters throughout its entire length with the

first and last decimeter in millimeters also.

(6) 50-meter steel in meters, decimeters, and

centimeters with an extra decimeter from zero

toward the loop in millimeters.

(7) 50-meter low coefficient alloy in 5-meter

intervals with additional graduations at the 12.5

and 37.5 meters. (A steel tape is used for any

distance between the 5-meter marks.)

(8) 300-foot steel in feet with the last foot

and 1 extra foot from zero towards the loop in

tenths and hundredths of a foot.

(9) 300-foot steel in feet with the first and

last foot in tenths.

(10) 6-foot steel in feet, inches, and six-

teenths of an inch.

c. Method of Reading. Measuring or laying off

distances requires using full tape lengths, partial

tape lengths, or a combination of both.

(1) When measuring or laying off distances

greater than the length of the tape, it is necessary

to mark off one or more successive full lengths of

the tape. These distances normally are marked off

from the last graduation (100 ft, 30 m, 50 m, or

300 ft) . When the tape has an extra unit outside

of the zero graduation, special care must be exer-

cised to avoid the unintentional reading of this

extra unit. Otherwise, this will give an overall

distance which will be one unit shorter per meas-
ured tape length than the actual distance.

(2) When measuring a distance less than the

length of the tape, the method of reading the dis-

tance on the tape depends on the way the tape is

graduated.

(a) With a tape graduated throughout its

length either to hundredths of a foot or to milli-

meters, the measurement is made from the zero

graduation. The distance is read directly on the

tape.

(6) With a tape having an extra subdi-

vided unit outside of the zero graduation, the

measurement is made from one of the foot, meter,

or decimeter graduations on the main part of the

tape to one of the graduations on the extension.

The distance is then the sum of the two distances

indicated on the tape both ways from the zero

graduation.

(c) With a tape having the first unit of

the main graduations subdivided into smaller

units, the measurement is made from one of the

main graduations to one of the graduations on the

subdivided unit. The distance is then the value of

the main graduation minus the value of the subdi-

vision graduation. For example, if the 68-foot

graduation is read at one of two points, and the
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0.60-foot graduation is at the other point, the dis-

tance between the two points is 68.00 minus 0.60,

or 67.40 feet.

5-5. Standardization and Calibration

All tapes are graduated under controlled condi-

tions of temperature and tension. When they are

taken to the field, the conditions change. The tape,

regardless of the material from which it is made,
will be either too short or too long. For low

accuracy surveys, the amount of error is too small

to be considered. As accuracy requirements in-

crease, variations due to temperature and
sag must be computed and applied as corrections

to the measured distance (ch. 6). In the higher

orders of accuracy, the original graduation is

checked for accuracy or calibrated at intervals,

against a standard distance. This standard may
be two points a tape length apart which have been

set and marked using a more precise or a pre-

viously checked tape. The standard may be just

the precise or checked tape (known as the "mas-

ter" tape) which is kept in a safe location and not

used for making field measurements, but only to

check the field tapes. For the highest orders of

accuracy, the tapes are sent to the National Bu-

reau of Standards (or equivalent agency) for

standardization under exact conditions of tension,

temperature, and points of support. A tape stan-

dardization certificate is issued for each tape

showing the amount of error under the different

support conditions and the coefficient of expan-

sion. The certificate (or a copy) is kept with each

tape. For field operations, the tapes are combined
in sets and one is selected as the master tape

while the others are used as field tapes. Higher
order taping is descrbied in TM 6-441.

5-6. Tape Repair

Regardless of how well tapes are protected and
cared for, at one time or another a tape must be
repaired in the field to avoid unnecessary delay in

the work. For this reason, every taping party,

especially when operating some distance from the

base, should be equipped with a tape repair kit

similar to the one shown in figure 5-3. A tape

repair kit usually contains a pair of small snips,

the tape sections of proper size and graduations, a
hand punch or bench punch with block, an assort-

ment of small rivets, a pair of tweezers, a small

hammer, and a small file. When repairing a bro-

ken tape, first square the broken ends. Next, ar-

range the broken tape with both parts alined over

the spare tape section so that graduations are the

correct distance apart. Select the spare tape part

long enough to span distance between the squared

ends and to overlap each end not less than 1 inch

or 2 centimeters. Each overlap is then riveted so

that the edges of all parts of the joints are snug.

This is done by placing the rivets close to the

ends, about y16 to %2 of an inch or 1.5 to 2

millimeters. Before being reused, a repaired tape

must be compared with other tapes for accuracy

of the repair.

5-7. Accessories

Some types of taping require special accessories,

5-4
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Figure 6-4. Taping stool or buck.

these include the taping stool or buck, taping ar-

rows or pins, spring balance or tension handle,

scissor clamp, and cutting tools, as well as range
poles (para 4S0a) and the Abney hand level

(para 3-2). The transit or theodolites (ch. 4) are
used at times to measure vertical angles to con-

vert taped slope distances to correct horizontal

distances. Each accessory's use will be more fully

discussed under the operation in which it is nor-

mally required (ch. 6).

a. Taping Stools. The taping stool or buck (fig.

5-4) is a metal three-legged stand with an adjust-

able sliding head, and a handwheel operated

device for locking the plate in any desired posi-

tion. A line is scribed on a plate attached to the

sliding head. During taping operations, the head
is moved until the scribed line is directly under
the required graduation, and the handwheel
used to lock the head. When the tape is moved
forward, the graduation is held exactly over the

line until the next stool is adjusted and locked.

The setting is checked after which the rear stool

is picked up and carried forward for further use.

Taping stools furnish stable, elevated surfaces on
which taped distances can be marked accurately.

Figure 5-5. Taping arrows or pins.

b. Taping Arrows. Steel pins with a ring at one
end and pointed on the other are called taping

arrows (fig. 5-5). These pins are used for mark-
ing measured tape lengths on the ground and for

checking the number of tape lengths measured
since the last station. The ring and part of the pin

are painted red, while the remainder of the pin is

white. Taping arrows are issued in sets of 11, 10

of which are given to the front or head tapeman
and one to the rear tapeman at the start of a

measurement. When a tape length is measured,

the front tapeman inserts the pin to mark the

position of the tape end. After the following tape

length is measured, the rear tapeman picks up the

pin or arrow and carries it with him. As the tap-

ing progresses, the number of pins which the rear

tapeman holds at any time denotes the number of

full tape lengths measured since the last station.

Properly used, taping arrows will prevent

"dropped" tape lengths, which are a common
mistake in distance taping.

c. Tension Scale and Spring Balance. Two types

of tension devices are issued for taping. The ten-

sion handle, (®, fig. 5-6) with an integral scale

graduated in pounds, is used for the low orders of

accuracy. The spring balance (©, fig. 5-6), grad-

uated in kilograms, issued for the higher orders is

part of the stretcher issued for baseline taping.

(1) The tension handle uses a linear scale

and is graduated in pounds from 1 to 30. It is

clipped to the tape loop and tension is applied

until the reading specified for the tape appears on
the scale. If only two men are available for tap-

ing, a pair of poles can be used to make the work
easier. The rawhide thongs are wrapped around

the poles at a convenient height and gripped

firmly (fig. 5-7). The bottom end of the pole is

braced against the outside of the foot, while the
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Figure 5-6. Tension scale and spring balance.

imum. A drawbar extends from the scale. A hook
at the end of the drawbar is attached to the tape
loop during operation. A counterpoise is used to

aline the scale so that the pull is completely axial,

and the drawbar does not create friction as it is

pulled out. A staff is mounted on a pivoted fitting

between the counterpoise and the scale. During
use, the staff is firmly anchored atits contact with
the ground and the top pivoted around that point

until the correct tension is read on the scale. Fur-
ther discussion of precise taping using the spring

balance is given in TM 5-441.

d. Scissor Clamp. When measuring less than a
full tape length, tension is applied by using a steel

tape clamp handle or scissor clamp. This is a me-
chanical device which grips the flat ribbon of steel

without kinking it. For use with poles, the thong
attaches to the scissor clamp.

e. Thermometers. Tape thermometers are used

in accurate taping to determine the temperature

of the tape at the time of the measurement. The
temperature is used to determine a correction to

the measured distance. Two types of thermome-
ters are issued. One is graduated to 1.0° Celsius

(centigrade), while the second is a precision type

which is graduated to 0.5° Celsius, and is tested by

Figure 5-7. Applying tension to tape.

upper end is tucked under the arm. Tension is

applied by using the shoulder and leaning against

the poles. The tapemen are in position to read the

scale and hold the mark, or to move the taping

buck plate to the desired graduation.

(2) The spring balance uses a circular dial

graduated up to 5 kilograms per revolution and
can be read up to three revolutions (15-kg) max-
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the National Bureau of Standards for accuracy to

within 0.3°. The thermometers are mounted in

holders and can be attached near the ends of the

tape for reading during the taping operation.

/. Other Equipment Taping will frequently re-

quire the use of other equipment, some of which
has been previously described. To get straight line

clearance between taping points, cutting tools,

such as axes, hatchets, or machetes, may be re-

quired to clear the vegetation. For alining the

tape from station to station, range poles (para

4-S0a) are used. The Abney hand level (para.

3-2) or engineer level (para 3-3) and leveling rod

(para 3-13) are needed during slope taping to

convert the measured distance to a horizontal dis-

tance. In horizontal or "break" taping, a plumb
bob (para 2-9) is needed to transfer tape read-

ings to ground position or to read the tape di-

rectly above a marked position on the ground. The
use of the different equipment during taping oper-

ations is discsused in chapter 6.

Section III. MICROWAVE INSTRUMENTS

5-8. General

The microwave measuring systems use high fre-

quency radio waves to make precise distance

measurements. A master unit transmits a modu-
lated radio wave in a narrow conical beam to a
remote unit, where the wave is changed into a
pulse, superimposed on another modulated wave
and transmitted back to the master. At the mas-
ter, the information is converted into a trace on a
cathode ray tube (CRT) on the old systems, or a
mechanical readout on the new systems, which is

used to compute the distance. All makes and mod-
els can be operated from tripods, stands or tow-
ers. An additional feature is the internal radio

system which permits communications between
units during setting up and measuring proce-

dures. The newer models may be used as either a
master or remote unit depending upon which op-

eration is required. For a discussion on the use of

this equipment refer to chapter 6.

5-9. Theory

The microwave measuring system measures dis-

tances by comparing the phase of a transmitted

wave from a master unit to the phase of a return-

ing wave from a remote unit. Both units contain

independent oscillators which emit carrier waves
that are modulated by pattern frequencies con-

trolled by quartz crystals. The master unit's

transmission is received at the remote unit, de-

tected, amplified, and superimposed on the re-

mote's transmission, and returned to the master.

At the master, the phase of the returning wave is

compared with the phase of the transmitted wave.

This comparison shows that some number of full

waves plus a portion of another wave have trav-

eled to the remote and back. The master measures
the portion of the wave and records it as a percen-

tage of one full wave. The next frequency is then

transmitted and measured and so on.

5-10. Types of Microwave Equipment

There are many makes, types, and models of mi-

crowave measuring equipment that are in use

today. The instruments most commonly used by

military suveyors and presently in the Army sup-

ply system are the Tellurometer (TRL, South

Africa), Micro-Chain (Fairchild, United States),

and Surveying Instrument Electronic (Applied

Devices, United States). Some other microwave
instruments that can be used are the Electrotape

(Cubic Co., United States) and Distomat (Wild

Co., Switzerland). All of the aforementioned are

capable of highly accurate distance measuring.

The three instruments listed below are compatible

with each other and they may be used in combina-

tions, but the units must be calibrated to each

other before use.

a. Fairchild Micro-Chain (MC-8). The MC-8
(FSN 6675-088-3652) is a portable, transisto-

rized, electronic distance measuring instrument

(fig. 5-8). The rated range is from 200 to 50,000

meters with an accuracy of 4 parts per million

plus or minus 1.5 centimeters. The operating tem-

perature range is —25° to 125°. The instrument

package is weatherproof and designed to operate

over a wide range of environments utilizing

power from a self-contained 12-volt nickel-cad-

mium battery or from an external 12- or 28-volt

dc or 115-volt ac, 50 to 60-hertz power source.

Each unit may be operated as a measurer

(master or responder (remote). These instru-

ments must be calibrated before starting and
upon completion of a project, or every 6 months,

whichever is sooner. Upon replacement of any
major component, such as the klystron, the instru-

ment must also be calibrated. For a detailed dis-

cussion of the operation, function, and mainte-

nance refer to TM 5-6675-228-15.

6. Applied Devices, Surveying Instrument,
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Electronic (Model 99). The model 99 (FSN
6676-089-8886) is a portable, transistorized, elec-

tronic distance measuring instrument (fig. 6-9).

This instrument is almost identical to the MC-8.
The rated range is 200 to 50,000 meters with an

accuracy of 4 parts per million plus or minus 1.5

centimeters. The operating temperature range is

—25°F. to 105°F. with the internal battery and
—65°F to 105°F with external power source. The
instrument package is weatherproof and designed

to operate over a wide range of environments uti-

lizing power from a self-contained 12-volt nickle-

cadmium battery or from an external 22- to 28-

volt dc or a 105- to 126-volt, 60-hertz, ac power
source. Each unit may be operated as a measurer

(master) or responder (remote). This instrument

must be calibrated in the same way and at the
same time interval as the MC-8. For a detailed

discussion of the operation, function, and mainte-

nance refer to TM 5-6675-286-15.

c. Tellurometer (MRA S01). The MRA301
(FSN 6675-903-7660) is a portable, transisto-

rized, electronic distance measuring instrument

(fig. 5-10). The rated range and accuracy are

about the same as those of the MC-8 and Model
99. The MRA 301 is generally the same as the

MC-8 and Model 99 in all features and operation

except as noted. The major difference between this

instrument and those in a and b is that it has a
wider tuning range. The frequency control dial

on this instrument is numbered from 1 to 12 with
nine dots appearing between the numbers 3 to 10.

Figure 5-8. Micro-cham (MC-8).
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Figure 5-9. Surveying instrument, electronic (Model 99).

The nine dots correspond to the numbered posi-

tions (1 through 9) on the MC-8 and Model 99

frequency control dial. When using this instru-

ment in pairs or with a MRA3, the 12 number
positions of the frequency control dial are used.

For a detailed discussion of the operation, func-

tion, and maintenance refer to TM
5-6675-227-15.

5-11. Care

The care and precautions noted in this paragraph

pertain to all three instruments described in para-

graph 5-10. As with all delicate scientific

equipment, these instruments must be treated

with the proper care and operator maintenance to

insure their continuous operation.

a. Inspection. Upon receiving the instrument, it

should be checked for damage and missing parts.

The appropriate maintenance TM contains a
check list of the items to be inspected.

6. Cleaning. The instrument must be kept clean

to insure proper operation of all parts. For clean-

ing metal parts, use only an approved cleaning

solvent. For nonmetal parts, use a mild solution of

warm water and soap. When drying the parts

which have been cleaned, use clean, dry, lint free

cloth or low-pressure compressed air. The use of

wire brushes, sandpaper, or abrasive cloth should

be avoided, because the use of these may render a

part dimensionally unserviceable.

c. Short Distance Travel. When using these in-

struments in the field and travel between stations

is short, the instrument should be backpacked. Be-

fore backpacking disconnect all cables and head-

set, secure front panel and antenna covers, and

pack accessory in the proper packs.
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Figuv 5-10. Tellurometer (MRA SOI).

d. Long Distance Travel. When traveling long

distances between stations or shipping the instru-

ment, it must be packed as in c above and then

packed into the transport case. If traveling by
vehicle, secure the transport to prevent movement
and possible damage.

e. Special Cuations. The following special pre-

cautions must be taken when using these instru-

ments.

(1) The issued battery is an alkaline type. Do
not add acid or use filling or testing equipment

that has been contaminated with acid. Use only

distilled or deionized water to refill cells.

(2) Do not add water to battery until it is

charged.

(3) Always observe correct polarity in con~

necting leads to power source. Incorrectly con-

nected leads will result in blown fuses and possi-

ble damage to the instrument.

(4) When an external 12- or 24-volt dc power
source is used, insure that the proper power cable

is used and connect to the external dc input.

(5) After setting up the instrument, set the

ON-OFF-STANDBY switch to STANDBY. Allow
instrument to remain in standby condition until

monitor meter begins to fluctuate between "0"

and an on-scale reading (approximately 2 min-
utes). Failure to do this usually results in a blown
fuse.

(6) Extreme heat and solar radiation affects

the accuracy of the instrument. When operating

in extreme heat, shield the instrument from the

direct rays of the sun.

5-10
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(7) When servicing any part of the instru-

ment, make sure the power is switched OFF. High
voltages are present and electrocution is a possi-

bility if electrical system is operating.

(8) When charging the battery a gas (hydro-

gen and oxygen) is produced and it is highly

flammable. A proper ventilated area must be used

when charging.

5-12. Adjustments

There are many adjustments and alinements that

must be done on the microwave instruments, but

these cannot be done by the operator. These ad-

justments and alinements require the skill of a

trained electronic repairman with access to a fully

equipt electronic repair shop. Te adjustment and
alinement procedure is detailed in the respective

maintenance manuals referenced in paragraph
6-10.

5-13. Calibration

Each combination of master (measurer) and re-

mote (responder) units to be used in a survey

must be calibrated before, periodically during and
after any extended survey (usually 6 months).

Upon replacement of any major component, such

as the klyston or a crystal, the instrument should

also be calibrated. Variations in crystals, frequen-

cies, the aging of the instruments, and other con-

siderations will cause the distances measured to

vary from the true distance. Much of this discrep-

ancy can be eliminated by determining instrument

constants for each pair of instruments. Calibra-

tion can be accomplished by one of the following

methods. The first method should be used prior to

the use in a field survey of any combination of

master and remote units or after any major over-

haul or repair. The second method is less elabo-

rate and is used for the periodic checks of the

instruments. Before the calibration is started

with either method, all crystals must be checked

with a frequency counter and adjusted to the

proper operating frequencies. A record of all fre-

quency checks and calibration data will be kept

with each instrument and in the project files. The
calibration is for one combination of master and

remote unit and cannot and will not apply to any

other combination of master and remote unit.

The calibration constant determined applies only

when the instruments are used in the same opera-

tional modes that were used during the calibration.

If the instruments are to be used in both opera-

tional modes during the survey, then the paired

instruments must be calibrated in both modes. The

accuracy requirements for the calibration depends
primarily upon the required accuracy of the sur-

vey being accomplished. Normally, a pair of in-

struments will be calibrated only for the accuracy

of the highest order that is to be performed.

a. First Method. Calibration is accomplished by
comparing microwave distance measurements to

accurately tape measured distances. Calibrating

distances shall be measured with a tape and shall

be a series of distances approximately 200, 250,

400, and 500 meters from a common point. Base
line accuracy is required in these tape measure-
ments. The microwave distance measurements
made over these taped courses shall be made and
recorded for each combination of master and re-

mote unit to be used in the survey. Any difference

in the slope of the tape measured distance and the

microwave distance will require a reduction of the

microwave distance to the tape measured dis-

tance. The calibration constants, as determined by
the taped distance minus the microwave distance,

shall be computed for each separate distance. The
constant for the instrument shall be the mean of

three or more individually computed constants.

Any individually determined constants should not

differ by more than 2 centimeters from the mean.
If this difference is exceeded, additional measure-

ment should be performed until the criterion is

met.

b. Second Method. In this method all distances

are measured by microwave and no tape measure-

ments are involved. With each combination of

master and remote unit, measure a series of dis-

tances approximately 400, 500, and 600 meters.

Then divide each of these distances approximately

in half (the shortest being no less than 200

meters) and measure each line in two segments.

The calibration constant will be the full measured
length of each line minus the sum of the two par-

tial lengths. The accuracy of the above distances

is not critical except that no microwave measured
distance should be less than 200 meters. The order

in which these measurements are performed is

not critical so long as the record is proper coordi-

nated. Any offset of the microwave unit, either

horizontally or vertically, requires a reduction of

all measurements to a common line. A mean con-

stant is determined as in a above. If, when using

this method, the constant thus determined differs

by more than 2 centimeters from that determined

by using the first method, additional measure-

ments should be taken until the criterion is met or

a complete calibration using the first method must
be accomplished.
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5-14. Accessories

The following accessories are issued with each in-

strument.

a. Transport Case. The transport case is a large

wooden box that contains the instrument and all

accessories, except the tripod. This case should be

used to transport the instrument over long dis-

tances during a survey. The case must be used

when shipping the instrument.

b. Accessory Case. The accessory case contains

the following items

:

(1) One 12-volt dc power cable (6 feet).

(2) One 24-volt dc power cable (25 feet).

(3) One 115-volt ac power cable (25 feet)

.

(4) Two 12-volt battery (alkaline type).

(5) One headset with cable and connector.

(6) One screwdriver.

(7) One wrench.

(8) One socket-head wrench.

(9) One spare parts box, with extra fuse and
bulbs.

c. Instrument Back Pack. A canvas back pack
for carrying the instrument over short distances

during a survey.

d. Accessory Case Back Pack. A canvas back

pack for carrying the accessory case over short

distances during a survey.

e. Tripod. The tripod is identical to the one

issued with the 1-minute and 1-second theodolites.

The microwave instrument and the theodolites

can be interchanged on this tripod, thus permit-

ting both distance and direction (angle) measure-

ments to be made from the same setup. The tripod

is issued in a separate packing case and it should

always be shipped in this case.

5-15. Auxiliary Equipment

Atmospheric conditions affect all microwave dis-

tance measurements. With the microwave instru-

ments the distance obtained is the distance the

microwave would travel in a standard atmos-

phere plus the differences caused by the different

atmospheric conditions. Atmosphere variations

change the speed of these waves. To reduce the

effect caused by the variation in atmospheric con-

ditions along the length of the line to be meas-

ured, temperature (both wet and dry bulb) and
atmospheric pressure must be determined. These

determinations are made at the terminal points

using a aneroid barometer or an altimeter (para

3-21) and psychrometer (para 3-22). Chapter 6

discusses the use of these instruments in distance

measuring.

Section IV. LIGHTWAVE INSTRUMENTS

5-16. General

The lightwave measuring system uses electro-opti-

cal instruments to measure distances accurately.

The system consists basically of two units; the

measuring unit (transmitter/receiver), and the

reflector unit. The distance is measued by pre-

cisely timing the amount of time it takes a modu-
lated lightwave to travel from the transmitter to

the reflector and return to the receiver. There are

many types, makes, and models of electro-optical

measuring instruments, but they all function gen-

erally on the same principles and theory. For the

many uses of these instruments refer to chapter 6.

5-17. Theory

These electro-optic a instruments use the funda-

mental constant, the velocity of light, to precisely

measure distances. A beam of light is modulated

and transmitted on a controlled frequency in a

narrow beam to a reflector and is returned to the

receiver (fig. 5-11). By means of a phase detector,

the returning light is instantaneously compared in

phase with that of the light leaving the transmit-

ter.

a. The units are setup to measure a line in sche-

matic from in figure 5-12. Assume that the length

of the line is an exact multiple of 7.5 meters,

which is a quarter wave length of the accurately

controlled modulated frequency. The null indica-

tor reads zero in this case. If the measuring unit

is moved away from the reflector a short distance

the null indicator is now to the left or right of

zero depending upon the direction moved. Instead

of physically moving the measurer, an electrical

delay on the instrument can be changed in order

to zero the null indicator. In effect, the measurer
has been moved electrically. A line to be measured
will always contain an integral number of quarter

wave lengths plus a fraction part of a quarter

wave length.

b. The model 1 and 2 geodimeters are provided

with a built in variable light path which is cali-

5-12
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Figure 5-11. Electro-optieal system.

brated in millimeters. The light conductor pro-

vides means for calibrating the electrical circuits

against a variable light path of known distance.

Briefly, the light sent through the transmitter

objective is deflected up to the light conductor

proper. Here the parallel beam of light is sent

back and forth between the rows of right angle

prisms. Internally plated metal tubes take care of

scattered light. These direct the beam towards
the continuously variable port, consisting of two
prisms mounted on a slide maneuvered by means
of a chain and turning knob. The distance is read

on a scale divided in centimeters. The continu-

ously variable delay covers the interval between

two coarse steps with some overlapping. It is thus

possible to adjust the light path to any distance
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between about 1.15 and 10 meters reflected light

path (actual light path is twice these figures).

5-18. Types of Lightwave Equipment

There are many types and models of lightwave

measuring instruments that are commercially

available today. At the present time there is only

one in the Army supply system, the model 2A
Geodimeter (para 5-19). However, the model 4D
Geodimeter is currently being used by U.S. Army
Topographic Command (TOPOCOM), in many of

their surveys. There are several models and

makes being used and/or tested by military sur-

veyors and these are listed below. The specifica-

tions listed with each instrument are those of the

manufacturer's, extracted from their brochures.

a. Geodimeter, Model 4D.

(1) Range. The range depends upon visibil-

ity, light conditions and the type of lamp in the

instrument. With the standard lamp the daytime

distance is 1.5 km (1 mile) and nighttime is 15

km (10 miles). With the mercury arc lamp day-

time distance is 4.5 km (3 miles) and nighttime

25 km (15 mile).

(2) Accuracy. Standard deviation less the 10

mm + 2-10-6 times the distance.

(3) Power requirement. Approximately 60

watts with standard lamp and 300 watts with

mercury lamp, 110 (220) volts, ac, 50/60 hertz.

(4) Weight. Total unit less than 50 pounds.

(5) Climatic limits. Working temperature of

—40°C. to + 30°C. (up to + 50°C. with slightly

decreased crystal stability).

6. Geodimeter, Model 6.

(1) Range. Minimum 48 feet, maximum day-

time 1 to 2 miles and nighttime 10 miles.

(2) Accuracy. Average error of 1.0 CM ± 2

millionths of the distance.

(3) Power requirement. Approximately 30

watts, standard 12 volt battery.

(4) Weighy. Approximately 68 pounds with

transport case and tripod.

(5) Climatic limits. Not listed.

d. Geodimeter, Model 8, Laser.

(1) Range. Minimum 15 meters and maxi-
mum 60 kilometers.

(2) Accuracy. 6mm + 1 ppm.

5-14
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(3) Power requirement. 75 watts, 12 volt, dc,

laser power output of 5mW.
(4) Weight 51 pounds.

(5) Climatic limits. Not listed

e. Laser Ranger (LSE, Inc).

(1) Range. to 6 kilometers.

(2) Accuracy. ± 5mm + 1 ppm
(3) Power requirement. 12 volt battery, 3

mW laser power output.

(4) Weight. 25 pounds.

(5) Climatic limits. —18°C. to + 54°C. (0°

tol30°F.).

/. Range Master (LSE, Inc).

(1) Range. 10 yards to greater than 40 miles.

(2) Accuracy. 10 ppm (10-6
) or 1 cm, which-

ever is greater.

(3) Power requirement. 100 watts, 100 volt,

ac, 50/60 hertz. (Being modified to operate on a
vehicle battery using 90 watts, 12-volt dc.)

(4) Weight. 50 pounds

(5) Climatic limits. Not listed.

g. Geodolite.

(1) Range. 2 meters to 60 kilometers

(2) Accuracy. 1 mm ± 1 part in 10-6

(3) Power requirement. 400 watts

(4) Weight. 150 pounds

(5) Climatic limits. —20° F. to 120° F.

5-19. Geodimeter Model 2A

The model 2A (fig. 5-13) FSN 6675-679-1341 is

considered to be one of the most accurate elec-

tronic distance measuring instruments used

today. The instrument's accuracy is primarily lim-

ited by the accuracy of the modulated frequency,

as this directly determines the course length.

Aging effects of the crystals make this accuracy

difficult to predict, as these effects vary among
individual crystals. Experience has shown, how-

ever, that after a few months running time, the

frequency error will be smaller than 110"6
. For

operation and maintenance refer to TM
5-6675-206-15. All lightwave measuring instru-

ments consist functionally of two systems; the

electronic and optical.

a. Electronic. The electronic system contains

the crystal oscillator with power amplifier for the

light modulator, the photo multiplier, and the

power supply. The unit weighs about 108 pounds.

b. Optical. The optical system consists of a

projector for transmitting the modulated light to
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the reflector, a receiver for receiving the return-

ing light, and a built-in light conductor for inter-

nal calibration. This unit weighs about 113

pounds.

5-20. Use of Geodimeter Model 2A

The rated range of this instrument is 50,000 me-

ters. This instrument can be used for all orders of

base lines in triangulation and all orders of tra-

verse distance measurements. However, it is prin-

cipally used for first order base lines. Because of

the size and weight, it should be used only on lines

that do not require a survey tower and that are

easily accessible by land transportation. For a de-

tailed discussion of its uses refer to chapter 6 and

TM 5-441.

5-21. Reflector Unit

The reflector unit (fig. 5-14) generally used with

the electro-optical system is the Reflex, Geodime-

ter, Retrodirective Prisms, 360° rotation, tripod

mounted, Type A (FSN 6675-679-1340). How-
ever, the reflector unit may contain any number
of prism mirrors from 1 to 7. If more reflection

power is needed, the reflector units can be stacked

as shown in figure 5-14.

5-22. Accessories

When using the model 2A, a generator and atmos-

pheric determining equipment is needed.

a. Power Supply. The primary power require-

ment is about 140 watts. A built-in autotrans-

former transforms the mains voltage from 230,

220, 130, 120 or 110 volts 50/60 hertz to 220 volts,

the voltage for which the power supply is de-

signed. In the power supply unit the main voltage

is converted to the specific AC and DC voltages

needed for operation of the various electronic cir-

cuits.

6. Atmospheric Equipment Atmospheric condi-

tions affect all electronic distance measurements.

The distance obtained in lightwave measurements
is based on the velocity of light in a vacuum,

atmosphere changes the speed of these waves.

Therefore, to eliminate or reduce the effects

caused by variations in the atmosphere, atmos-

pheric measuring equipment is needed. This

equipment consists of a psychrometer, altimeter

or barometer, and a thermometer. Refer to section

VI, chapter 3 for a discussion of this equipment.

EMC 6675-206-15/33

Figure 5-1+. Reflector unite, stacked.

5-23. Care

The lightwave instrument combines electronic and
optical subassemblies which are precisely ad-

justed. Handling must be careful enough at all

times not to damage the components, nor disturb

the adjustments which will affect the operation.

a. The first inspection must be for physical

damage to any piece of equipment. A thorough

examination should be made of the prisms, lenses,

and mirrors to see that their surfaces are clean

and undamaged. These surfaces are highly pol-

5-16
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ished and covered with an invisible protective

coating. Special techniques are used in cleaning or

wiping so as not to scratch nor remove the coat-

ing. Avoid touching the surfaces since the oil on
the skin will leave smudges and require cleaning.

6. Some of the internal circuits in the instru-

ment are susceptible to high humidity. One or

more silica gel desiccators are inserted in the unit

to maintain low humidity. These should be

checked and replaced, as needed, depending upon
the prevailing humidity conditions.

c. The electronic system is designed to operate

in the optimum range well below the maximum
for any electronic component and should not re-

quire much servicing. If the instrument does not

function properly, the units must be checked by
using proper electronic test equipment.

d. One precaution must be observed. The inter-

nal circuits carry high voltage. To avoid bad

shocks, all switches must be OFF, or better still

the power plug disconnected before starting work
inside the measuring unit.

e. To move the instrument to another site, sepa-

rate it into its components, and pack each one in

its proper case.

5-24. Calibration

The model 2A should be calibrated at the start

and conclusion of a project or every 6 months,

whichever is sooner. The replacement of any

major component within the geodimeter will re-

quire a calibration. The purpose of this calibra-

tion is to determine the light conductor constants,

i.e., (1) the distance from the reference point to

the zero point of the light conductor where fine

and coarse scales are set at zero, and (2) the

length of one coarse interval. This is done by

measuring at least two but preferably several

known distances. The focusing adjustments of the

model 2A do not permit operation on shorter dis-

tances than about 25 meters and a good calibration

should be made over a distance interval of at least

10 to 15 meters, a minimum distance of 35 to 40

meters is required. The procedures used in the

calibration of this instrument are discussed in de-

tail in paragraph 30, TM5-6675-206-15. For

other instruments the manufacturer's manual

must be referred to for calibration procedures.
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CHAPTER 6

DISTANCE MEASURING

Section I. TAPING

6-1 • Introduction

There are two basic methods for measuring dis-

tance with a tape. These methods are slope taping,

and horizontal taping. In the slope taping method,
the tape is held as required by the slope of the

ground, the slope of the tape is measured, and the

horizontal distance is computed. In the horizontal

taping method, the tape is held horizontally, and
the position of the required graduation is pro-

jected to the ground with a plumb bob. Under
certain conditions, each of the methods of taping

has its advantages. The slope taping method is the

most precise and is always used for taping base

lines and second and higher order traverse dis-

tances. Third order tape traverse measurements
are usually done using slope taping, horizon-

tal taping can be used, but it is not recommended.
The horizontal taping method is generally used

for lower order tape traverses in mapping pro-

jects and construction and field artillery surveys.

6-2. Party Organization

A taping party can consist of a minimum of two
men for horizontal taping to as many as nine men
for precise slope taping. When working in areas of

heavy underbrush or jungle type environment an
additional clearing party is sometimes required to

clear the path of the survey.

a. Horizontal Taping. The minimum taping

party consists of two men, one at each end of the

tape. However, this is not recommended except

for very low order surveys. The standard taping

party should consist of at least 4 men ; a recorder,

stretcherman, rear and front tapemen.

(1) Recorder. The recorder keeps a complete

record of all measurements made by the taping

party, makes all necessary sketches, writes

descriptions of stations and reference points, re-

cords all other pertinent supplementary data, and
usually completes all necessary field computations.

The recorder is usually the chief of the taping
party.

(2) Stretcherman. The duty of the stretcher-

man is to apply and maintain the correct tension

on the tape during the taping.

(3) Rear tapeman. The rear tapeman holds

the tape on or directly over the rear point and
also maintains the alinement of the tape between
stations.

(4) Front tapeman. The front or head tape-

man is responsible for making the measurement
and marking the new point on the ground.

6. Slope Taping. A slope taping party will usu-

ally consist of a minimum of 4 men to as many as

nine men depending upon the accuracy require-

ments. As in all surveys, some of the duties are

absorbed by other members of the party if suffi-

cien personnel are not available. The following is

a generalization of the duties assigned to the party
members.

(1) Chief of party. The chief of the taping
party; directs all measurements, the establishing

of stations and, other activities of the party.

When traversing, the chief of the traverse

party will usually be directly in charge of the

taping party.

(2) Recorder. The duties of the recorder

slope taping party are the same as those in a(l)

above.

(3) Front and rear tapemen. The tapemen's

duties are that of making the actual measure-

ment.

(4) Front and rear stretchermen. The
stretchermen's duty is to apply and maintain the

proper tension on the tape while the tapemen are

making the measurements.

(5) Level party. For precise tape measure-
ments the slope of the tape is usually determined
by direct (differential) leveling. This type of lev-

eling requires an instrumentman, rodman and a
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recorder. For third and lower order taping, the

slope of the tape is usually determined by using
an Abney topographic hand level. When using the

hand level, the tapemen or the stretchermen are

responsible for the slope measurement.

(6) Instrumentman. One of the requirements
of taping is that the taping be done on a straight

line between stations. The order of the work being
done defines the permissible limits of misaline-

ment between stations. For precise taping the al-

lowable misalinement is very small and a theodol-

ite is used to keep the alinement of the tape

within the limits. For third and lower order tap-

ing, the alinement of the tape can be done by
"eyeing in" the tape by the rear tapeman.

6-3. Slope Taping Procedure

In the slope taping method, the tape may lie on

smooth ground, on a paved road or other fairly

smooth and uniformly sloping surface, or its ends

may be supported by taping stools or stakes. For

a detailed discussion of precise slope taping refer

to TM 5-441. The following procedures are gener-

ally used when taping third or lower order tra-

verse distances. Normally, the equipment consists

of a range pole, one set of taping pins, one steel

tape, one tape thermometer and one Abney

hand level.

a. The range pole is set on line slightly behind

the point toward which the taping will proceed.

6. The rear tapeman, with one taping pin, sta-

tions himself at the point from which the

taping will start. The head tapeman, with the zero

end of the tape and 10 taping pins, moves toward

the distance point. When he has gone nearly the

full tape length, he is halted by a signal from the

rear tapeman. The rear tapeman holds the last

graduation at the initial point and directs the

head tapeman into alinement. The head tapeman

then pulls the tape taut, bringing it onto the line.

The tapemen exert and maintain the specific ten-

sion. When the exact graduation is on the initial

point, the rear tapeman calls "mark" or "stick"

and the head tapeman marks the distance by stick-

ing the arrow into the ground at the zero gradua-

tion of the tape. The head tapeman then calls

"marked" or "stuck", both tapemen release the

tension, and repeat the measurement as a check.

The distance is now recorded along with the tape

temperature. An Abney level reading is now taken

along the line coincident with or parallel to the

slope of the tape and recorded.

c. Before moving forward, the rear tapeman
pulls out the taping pin at his position (not used
for initial tape length) and carries it with
him. The front tapeman leaves his where it is set.

Thus, one taping pin always remains in the
ground, and the number of pins held by the rear
tapeman indicates the number of full tape lengths

from the initial point to the remaining arrow.

d. Both tapemen move forward and make an-
other complete measurement starting from the
taping pin that marks the end of the previous
measurement.

e. When the taped distance is over 10 tape
lengths, the head tapeman signals the rear tape-

man to come forward at the end of the tenth

length, and to bring the 10 taping pins he is hold-

ing. Both tapemen check the number of pins to see

that none have been lost. The head tapeman
checks the recording book to see that 10 taped
distances, temperatures readings, and slopes have
been recorded. The rear tapeman gives 10 pins to

the head tapeman and the measurement is then
continued.

/. At the end of the line, the head tapeman
holds the zero graduation on the terminal point.

The rear tapeman pulls the tape taut and holds
the appropriate even graduation at the taping pin.

The fractional unit is now read by the head tape-

man.

6-4. Horizontal Tape Procedure

In horizontal taping, the tape is supported only at

its ends and held in a horizontal position. Plumb
bobs are used to project the end graduations of

the tape to the ground or the ground to the tape.

Care must be exercised in the use of the plumb
bobs, in exerting a steady pull on the tape ends,

and in determining when the tape is nearly hori-

zontal.

a. Plumbing. Plumbing is accomplished when
the tape is alined horizontally, and is under the

proper tension.

(1) The rear tapeman holds his plumb bob
cord at the proper graduation of the tape, and the

point of the plumb bob about Ys inch above the

marker from which the measurement is being

made. When his plumb bob is directly over the

marker, he calls "mark."

(2) The head tapeman holds his plumb bob
cord at the correct graduation of the tape, with

the point of the plumb bob about 1 inch above the

ground. He allows his plumb bob to come to rest;

6-2
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sees that the tape is approximately horizontal;

checks its alinement and tension; and, when the

rear tapeman calls "mark/ 9

allows his plumb bob
to fall and stick in the ground. This spot is then

marked with a taping arrow or pin.

(3) Any swinging in the plumb bob is elimi-

nated by gently lowering the tape and plumb bob
until the tip touches the ground, and then slowly

raising the two back to the horizontal position.

This procedure may have to be repeated once or

twice to stop the swinging entirely.

(4) After the point has been marked, the

measurement must be repeated for a check. The
tapeman must be certain that the point on the

ground is a good transfer from the elevated tape.

This check measurement is very important in hor-

izontal taping.

6. Leveling the Tape. The head tapeman can eas-

ily keep his tape horizontal by using the level

bubble on the hand level. On the Abney hand level,

he must first set the arc for a level reading. He
holds the level against the tape while the downhill

man raises his end of the tape until the bubble is

centered. This will mark the height at which to

hold the tape for both tapemen. Once the height is

established, the level is removed and the tape re-

turned to this same height for measuring.

c. Measuring Full Tape Lenghts. Taping con-

sists of measuring some number of full tape

lengths, and a partial tape length at the end of the

line.

(1) To measure the first full tape length, the

front tapeman gives 1 taping pin to the rear tape-

man, keeping 10 pins in his possession. The pin

given to the rear tapeman represents the first full

tape length. The front tapeman moves toward the

forward station with the zero end of the tape. As
the end of the tape reaches the rear station, the

front tapeman stops, either on the count of paces

or on the command given by the rear tapeman.

The rear tapeman sights along the tape toward
the forward station and signals the direction that

the front tapeman should move to aline the tape,

first with the forward station and then with an
estimated horizontal plane. Each tapeman places

the leather thong on his wrist and the plumb bob
cord on the proper graduation on the end of the

tape. At the command "pull," each tapeman exerts

a pull on the tape. After the front tapeman has

properly alined the tape, the rear tapeman places

his plumb bob exactly over the rear station and
calls "mark." At this command the front tapeman
drops his plumb bob and then marks the point of

impact with a taping pin. Wheto the pin has been

placed in the ground, the front tapeman reports

"marked." The reading is checked and recorded in

the notebook, and the rear tapeman moves for-

ward to measure the next tape length. When a
team is taping on sloping ground void of brush
and tall grass, the plumb bob need not be used at

the uphill end of the tape. The end of the tape

may be held on the ground immediately adjacent

to the taping pin.

(2) To measure succeeding full tape lengths,

the tapemen use the procedure discussed above

except that the rear tapeman should place his

plumb bob exactly over the point at which the

taping pin enters the ground. When the measure-

ment is completed, the rear tapeman pulls the tap-

ing pin or arrow from the ground before moving
forward to the next pin position. If a taping pin is

lost during the measurement of the distance, the

tapemen must make the entire measurement
again, rather than complete the measurement
from a recovered pin hole. The number of arrows
in the rear tapeman's possession indicates the

number of full tape lengths which have been

measured.

d. Breaking Tape. To measure tape lengths

when the tape cannot be alined with a horizontal

plane within 1/2 meter (iy2 ft) because of the

slope of the ground, the tapemen use a special

procedure known as breaking tape.

(1) The front tapeman pulls the tape for-

ward a full tape length and drops it approxi-

mately on line. He then comes back along the tape

until he reaches a point at which a partial tape

length, when held level, is below the armpits of

the downslope tapeman. At this point, the front

tapeman selects any convenient full meter (or

foot) graduation. The tapemen then measure the

partial tape length, applying the proper tension to

the tape.

(2) After he has placed the taping pin, the

front tapeman waits until the rear tapeman has

come forward. The front tapeman tells the rear

tapeman which full graduation was used, e.g.,

"Holding 25," which is repeated by the rear tape-

man. He receives a pin from the rear tapeman
and moves forward, repeating this procedure

until the zero mark is reached.

(3) When holding a point on the tape other

than the zero graduation, the front tapeman must
receive a pin from the rear tapeman before mov-
ing forward. At the zero point, the rear tapeman
picks up the pin as in any full tape length meas-

urement to maintain his count.
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e. Measuring Distances in Excess of 10 Tape
Lengths. To measure a distance longer than 10
full tape lengths, the tapemen use the procedures

discussed above and instructions outlined in para-

graph 6-3e.

/. Measuring Partial Tape Lengths. To measure
the partial tape length between the forward sta-

tion and the taping pin representing the last full

tape length, the tapemen use the following proce-

dure :

(1) The front tapeman moves to the forward
station and places the plumb bob cord on the zero

graduation of the tape. The rear tapeman moves
forward along the tape to the taping pin.

(2) If slack is needed, the rear tapeman al-

lows the tape to move forward. When the front

tapeman is ready, he calls "pull" and the rear

tapeman exerts a pull on the tape, using the

clamping handle to hold the tape. As he applies

tension to the tape, the rear tapeman slides his

plumb bob cord along the tape until he reaches a
full decimeter or foot division. He moves the tape

until the graduation is exactly over the pin and
calls "mark." The front tapeman slides his plumb
bob cord along the tape until his plumb bob is

over the station. He reads the value on the tape

and asks the rear tapemen for the even value he is

holding.

(3) The front tapeman records the reading of

the final increment counting the number of pins in

the rear tapeman's possession. Both tapemen
should now check the taping record.

g. Determining the Taped Distance. The note-

book contains a record of the number of ex-

changes of pins (10 tape lengths) ; plus a number
of tape lengths, determined by the number of pins

held by the rear tapeman; plus the final partial

increment measured lastr-These figures should be

checked by both tapemen and initialed as correct.

h. Laying Off a Given Distance. Frequently, a

taping party is required to "lay off" a given dis-

tance and establish a new point on the ground.

This is measuring using a known distance on the

tape and transferring it to the ground.If the dis-

tance is greater than a tape length, the method

under c above, is used until the required number
of full tape lengths is measured. The remaining

partial tape length is measured as decribed under

/ above, except that the plumb bob is moved along

the tape until the required graduation is reached.

The distance is then transferred to the ground.

Other considerations in laying off distances are

discussed under practical problems, appendix B.

6-4

6-5. Use of Taping

Present day practices are incorporating electronic

distance-measuring devices in traverse and base
line distance measuring. Frequently, however,
taping is the only practical way of making these

measurements. Construction taping usually covers

comparatively short distances, and electronic mea-
suring is not practical.

a. Triangulation Taping. A base line is the

measured side of a triangle in a triangulation net.

It is used to start the survey, to check its accuracy
along the way, or to complete the survey. Trian-

gulation is discussed in more detail in chapter 10;
higher order triangulation is described in TM
5-441.

(1) Taping of base lines must be precise

enough to maintain the accuracy of the survey.

The base line measurement results in a horizontal

distance between two control stations in the trian-

gulation net selected by reconnaissance. The tap-

ing party must measure the distance between
these stations.

(2) Triangulation associated with lower
accuracy surveying normally does not extend be-

yond 15 to 20 kilometers, and the base lines are

less than 3 kilometers in length. Where possible,

the base line is selected to obtain a straight line

measurement between stations, and preferably, an
even slope or a horizontal line. If horizontal tap-

ing is not practical, slope taping is used. The slope

is determined by a level line run over the tape

ends.

(3) The tape is either standardized or cali-

brated against a standardized tape. The measure-
ments are made carefully, using full tape support

or center and quarter-point supports. Each meas-
urement is marked by the scribed line on the tap-

ing stool or by using a fine mark on a stake. After

each measurement is marked, it is repeated as a

check.

(4) After taping in one direction, the base

line is taped in the opposite direction inde-

pendently, resetting the stools or the stakes.

(5) When both measurements are completed,

they are converted to the horizontal distances, and
both values are meaned. The final required dis-

tance is the result.

6. Traverse Taping. Traverse is the measure-

ment of a series of distances and directions from
one known control station to another whose posi-

tion may be known or may have to be established

by the measurement. The distance between these

stations may be one straight measurable line, or

as normally is the case, a series of straight lines
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which follow the ground features. The traverse

party chief will select the angle-measuring points

in locations to keep instrument setups to a mini-

mum. The survey accuracy will determine

whether the distances require taping or can be

measured trigonometrically. If taping is required

or more practical, the party chief will also select

the points which present the least number of ob-

stacles for the tapemen. Traverse is more fully

described in chapter 10; higher order accuracy

traverse is discussed in TM 5-441.

(1) Traverse may require horizontal or slope

taping. The party chief will decide which method

will be used and will also assign the extra taping

party members when necessary.

(2) Traverse accuracy will determine

whether single taping or double-run taping is

needed. Single-run taping is done in one direction

only. Double-run or double taping requires two

independent tape measurements between stations.

After one run is completed, the taping party re-

measures the line in the opposite direction.

(3) Conversion of slope distances to horizon-

tal distances is a computing function and will in-

clude all tape corrections where necessary. How-

ever, if horizontal distances are required during

the survey, conversion tables are in appendix E.

The tables show the conversion based on the slope

angle, but can also be used when the difference in

elevation between tape ends is known.

e. Construction Taping. Construction surveys

for road, railroad, and pipeline alinement require

taping of comparatively long distances as de-

scribed under traverse taping (6 above). In most

other construction surveys, corrections for sag,

temperature, and tension are too small to affect

the required accuracy and are not considered.

Horizontal taping is the usual method. The tape is

hand held and tension is applied to remove any

excessive sag, but tension scales are not used. The

tape is read and recorded to the nearest gradua-

tion as required by the survey accuracy. Proce-

dures and accuracies for the different kinds of

construction surveys are described in TM 5-233.

d. Artillery Taping. Artillery surveys use hori-

zontal taping. A discussion of the taping proce-

dure for artillery surveys is given in FM 6-2.

Taping Corrections

Every measured distance has to be corrected to

reduce it to the true length. These computations

are based on known errors, such as errors due to

tape length (standardization error), slope, tem-

perature, supports, and tension. Correction com-

putations for support and tape length can be

made from data supplied by the standardization

agency, or by comparing the tape against a cali-

brated or standardized tape. The comparison is

made by applying the standard tension and by

using the different methods of support that are

required by the survey accuracy. For example,

the tape may be fully supported, supported at

the ends only, or supported at the ends and at

the midpoint. Once the correction is determined,

the amount is applied to each tape length as

it is measured. Temperature and slope correc-

tions cannot be predetermined. Slope and tem-

perature readings must be made with each tape

measurement and the correction applied to

each one. The effect of the correction, that is,

whether it is plus or minus, depends upon the type

of correction. Tape length and temperature varia-

tions may be in either direction from a normal or

standard. However, the horizontal and vertical

misalinement in horizontal taping results in a

value that is longer than the actual distance.

These errors are called negative and are deducted

from the measured value on the tape to get the

true distance. In slope taping, vertical misaline-

ment may give a longer or shorter value and is a

random error.

a. Length of Tape. Tape length varies with tem-

perature, tension, and manner of support. The
original graduations were placed on the tape

under conditions which are not the same as those

that are encountered in the field. Thus, the stand-

ard length is referred to a definite set of condi-

tions. The conditions encountered in the field are

measured und compared to the standard. The dif-

ferences are converted into a correction.

(1) The precise tapes are sent to the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards or its foreign equiva-

lent where the length is determined using a stand-

ard tension and several different support condi-

tions. In addition, a specified temperature is main-

tained during the standardization and a coefficient

of thermal expansion is computed for each tape. A
tape standardization certificate is issued for the

tape, listing all this information (TM 5-441).

This tape can be used to calibrate others which in

turn are used to compare field tapes.

(2) The comparison establishes a "standard"

length for each tape under specific conditions.

Any variation from these conditions is measured

and the correction can be computed.

(3) Any tape which is to be used for measur-

ing distances should be checked for length against
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a standardized or a calibrated tape. The value of

the comparison is recorded in the taping notebook

as a plus or minus correction for each tape length

as it is recorded. Since these comparisons are

made under a definite applied tension, the same
tension must be used in the field to get standard

readings.

6. Method of Support. Even under standard

tension, a tape supported or held only at the ends

will "sag" in the center an amount based on its

weight per unit length. This sag will cause the

recorded distance to be greater than the length

being measured. When the tape is supported at its

midpoint, the effect of sag in the two sections is

considerably less than when the tape is supported

only at its ends. As the numger of intermediate

supports, equally spaced, is increased, the distance

between the end graduations will approach the

length of the tape when supported throughout its

length. When more than two supports are used,

the tops of all supports must be at the same level.

The correction for the error due to the sag be-

tween the two supports for any section can be

determined by the following equation

:

in which C is the correction for sag, w is the

weight per unit length of the tape, I is the length

of the suspended section of tape, and t is the ten-

sion applied to the tape. In this equation, w and t

must be in the same units of weight measure, then

C will be in the same unit of linear measure as I.

The weight (w) per unit length can be determined

accurately enough for most purposes by weighing

the tape and dividing the result by the number of

units in the tape. A strong wind acting on an

extended tape will create a condition similar to

sag. A correction for this condition is almost im-

possible to determine and the more precise taping

should not be attempted in high winds. For lower

accuracy surveys, the wind effect can be mini-

mized by increasing the number of support points

or by measuring with a fully supported tape.

c. Atmospheric Effects. When measuring with a

tape, the only atmospheric condition that has to

be considered is temperature. The temperature

that is considered is only that of the tape and not

the air. This temperature is used to determine the

thermal expansion or contraction of the tape be-

cause of temperature changes. The tape is stand-

ardized at a specific temperature, and the temper-

atures which are recorded during the taping are

used to correct the measured length. The order of

accuracy of the survey and the type of tape being

used will determine the number of thermometers
used, the placement of the thermometer (s) on the

tape, and the required accuracy of the reading of

the temperature. The standard length of a tape is

usually determined at a temperature of 68° F.

(20° C). When the temperature of a steel tape is

less than 68 F., the length of the tape will be less

than its standard length; and conversely, when
the temperature of the tape is greater than 68°

F., the length of the tape will be greater than its

standard length. For example, at temperatures

higher than the standard, a tape length will meas-

ure a distance actually greater than the tape

value. Therefore, any correction must be added.

For colder temperatures, the tape is short and the

measured ground distance is less than the value

on the tape, and correction is subtracted (minus).

The change in the length of a steel tape because of

a difference between the actual temperature of the

tape and the standard temperature can be found

in table EI—10, appendix E, or by the following

equation

:

Ct= 0.000 006 45 (T-68) 1

Ct= 0.000 011 61 (t-20) 1

in which C is the change in length because of

temperature, T is the temperature of the tape in

degrees Fahrenheit, t is the temperature of the

tape in degrees Celsius, I is the length of tape

used. The value of C is in the same unit of meas-

ure as I. The sign of the correction will disclose

the way the correction is applied.

d. Slope of Tape. When a measurement is made
with the tape inclined, the slope distance is always

greater than the horizontal distance. The slope of

the tape can be measured in two ways : difference

in elevation between taping stations, or value of

vertical angle. The percent of slope is used as a

criteria to determine which formula is used with

the difference in elevation method. The small er-

rors that normally occur in the alinement of the

tape will have no appreciable effect on the meas-

ured distance when taping on the lower order sur-

veys normally associated with this manual.

(1) Vertical angle. When the slope is meas-

ured as a vertical angle, the correction to be sub-

tracted from the slope distance is determined by

the following equation

:

Ch= s vers a

= s (1— cos a)

in which Ch is the correction to the slope distance,

8 is the measured slope distance (usually one tape

length), and a is the vertical angle of slope. For

6-4
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lower order surveys the correction for percent of

slope may be extracted from table E-ll, appendix

E.

(2) Difference in elevation.

(a) The difference in elevation between

supports is measured in the same units as the

slope distance measurement, and a correction (to

be subtracted from the slope distance to obtain

the horizontal distance) is computed by the fol-

lowing equation

:

Ch = -h*

~2T

in which Ch is the correction, h is the difference

in elevation, and s is the slope distance. This equa-

tion gives an approximate value for Ch to be used

for slopes of 5 percent or less.

(6) For slopes greater than 5 percent,

closer approximation of the true value of Ch can

be determined by use of the following equations:

-h»

Ch= 2s -h2
, or

2s

U
"2T ~ 8s'

in which Ch, h, and s are defined in (a) above.

6-7. Taping Mistakes and Errors

Taping, like all survey measurements, is suscepti-

ble to mistakes and errors. Most mistakes can be

avoided and errors minimized as described below.

a. Mistakes. Mistakes may result from poor

work habits, lack of judgment, or confusion. They

are often costly, time consuming, and difficult to

detect. The easiest way to avoid them is to estab-

lish a definite procedure and follow it, being con-

stantly alert during the operations where mis-

takes are possible. Some of the more common ones

are as follows

:

(1) Failing to hold the zero graduation of the

tape over the point.

(2) Transposing figures, such as recording

48.26 for 48.62.

(3) Reading the figure upside down and ob-

taining, for example 9 for 6.

(4) Measuring from the wrong end of the

tape and misreading fractional tape lengths, for

example, 28 instead of 22.

(5) Reading the wrong foot mark, such as

38.32 for 37.32.

(6) Subtracting incorrectly when reading a

tape.

(7) Omitting an entire tape length.

6. Errors. Errors in surveying can be divided

into two classes, systematic and accidental (app.

C).

(1) Accidental. The effect of accidental er-

rors may be reduced by computing the arithmeti-

cal means of several measurements. Accidental er-

rors are likely to be plus or minus and have a

tendency to compensate during a series of observ-

ations. Examples of these types of errors in tap-

ing are: variation of the tension applied to the

tape, inaccurate sticking of the taping pin, and

inaccurate determination of the slope of the tape

during slope distance measurements.

NOTE
Vertical misalinement in slope taping

may be considered an accidental error,

but horizontal misalinement for either

horizontal or slope taping are accidental

errors, but have a systematic effect on

the measured distance—making it al-

ways too long. Accidental errors can be

minimized by the carefulness of the field

men during the taping operations.

(2) Systematic. Systematic errors, or also

called constant errors, are those which occur from

well-understood causes and can be greatly reduced

by taking proper precautions to eliminate the

causes. Examples of these types of errors in tap-

ing are—Calibration errors of tape, the thermom-

eter, and the tension scale; constant side wind

during the measurements (measures distances

would always be too large) ; and adjustment error

of the hand level vial (if slope is measured in one

direction only).

6-8. Recording Procedures

The field notebook for taping is prepared in the

same manner as all survey notebooks (para 1-8).

The general purpose notebook, DA Form 5-72, is

used for taping notes. In addition to this prepara-

tion, one page of the notebook should contain a

record of the comparison or calibration of the

tapes (©, fig. 6-1). It should show the points of

support and the actual measured distance for the

tape length. The rest of the notes (sample shown

in (®, fig. 6-1) contain the field recorded values

in the first five columns. The other information is

computed to reduce all distances to horizontal.

a. The top of the page shows where the line was
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run, to what accuracy, by whom, when, and with
what equipment The tension used is also re-

corded.

6. The column headings are entered as shown
and are self-explanatory.

c. The stations are entered in column 1.

d. The method of support, in column 2, explains

whether the tape was supported at two points,

three points, or in its entirety. Remember that the

support points are equally distributed along the

tape.

6. The temperature value, column 3, is the tape
temperature.

/. Column 4 lists the percent of slope. Note that

the value could be the difference in elevation be-

tween tape ends. The DE would be divided by 100
to get the percent of slope. Tape values less than
100 feet long use a proportioned amount of the

DE to get percent of slope.

g. The measured distance, column 5, is the

actual tape reading.

h. The temperature corrections (TEMP CORR)
were determined for each tape length as described

in paragraph 6-6c. Then, as a check, the aver-

age of all the temperature readings was used to

apply a temperature correction to the total line

distance.

u The slope corrections (SLOPE CORR) are

determined as described in paragraph 6-6d. In

this instance, the percent of slope is the difference

in elevation in feet for a slope distance of 100

feet. The slope correction must be determined for

each measured value.

Values in the column headed TAPE CORR
depend on the manner of support of the tape dur-

ing the measurement, and as described, the tape

correction differs between the two-point support
and the totally supported tape.

k. Values in the column headed TOTAL CORR
are the algebraic sum of the values on the same
line, in the three preceding columns.

I. Values in the column headed HORIZ DIST
(horizontal distance) are equal to the MEAS
DIST (measured distance) corrected by the value

of the total correction.

6-9. Recording Precautions

The field notes must contain all the data needed to

convert the taping information into horizontal

distances. This responsibility rests with the recor-

der and the chief of the party. The order of

accuracy of the survey will establish the type of

taping to be done, the precision of the measure-
ments, and the readings other than tape measure-
ments that must be taken. Thus, if the survey

calls for slope taping, the slope or the difference

in elevation of the tape ends must be measured. If

survey precision further requires the temperature
correction, the tape thermometer reading must be

noted for each tape length. When taping with a
specified tension, not only must the tension be re-

corded, but a tape calibration against a standard

(®» fig. 6-1) must also be shown. The described

techniques of taping pin exchange and checking of

notes by both tapemen should be a standard pro-

cedure. The head tapeman should make a practice

of pacing the distance as he moves forward with

the tape. This will call attention to possible mis-

takes if the paced and measured distance do not

agree. Tape measurements are subject to many
mistakes which, if not discovered in time, will

require reruns and waste valuable time. Every
attempt should be made to eliminate the practices

which cause mistakes as soon as possible. This

will minimize the number of reruns.

Section II. MICROWAVE

6-10. Introduction

There are several makes and models of microwave
distance measuring instruments that are pres-

ently in the Army supply system (sec. Ill, ch. 5).

On the older models the distances were deter-

mined by reading the time lapse in millimicrosec-

onds that occurred between the outgoing signal

and its return. On newer models, the distances

appear as direct readings on a dial, as described

in this section. The readings are uncorrected me-

ters, and corrections must be applied to the read-

ing.

6-11. Electronic Theory

Knowledge of electronic theory is not essential to

operate the microwave instrument. However, a re-

view of the fundamentals of radio wave phenom-
ena may prove helpful in increasing the operator's

familiarity with its application. Radio waves, like

lightwaves, are oscillatory electromagnetic waves
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of definite velocities which are the same in a
vacuum. For measurement purposes, this velocity

is accepted as 299,792.5 kilometers per second ±
0.4 kilometer per second, and is the standard

adopted by the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics.

a. Radio waves are bent by the atmospheric

strata due to the varying densities. This bending
or refraction of radio waves is of primary impor-

tance in electronic surveying. Reflection is also an
important consideration in electronic surveying.

Radio emissions from both master (measurer) and
remote (responder) units are reflected from var-

ious surfaces, such as water and undisturbed

ground. Errors from reflections must be corrected

in computation of distance. The radio wave form
is a sine curve. One complete section of the curve,

starting at any point and progressing to the next

identical position on the curve, is called a hertz

(cycle). Wave frequency is the number of hertz

(cycles) that occur in a given unit of time. A
frequency of 10 megahertz (megacycles) per

second indicates that the wave completes 10 mil-

lion hertz (cycles) per second. Wave period is the

unit of time required to complete one hertz

(cycle) ; thus, the greater the frequency, the

smaller the period. The wave length is the dis-

tance traveled during the period of one hertz

(cycle).

6. Phase is a portion of a complete hertz (cycle)

of a wave. If one complete hertz (cycle) is repre-

sented by 360°, one-quarter hertz (cycle) would
be 90° phase. Phase comparison uses the algebraic

difference between the phase of one wave and the
phase of another at the same instant of time.

There are methods of altering the phase of a wave-
form and then measuring this change, but a ref-

erence waveform must be used for a phase com-
parison. In microwave distance measuring the sig-

nal from the master (measurer) unit is used as a
basis for phase comparison against a similar re-

turn signal from the remote (responder) unit, the
difference is called phase shift and is the actual

measure of the distance. In the new microwave
models the phase of the returning signal is

changed to match that of the sending signal The
change is done by turning the counter control

knob on the instrument until the null meter is

zeroed. The phase difference is then read from the

counter dial. Since the frequencies (and thus, the

wavelenghts) of the radio waves are controlled by
crystals of known values, the phase difference read-

out represents a distance difference. By using

several frequencies and integrating the results,

the distance between units can be determined.

Table 6-1 shows the crystal relationship and how
frequency differences results in wave length dif-

ferences for the MC-8 and Model 99. The crystal

relationship for the MRA 301 is slightly different,

but the resulting distance measurement is the

same (TM 5-6675-227-15).

Table 6-1. Crystal Relationship

Channel Meeeurer frequency Responder frequency Channel difference Frequency difference Dietanee
(mh.) (mh,) (meten)

1 7.492877 7.498875

2 7.492877 7.490879 2-1 14.984754 hs 10

8 5.998902 5.995400 8-1 1.498475 hs 100

4 7.842580 7.844028 4-1 149.847 hs 1,000

5 7.477898 7.478891 5-1 14.984 hs 10,000

6 7.490879 7.492877 6-1 1.498 hs 100,000

6-12. Instrument Accuracies

The microwave instruments are designed to give

accuracies which are expressed in terms of two
factors, a number of parts per million plus or

minus a number of centimeters. Each of these

factors is based on a possible area of error.

a. The parts per million (ppm) figure considers

the effects of atmospheric variation between the

measuring units. Even though the atmospheric

variables can be measured with some accuracy at

each unit, the atmosphere between the units is not

constant and its effect on the microwave cannot be

measured. The figure in ppm is assigned to indi-

cate the possible loss in accuracy due to this vari-

ation. This atmospheric variation error cannot be

offset nor eliminated until some new method of

interpreting readings is devised. At the present

time there are several government agencies and

civilian companies testing new methods of deter-

mining this atmospheric variation, such as the use

6-10
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of balloons and airplanes to measure intermediate

atmospheric conditions along the measuring line.

6. The centimeter figure is assigned to offset

internal errors within the units. The tubes, capac-

itors, and resistors can change their electronic

value due to age and temperature. These changes

in turn create small variations in the measure-

ments. However, these internal errors can be min-

imized by calibrating the instruments at regular

intervals (para 5-13).

6-13. Conditions Affecting Measurements

Microwave measurements are made between two
separated units by a radio wave that must travel

between these units in a direct beam. The accuracy

of the measurements is affected seriously by me-
teorological and topographic conditions which

exist between the units and they must be compen-

sated for or controlled.

a. Meteorological Effects. Although the light-

wave and radio wave velocities are equal in a

vacuum, they differ considerably under other con-

ditions. For instance, water slows light waves to

about three-quarters of their vacuum velocity, and

radio waves to about one-ninth. The water vapor

in the atmosphere has a similar effect in retarding

the waves. For accurate distance measuring, those

velocity changes must be corrected by computing

the vapor pressure in the air from the tempera-

ture, relative humidity, and barometric readings

taken and recorded during the measuring opera-

tions.

6. Topographic Effects. The emitted beam is not

a cylinder or pencil of radio waves, but is a cone.

REFLECTED

Figure 6-M. Ground rt/Uetiona.

Any surface struck by part of this beam will

create reflections. The intensity of these reflec-

tions varies with the type of surface. Smooth sur-

faces, such as still water, ice fields, sand, paved or

graded areas, and flat arid plains, will reflect the

wave strongly. On the other hand, woodland,

plowed fields, choppy water, and grass or brush

covered land will absorb or scatter the reflection

into numerous paths. The reflections that reach

the instrument will affect the readings, since the

microwave receiver cannot distinguish between a

direct and reflected wave. The result of such re-

flections is referred to as ground swing. To mini-

mize the effects, lines over highly reflective sur-

faces should be avoided. Observations over expan-

ses of water, if unavoidable, should be made when
the surface is wind roughened. Observations over

cliffs which may cause reflection anomalies can be

shielded from the reflected rays by the use of

ground features (fig. 6-2). Line of sight should be

selected over terrain with diffusing reflection

characteristics, such as plowed fields, broken

ground, or terrain well covered by vegetation. A
desirable sight is one over a ground line falling

away from the station of about 5° for a few
hundred feet to a floor between 15 and 100 meters

below.

6-14. Operational Procedure

The operational procedure for making a distance

measurement is classified into four functional

groups—setting-up, for making the initial contact

;

operating, for making the measurement ; monitor-

ing, for checking the circuit adjustments; and tn-

ternal, for present adjustments of the instrumen-

tal circuits. The operations are divided into those

performed at the measurer (master) and respon-

der (remote). For a detailed description of these

operations refer to the appropriate technical man-
ual referenced in paragraph 6-10.

6-15. Use of Microwave Instruments

The microwave instruments are used by the mili-

tary surveyor in geodetic, topographic, construc-

tion, and artillery surveys as outlined below. For

a detailed description of their uses, refer to TM
5-441 (Geodetic and Topographic Surveying),

TM 5-233 (Construction Surveying), and FM 6-2

(Field Artillery Survey).

a. Conventional Triangulation. The use of mi-

crowave instruments in conventional triangula-

tion is very limited. They are only used for the

measurement of class II, second order and third
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order base lines. The specification requirements of

all first order and class I, second order base lines

do not allow for the use of microwave instru-

ments.

b. Braced Triangulation. In braced triangula-

tion the microwave instruments are used exten-

sively. The measurement of the distances within

the figures of braced triangulation for all orders

of accuracy are done with these instruments.

c. Traverse. The distance measuring of trav-

erses of all conventional orders of accuracy can be

accomplished with microwave instruments, pro-

viding the minimum distance criteria of the indi-

vidual instruments are met.

d. Trilateration. The distance measuring for

trilateration of all conventional orders of

accuracy can be accomplished with microwave
equipment, providing the minimum distance cri-

teria of the individual instruments are met.

6-16. Recording Procedures

The recording for the MC-8 and Model 99 is done

Section III.

6-18. Introduction

The lightwave measuring system uses electro-opti-

cal instruments to measure distance by timing

pulsed light beams after they travel both ways
over the course to be measured. The military sur-

veyor at the present time is using two such instru-

ments, the model 2A and 4D Geodimeters. There

are other makes, models, and types of electro-opti-

cal instruments that are available (para 5-18),

and any of them may be used as long as they are

equivalent in accuracy. Generally all electro-opti-

cal instruments function on the same principles

and theory.

a. The transmitter/receiver unit is set up over

one terminal station, and the reflector unit is set

up over the other. A light beam whose intensity

varies sinusoidally is transmitted toward the re-

flector. After reflection, the returned beam is re-

ceived by a light sensitive device and converted

into electrical pulses or photo current This cur-

rent is amplified and sent to a null detector which

is provided with an indicating galvanometer, re-

ferred to as a null indicator. The sensitivity of the

light receiving device is varied in synchronization

with the transmitted light pulses and can be

"moved" electronically to coincide into the proper

on DA Form 2857, Field Sheet, Micro-chain Data
Entries (fig. 6-3). The recording for the MRA
301 is done on DA 3577, Field Sheet, Tellurometer

Data Entries (MRA 301) (fig. 6-4). The observ-

ing party will complete the form to the extent

that the correct slope distance is realized. The
forms are generally self-explanatory and are avail-

able through normal publication supply chan-

nels. All recording and computations will be done
in a dark, reproducible ink, preferably black or

blue-black. All corrections will be made by cross-

ing out the erroneous value and entering the

correct value above. No erasures or recopying of

the field records will be done. For detailed record-

ing procedures refer to the appropriate operations

manual (para 5-10), TM5-441, and/or FM 6-2.

6-17. Computation of Distance

The computation of the slope distance is done by
the field observing party on station. The horizon-

tal and geodetic distance is computed by the com-
puter assigned to the party headquarters. All

computations are accomplished as described in

paragraph 52, TM 5-237.

LIGHTWAVE

phase relationship (para. 6-106) with the return-

ing light.

b. To visualize the next few steps, the shape of

the light pulse is represented by the shape of a

sine wave (fig. 6-5). During one cycle of this

wave or 360 electrical degrees (using the mean
value as a starting point) , the pulse passes from a

mean value to minimum, back through mean to

maximum and back to mean again. With the pulse

at maximum or minimum, a 180° change will re-

verse it or change it to a minimum or maximum
respectively. A ± 90° change from either position

will bring the pulse to a mean value. This proce-

dure is called a phase change. If the returning

pulse is exactly in phase with the transmitted

pulse, the course would be an even number of half

wave-lenghts. If, however, the two pulses are ex-

actly 180° out of phase, the course would be an

odd number of wavelengths. The electro-optical

instrument will detect these phase conditions.

Then it can also detect half wavelength changes in

the distance which will take place for each

quarter wavelength change in the distance be-

tween the transmitter/receiver and reflector

units.

c. Therefore, the quarter wavelength is the con-

6-14
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©

ZERO NULL INDICATOR READINGS

Figure 6-5. Light pulse (sine wave).

stant for the above mentioned instruments and is

referred to as a unit distance (u). The distance to

be measured is made up of some number of unit

distances, plus a partial value of the unit distance.

This partial value (1) is determined by the delay

line setting. The only unknown value needed to

determine the distance is the number of unit

lengths. This is resolved by measurements on at

least two known modulating frequencies. A more
detailed discussion of the theory can be found in

TM 5-6675-206-15. For a very comprehensive

discussion of lightwave measurements reference

is made to "Surveyor's Guide to Electromagnetic

Distance Measurement" edited by J.J. Saastamo-

inen, University of Toronto Press, Canada.

6-19. Instrument Accuracies

The electro-optical instruments are designed to

give accuracies similar to those of the microwave

Digitized byGoogle
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instrument (para 6-12), that is, they are ex-

pressed in two factors. The first factor is a num-
ber of parts per million (ppm) and the second is

plus or minus a number of centimeters.

a. The ppm factor is the possible error due to

external variations which affect the light beam.
Local disturbances between the transmitter/re-

ceiver unit and the reflector unit cause small

changes in atmospheric density and are not re-

flected in the meteorological readings taken at the

terminal points. On the most accurate of these

instruments the amount of variation is estimated

as one-half millionth of the distance or usually

about 2 ppm.

6. The plus or minus number of centimeters is

the factor based on internal variables due to com-
ponents changing values due to heat, humidity

and age. This error can be minimized by calibrat-

ing the instruments at regular intervals (para

5-24). In the most accurate of these instruments

this error will usually be about ± 1 centimeter.

c. Measurements for high accuracy surveys are

usually done at night when using the electro-opti-

cal instruments. One reason for this is the greater

atmospheric stability during hours of darkness.

Another is the absence of extraneous light. Bright

ambient light during daylight hours has a tend-

ency to "drown" the light beam, and thus shorten

the range of the instrument. However, with the

introduction of the mercury arc lamp and the

laser beam into the new models of these instru-

ments the requirement for darkness has been min-

imized.

d. The range of these instruments is usually

given as the nominal maximum distance that can

normally be measured within the accuracy capa-

bilities of each instrument used. Distances greater

than those specified as maximum have been meas-

ured, but these were done under ideal external

conditions. The minimum distance that can be

measured depend mostly on the internal variables

of the instrument being used. For example, the

internal variable for the Model 2A Geodimeter is

a constant of ± 1 centimeter (cm) for all dis-

tances, and resolves to a 1 :1,000,000 error at a 1

kilometer (km) distance. If the error is greater,

say ± 3 cm at 1 km, it amounts to 1 :33,333. Thus,

depending on the accuracy required by the survey,

the minimum distance is more or less determined

by the capability of the instrument being used.

6-20. Conditions Affect Measurement

Lightwave measurements are made between a

measuring unit at one end of the line to be meas-
ured and a group of reflectors at the other end
with the beam of light traveling from the measur-
ing unit to the reflectors and back to the measur-
ing unit. A condition that affects the measurement
in regards to limiting the range is bright light

However, this instrument has a unique ability in

that it will not register light that is received by
the photo sensitive tube unless it is in phase with
the emitted light. The accuracy of the measure-
ments is affected by two conditions, meteorologi-

cal and topographic.

a. Meteorological Effects. The meteorological

effects on the electro-optical instruments are not

as great as those on the microwave instruments

(para 5-13a), but for high accuracy surveys they

must be corrected. The velocity of light in vacuum
is by definition a constant, but as soon as meas-

urements are made in ordinary atmosphere the

influence of atmospheric conditions must be con-

sidered. These conditions, namely temperature,

pressure, and humidity, each has its effect on the

refactive index of air. For a standard atmosphere

of 0° celsius, 760 millimeters of mercury, and 0.03

percent C02 the refractive index of modulated

light for group velocity is 1.0003036. Variations

in temperature (t°C), pressure (p mm Hg) and
humidity (e mm Hg) will change this refractive

index. Therefore, temperature, pressure, and hu-

midity are recorded simultaneously at both ends

of the distance being measured. The temperature

readings must be made with special care because

of the greater influence of temperature on the

velocity of light. This is not to say that pressure

and humidity are unimportant, because they are,

it's just that temperature is the most important

All atmospheric conditions should be measured
with calibrated instruments (sec. VI, ch. 3).

6. Topographic Effects. The effects of topogra-

phy on lightwave measuring are very minor in

comparison to those of microwave measuring

(para 5-136). The only requirements are; (1)

that the line of sight is clear of all obstructions,

such as tree branches, clusters of wires, etc and

(2) that the transmitter/receiver station be a

ground station when using the model 2A Geodime-

ter, because of its size and weight.

6-21. Operating Procedure

The operating procedure for each type, make, and

model of electro-optical instrument is similar, but

there are differences and the manufacturer's oper-

ating manual must be consulted before attempting

6-16
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Figure 6-6. Recording and computation, Model 2A.
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t 1 GEOOIMETER (Model 4) OBSERVATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS
(TM 5-237)
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Figure 6-7. Recording and computation, Model 4.
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any measurements. For a detailed description of

the operating procedure for the model 2A Geodi-

meter refer to chapter 5, TM 6-6675-206-15.

6-22. Use of Lightwave Instruments

The lightwave instruments are most used by the

military surveyor in geodetic and topographic

surveys. They can be used for all orders of base

lines, conventional triangulation, braced triangu-

lation, traverse, and trilateration. These instru-

ments can be used in construction and artillery

surveys, but usually the accuracy requirements do

not justify their use in place of microwave instru-

ments. For a detailed description of their use,

refer to TM 5-441.

6-23. Recording Procedure

The recording of the geodimeter observations is

done on DA Form 2852 (Geodimeter (Model 2)

Observations) for the Model 2A or DA Form 2855

(Geodimeter (Model 4) Observations and Compu-
tations) for the Model 4. These forms are com-

pleted by the observing party on station site prior

to dismantling equipment. All recording will be

done with a dark, reproducible ink. All computa-

tions and values will be checked to insure

accuracy. The checking will be done by one who
did not do the computation. The atmospheric

measurements are made and recorded at both the

geodimeter and reflector units.

a. Model 2A. One set of measurements is re-

corded on DA Form 2852 to include all three fre-

quencies. The recording and computations done on

this form is completed as shown in figure 6-6 and
is self explanatory.

6. Model b. One set of measurements is recorded

on DA Form 2855 to include all three frequencies.

The recording on this form is completed as shown
in figure 6-7 and is generally self-explanatory.

6-24. Computation of Distance

The computation of the final distance is usually

done by the field observing party at a base camp
or in the field office. All computations are accom-

plished as shown and described in paragraphs 47,

48, and 49, TM 5-237 (Oct 67).

Section IV. INDIRECT METHODS

6-25. Introduction

Distance measuring is normally performed with

distance measuring equipment. However, there

are some indirect methods that employ the use of

angle measuring equipment to determine dis-

tances. These methods are usually used for fourth

and lower order surveys when microwave instru-

ments are not available or inoperative and the

terrain is prohibitive to taping. These methods

are stadia, short base, and subtense.

6-26. Theory of Stadia

Stadia is a method which uses the geometeric

principle of similar triangles to measure dis-

tances. When stadia is used to measure distances

the difference in elevation is also determined and

this is referred to as trigonometric leveling.

a. Two horizontal lines or hairs are placed at a

fixed distance above and below the center hair on

the telescope reticle. When viewing through the

telescope at a rod some distance away ((j), fig.

6-8), these two lines (U and L) will appear on

the rod at U3 and L3 . This distance is called the

stadia intercept or stadia interval. If the rod is

moved to position 2, the stadia interval will be U2

L2 ; and at position 1, Ui L^. The angle UOL is

fixed and remains constant regardless of the dis-

tance. The stadia hairs are spaced so that the

distance, UL, is some even proportionate value of

the distance from to the line through U and L.

By similar triangles, U x L„ is the same propor-

tion of the distance from to Ui Lb and simi-

larly U2 Ij2 and U* L3 for their respective dis-

tances. No matter where the rod is held, the sta-

dia intercept will equal the same proportion of

the distance from the instrument to the rod. In

surveying, the principle is stated as : The distance

to any point, equals so many times the stadia in-

tercept on a rod held on that point. There are

three common stadia intervals in use—1:100,

1 :200, and 1 :333.

6. Distances can be measured to any point that

is 200 times the length of the rod and visible from
an instrument setup. Only the rod has to be moved
from point to point for the distance to be deter-

mined. To establish a position, the direction from
the instrument to the point must be known. This

is accomplished by measuring an angle when
using the transit or theodolite. Another common
method uses a planetable and alidade (para 7-9).

After orientation, the direction is drawn on the
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planetable and the distance is plotted to a conven-

ient scale.

c. Stadia, as described above, has assumed a

horizontal line of sight. When the line of sight is

inclined ((2), fig. 6-8), the stadia intercept on a

rod held vertically is not a true proportion of the

distance since the rod is not perpendicular to the

line of sight. To make the rod perpendicular, it

would have to be titled from the X position to a

postion like Y. This tilt would be almost impossi-

ble to maintain. In practice, the rod is held verti-

cally, and not tilted. Note in the figure, that the

extension from X is perpendicular to the horizon-

tal distance, H. The angle between X and Y is

equal to angle a, and the horizontal distance, H,

and difference in elevation, DE, can be computed

from the intercept read on the vertical rod as

follows

:

H= f I cos2 a + C cos a

i

DE = f I y2 sin 2 a + C sin a

i

where f is the stadia interval factor,

i

I is the stadia intercept on the rod held vertically

at X, and C is the stadia constant of the instru-

ment.

d. The stadia constant (C) is equal to f + c

(the focal length of the telescope's objective lens

(f) plus the distance from the objective lens to

the center of the instrument (c)). Ordinarily, this

value is determined by the manufacturer and is

noted on the inside of the instrument carrying

case. For normal stadia work, the constant (C) is

assumed to be zero for the internal focusing type

instrument and 1.0 foot for the external focusing

type instrument. The 1.0-foot value is not univer-

sal. A C-factor is determined by the manufacturer

for each instrument and marked on a tag mounted
in the carrying case. It must be checked for each

instrument.

(1) For internal focusing instrument, C = 0,

and the second part of both formulas above be-

comes zero. Thus, both H and DE are dependent

upon the interval and angle, and the stadia inter-

val factor.

(2) For external focusing instruments, C
equals 1 foot. In the first formula, the cos a is

multiplied by one. However, when the stadia an-

gles are small (below 10°), the cos a would be

near 1, also (cos 10° = 0.9848). The combined

effect would approximately equal the value, 1 foot.

For practical purposes, the stadia constant, C, is

added to the horizontal distance, especially when

u

U| U2_ 1

"3

L

q ~L2 L3

C

I 2 3

Figure 8-8. Theory of stadia.
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the angle does not exceed about 5°. In the second
formula, C is multipled by sin a. For small angles,

the sin a is close to zero, and the product (C sin

a) can be considered zero. The DE would depend
only on the first part of the formula.

e. The stadia interval factor is the focal length

of the telescope's objective lens (f ) divided by the

actual distance between the stadia hairs (i).

When the stadia interval factor in the field must
be checked, the following method is used

:

(1) Select an area where a horizontal sight of

approximately 300 meters (800 to 1,000 feet) can

be made.

(2) By taping, mark a series of points at

50-meter (100-foot) intervals from the instru-

ment. For external focusing instruments, only the

first 50-meter (or 100-foot) point should include

the stadia constant (C). The remaining points are

set at the normal 50-meter (100-foot) interval.

(3) Read and record the stadia intercept on a

rod held on each of the points in turn.

(4) Divide the measured distance to each

point by the stadia intercept reading for that

point. The result is the stadia interval for each

distance.

(5) Take a mean of all the values as the

stadia interval factor f for the instrument.

T
f. The frequency of the interval factor check

depends on the type and accuracy of the survey

and the instrument associated with it. For higher

orders of leveling (TM5-441), the factor deter-

mination is performed before the start of work
and at anytime the instrument is bumped or

jolted. On the lower order accuracy surveys such

as planetable-alidade stadia, a check when the ali-

dade is received, a recheck about once a week and

when the instrument is jolted, may be sufficient.

g. The formulas used in the reduction of stadia

readings can be solved by table E-6, appendix E,

or slide rules and other devices. The various sta-

dia reduction devices give a tabular or mechanical

solution of the stadia formulas in which a stand-

ard value is used for f (usually 100) and the value

T
for C is disregarded.

6-27. Stadia Measurement

The stadia measurement consists of two basic

steps; one, to determine the stadia intercept for

the distance, and the other to obtain a rod read-

ing and vertical angle or scale reading for the

difference in elevation.

a. The readings are made on a Philadelphia rod
(para 3-13), or on a specially graduated stadia

rod (para 3-15). The foot-graduated stadia rod
has painted graduations in feet, tenths, and half

tenths (0.5) of a foot. Both the stadia rod and the

Philadelphia rod are normally read to the hun-
dredths of a foot for the distance and to the

tenths of a foot for elevation.

6. For a complete discussion of the stadia arc

refer to paragraph 7-3. To take a reading, the

telescope is moved vertically until all three wires

fall on the rod. The instrument is clamped. With
the slow motion screw, the motion is continued in

the same direction until the vertical index on the

arc is exactly on a division. The value of the arc

division and the center wire reading are recorded

for the vertical reading. The top and bottom wire

values (stadia intercept) are also read at this

time, and the value opposite the horizontal index

recorded to determine the horizontal distance. If

greater accuracy is required, the vertical angle

must be read and the formulas in paragraph
6-26c used for computing.

c. During stadia surveys, the rod is sometimes

held in a location where only two hairs can be

seen on the rod; the thrid hair being obscured.

Another possibility, especially on a level sight, is

that only one hair intercepts the rod; the other

two will be visible but will be above or below the

rod. The geometry of stadia can be used to obtain

a complete reading.

(1) The two stadia hairs or wires are set at

equal intervals each side of the center wire. When
two of the three wires can be read on the rod, the

value of the third can be computed. If the center

and either outside wire are readable, the differ-

ence between their readings (the half-intervals)

is read, and the center wire is moved to the outer

wire position. This brings the off-the-rod wire

onto the rod. The second half interval can be read

and added to the first to obtain the full value. If

only the two outer (stadia) wires are visible, their

difference divided by two is the distance from ei-

ther wire to the center one.

(2) Another geometric relationship is availa-

ble in the stadia method to aid in reading. The
distance between adjoinging graduations on the

vertical scale is equal to one stadia interval, which

is also equal to the distance between the two outer

stadia wires. The distance from the center wire to
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either outer wire is one-half of the interval (one-

half of the graduation). If only one wire falls on
the rod, the position is noted and the center wire

is brought to this point. The telescope has been

moved an amount equal to one-half of a division,

Figure 6-9. Subtense method.

and the readings can be taken and the computa-

tions made. Note that the center wire is one-half

of the interval away from its original position. If

the instrument was leveled before the move, the

outer hair will now coincide with the level line of

sight. Applying the readable one-half interval to

the center wire reading will result in a rod value

for a level reading. Some telescopes have a reticle

with the stadia interval subdivided into 10 equal

parts. This permits estimating one-tenth of the

interval in these circumstances and may not re-

quire moving the telescope at all.

6-28. Stadia Accuracy

Stadia measurements are affected by numerous

factors that may cause large errors in the hori-

OBSERVED

Computation
ANGLE

END BASE (AE)

AC - AE X cot onglo ACE

CENTER BASE (BD)

AC - BD x cot onglo BAD + BD x cot onglo BCD

OBSERVED
ANGLE

END AND CENTER SHORT BASE

Computation

PERPENDICULAR BASE (BD)

AC- BD x cot onglo BAD 4 BD X cot onglo BCD (Soo contor booo obovo )

DIRECTIONS OBSERVED : 4

OBLIQUE BASE (BF)

•in AFBAC s RF v ,inwrp jl or v g!D BFCAC " BFX *JfaT + BFx
^CTfcb

DIRECTIONS OBSERVED : 10

PERPENDICULAR AND OBLIQUE SHORT BASES

Figure 6-10. Short base geometry.
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zontal distances and differences in elevation. The
use of incorrect stadia constants will cause large

errors in measurements. Errors in the adjust-

ments of the instrument, and incorrect plumbing
of the rod will cause errors especially when sights

are steeply inclined. Inaccuracies in the rod grad-

uations will cause erroneous intercept readings.

Sights passing close to the ground may be affected

by differential refraction. Long sights on sunny

days over terrain which reflects the heat will

cause heat waves in the sights that make accurate

rod reading impossible. With reasonably careful

stadia measurements over terrain that does not

require steep sights and the use of the correct

values for the stadia constants, horizontal dis-

tances can be determined to a degree of accuracy

of 1:500. Under the same conditions, differences

in elevation can be determined with errors not

exceeding 0.2 foot times the square root of the

distance in miles (or approximately 0.048

\/TEm).

6-29. Subtense Method

The subtense method measures distance by using a

bar of fixed length (usually 2.000 meters), and the

measured angle subtended by this length (fig.

6-9). The subtense bar is no longer in the Army
supply system. However, the subtense method is

still valid and can be used if the situation and
terrain warrants its use.

error in the computed length caused by a 2-second

angular error. As the base to distance ratio gets

smaller, the error in distance increases.

e. One end of the base is placed exactly on line

between the stations. The base is then measured
away from the line using a distance determined

by the expansion ratio and the accuracy desired.

The advantage in using a perpendicular base in-

stead of an oblique base is that it requires shorter

distance measurements, fewer angular observa-

tions and simpler computations. Due to the geom-
etry involved, if an oblique base must be used, the

smaller of the two angles at the base terminals

should be greater than 60 .

d. The horizontal directions should be measured
with the appropriate number of circle positions

(para 4-14) as required by the specifications for

the order of traverse. The total error for each

station is determined through horizontal closures

and by appropriate adjustments (TM 6-287).

Speed in the observations can also be improved by
leaving the tribrachs with the optical plummets
attached to the tripods and interchanging the

theodolite and target set.

Table 6-t. Short Base Expansion Ratio

Ratio dam to
distance

Angle Error in computed length
subtended due to 2-eecond error

in angle

6-30. Short Bote Method

The short base method is similar to subtense,

except that an accurately measured base line is

used instead of the two-meter bar.

a. The base line or short base is placed along

the line to be measured and at a 90° angle to the

line (0, fig. 6-10). It is usually placed at the

center (BD = center base) and since it is at a

right angle to the traverse line, it is called a per-

pendicular base. Occasionally, it cannot be placed

at a 90° angle, and must be at some other angle

(®, fig. 6-10). It then becomes an oblique base

(BF). If the terrain does not permit a center

base, a perpendicular end base (AE) may have to

be substituted. However, every attempt should be

made to establish a perpendicular center base.

b. The base must be long enough to minimize

the effects of instrumental error on the distance

to be measured. This requires it to be larger than

one-twentieth, and preferably about one-tenth, of

the distance to be measured. Table 6-2 lists the

1/10

1/20

1/25

1/80

1/35

1/40

1/45

1/50

5°42'40»

2°61'46*

2°17'26'

1°54'86'

1°38'12'

1°25'65"

1°16'22'

1°08'45*

10,800

1

5,152

1

4,122

1

8,488

1

2,946

1

2,578

1

2,291

1

2,062
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CHAPTER 7

PLANETABLE TOPOGRAPHY

Section I.

7-1 . Introduction

Planetabling is a method of surveying by which

the topographer can make a map in the field while

viewing the area being mapped. The planetable

method eliminates the necessity for lengthy field

notes ; the only field record is the finished map.

The planetable map can be tied into existing con-

trol or can be an uncontrolled sheet. Planetable

surveys are only conducted for the lowest orders

of accuracy. Very seldom, if ever will the

accuracy of a planetable survey be greater than 1

part in 1000 for horizontal position and about 1 ft

yj "miles for elevations.

7-2. Description

The planetable, alidade, and stadia board or Phil-

adelphia rod are used in combination in a planeta-

ble survey. With these instruments, the direction,

the distance, and difference in elevation can be

measured and plotted in the field. The planetable

operation produces a completed sketch or map
without need for further plotting or computing.

a. Planetable. The planetable (fig. 7-1) consists

of a drawing board mounted on a tripod with a

leveling device designed as part of the board and

tripod. The leveling head used by the military sur-

veyor is of the ball-and-socket-type (fig. 7-2). The
board (G), either 46 x 61 centimeters, or 61 x 79

centimeters, has an attached recessed fitting

which screws onto the top of the spindle (A).

Wingnut (B) controls the grip of" parts C and D
on the cup E. By releasing wingnut (B), the

drawing board can be tilted in any direction to

level it. Wingnut (F) acts only on the spindle (A)

and when released, permits the leveled board to be

rotated in azimuth for orientation. The tripod is

shorter than the theodolite or level tripods, and
when set up, brings the planetable board about

waist high for easy plotting. One precaution must
be observed in attaching the planetable to the tri-

pod head. A paper gasket should be placed be-

EQUIPMENT

tween the fittings to prevent sticking or "freez-

ing" of the threads.

6. Alidade. The alidade (fig. 7-3) is a straight-

edge with a sighting device parallel to the edge.

The more precise types have telescopes for sight-

ing, special reticles for distance measuring, and
graduated arcs for measuring vertical angles. A
new version also includes a self-leveling, optical-

reading system with enclosed graduated arcs.

(1) The open-sight alidade (®, fig. 7-3)

which is very useful in sketching small areas, has

collapsible open sights attached to the straight-

edge. A level vial is mounted on the straightedge

for keeping the alidade level. A trough compass is

also furnished for attaching to the board. By
sighting through the rear peep sight, it is possible

to determine a level line and the slope from the

sighting point. No magnification is provided, so

the sight lines are kept relatively short. The dis-

tance can be measured by pacing or can be meas-
ured with a tape if more accuracy is required. A
10-mil graduated scale, number every fifth line

from to 40, runs up the right edge, and down
the left edge of the front sight for determining

slopes.

(2) The telescopic alidades (® and (3), fig.

7-3) consists of a straightedge with a rigidly

mounted telescope which can be rotated through a

vertical angle of about ± 30°. One type has a

telescope set on a high standard or post to raise it

above the table. This permits direct viewing

through the telescope which is at a comfortable

height. The other type has the telescope mounted
on a short standard, close to the straightedge. A
right-angle prism is attached to the eyepiece and
permits viewing through the telescope by looking

down into the eyepiece.

(3) The telescope on the high standard

usually is 16 power and on the low standard 12

power. Both are the inverting type with inter-

nal focusing. The prismatic eyepiece inverts the

image top to bottom, so that it appears erect but
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reversed side to side. The line of sight through the

telescope in a level position is parallel to the

straightedge on the base. The telescope reticle has

horizontal and vertical crosswires and a set of

stadia wires (para 2-12). The stadia wires are

used to measure distance (para 6-26). The verti-

cal distance between the upper and lower stadia

wires is carefully read and multiplied by the sta-

dia interval factor. This value is the straight line

distance between the center of instrument and the

rod.

(4) A circular level vial and a magnetic com-

pass are attached to the base. These are used to

level the planetable board and orient it in the

proper position. Since the tripod head does not

permit as fine a movement as a leveling screw, the

bubble is centered as accurately as possible. Then
the wingnut (B, fig. 7-2) is set firmly but not

tight. Light tapping on the proper corner of the

board is used to refine the leveling after which the

wingnut is properly tightened. To orient the plane-

table board, wingnut (F, fig. 7-2) is loosened and

the board rotated. It is good practice to draw a

magnetic north line on the cover sheet or on two
pieces of tape attached near the edges of the

board. The straightedge is set on this line during

orientation. When the board is rotated and the

alidade is faced approximately north, the mag-
netic needle is relased and will have room to

swing in its case without hitting the sides.

(5) The telescope alidades have two other im-

portant features used in planetable surveying.

7-2
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These are the detachable striding level and the

stadia arc (para 7-3). The striding level contains

a long bubble, and when attached, permits accu-

rate leveling of the line of sight. The bubble is

mounted in a metal tube with V-fittings on each

end. These fittings are placed astride the telescope

and bear on built-in polished brass rings on each

side of the center standard. A spring clip on the

level grips a center pin on the top of the telescope

and keeps the level from falling or being knocked
off during operation. A button on the side of the

level releases the clip for removing the level. For
checking and adjusting, the level is reversible.

The striding level is normally used to establish a

A—Spindle

B—Wing-nut for tilting clamp
C—Orientation clamp
D—Socket
£—Tilting clamp
F—Wingnut for orientation clamp
G—Planetable

Figure 7-2. Cross section of tripod head.

horizontal line of sight and to use the alidade as a

level.

(6) A new model telescopic alidade is cur-

rently in use and it is a self-leveling, optical-read-

ing instrument. Instead of the exterior arc and
level bubble, a prism system with a suspended

element, and enclosed arcs is used. As long as the

alidade base is leveled to within one-half degree of

horizontal, the suspended element (or pendulum)
will swing into position and the vertical arc index

which is attached to it will assume a leveled posi-

tion. The scales are read directly through an opti-

cal train. This combination permits faster opera-

tion and there is no chance of forgetting to index

the arc bubble and introduce errors into the read-

ings.

e. Rods or Boards. The stadia board (para

8-15) is most generally used in planetable sur-

veys. However, any rod or board may be used as

long as it is graduated. When the stadia board is

not available, the standard leveling rod (para

8-13) is usually used. This rod is read directly

without the use of a target.

d. Auxiliary Equipment. The auxiliary equip-

ment consists of a coated plastic or paper planeta-

ble sheet on which the map or sketch is drawn,

drawing materials (scribing tools for coated plas-

tic or pencils for the paper), scales for plotting

distances, triangles, waterproof table covers, um-

brella, and notebook. The planetable sheet is at-

tached to the board by flat-headed, threaded studs

which fit into recesses in the board and do not

obstruct the alidade's movement. The planetable

sheets are of scale-stable plastic with a roughened
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surface to retain ink or pencil lines, or a paint-

coated surface which can be scribed with steel

points. The painted surface will accept pencil or

ink for drawing the information just as on the

paper, but when the paint is scribed (cut away)
with the steel points, a negative copy is produced.

7-3. Stadia Arc

The stadia arc assembly (fig. 7-4) consists of a

vertical arc mounted on the end of the left trun-

nion and a vernier attached to the left bearings by
means of an arm. A level vial is attached to the

upper end of the arm and a tangent screw con-

trols the movement of the vial. Once adjusted this

vial establishes a reference from which vertical

angles can be measured even if the planetable is

not exactly level. The stadia arc is a group of

three scales; one to measure vertical angles; the

second, to compute the difference in elevation

when the line of sight is above or below a level

line ; and the third, to obtain a correction factor to

convert the measured slope distance to the hori-

zontal distance.

a. Vertical Scale. To obtain difference in eleva-

tion (DE) between the instrument and rod, the

scale marked VERT, or V is used. The index point

of this scale is marked 50, so a reading of less

than 50 indicates that the telescope (line of sight)

is depressed, while a reading greater than 50
shows that the telescope is elevated. The number
of graduation above or below 50 is the factor by
which the stadia intercept is multiplied to obtain

the difference in elevation.

(1) The telescope is moved vertically first,

until the three wires fall on the rod, and then

until the vertical scale index is exactly on a grad-

uation. The whole number of graduations which
results is easier to multiply by the intercept to get

the DE.

(2) The value of the intercept between the

upper and lower wires is read through the tele-

scope. This is the value which is multiplied by the

vertical scale reading minus 50 to get the DE.

(3) The center wire reading on the rod is

added or subtracted to get the total backsight or
foresight for leveling (para 8-4).

(4) The procedure for reading is as follows:

(a) Assume that a foot rod is used, the arc

reading is 48, and the three wires read 4.10, 7.30,

and 10.50.

(6) The multiplying factor is the arc read-

ing minus 50 (43— 50= 7).

7-4

Figure 7-4. Stadia are.
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(c) The stadia intercept is the upper wire
minus the lower wire (10.50— 4.10 = 6.4).

(d) The DE is the multiplying factor times
stadia intercept (—7 x 6.40 = —44.8 ft). The
minus sign indicates the object is below the hori-

zontal plane of the instrument.

(e) The DE from the point on which the

rod is held to the height of instrument is equal to

the DE ((d) above), minus the rod reading ( —
44.8 — 7.3 = —52.1 ft). The minus indicates the

point is below the HI.

(/) This total distance is added to the sta-

tion elevation if the reading is a backsight, and
subtracted from the height of instrument if a

foresight. A detailed discussion of rod readings

and DE in backsights and foresights is given in

paragraph 8-4 and figure 8-2.

b. Horizontal Scale. The horizontal distance is

found by means of the scale marked HOR or H.

The numbers refer to the percent difference "be-

tween the slope intercept value and the horizontal

distance. When the reading is 100, the telescope is

level and the stadia intercept multiplied by the

100 equals the horizontal distance. When the read-

ing is 90, the horizontal distance is 90 times the

stadia intercept reading. Thus, with an intercept

of 6.40 feet and a horizontal scale reading of 90,

the horizontal distance would equal 90 x 6.40, or

576 feet. When the instrument has a stadia con-

stant affecting the accuracy of the work, the C
value must be added before computing the dis-

tance. The 6.40 intercept would be equivalent to a

640-foot slope distance, but a 1-foot value for C
would make the total distance equal 641 feet. The
90 percent of 641 feet would equal 576.9 feet.

c. Vertical Angle Scale. The third scale on the

arc is a vertical angle scale with an index value of

30°, and a vernier to read to the nearest 1 minute

in one direction only. After the angle is read, 30°

is subtracted from the reading. If the result is a

plus angle, the telescope was elevated; if minus,

the telescope was depressed. This is an actual

vertical angle, and can be used in trigonometric

leveling (para 8-17) or in slope taping (para

ft-3).

7-4. Care

The alidade's telescope and stadia arc, the plane-

table's tripod, and the stadia rod are similar to

equipment previously described. Their care is

identical to the other equipment. The drawing

board and straightedge are unique to planetable

surveys and their care is described below.

a. Tripod care is discussed in paragraph 2-4.

The telescope and stadia arc are similar to the

transit's telescope and vertical circle and the care

of both is the same (para 4-4). The stadia rod's

care is similar to other leveling rods (para

3-lSc).

6. The planetable is used for careful drawing of

map features and for sketching. Dents or grooves

in the board will hinder good drawing. The sur-

face should be protected from injury. A coating of

wax will protect the finish and prevent moisture

from causing warpage or unglueing of the joints.

When the manuscript sheet is in place, it should

be covered with a protective plastic or paper sheet

to prevent injury to the drawn or scribed copy.

The straightedge is a drafting instrument and
must be free of nicks and dents. The blade must
be flat since it will affect the leveling of the plane-

table (para 7-5e) as well as the drawing of

straight lines.

c. All equipment should be kept clean of dirt

and dust. Any that accumulated must be wiped
off. Lenses should be brushed and wiped with cha-

mois or lens tissue; wooden parts wiped with

damp cloths and dried ; and metal parts wiped and
lightly coated with oil where it will not act as a

dust catcher and cause trouble.

d. In operation, the greatest chance of damag-
ing the instrument is when placing alidade on the

planetable for leveling the board. The board can

tip and the instrument can slide off. Do not re-

lease the alidade until the board is leveled and
locked in place by the wingnut. When setting up
the tripod, hold the alidade until the board is in

place and leveled by eye. Place the alidade on the

table, but do not let go of it. Level the board and

set the wingnut before releasing the alidade. The
planetable operator must never lean on the board.

To carry the alidade, the standard is hooked in

the crook of the elbow, the blade or standard held

against the body, and the forearm crossed in front

of the body. For long distances, the alidade is

placed into its case and the planetable removed

from the tripod. From station to station travel,

the planetable is carried under the arm or over

the shoulder, depending on the terrain and vegeta-

tion cover. Special care must be taken when trav-

eling through brushy or wooded areas. The plane-

table extends beyond the body limits and can eas-

ily catch on a tree or be scraped by the under-

brush. It is advisable to carry the planetable

under the arm, board forward, to avoid hitting

obstructions and damaging the leveling joint or
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splitting the board. A waterproof cover is

provided for use when a sudden shower comes up.

The unbrella is extremely useful in planetable op-

erations. The glare from the drawing surface

when plotting in sunny weather can tire the eyes.

The umbrella will shade the board and permit

faster and more accurate plotting.

7-5. Adjustments

The telescopic alidade requires six adjustments.

They should be made in the listed sequence. A
seventh adjustment given under g below, is the

only one required for the self-indexing alidade.

Prior to the alidade adjustment, the planetable is

set up and carefully leveled.

a. CoUimation of the Crosswires. To make the

line of sight through the crosswire intersection

coincide with the axis of the telescope

—

(1) Point the alidade at a distant well-defined

point.

(2) Rotate the telescope in its sleeve. The

intersection of the crosswires should remain on

the distant point. If the distant point appears to

move away from either or both the crosswires,

they should be adjusted.

(3) Adjust each crosswire separately until

the intersection of the crosswires continually bi-

sects the distant point as the telescope is rotated

through 180°.

6. Vertically of the Vertical Crosswire. To

make the vertical crosswire perpendicular to the

horizontal axis of the telescope

—

(1) See that parallax is eliminated and that

the alidade is leveled. Sight the vertical wire on a

well defined point, and move the telescope slightly

up and down on its horizontal axis with the slow

motion screw. If the instrument is in adjustment,

the vertical wire will appear to follow the point

through its entire length.

(2) If it does not, loosen the screws holding

the crosswires and slightly rotate the ring by tap-

ping the screws lightly.

(3) Sight again on the point and if the verti-

cal wire does not follow the point through its en-

tire length as telescope is moved up and down,

rotate the ring again.

(4) Repeat this process until the condition is

satisfied.

(5) Repeat the collimation check (a above).

c. Striding Level. To make the axis of the strid-

ing level parallel to the line of sight—

(1) Clip the striding level into place on the

telescope.

(2) Center the level bubble using the tangent

screw.

(3) Unclip, reverse, and reclip the striding

level.

(4) If the bubble is off center, bring it half-

way back using the tangent screw.

(5) Complete the centering, using the pair of

capstan screws at one end of the bubble tube.

(6) Repeat the test and adjustment until a

reversal of the striding level does not move the

bubble off center.

d. Vertical Arc Control Level. To make the

vertical arc read true vertical angles

—

(1) Place the alidade on a stable, flat, ap-

proximately level surface.

(2) Place the striding level on the telescope.

(3) Center the bubble of the striding level in

its vial.

(4) Move the zero graduation of the vernier

into coincidence with the 30° graduation of the

vertical arc. If the bubble of the vertical arc con-

trol level comes to rest off center, use the adjust-

ing screws near one end of the vertical arc control

level to move the bubble until it is centered in the

vial.

e. Circular Level.

(1) Set up and approximately level the plane-

table.

(2) Place the alidade near the center of the

drawing board.

(3) Draw a line along the length of the ali-

dade blade.

(4) Turn the alidade 180° and replace the

edge of the blade on the line previously drawn on

the board. The bubble of the circular level should

now come to rest at the center of the circle.

(5) If the bubble comes to rest off center, the

blade must be checked for flatness. When the test

indicates the blade is warped, the blade must be

flattened. If a test of the level still indicates an

error, the bubble should be adjusted by placing

small shims under the edge of the bubble holder.

/. Stadia Arc. To make the stadia arc read the

true stadia factors for horizontal and vertical

corrections

—

(1) Test and adjust the vertical arc control

level (d above).

(2) Inspect the stadia arc index mark or

marks. The index for horizontal corrections

7-6
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should be in exact coincidence with the arc gradu-
ation numbered 100. The index for the vertical

corrections should be in exact coincidence with
the arc graduation numbered 50.

(3) When the bubbles of the striding level

and the vertical arc control level are both centered

in their vials and the stadia arc is not properly

positioned, loosen the index plate holding screws

with a screwdriver, move the plate to its proper
position, and clamp in place by retightening the

screws.

g. Self-Indexing Alidades. To set the scales of

the self-indexing alidade at their correct values

when the line of sight is horizontal

—

(1) Setup and level the planetable over one or

two selected points at about the same elevation

and about 75 meters apart.

(2) Place the rod against the planetable, slide

the left side of the alidade up to the rod, read, and
record the exact height of the friction adjusting

screw on the end of the telescope axle. A pencil

mark at this point on the rod will be helpful.

(3) Move the rod to the other selected point,

sight upon the marked point, read, and record the

vertical angle scale.

(4) Move and set up the planetable at the

second position.

(5) Check the height of the adjusting screw
at this point ((2) above) and move the rod to the

first point.

(6) Sight on the second marked ((5) above)

point (if not the same as the first point), read,

and record the vertical angle scale.

(7) If the instrument is in adjustment, the

sum of the two readings ((3) and (6) above) will

equal 180°. If the sum is not 180°, the instrument

needs adjustment.

(8) To adjust, loosen the capstan locknut to

the right of the tangent screw and move the read-

ing an amount equal to one-half the difference

between the sum and 180°. For example:

Reading at position (1) = 89° 48'

Reading at position (2) = 90° 20'

Sum = 180° 08'

Amount of correction = 08V2 = — 04'

(Tha sum was greater than 180°, so the correction

is minus.)

(9) With the instrument still set up at the

second position, the value is changed, 90° 20' —
04' = 90° 16'.

(10) After making the adjustment repeat the

procedure (2) through (7) above as a check.

Section II. HELD PROCEDURE

7-6. Description

Planetable surveys combine the stadia method
(para 6-26) and field sketching on a drawing
board, or planetable (para 7-la). Stadia deter-

mines the distance and elevation, while the plane-

table is used to obtain the direction to selected

points. If the planetable is set up over or near a
station of known location and elevation, the rela-

tive positions and elevations of unknown points

can be determined and plotted on the drawing
board.

a. The primary considerations in planetable

surveys are the area that the survey will include,

and the purpose for which it will be used. These
will determine the size of the sketch that must be

drawn on the board. The sketch must be drawn
to fit on the drawing board and to serve its in-

tended purpose, by assigning a scale to be used.

The scale is the equivalent distance on the draw-
ing that corresponds to the distance on the

ground. Thus, 1 :1000, called a representative

fraction or scale, signifies that 1 unit on the

sketch equals 1,000 similar units on the ground.

This value could be stated as 1 meter on the

sketch equals 1000 meters on the ground or 1 cen-

timeter equals 10 meters. In most construction

surveys feet and inches are used to express scale

;

however, the representative fraction is always

stated in the same units. For example, 1" = 400'

is generally used in construction sketches. This

states that 1 inch equals 400 feet, but the repre-

sentative fraction for this scale, would be 1 inch

equals 4,800 inches (same units) or 1:4800. For

mapping large areas, modern photogrammetric

methods have almost entirely replaced field map-
ping methods. Photogrammetric topographic

maps are usually made for reproduction in large

quantities at scales of 1:50,000 or smaller, with

contour intervals of 10 meters or more. Regard-

less of modern advancements, small areas must
often be mapped to a larger scale, with a smaller

contour interval, by the use of the field mapping

methods discussed in this section. The maps made
by these methods usually have a scale between

1 :600 and 1 :12000, and a contour interval of V2
foot to 10 feet. A more detailed discussion of map
scales can be found in TM 5-240.
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6. Once the sketch size and scale have been es-

tablished, the location of the area to be sketched

must be referenced to some definite position or

place. This is done by plotting the existing control

(horizontal and/or vertical) on the prepared plane-

table sheet. This existing control along with the

control to be established in the area forms the

skeleton which is to be filled in with the necessary

detail. The positions of all horizontal control

points are computed on a single rectangular grid

system for ease of plotting. The grid system is

plotted at the correct scale and then the horizontal

control is added (TM 5-240). Vertical control

that is established on the horizontal control sta-

tions should also be noted on the planetable sheet.

On some large scale construction surveys, pre-

viously established control may not be available or

may be at some prohibitive distance away. Under
these conditions, the planetable party should as-

sume and establish their own starting stations

and mark them on the ground for future tie-in to

the control network. When more than one planeta-

ble sheet is required for the area at the required

scale, neat (border) lines should be drawn on the

sheets to act as match lines for the data plotted on

the adjacent sheets. The sheets should have an
overlap area for ease of matching.

c. After the control and grid is plotted, the

planetable, alidade, and rods are used to perform
the survey operations.

7—7. Party Organization

The planetable party consists of three or four men
—topographer or planetable operator, computer,

and rodmen.

a. Topographer. The topographer is the chief of

the party. He sets up, levels, and orients the plane-

table, makes the necessary readings for determi-

nation of horizontal distances and elevations, and
plots the detail on the planetable sheet as the

work proceeds. He also directs the other members
of the party.

6. Computer. The computer, reduces stadia

readings to horizontal and vertical distances, and
computes the ground elevation for rod observa-

tions. He carries and positions the umbrella to

shade the planetable, and performs other duties as

directed by the topographer. At times, the com-

puter may be used as an additional rodman, espe-

cially when the terrain is relatively flat, and the

computations are mostly for leveling alone.

c. Rodmen. The number of rodmen will depend

on the terrain and the number of personnel avail-

able. As stated in b above, the computer may be

used as a rodman. The rodman carries a stadia

board (or rod) and holds it vertically at detail

points and at critical terrain points. An inexperi-

enced rodman must be directed by the topogra-

pher to each point where the board is to be held.

An experienced rodman will expedite the work of

the party by selecting the proper board positions

himself, and by returning at times to the planeta-

ble to draw in special detail that he may have

noticed.

7-8. Orienting the Planetable

Before the plotting of positions and elevations can

begin, the planetable must be oriented. Orienta-

tion consists of rotating the planetable around its

vertical axis until the plotted information is in

exactly the same relationship as the data on the

ground. There are several methods of orienting

the board. Some require the planetable to be set

up over a point whose position is plotted on the

board. Others do not have this requirement. One
method uses the magnetic compass for orienta-

tion.

a. Backsighting. The usual method of orienting

the planetable is to place the alidade straightedge

along a line between two plotted points ; one rep-

resenting the occupied station, and the other, a

known station visible from the occupied station.

Then, with the orienting clamp loose, the drawing
board is turned until the alidade sights on the

selected known station. The line between the two
stations on the ground is now parallel to the line

between the plotted points. The clamp is tight-

ened. The orientation is checked by sighting on

another visible and plotted point. The direction to

any other visible point can be plotted as a ray

from the plotted position of the occupied station.

6. Use of the Magnetic Compass. To use the

magnetic needle, a magnetic north line must be

drawn on the planetable sheet. The planetable

must first be set up and oriented by backsighting

as described above. The alidade is moved toward
one edge of the board, and the magnetic needle

lowered onto its pivot. With the board clamped,

the alidade is carefully positioned in a direction

where the needle lines up with the index marks in

the compass box, and the alidade is facing north.

This alinement is maintained while a north line is

drawn along the straightedge blade. Once this line

is drawn, orientation consists of placing the

straightedge blade along the drawn north line,

and rotating the table until the needle lines up

with the index marks. Wherever the planetable is

7-8
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oriented with the magnetic needle, it will always

be alined in the proper direction. The great disad-

vantage of magnetic orientation is the inconsis-

tency of the earth's magnetic field (patra 9-6)

which causes unpredictable shifts in the pointing.

For this reason, the magnetic needle should not be

used for orienting when the orientation can be

accomplished by backsighting. In addition, areas

where local attraction exists will cause deviations

in the needle. The operator must constantly be

aware of this possibility and use other methods.

c. Resection. The methods (described in a and 6

above) require occupying one of the stations

whose position is plotted. However, the planetable

may also be oriented without occupying any plot-

ted stations. A technique, called resection, uses

two or more visible points whose positions are

plotted on the planetable. Rays are drawn from
the plotted points back toward the occupied, but

unplotted point. In some methods of resection, ori-

entation is simultaneous with the point location;

in others, the newly located position is used in

conjunction with the previously plotted points to

orient the planetable.

(1) Fundamental methods. The basic method
of resection uses a direction or ray previously

drawn to a prominent or well defined feature.

Occasionally, this direction, if not previously

drawn, is established by setting up on the exten-

sion of a line through two previously plotted and
visible points. In areas without local magnetic at-

traction, a magentic orientation can furnish a

starting point. Another very effective method of

resection uses three visible points and their plot-

ted positions in a graphic construction on tracing

paper. These four methods are described below.

(a) A previously drawn ray is used in this

basic method of resection. For example, while

occupying a high top during a survey, the planeta-

ble operator sees a lone tree on a ridge some dis-

tance away. He draws a ray toward this tree and

labels it. At some later time while in the vicinity

of the lone tree, the operator sets the planetable

on line between the tree and the previously occu-

pied top. Placing the alidade along the drawn ray,

the operator rotates the planetable until the line

of sight intersects the position on the previously

occupied top. He clamps the planetable. In this

manner, the planetable is oriented without

occupying a plotted position. Sighting at one or

more visible and plotted points, the operator can

draw resection rays, and thus plot and check the

position of the planetable.

(6) A special case of the method described

in (a) above, is shown in (7), figure 7-5, where the

occupied station (D) is ranged in on the line

through two known stations (A and B). In this

case, a previously drawn ray is not required. In-

stead, the operator must locate the planetable

setup so that it is exactly on line with points A
and B. When the alidade is set in position so that

the straightedge passes through the plotted posi-

tions of A and B, and the planetable rotated so

that the line of sight intersects A and Bt a ray

drawn along the straightedge will also pass

through the setup position (D). The planetable is

oriented by backsighting along this known line

and clamped. Then a ray is drawn through an-

other plotted and visible station (C), locating the

position of the unknown station (D) at the the

intersection of the two lines. The accuracy with

which point D can be located depends on the pre-

cision with which line ABD can be established

and the angle of intersection CDA. The nearer the

angle to 90°, the stronger the intersection. Also, if

the length of AB is greater than BD, any small

error in ranging on AB will create a still smaller

error in establishing point D. Thus, a point lo-

cated at D' will have a stronger location than D.

(c) Occasionally, in field mapping, a plane-

table operator will find himself in a location

from which he can only see two plotted control

stations, and the method described in (6) above,

is not practical. If the area is relatively free of

local magnetic attraction, the table can be ori-

ented by magnetic needle, and resected using the

known plotted points (a' b', (5), fig. 7-5) , and the

equivalent visible stations (A and B). c' is the

location of the planetable and the board is ori-

ented.

(d) The graphic construction on tracing

paper plots the position of an unknown occupied

location, but requires three visible and plotted

points. The accuracy is better than with any of

the three methods described above, but is not as

great as with the three-point method ( (3) below).

Tracing paper or transparent plactic on which

lines can be drawn is required. The procedure is

as follows

:

1. Set up, level, and clamp the planetable.

A general, even though rough, orientation is very

helpful at this point.

2. Locate three well defined, visible

points at some distance from the planetable,

whose positions are plotted on the planetable. If a

choice is available, select the points around the

horizon to give strong intersections.
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Figure 7-6. PlanetabU orientation.

3. Attach the tracing paper or plastic

directly over the planetable drawing.

4. Estimate a tentative location for the

setup and mark the point carefully on the tracing

paper.

5. Moving only the alidade, sight on each

of the three selected points, in turn, using the esti-

mated location as a pivot point.

6. Draw a ray on the tracing paper in

the direction of each of the sighted points using

fine lines. When drawing these rays, disregard the

plotted positions of the three points. Use only the

plotted tentative location and the three visible

points on the ground.

7. Remove the alidade from the planeta-

ble and release the tracing.

8. Shift the tracing until all of the three

drawn rays pass through the respective plotted

positions of the points sighted upon.

7-10
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9. The pivot (tentative location) point is

now exactly over the required location on the

planetable. It can be transferred to the planetable

by marking through the tracing.

10. The planetable is oriented finally by

using the newly marked point and one or more of

the three visible points.

11. The orientation and location must be

checked by sighting upon another visible and plot-

ted point and drawing a ray from it toward the

marked location. If the ray does not intersect the

marked point, the orientation is not correct and

the tracing and shifting procedure should be

checked.

(2) Two-point method. When two points are

visible, but the local magnetic attraction is too

great for needle orientation, orientation is still

possible on an unplotted point. The two-point

method is used to orient the planetable and estab-

lish a station position when the two control sta-

tions cannot be conveniently occupied.

(a) In (5) figure 7-5, a and b are the plot-

ted positions of the visible, inaccessible control

stations A and B, and unplotted point C, is ap-

proximately estimated and marked (c')«

(6) Select an auxiliary point D where the

resection lines from A and B will give a strong

intersection (greater than 30°). D must be located

with respect to C so that rays to A and B from

both C and D will also give strong intersections.

(c) Set up the planetable at point D and

orient by eye, approxiately. Resect on A and B.

The intersection of these lines is d', the tentative

position of D. Draw a ray from d' toward C. Plot

the point c' on this ray at the estimated distance

from D to C.

(d) Set up the planetable at point C and
orient by backsight on D. The error in this orien-

tation is the same in magnitude and direction as it

was at D. Sight on A and draw the ray through c'

intersecting the line ad' at a'. In a like manner,
sight on B to obtain b'. Quadrilateral aVd'c' is

similar to ABCD. The line a'b' will always be

parallel to the line AB, and the error in orienta-

tion will be indicated by the angle between line ab
and a'b'.

(e) To correct the orientation, place the

alidade on the line a'b' and sight on a distinctive,

distant point. Then, move the alidade to line ab.

Rotate the planetable to sight again on this point.

The planetable is now oriented, and a resection

from A and B through a and b established the

position of the lesired point c.

(3) Three-point method. The three-point

method involves orienting the planetable and plot-

ting a station when three known plotted stations

can be seen but not conveniently occupied.

(a) Set up the planetable at the unknown
point P. (®, fig. 7-5), and orient by eye or com-
pass, approximately. Draw rays to the known
points A, B, and C. The point ab denotes the in-

tersection of the ray to A with the ray to B.

Points be and ac are similar in their notation. If

the planetable is oriented properly, the rays to the

three known points will intersect at a single point.

Usually, the first orientation is not accurate, and
these rays intersect at three points (ab, be, and
ac) forming a triangle, known as the triangle of

error.

(6) From the geometry involved, the loca-

tion of the desired point, P, must fulfill three con-

ditions with respect to the triangle.

1. It will fall to the same side of all three

rays, that is, either to the right or to the left of all

three rays.

2. It will be proportionately as far from
each ray as the distance from the triangle to the

respective plotted point.

8. It will be inside of the triangle of

error, if the triangle of error is inside of the main
plotted triangle; and outside of the triangle of

error, if it is outside of the main triangle.

(c) In the figure, note that the triangle of

error is outside of the main triangle, and almost

twice as far from B as from A, and about equally

as far from C as from B. The desired point, P,

must be about equidistant from the rays to B and
to C, and about one-half as far from the ray to A,

and the three measurements must be made to the

same side of the respective rays. As drawn, only

one location will fulfill all these conditions and
that is near P'. This is assumed as the desired

location.

(d) The planetable is reoriented using P'

and backsighting on one of the farther points

(B). The new rays (a',b', and c') are drawn. An-
other (smaller) triangle of error results. This

means that the selected position, P', was not quite

far enough. Another point, P, is selected using the

conditions above, the table is reoriented, and the

new rays drawn. If the triangle had become
larger, a mistake was made and the selected point

was on the wrong side of one of the rays. The
directions should be rechecked and the point rese-

lected in the proper dirction.

(e) The new point, P, shows no triangle of

error when the rays are drawn. It can be assumed
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to be the desired location of the point over which

the planetable is set. In addition, the orientation

is correct. Using a fourth known and plotted point

as a check, a ray drawn from that point should

also pass through P. If not, an error has been

made and the process must be repeated.

(/) The third try should, normally, bring

the triangle of error down to a point, and in many
cases, only two are needed. If after three tries, the

triangle has not decreased to a point, a circular

arc should be drawn through one set of equivalent

intersections (ab, a'b') and another arc through

either of the other sets (be, b'c', or ac, a'c'). The
intersections of the two arcs will locate the de-

sired point, P. This intersection is used to orient

the planetable. A check sight on a fourth point

will prove the location.

(g) There is one possible combination of

three points which can present a problem, and the

planetable operator should be aware of this possi-

bility. When the three known points and the un-

known point are on the circumference of a circle,

the orientation will always result in a point in-

tersection (not a triangle of error). No matter

which way the table is oriented, the rays will al-

ways intersect at a point. These points, if suffi-

cient number is selected, will form a circle with

the known points on the circumference. When the

first orientation results in a point, the operator

must use a fourth known point to prove the loca-

tion. This fourth point should be selected so that

is cannot possibly be on a circumference with the

other three known points. If the fourth ray inter-

sects the drawn point, the orientation and location

may be assumed correct.

7-9. Point Location

Point location determines horizontal positions.

The planetable triangulation uses a graphical de-

termination. Any two plotted points on the plane-

table sheet can act as a base for triangulation. A
ray drawn from each of these points to some un-

known point will form a triangle, with the dis-

tance between the two known plotted points as the

third side. The newly plotted position of the third

point will be at the crossing of the rays. The rays

to the unknown point may be drawn while occupy-

ing the known stations. This is called intersection.

The rays may also be drawn while occupying the

unknown point, and this is called resection.

a. Resection. The methods of resection are de-

scribed in paragraph 7-8c. Using resection, it is

unnecessary for the operator to occupy the known
stations, which at times may be inconvenient or

impractical. However, resection should include

more than two known points to determine the lo-

cation to a higher degree of precision.

6. Intersection. Intersection is accomplished by
setting up and orienting the planetable at each of
two or more known stations in turn. At each of

these stations, the alidade is pointed toward the

unknown point, and a ray is drawn from the plot-

ted position of the occupied station toward the

point being located. As such rays are drawn from
two or more known stations, their point of in-

tersection is the plotted position for the required

station. Two known points are the minimum re-

quirement to establish a location. For more
accuracy, three or more known positions must be

occupied.

c. Radiation. In planetable surveys when in-

tersection is used, a series of radiating rays are

drawn and marked. This technique is called radia-

tion since all rays radiate from the known station.

Radiating rays drawn from other known stations

will intersect the first rays to locate the points.

When drawing the rays, it is necessary to identify

to what object each one was drawn. The object

may not look the same when viewed from another

direction and the intersecting ray can be drawn to

some other point resulting in an incorrect point

location.

d. Combined Method. The planetable can com-

bine resection with intersection to establish posi-

tions. This method is used all through the planeta-

ble survey. Let us assume that while on a known
point, and after completing the primary observa-

tions, the topographer draws another series of ra-

diating rays toward obvious or prominent fea-

tures visible from his station. These rays may not

be needed immediately, but at any time in the

future that the prominent feature is occupied, the

ray can be used as an orienting line. A resection

(para 7-8c) from other visible and plotted points

will locate the feature. This technique is very use-

ful in areas where the magnetic declination is er-

ratic.

7-10. Planetable Traverse

Traverse starts from a known position and uses a

continuous series of direction and distances to es-

tablish positions.

a. In planetable traverse after orientation, the

direction is drawn to the next point on the survey

with a radiating ray. The distance between the

occupied point and the new point is measured and
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plotted along the ray. The new plotted position is

now considered a known point, and can be occu-

pied and used as the next station on the line. The
planetable is set up over this station and oriented,

and another radiating ray is drawn to the next

point. The traverse, radiating ray and distance, is

continued until the next plotted position is

reached.

b. Orientation plays a very important part in

planetable traverse. Slight errors in direction at

each setup can accumulate rapidly and become

large in a short time. Long traverses should be

avoided except in reconnaissance surveys. If a

traverse must be extended, it is a good practice to

use intersection methods first (para 7-96) and

establish tie points so that no more than three

traverse setups have to be made without a posi-

tion check. The survey's direction can be main-

tained within acceptable limits in this manner,

and with carefully measured and plotted dis-

tances, the accuracy of the survey can be main-

tained.

c. After a traverse is closed, any accumulated

errors, both in distance and direction are equally

divided among the stations. Small closure errors

are divided by the number of traverse setups. One
line drawn from the final surveyed point to the

previously plotted tie-in point will define the

direction in which the corrections must be made.

Lines are drawn through each of the plotted tra-

verse stations parallel to the correction line. A
proportioned amount of correction is applied at

each of the stations along the parallel lines, and

results in a corrected traverse line. The error can

also be adjusted by using a piece of tracing paper.

The traverse points are carefully traced on the

tracing paper. Using the starting point as a pivot,

the tracing is swung until the final surveyed point

and the plotted tie-in point coincide, or both are in

line with the starting point. The stations along

the route are transferred to the planetable in

their adjusted positions. Small amounts of error

in the direction of the line from the starting point

to the tie-in point are prorated and applied at

each station. Any additional information located

during the survey can now be transferred to the

adjusted traverse line.

d. For greater accuracy, the traverse can be run

using a transit or theodolite. The traverse station

values are computed and adjusted, and the ad-

justed positions are plotted on the planetable to

form a control skeleton from which the sketching

can start.

7-11. Plotting Detail

A topographic survey is made to determine the

shape or relief of part of the earth's surface, and
the location of natural and artificial objects there-

on. Detail is the term applied to information

which is added to the planetable drawing to make
a completed sketch or map.

a. The detail that is included is divided into

several categories, which in a general way follow

the colors printed on the map. The subdivision is

as follows

:

(1) Works of man or culture, such as build-

ings, roads, railroads, bridges, and dams.

(2) Drainage features, such as streams, riv-

ers, and lakes.

(3) Natural features, such as woods, and
brushwood.

(4) Relief, including contours and elevations.

6. Detail positions are plotted to scale with re-

spect to the plotted position of the occupied sta-

tion. They are normally located by radiating rays

and distances measured by stadia, and plotted di-

rectly on the planetable sheet. The ground eleva-

tion at each point is determined and shown on the

sheet at the plotted position, using the decimal

point of the figure as the plotted point. A further

discussion of locating detail will be found in chap-

ter 13. On larger scale maps, it is often possible to

represent the true shape of features to scale. On
small scale maps, buildings and other features

must often be symbolized with the symbol cen-

tered on the true position, but drawn larger than

the scale of the map. Such detail is portrayed on

the map by means of standardized topographic

symbols (FM 21-31).

7-12. Contouring

Detail points and elevations for contouring are

usually located at key points, distinct changes in

ground slope, or in the direction of a contour.

After a number of key points have been located

(usually from one occupied station) and plotted,

sketching of the contour lines is started.

a. Contour lines are drawn on the amp by logi-

cal contouring. Ground elevations are determined

at key points plotted on the planetable sheet. Such

key points are located at the following positions

:

(1) Hill or mountain tops.

(2) Ridge lines.

(3) Top and foot of steep slopes.

(4) Valleys and streams.
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Figure 7-8. Plotting detail and contouring.
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(5) Saddles between hills.

6. Figure 7-6 shows a portion of a planetable

sheet and the manner in which contour lines are

drawn. Key points with description and elevation

are shown as in <7), figure 7-6. To aid in drawing
the contours, the drainage and the ridge lines are

sketched. The contours crossing these lines are

marked by interpolation. Along the slopes, the

contours are interpolated between the marked key

points using short dashes ((2), fig. 7-6). The final

step is to join the equivalent contour lines ((3), fig.

7-6). When joining contours, the topographer

must utilize his view of the terrain. If the terrain

along the slopes is curved smoothly, the topogra-

pher should join his contours with smooth convex

or concave curves to depict the terrain. Relatively

straight and angular slopes are reflected by more
or less straight contour lines. Slopes with numer-
ous small drains should be contoured using lines

with indentations at the proper locations to show
this condition. This method of contouring should

continue as the survey progresses. In addition to

the sketching, the topographer should constantly

be alert for any additional key points around him
that may be used for future contouring. These

points are included in the survey and marked to

be used at some future setup.

c. When contouring, it must be remembered
that stream and ridge lines have a primary influ-

ence on the direction of the contour lines, and that

the slope of the terrain controls the spacing of the

contour lines. Contour lines crossing a stream fol-

low the general direction of the stream on both

sides, then cross the stream in a fairly sharp V
that points upstream. Also, contour lines curve

around the nose of ridges in the form of a JLJ

pointing downhill and cross ridge lines at approx-

imately right angles.

d. Every fifth contour line should be drawn
heavier than the other, and the elevations of these

heavier lines should be shown at frequent inter-

vals. These heavy, numbered contour lines are

those representing multiples of the 5-, 10-, 25-,

50-, 100-foot or 5-, 10-, 20-, or 50-meter elevations.

For example, with a 10-foot or meter contour in-

terval, the 50-foot or meter contour lines would be

heavy and numbered.

7-13. Practical Hints

The topographer sketches the terrain using the

measured and plotted information as a skeleton.

His ability to see and interpret the ground fea-

tures, and to transfer them to the planetable

sketch is important. Some of the problems have
been discussed in the different phases above.

Below are listed some practical hints.

a. The topographer should not remain continu-

ously at the planetable, but should move around to

acquaint himself thoroughly with the terrain.

b. The magnetic needle can often be used to

advantage to orient the planetable approximately

at the start of a resection problem.

c. When drawing a ray toward a detail point,

draw only a short line near the estimated position

for the point, and label the ray.

d. Extend the scope of the work by drawing
radiating rays to easily distinguished points at

some distance from the planetable, even though no

distance measurement is made. A future intersect-

ing ray from a different angle will locate the

point.

e. Accurate plotting of distances is critical.

/. Planatable traverses should be kept to a mini-

mum.

g. The topographer should face the area he is

contouring.

h. Contour lines should not be drawn beyond
the determined and plotted elevations.

7-14. Compilation

The field measurements necessary for planetable

compilation use the basic method described. How-
ever, sometimes it is more convenient to complete

the drawing in the office from field data, while at

other times, it is better to compile in the field as

the measurements are made.

a. Office Compilation. The measurements are

made in the field, recorded in a notebook, and
later used in the office either by the field man or

by an office man who may be familiar with the

terrain.

(1) Transit and tape. In this method, the en-

gineer transit and a tape are used to determine

the horizontal positions of the required points,

and the engineer level or transit is used to deter-

mine their elevations.

(2) Transit and stadia. In this method, the

transit and stadia are used to determine both the

horizontal and vertical measurements to the re-

quired points.

6. Field Compilation. The measurements are

made in tie field and converted and plotted di-
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rectly onto a sketch or drawing before or while

the next measurement is being made.

(1) Transit and planetable. In this method,

the transit and tape or transit and stadia are used

to locate the required points. They are plotted on

the planetable as the measurements are made.

(2) Planetable, telescopic alidade, and stadia.

This method is similar to that of (1) above,

except that all measurements for the location of

the detail points are made with the telescopic ali-

dade by the stadia method.

c. Comparison. At times there is doubt as to the

advantage of some method of field measurement.

Accuracy requirements will dictate the precision,

and in most cases, the proper instrument and
method. However, if a choice is possible, the fol-

lowing list will help to make the decision

:

(1) Advantages. Field sketching has the fol-

lowing advantages

:

(a) The terrain, being in view, reduces the

possibility of missing important detail.

(6) Detail can be sketched in its proper

position on the map with a minimum of measure-

ments. This applies especially to the representa-

tion of relief, where the contour lines can be

sketched between plotted key detail points.

(c) A greater area can be mapped in a

given period of time.

(d) Field notes are required, but only until

the measurements are plotted. There is less

chance for an error to be overlooked until it is too

late to correct.

(e) Fewer detail points will have to be lo-

cated, because the topographer can sketch in con-

siderable detail by eye.

(/) Triangulation can be accomplished

graphically and computations avoided.

(g) Office work is reduced to a minimum.

(2) Disadvantages. The disadvantages of the

field sketching system are not as many numeri-

cally, but may offset the advantages. This does not

include the accuracy comparison of each method.

(a) The planetable and alidade are rather

bulky, and cumbersome to handle. In rough ter-

rain or brushy country, the planetable is awkward
to carry from point to point.

(6) Sketching under field conditions can be

uncomfortable and even difficult especially in cold

weather.

(c) Field measurements are recorded in

the notebook, but not identified exactly, so the

methods of checking designed to uncover mistakes

cannot be used effectively once field work is com-

pleted.

(d) Numerous items of equipment such as

drafting scales, triangles, and dividers must be

used, and therefore carried in the field during the

survey.

Section III. STRIP TOPOGRAPHY AND PROFILES

7-15. Method

When a road, railroad, or canal is to be con-

structed, a preliminary traverse usually is run in

the general direction of the final alinement to aid

in the final selection of the route. To determine

the amount of earthmoving that will be required

(cut or fill) to bring the natural grade to the final

grade, profiles are run over the traverse line. Ad-
ditional measurements can then be made from
which a topographic map can be drawn. This map
normally represents the topography along the tra-

verse line, and for 300 to 400 feet (approximately

100 meters) on each side of the traverse. Such a

topographic map is a long narrow strip on which

the location engineer can lay out the tangents and

curves for the final alinement, and compute the

volume of earth to be added to removed to estab-

lish the final grade.

a. When the preliminary traverse is run in the

field, stakes normally are set at 100-foot, 50-foot,

or 20-meter intervals along the traverse lines de-

pending on the survey. Profile levels (para 8-14)

are run over the staked lines to determine the

ground elevation at each station and at any other

point along the line where there is a definite

change in the slope of the ground.

6. By use of the Abney hand level or a clinome-

ter, approximate ground slopes are determined

along cross section lines at each of the marked
stations. These cross sections extend for distances

of 300 to 400 feet on both sides of the traverse

line.

c. The strip can be readily compiled in the

drafting room from the traverse, profile, and
cross slope measurements.

7-16. Field Procedures

This is the process carried out in the field for final

office compilation.

a. The Abney hand level or clinometer is used

for the approximate measurement of slopes. For
use with this instrument, two rodmen are often
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equipped with short rods marked at the same
height as the instrumentman's eye. These rods are

about 6 feet long with 1-inch adhesive tape

wrapped horizontally at the instrumentman's eye

level.

6. The topographer, with the clinometer, stands

over a traverse stake and estimates the direction

of a line perpendicular to the traverse line (app.

B). A rodman who is out on one side of the line

an estimated distance of 300 to 400 feet, is waved
onto the perpendicular line. Then the topographer

measures and records the percent of slope be-

tween his eye and the mark on the rod. The topog-

rapher then turns around and repeats the proce-

dure with the second rodman. The three-men ad-

vance and measure the slopes from the next

marked station.

c. When there is a definite change in the ground

slope between marked stations, a metallic tape

may be used to measure the distance to the point

of change, and the ground slope is determined (as

in b above) using the change point as a marked
station.

d. An experienced topographer can often oper-

ate without the rodmen. In this case, he estimates

the distance above the ground at which he will

sight when measuring the cross slopes.

7-17. Plotting

Strip topographic maps are usually plotted to a

scale of 1 inch equals 400 feet, but a scale of 1

inch equals 200 feet may sometimes be required.

The normal contour interval is 5 feet.

a. Since the preliminary traverse forms the

basic horizontal control for the strip topographic

map, it must be plotted to scale before the topog-

raphy is plotted. Every 100-foot station is marked
on the plot, and the ground elevation at each of

these stations is marked alongside the station

mark. Lines are drawn through each station

mark, perpendicular to the traverse line, and dis-

tances are marked on these crosslines to represent

800 and 400 feet each side of the traverse line.

This forms a network of points marking the cor-

ners of three rows.

b. The measured ground slopes are used with

the ground elevation at each traverse station to

determine the approximate ground elevation at

the points 300 to 400 feet out from the traverse

line, and at intermediate points as required. Per-

cent slope indicates the change in elevation of one

unit for each 100 units of horizontal distance. The
elevation of each corner of the squares is deter-

mined. The contours can be drawn easily between

these elevations.

c. In heavily wooded terrain, the method of

strip topography can often be used to advantage

for the construction of a topographic map of a

large area. In this case, straight parallel transit

and tape traverse lines are run through the area

at intervals of 100 and 200 meters. Side slopes are

measured for distances of 50 to 100 meters each

side of the parallel lines. A topographic map of

the area is compiled from the measurements using

the technique described above and filling between

the strips with the same technique.
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CHAPTER 8

LEVELING

Section I. INTRODUCTION

8-1. Description

Leveling is the operation of determining the dif-

ference in elevation between points on the earth's

surface. A level reference surface or datum is es-

tablished and an elevation assigned to it. Differ-

ences in the determined elevation are subtracted

from or added to this assigned value and result in

the elevations of the points. A level surface is one

on which every point is perpendicular to the

direction of the plumb line. It differs from a plane

surface which is flat and is perpendicular to a

plumb line at any one point. A body of still water

will assume a level surface. If the changes in the

surface of the ocean, caused by such influences as

tides, currents, winds, atmospheric pressure, and

the rotation of earth could be eliminated, the re-

sulting surface would be level. The ocean's level

surface is determined by averaging a series of

tidal height observations over a Metonic Cycle

(approximately 19 calendar years). This average,

called mean sea level, is the most common datum
for leveling and is usually assigned an elevation

of zero. This datum remains in effect until con-

tinuing observations show a significant difference,

and it becomes worthwhile to change to the new
datum. In the United States, the mean sea level

datum of 1929 is still in effect.

8-2. Types of Leveling

Leveling is subdivided into two major categories:

direct and indirect.

a. Direct Leveling. Direct leveling is usually re-

ferred to as differential or spirit leveling. In this

method the difference in elevation between a

known elevation and the height of instrument,

and then the difference in elevation from the

height of instrument to an unknown point, are

determined by measuring the vertical distance

with a precise or semiprecise level and leveling

rods. This is the only method that will yield accu-

racies of third or higher order. Refer to section II

of this chapter for a description of this method,

6. Indirect Leveling. There are two methods of

doing indirect leveling: trigonometric and baro-

metric.

(1) Trigonometric. This method applies the

fundamentals of trigonometry to determine the

differences in elevation by observing vertical an-

gles (above or below a horizontal plane) and a

horizontal distance (measured or computed) to

compute the vertical distance between points. This

method is generally used for lower order leveling

where the terrain is prohibitive to direct leveling.

Refer to section III of this chapter for a descrip-

tion of this method.

(2) Barometric. This method uses the differ-

ences in atmospheric pressure as observed with a

barometer or altimeter to determine the differ-

ences in elevation between points. This is the least

used and least accurate method of determined dif-

ferences in elevation. This method should only be

used in surveys when one of the other methods is

unfeasible or would involve great expense in time

or money. Generally in surveying this method is

used for small scale mapping projects and field

artillery surveys as necessary. This method can

and is used extensively for preliminary field re-

connaissance missions by all types of army units

when gathering terrain intelligence data, where

the primary interest is the "lay of land" and not

accurate differences in elevation. Refer to section

IV of this chapter for a description of this

method.

8-3. Orders of Accuracy

Leveling, like all other methods of survey is di-

vided into degrees (orders) of precision. The type

and purpose of the survey being accomplished will

dictate the order of precision required, and which
in turn will dictate the method and instruments

needed to achieve that precision. In engineer sur-
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veys, leveling is divided into first, second, third,

and lower orders of precision. Lower order is con-

sidered to be any degree of precision less than

third order in engineer surveys. In field artillery

surveys, leveling is usually divided into fourth

and fifth orders of precision. For a detailed dis-

cussion of orders of precision in leveling, refer to

TM 5-233 for construction surveys, TM 5-441 for

geodetic and topographic surveys, and FM 6-2 for

field artillery surveys.

Section II. DIFFERENTIAL LEVELING

8-4. General

In direct leveling a horizontal line of sight is es-

tablished using a sensitive level bubble in a level

vial. The instrument is leveled and the line of

sight adjusted to be parallel to the level vial axis.

When leveled, the line of sight of the instrument

describes a horizontal plane (fig. 8-1). This proce-

dure is referred to as differential or spirit leveling

as described below.

a. The leveling operation (fig. 8-2) consists of

holding a rod vertically on a point of known eleva-

tion. A level reading is then made through the

telescope on the rod, known as a backsight (BS),

which gives the vertical distance from the ground
elevation to the line of sight. By adding this back-

sight reading to the known elevation, the line of

sight elevation, called height of instrument (HI),

is determined. Another rod is placed on a point of

unknown elevation, and a foresight (FS) reading

is taken. By subtracting the foresight reading

from the height of instrument, the elevation of

the new point is established. After the foresight is

completed the rod remains on that point and the

instrument and back rod are moved to forward

positions. The instrument is set up approximately

midway between the old and new rod positions.

The new sighting on the back rod is a backsight

for a new height of instrument and the sighting

on the front rod is a foresight for a new elevation.

The points on which the rods are held for the

foresights and backsights are called turning

points (TP's) . Other foresights made to points not

along the main line are known as sideshots. This

procedure is used as many times as necessary to

transfer a point of known elevation to another

distant point of unknown elevation.

6. Normally, for third and higher orders, sight

distances are kept below 75 meters, except when
necessary to pass or cross an obstacle. For lower

order lines, the length of sight depends upon the

optical qualities of the instrument and atmos-

pheric conditions, with the maximum being about

600 meters under ideal conditions. Before starting

leveling, a reconnaissance of the terrain must be

made. Probable locations of turning points and

instrument setups can be noted. The scope of the

terrain is a prime consideration in leveling. The
normal instrument height at any setup is about

1.5 meters. On even downhill slopes, the ground,

where the instrument is set up, must not be more
than 1 to 1.5 meters below the turning point for a

level backsight. On the foresight, the extended 4-

meter rod can be held on the ground about 2.5

meters below the instrument ground level, and

still permit a reading to be taken. This means that

HEIGHT OF INSTRUMENT PLANE (HI)

KE + BS = HI HI - FS = UKE

Figure 8-1. Direct leveling.

8-2
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Figure 8-2. Leveling operation.

going downhill, the tendency will be to make fore-

sight distances longer. The backsights tend to be

longer in running uphill. During the reconnais-

sance, line of sight can be estimated by sighting

through a hand level. This can determine possible

instrument and rod setups. The distances between

are paced remembering to balance the foresights

and backsights. The procedure is to sight at the

uphill point with the hand level making sure that

the line of sight is above ground level. The dis-

tance from the proposed turning point to the pro-

posed instrument position is paced and the same
amount paced to establish the next turning point.

Once the distance between points and instrument

is determined, this same amount can be paced as

long as the slope remains about the same. This

procedure balances the distances and makes sure

that a level line will fall on the rod. The balancing

of the foresight and backsight distances is very

important in leveling.

c. Slight errors in line of sight adjusting will

distort the horizontal plane into a conical plane

above or below the horizontal. Unequal distances

between backsight and foresight rod positions

will cause an error which will increase in propor-
tion to the distance (fig. 8-3). If the same sight

(back or fore) are consistently longer, the error

will accumulate. To eliminate this source of error,

the level should be set up midway between the
TP's. This is not always possible, and the next
best method is to balance backsights and fore-

sights at every opportunity. In practice, the dis-

tance from the back rod to instrument and instru-

ment to the front rod is measured at each setup

by stadia and then recorded. A separate running
total of backsight and foresight distances is kept

and the two totals should be continually balanced

and not left until the last few setups before clos-

ing the line or made up by combining one very

long and one very short sight. However, if the

inequality is introduced by one long sight, then it

should be compensated for in one sight before a

change in refraction takes place. Balancing of

backsides and foresights is used to minimize er-

rors caused by the line of sight not being horizon-

tal. Balancing the sums of the backsights and
foresights does not correct curvature and refrac-

tion errors, which depend on the square of the

distance.

d. A sample differential leveling run is shown
in figure 8-2. The rod is held on a point of known
elevation, Bench Mark 35, (j). The level is set up
at ® midway between © and ®. The backsight

reading is added to the BM elevation and gives the

resulting height of instrument. The distance is

read and recorded for balancing. The rod is moved
from (F) to (2). The foresight reading on (2) is sub-

tracted from the HI to get the elevation of point

(2). The distance is read and recorded at this

point, also. The rod is held at (2) which becomes a
turning point, and the level is moved to ®. Here
the slope is becoming a factor. The setup at® will

require a longer foreight than backsight, and
point (3) must be selected to get across the valley

on one setup. The rod still at (2) is rotated to face
the instrument at ® and the backsight and dis-

tance are read. Since balancing had been achieved
between Q and (2), the new balancing starts again
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with ®. When the HI at <D is computed, the rod

moves to® for a new foresight and elevation. The
process continues (level to ©9 rod to ©, level to

(§), and rod to 0) and appropriate readings are

taken until BM 36 is reached. After point is

reached and the valley crossed, instrument posi-

tion © is selected to balance the distances before

reaching the next BM. If BM 36 has a previously

established elevation, the elevation computed from
the level run is compared to it to determine the

amount of error in the line. If BM 36 is being

established, the level line must continue until a
known elevation is reached and the level run value

can be checked against it. This known elevation

must have been established to an order of accu-

racy equal to or greater than the accuracy re-

quired for the level line. A discussion of high
orders of accuracy and leveling methods to achieve
them will be found in TM 5-441.

8-5. Curvature and Refraction

The level surface defined in paragraph 8-1, will

follow the curvature of earth.

a. A direct line between two points on this level

surface will also follow the curvature of the earth

and is called a level line. A horizontal line of sight

through the telescope is perpendicular to the

plumb line only at the telescope, and is therefore a
straight line, not a level line (fig. 8-4). The line

Figure 8-3, Error due to unbalanced sights.

OH is a horizontal line perpendicular to the plumb
line at point A. Line OL is a level line and paral-

lels the surface of the earth. At each point, OL is

perpendicular to a plumb line. In leveling, as the

distance between points increases, the correction

for curvature of earth must be applied to account

for the difference between a level line and a hori-

zontal line of sight.

6. Another correction which must be considered

is the atmospheric refraction. The earth's atmos-

phere will refract or bend a ray of light due to

differences in the density of the air between the

instrument and the point being viewed. Figure

8-4 illustrates this. Due to the atmospheric dens-

ity difference the ray of light will follow the path

OR. When viewed through the telescope point R
will appear to be at point H.

c. To make the correction for curvature and

fraction, the computations must first locate point

R from point H, and second determine the amount

to bring point R down to point L and establish a

level line. In practice, the two corrections are

combined. RH is about one-eighth of LH, and the

value is given by the formula

:

h= M2 X 0.0000676

where:

h is the correction in millimeters

M is the distance between points in meters.

Table 8-1 lists the values for h and M for dis-

tances up to 300 meters.

8-6. Party Organization

The organization of the differential level party

will depend upon variables such as the order of

accuracy required and the number of experienced

personnel available. The smallest party consists of

two men, an instrumentman and rodman. The in-

strumentman records his own notes. To improve
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the efficiency of the different leveling operations,

additional personnel are required. A second rod-

man to alternate on backsights and foresights will

speed up leveling. A recorder will allow the in-

strumentman to take readings as soon as the rod-

men are in position. In surveys requiring a shaded

instrument, an umbrella man is necessary.

Table 8-1. Correction for Curvature and Refraction

Distance meter*
Correction
millimeters

Distance
meters

Correction
millimeters

0to27 0.0 160 1.8

28 to 47 0.1 170 2.1

48 to 60 0.2 180 2.3

61 to 72 0.3 190 2.6

73 to 81 0.4 200 2.8

82 to 90 0.5 210 3.0

91 to 98 0.6 220 3.3

99 to 105 0.7 230 3.7

106 to 112 0.8 240 4.0

118 to 118 0.9 250 4.3

119 to 124 1.0 260 4.7

125 to 130 1.1 270 5.0

131 to 136 1.2 280 5.4

137 to 141 1.3 290 5.8

142 to 146 1.4 300 6.2

147 to 150 1.5

8-7. Equipment

The type of equipment needed to run a differential

level line depends upon the order of accuracy re-

quirements. The various types of leveling instru-

ments and accessories are discussed in chapter 3.

8-8. Field Procedure

The leveling operation requires the teamwork of

both the levelman and the rodman at the moment
of reading to achieve consistent results. The sur-

vey accuracy depends upon the refinement with

which the line of sight can be made horizontal, the

ability of the rodman to hold the rod vertical, and

the precision to which the rod is read. Accuracy

with instruments using spirit level bubbles must
also consider the adjustment of the level vial and

the precision with which the bubble axis and the

line of sight are made parallel. Self-leveling in-

struments use a pendulum-prism combination to

level the line of sight automatically when the in-

strument is first brought near level with a circu-

lar bubble. Due to the geometry of the prism as-

sembly, the greatest accuracy in leveling the line

of sight is achieved when the circular bubble is

most accurately centered and the pendulum move-

ment is at a minimum.

a. Instrument. The level must be in adjustment

before starting the leveling operation (para 3-5,

3-8, or 3-12). For precise leveling, the adjust-

ment should be checked every day before the start

and again at the end of a day's work to verify the
adjustment. Other types of leveling require one
check a day. Once the instrument is adjusted, op-

eration consists of setting up and leveling it, and
taking the readings to the specified accuracy. Tak-
ing a reading consists of determining the position

where the crosswire apparently intersects the rod,

and of recording this value. Each instrument
setup requires one backsight reading to establish

the height of instrument, and at least one fore-

sight reading to establish the elevation of the for-

ward point (either a turning point or elevation

station). Additional foresights may be required to

other points visible from the instrument setup for

which elevations are also required. Depending on
the type of survey and instrument used, either the

center wire, all three crosswires, or the microme-
ter method may be used.

(1) In the one-wire method, only the middle

crosswire is used. The levelman, looking through

the telescope, reads the value on the rod that the

center wire apparently intersects. If the survey

accuracy requires more precise readings, the tar-

get with its vernier is used. The levelman, while

sighting through the instrument, signals the rod-

man to move the target up or down until the cross-

wire bisects the horizontal line between the alter-

nate red and white quadrants on the target. When
the bisection is achieved, the levelman signals

"OK", and the rodman locks the target in position

until the reading is complete. After locking the

target, a check reading should be made to see that

the target did not slip during the locking opera-

tion. The recorder should be near the level to

record direct readings or near the rodman to

record target setting operations. Immediately be-

fore taking any reading, the levelman should

check the level bubble and bring it back to center

if necessary. A small amount of tripod settling

may be encountered, especially if the tripod legs

are not set firmly or if the ground is soft. The
practice of checking the bubble just before taking

each rading will minimize the errors.

(2) The sequence for taking a level reading is'

as follows

:

(a) The level is set up and leveled (para

2-8).

(6) The telescope is pointed so that its

vertical crosswire is just off to one side of the rod

and the instrument clamped.

(c) The objective is focused and the paral-

lax is checked (para 2-12c).
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(d) The level bubble is checked for center-

ing and improved if necessary.

(e) The rod is read and the value recorded.

(/) The bubble is rechecked for centering.

If it is off center, it must be recentered and the

reading repeated.

(g) Once the levelman is satisfied that the

bubble has remained centered while he took his

reading, he reads the intercept between the upper

and lower wires to measure the distance from the

level to the rod. This distance is used for balanc-

ing foresights and backsights and does not have

to be read closer than to the nearest centimeter.

(h) The levelman signals "OK" to the rod-

man so that he can proceed to the next position.

(i) The telescope is undamped, revolved,

pointed at the next rod position, focused, parallax

checked, rod read, and bubble centering re-

checked.

(;) This method continues until the desired

number of foresights are taken and a turning

point established. The distance to the rod at the

turning point is read and recorded. The rodman
holds his position on the turning point.

(fe) The level is moved to its next setup

position and the procedure repeated.

(3) The target setting procedure requires the

levelman to use hand or voice signals to the rod-

man to move the target until the crosswire bisects

the target. If the rod must be extended, the target

is set and the upper section of the rod is moved up

or down until the reading is set. The rod is

clamped. After the levelman has completed his op-

eration and signals "OK", the rodman reads the

rod and vernier if necessary.

(4) The three-wire method requires the same
preparation as the one-wire method. It is good

practice to check and clear the parallax very care-

fully for this operation. The position of each hori-

zontal wire on the rod is read separately. They
are recorded as the upper, middle, and lower

wires. The differences between the upper and mid-

dle, and the middle and lower wires are known as

the half stadia intervals or thread intervals. The
two differences should agree within an allowable

amount or the readings must be repeated more
carefully. An example of this allowable amount is

0.003 meter for second and third order accuracy.

A separate distance reading is unnecessary in this

three-wire method of operation, since the differ-

ence between the upper and lower wires multi-

plied by the stadia factor is the distance.

(5) The micrometer method requires the

same preparation as the one-wire method. After

8-6

establishing a horizontal line of sight, the mi-
crometer knob is used to set middle wire (or
wedge-shaped lines) of the reticle to the near
graduated line (usually centimeter) on the rod.
The graduated value of this line read directly

from the rod and decimal portion of the reading is

read from the micrometer. The distance is found
by reading the top and bottom stadia wires as in
the one-wire method. The Wild N3 level is

equipped with this type of micrometer, and for a
detailed description of the method of reading it

refer to the manufacturer's operators manual.

6. Rod. The action of the rodman, and the care
with which he positions and holds the rod will

affect the speed and the accuracy of the leveling

operation.

(1) Before setting the rod on any point, the
rodman should clean the top of the point and the
rod shoe for a good contact.

(2) The rod is placed firmly on the point, and
the rodman stands facing the instrument and
slightly behind the rod, holding it in front of him
with both hands. His feet should be spaced about

meter apart for a comfortable stance.

(3) The rodman holds the rod as nearly vert-

ical as possible, places a rod level (para 3-17)

against the rod, and moves the top end of the rod
until the bubbles are centered. Without a rod
level, the rod is balanced, using the finger tips to

prevent it from falling over. A properly balanced

rod will stand for several seconds before starting

to fall. This process of balancing the rod verti-

cally is known as plumbing the rod.

(4) During a strong wind, it is difficult to

plumb the rod and to hold it steady for any length

of time. Under this condition, the levelman may
call for the rodman to wave the rod. The rod is

waved by pivoting it on its base and swinging it

in a slow arc toward the instrument and away.

The shoe should be kept firmly seated during this

operation. The motion of the rod permits the lev-

elman to read the rod when it reaches a vertical

position at the top of the arc, and the smallest

value appears on the rod. Before or after this

vertical position, the rod reading will increase.

(5) When setting a turning point, the rod-

man should set the turning pin or pedestal (para

3-18) firmly in contact with the ground. Any un-

firm footing can sag under the weight of the rod

and result in erroneous readings between fore-

sight and backsight. During freezing and thaw-

ing weather, the ground surface can heave in a

comparatively short time. Pins and pedestals can
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be affected by the heave between a foresight and
the following backsight. For higher order of

accuracy surveys the instrument man should be

aware of this possibility and select firm locations.

8—9. Recording

The field notebook or single sheet recording form
is the permanent record of the survey, the notes

must be clear, legible, and recorded with a repro-

ducible ink, preferably black or blue-black. Level-

ing notes are kept in the Level, Transit, and Gen-

eral Survey Record Book (DA Form 5-72) or on

any single sheet recording form similar to those

shown in chapter 7, TM 5-441. No survey record-

ing is considered complete until the notes and

computations have been checked and initiated by

the chief of party or his designated representa-

tive.

a. One-Wire Method Recording. DA Form 5-72

is used for the one-wire method and is completed

as shown in figure 8-5. The recording illustrated

in this figure is based on the leveling operation

shown in figure 8-2.

(1) The leveling notes start with a known
elevation or bench mark which is generally de-

scribed from previous surveys. The identification

of this point and its elevation are entered in the

proper columns on the left-hand page. The right-

hand page must show a reference to the source

of the elevation and description. At times a level

survey is run to establish grade and the exact

elevation above a datum plane is not necessary

nor readily available. A more or less permanent

point is selected as a starting point and a fictitious

value assigned to it for use on the survey. This

elevation and all elevations determined from it

can be tied in to a known elevation at a later date.

The notebook must describe this point and state

that the elevation was assumed. When a bench

mark is set, the description and a sketch, if neces-

sary, must be prepared on DA Form 1958 (De-
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scription or Recovery of Bench Mark) as shown
in figure 2-16, TM 5-441.

(2) The first reading is a backsight (BS =
1.255) and is added to the elevation (154.375) to

obtain the height of instrument (HI = 155.630).

(3) The next reading is a foresight (FS =
1.100) and is subtracted from the HI to get the

elevation (Elev.= 154.530) of the next point (TP
© or turning point in the sample notes).

(4) The first instrument setup ® was se-

lected midway between the bench mark ® and the

turning point ®. This appears in the distance

column as 65 meters on the left-hand side to show
the distance from BM to instrument, and 65 me-
ters on the right-hand side for the distance from
instrument to TP.

(5) The instrument is moved to the next
setup ® while the rod remains at the turning

point ®. The backsight (0.465) and the distance

to the rod (75) are read and recorded, and the HI
computed (154.995). The instrument is pointed at

the next turning point (5), and the foresight

(2.095) and distance (90) are read and recorded.
The elevation (152.900) is computed.

(6) This method continues until the survey is

tied to the next BM. The distance balancing (sum
of foresight distances to equal the sum of back-
sight distances) is done as the survey progresses,

and should be completed before the bench mark is

reached.

(7) The recorder's computations can be veri-

fied by adding the backsight rod readings and the
foresight rod readings separately. The difference

between the two totals is the difference in eleva-

tion between the starting and final elevation.

Applying this total to the starting elevation

should result in the final elevation. Any disagree-

ment is the result of an error in the computations
which must be rechecked.

(8) In the example, the curvature and refrac-

tion correction (para 8-5) would not be applied

since the correction for the longest distance would
only be 0.8 millimeter (table 8-1), and would not

affect any of the readings.

6. Three-Wire Method Recording. The record-

ing for the three-wire method can be done on DA
Form 5-72, but due to the limited amount of space

on the form, it is recommended that a format
similar to that shown and described in chapter 7,

TM 5-441, be used for this method.

8-10. Reciprocal Leveling

This procedure is used for either differential or

trigonometric leveling when a long sight across a
wide river, ravine, or similar obstacle must be

made. This long sight will be affected by curva-

ture and refraction, and by any small error in

alining the line of sight with the bubble axis. The
alinement error can be minimized by balancing

the long sight, and the curvature can be com-
puted. The atmospheric conditions will vary so

much over an open expanse that the refraction

correction will be very erratic. Reciprocal leveling

is designed to minimize the effect of the atmos-

phere as well as the line of sight and curvature

corrections.

a. In reciprocal leveling (fig. 8-6), the back-

sights and foresights are balanced as carefully as

possible before reaching the obstacle. A turning

point (N) is selected close to the edge of the ob-

struction, so that it is visible from a proposed

instrument location (B) on the other side. A
second rod is held on the other side of the obstruc-

tion at F. Point F should be selected so that the

equivalent distances AN and FB, and AF and BN
are approximately equal. The instrument is set up
at point A and leveled very carefully. A backsight

reading is taken on the N rod and a foresight on
the F rod. These readings are repeated several

times. The instrument is moved to point B, set up,

and carefully leveled. The rods remain at their

stations. Once again, a backsight is taken on the

N rod, and a foresight on the F rod, and repeated

several times. Since instrument leveling is very

critical in this procedure, the bubble must be

checked before each reading and centered care-

fully. If it is off center a slight amount, the proce-

dure must be repeated. The difference in elevation

between N and F is computed from the readings

Figure 8-6. Reciprocal leveling.

8-8
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at A setup and from the readings at B setup sepa-

rately. Due to the errors in the long sight, each

result will have a slightly different value. Note,

however, that the long sight is a foresight from A
and a backsight from B. The true difference in

elevation is the average of both values since the

errors have opposite signs and will cancel each

other.

6. For more accuracy, several long sight read-

ings are made for each short sight and averaged.

A target should be used on the rod, and reset for

each reading. Each series of long sights is aver-

aged and combined with corresponding short

sights for the computations.

c. Changes in atmospheric density and tempera-

ture affect the refraction of a line of sight. The
longer the time interval between reciprocal long

sights, the greater the chance of an atmospheric

change and a variation in the refraction value.

For this reason, the time lapse between the long

sights should be kept as short as possible.

d. An excellent method of avoiding the time

lapse problem is simultaneous-reciprocal observa-

tion. The object is to read both long sight values

at the same time. This requires two instruments

and observers and two rods and rodmen. Some
method of communication or sequence of opera-

tions must be agreed upon. For example, the se-

quence can be to take one short sight and five long

sights for two cycles. Both observers read their

short sights first, then signal the rodmen to turn

the rod to face the long sight observer. As soon as

the observer sees the rod on the opposite shore

facing him, he starts his long sightings. As soon

as he takes his five readings, he should make cer-

tain that the other observer is also finished. If not,

he should continue taking readings for the same
length of time even though he may have six or

seven to the other observer's five. His seven will

bracket the time of the five and the average of

each will refer to the same time interval and to

the same atmospheric conditions. This procedure

can be repeated as many times as agreed upon.

The instruments then change stations and the

procedure is repeated. The computations will re-

sult in a mean value for the difference in elevation

that will minimize the long sight errors. A more
accurate double-target method is described in TM
5-441.

e. The notekeeping for reciprocal leveling is

identical to differential leveling. A series of either

backsight or foresight readings is taken on the

far rod from one setup, and only one sighting on

the rear rod. The series of readings are averaged,

and a single value is used to make the elevation

computation. Each reading of the series is entered

on a separate line in the proper column. The com-
putation is made directly below the last reading of

the series and the average value is marked. From
this point on, the recording follows the regular

procedure.

8-11. Water Level Transfer Method

This method has a definite application in areas

near large bodies of water, such as lakes or ponds,

and in tidal waters. Elevations may be trans-

ferred using the water level for distances up to 16

kilometers.

a. Two points are selected—one from which the

elevation will be carried forward (near point),

and the other to which the elevation will be trans-

ferred (far point). A temporary bench mark
(para 8-12) is established below the water sur-

face at each of the points.

6. Rods are held on each of the bench marks
and the elevation of the water surface is read.

c. Observations are made simultaneously at

both points at 5-minute intervals for a period of

30 minutes on 2 separate days.

d. The difference in readings is the difference in

elevation between the points, and when added to

the elevation of the near point will establish the

elevation of the far point. The section of level line

which is run to establish the near elevation must
be double run to insure the accuracy of the trans-

fer.

e. Observations must follow certain precautions

as shown below

:

(1) Water level observations must be made
on calm days since the wind can build up water on
the leeward side of the lake and can also create

rough water making reading difficult.

(2) Observations must not be made on oppo-

site sides of causeways or narrow straits, or in

lakes connected only at high water stages. These

conditions result in a lag in water movement and
in different levels of water at the two points.

(3) When observing in tidal waters, tide

tables should be consulted to determine if any dif-

ference in tide exists between the two points.

Using the two nearest tide stations, on either side

of the required TBMs, the difference in time and
height of the tides should be computed for both

points. The distance between tide stations and the

distances to each of the points from the stations
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should be used to proportion the difference. If the

time or the height is not the same at both points,

water level transfer should not be used. In this

case, tidal observations (TM 5-235) should be

used to compute the elevations.

(4) In all cases, the use of running water or

tidal backwater in rivers should be avoided.

8-12. Level Bench Marks

A bench mark is a relatively permanent object,

natural or artificial, bearing a marked point

whose elevation is known. A bench mark may be

further qualified as permanent, temporary, or

supplementary. The purpose of a survey normally

will govern whether its stations will be perma-
nently or temporarily marked. When it is known
that a station may be reused over a period of

several years, the station marker should be of a

permanent type. Other stations that may never be

reused, or reused a few times within a period of 1

or 2 months, usually are marked in a temporary
manner. A permanent bench mark normally is ab-

breviated BM, whereas a temporary or supple-

mentary bench mark is called a TBM.

a. Bench marks set to third order or higher

accuracy are intended to form a framework of

basic control to which detail surveys are adjusted.

The elevations are marked in a permanent man-
ner where they will not be disturbed either by

normal native activity or by frost action. The
marks are metal caps or disks set in concrete or

stone posts, in rock outcrops, or in masonry struc-

tures. The disks carry an inscribed name of the

organization which set the mark, the name or

number of the mark for future identification, and

the date the mark was set. A more detailed de-

scription on making monuments and setting the

disks will be found in TM 5-441.

b. Bench marks of lower-order accuracies may
also be set as permanent markers, and referred to

as BMs, but the degree of permanence may only

be for a few years. Monumenting, as described in

a above, is not required. A concrete filled iron

pipe, or a chiseled square on a permanent struc-

ture (bridge abutment, culvert, or building steps)

or rock outcrop serves the purpose. This type of

mark is not readily visible and should be carefully

described for future recovery. Location of these

marks from scanty or inaccurate descriptions can

waste a tremendous amount of time. An ideal de-

scription should lead a person unfamiliar with the

original marks to the spot where it was set. If by

chance the mark was destroyed, this should make

it obvious that a long search will be a waste of
time. Marking this type of bench mark also re-

quires some ingenuity. Since no identification disk

is set, the name, number, and elevation of the

point cannot appear on the mark. Bench marks
can be marked with paint on rock or masonry if it

will not create a nuisance or instill a curiosity in

some native who will destroy or remove it for

some inherent value. A blaze on a tree, a mark on
a nearby fencepost, or a stake lettered with a

lumber crayon (keel) can be used as a guide

which will lead a surveyor with the description to

the bench mark.

c. Temporary bench marks are set for compara-
tively short time use, possibly up to several

months. A spike or a 30- to 40-penny nail, driven

into a tree or telephone pole and extending about

1 centimeter from the surface, will serve the pur-

pose. A stake driven into the ground can also be

used especially if no frost action is expected until

it is needed. The detailed description of these

points is just as important as the monumented
stations.

d. Bench mark systems or level nets consists of a
series of bench marks which are established

within a prescribed accuracy along closed circuits

and which are tied to a datum. These nets are

adjusted by computations which minimize the ef-

fects of accidental errors, and are identified as

being of a specific order of accuracy.

e. In certain areas, tidal bench marks must be

established to obtain a starting datum plane or to

check previously established elevations. Tidal

bench marks are permanent bench marks (a

above) set on high ground and tied to a tide sta-

tion near the water surface by accurate spirit lev-

els.

(1) Tide stations are classified as primary
and secondary. Primary stations require observa-

tions for periods of 19 or more years to derive

basic tidal data for a locality. Secondary stations

are operated over a limited period (usually less

than 1 year) and for a specific purpose (such as

checking elevations). The secondary station ob-

servations are always compared to and computed
from data obtained by primary stations.

(2) A tide station is set up and observations

are made for a period determined by the desired

accuracy. These observations are compared
against a primary tide station in the area and
furnish a mean value of sea level in the area.

(3) A closed loop of spirit levels is run from
the tide station over the tidal bench marks and

8-10
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tied back to the tide station. This level line must
be of the same or higher accuracy than the re-

quired bench marks.

(4) For permanency, tidal bench marks
usually are set in sets of three away from the

shore line where they are not all likely to be dis-

turbed or destroyed by natural acitivity or by fu-

ture construction. For further information con-

cerning tide stations, and tidal bench marks, refer

to TM 5-235 and TM 5-441 respectively,

8-13. Levels With a Direction instrument

or Alidade

The direction (angle) observing instruments can

also serve as levels in many surveys. A level bub-

ble is either permanently mounted on the tele-

scope (ch. 4 ) or is an auxiliar item (para

7-26 (5) ) issued with the telescopic alidade. The
alidade striding level is snapped into place when
observing level sights. The sensitivity of these

bubbles is not as great as those used on levels, but

for lower orders of accuracies they are sufficiently

precise. Those bubbles to be used for leveling

must be adjusted with their axes parallel to the

telescope line of sight. Once this adjustment is

made and the bubble leveled, locking the vertical

motion converts the instrument into a level. Its

operation as a level is the same as described in

paragraph 8-8. The only difference is that the

vertical slow motion screw may be used to recen-

ter the bubble, if necessary, before reading the

rod.

8-14. Profile Leveling

In surveying, a profile is a vertical section of the

earth measured along a predetermined or fixed

line. The profiles may be used to determine the

final grade or alinement in the construction of

roads, railroads, and sewers. They may also be

used to compute volumes of earthwork. For de-

tailed discussion of profile leveling and its use

refer to TM 5-233, Construction Surveying.

a. Profiles are a series of ground elevations de-

termined by some method of leveling. In practice,

some line such as the centerline of a road, is se-

lected. Differences in elevation are measured and

elevations are computed for each station and for

each definite change in the slope of the ground.

The elevations when plotted to scale on a sheet of

cross section (or profile) paper become the profile

along the centerline.

6. The leveling method used in profiling depends

upon the required accuracy. For rough estimates,

an Abney hand level and range pole may be suffi-

cient. Finished construction requires differential

leveling with telescopic levels and Philadelphia

rods.

c. The profile when drawn can be used to deter-

mine the final grade of the road. A series of paral-

lel profiles taken at a fixed distance apart can be
used to compute volumes of earth for areas to be

cut or filled.

d. Profiles may also be drawn for finished struc-

tures to check the final grades against the design

specifications. These profiles may or may not be

plotted on paper. In some instances, the mathe-

matical computation of grade between points will

be sufficient.

8-15. Adjustment of Leveling

The error of closure is the amount by which the

quantity obtained from surveying operations fails

to agree with the equivalent value accepted from
previous surveys. Survey computing is not com-
plete until the closure error is distributed. This

process is called adjusting. In precise surveys, the

error is adjusted using the theory of least

squares, and in some cases, weighted means. The
operations discussed in this manual normally do

not require these precise mathematical adjust-

ments. Instead, they usually take the form of

straight line adjusting or prorating. This method
assumes that the total error is the result of accu-

mulating a small error at each setup, and that the

amount of small error was the same each time.

The total error of closure is divided by the num-
ber of setups and applied progressively from the

beginning to the end of the survey. For
example, if 10 setups are made, the total error is

divided by 10. The first station or setup gets one-

tenth. The error between the first and the second

setup would also be one-tenth. Since the first setup

is corrected by one-tenth also, the total for the

second setup is two-tenths. The third setup would

get three-tenths and so on until the correction at

the tenth or closing point is ten-tenths or the full

amount of error. In leveling, the adjustment is

distributed over the turning points which carried

the elevation through the survey. All elevations

determined as sideshots from an instrument setup

must also be corrected. Their correction value is

based on the turning point from which the height

of instrument was established. Refer to TM 5-237

for a detailed description of level line adjust-

ments.
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Section III. TRIGONOMETRIC LEVELING

8-16. General

This method applies the fundamentals of trigo-

nometry to determine differences in elevation (fig.

8-7). There are two applications of this method
used by the military surveyor; on long lines of

sight for triangulation and electronic traverses

and on short lines of sight for conventional trav-

erses and level lines. The procedures and tech-

niques in this chapter pertain only to the short

line application. For trigonometric leveling on

long lines for triangulation and electronic trav-

erses, refer to chapters 4 and 6, TM 5-441, re-

spectively. Trigonometric leveling is used only for

lower order accuracies where the terrain is pro-

hibitive to differential leveling or when leveling is

needed in connection with triangulation and trav-

erses.

8-17. Description

Trigonometric leveling requires a transit, theodol-

ite, or alidade to observe the vertical angles

needed in this method. This method is particularly

adaptable to uneven terrain, where level sights

would be short due to the ground slopes and dis-

tance balancing, and for low order surveys where

time is a consideration. Distances should be kept

below 300 meters when a stadia or standard level-

ing rod is used, and the curvature and refraction

correction (para 8-5) is applied only if the survey

accuracy requires it. Trigonometric level surveys

should be tied in with sideshots to higher order

elevations whenever possible.

a. The instrument is set up and leveled at a

convenient location to see the starting point and
the first turning point. The rod is held on the

starting point. The telescope is pointed at some
easily read value (a full meter) on the rod, and
the vertical angle is read. The distance between

the instrument and rod must be determined either

by taping, by a stadia reading, or in some in-

stances by triangulation. Now, one side and one

angle of a right triangle are known (fig. 8-7).

The other sides and angle can be computed. For

trigonometric leveling, only the side opposite the

measured angle, the difference in elevation or DE,
is computed. The computation consists of multi-

plying the measured distance by the proper trig-

onometric function of the measured angle (sine;

if slope distance, OR, is measured; tangent; if

horizontal distance, OH, is measured). The result

(§) BACKSIGHT ® FORESIGHT

ELEVATION (PLUS) ANGLE

Figure 8-7. Trigonometric leveling.
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is the difference in elevation, DE, between the HI
and the point on the rod, R. The rod reading (like

in differential leveling) is added on backsights

and subtracted on foresights. The computed DE is

applied in the proper direction to obtain the HI or

the elevation as required.

(1) Depression (minus) angle backsight f©,
fig. 8-7). The rod is on a point (8) below the

instrument. The measured vertical angle (a) is

minus or a depression angle. The measured dis-

tance is either slope (OR) or horizontal (OH).
The required DE (HR) equals the distance multi-

plied by the sine or tangent of the angle (a). To
compute the HI, the rod reading, RB, and the DE
are added to the elevation of B, or HI = RB +
DE + Elev. B.

(2) Depression (minus) angle foreseight (®,
fig. 8-7). The rod is below the instrument, and the

vertical angle is minus. The DE is computed as in

(1) above. The elevation at C equals the HI minus
the DE and minus the rod reading RC, or Elev. C
= HI — DE — RC.

(3) Elevation (plus) angle backsight (($), fig.

8-7). The rod is above the instrument, and the

vertical angle is plus. The DE is computed as in

(1) above. The HI at F equals the elevation at C
plus the rod reading, RC, and minus the DE,

or Hi = Elev. C + RC — DE.

(4) Elevation (plus) angle foresight (©, fig.

8-7). The rod is above the instrument and the

angle is plus. The DE is Again computed as in (1)

above. The elevation of G equals the HI plus the

DE and minus the rod reading, RG,

or Elev. G= HI + DE — RG.

6. The distance between the instrument and the

stations must be known in trigonometric leveling

to compute the difference in elevation. This dis-

tance may be taped, measured electronically, or

read by stadia. It may be a part of another survey

(such as traverse) or it may have to be measured
during the leveling.

(1) Horizontal distances are simply multi-

plied by the tangent of the angle to get the differ-

ence in elevation. No reduction is required once

the proper corrections to the measured distance

are applied to get the true horizontal distance.

(2) Slope taping distances must be converted

to a horizontal distance before being used in this

procedure. See appendix E, for tables which list

the following

:

(a) Inclination corrections for a 50-meter

tape (table E-2).

(6) Differences in elevation for given hori-

zontal distances and gradients from 0° to 45°

(table E-3).

(c) Differences in elevation for given slope

distances and gradients from 0° to 45° (table

E-4).

(d) Horizontal distances for given slope

distances and gradients from 0° to 45° (table

E-5).

(e) Differences in elevations and horizon-

tal distances from stadia readings (table E-6).

(3) Electronic distance-measuring devices
measure the slope distance between instruments.
This is the straight line distance from unit to

unit. If the same setup is used, and the electronic

equipment is replaced with a theodolite and target
or rod, the measured vertical angle can be used to

convert the measured distance to a difference in

elevation by multiplying by the sine of the angle.

(4) Stadia distances fall into two categories.

If the instrument is level when the distance is

read, the value is converted directly to a horizon-
tal distance. When the line of sight is moved up or
down from the horizontal, the rod reading cannot
be converted directly, but requires an additional

reduction. Stadia is more fully described in para-
graph 6-26. Stadia reduction tables are provided
in appendix E. The rod intercept (interval) and
vertical angle are used with the tables and yield a
horizontal distance and a vertical difference in el-

evation.

c. The vertical angle used in trigonometric lev-

eling is the angle above or below a horizontal

plane, and is designated by a plus or a minus,

respectively.

(1) The transit's vertical circle is graduated
from 0° to 90° on each of four quadrants. A hori-

zontal line reads zero in either the direct or the

reverse position. Vertical angle values will in-

crease whether the telescope is elevated or de-

pressed. The vertical angle is read on the vernier

and the sign depends on the telescope position;

plus if elevated, and minus if depressed.

(2) The 1-minute and 1-second theodolites

use zenith distances; that is, a level sight will

read 90° on the circle. As the line of sight is

elevated, the value on the circle decreases, and
must be subtracted from 90° to give a plus vertical

angle. The depressed line of sight reading will be

greater than 90° and the amount greater is the

minus vertical angle. In the reversed position, the

1-minute and 1-second theodolites read 270° for a
horizontal line. The amount above or below 270°
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is the vertical angle, plus or minus, which is used

in trigonometric leveling.

(3) The alidade has a stadia arc with three

scales. The center scale is the angle scale and is

read by vernier to the nearest minute. Its value

for a level line is 30°. Vertical angles are deter-

mined by subtracting 30° from the reading. Ele-

vation angles will give a plus result and depres-

sion angles, a minus. The other two scales marked
H and V can be used in leveling. Their theory and
use are described more fully in paragraph 7-3.

8-18. Limiting Factors

The chief source of error in this method is in

determining the true distances between the turn-

ing points (TP's). This error can be kept to a

minimum by accurately determining the stadia

contant (para 3-8c), limiting the length of the

line of sight to 300 meters and the vertical angle

to 4 degrees or less. Vertical angles from 6 to 9
degrees are acceptable providing the length of the

sight is reduced proportionally. In no case should

the vertical angle exceed 9 degrees. Other precau-

tions to be taken are keeping the lower stadia

wire at least 0.6 meter above the ground when
reading stadia and using a rod level to plumb the

rods.

8-19. Party Organization

The organization of the trig-level party is gener-

ally that of an instrumentman (chief of party), a
recorder, and two rodmen, but this will be gov-

erned by the terrain and type of vegetation in the
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area. Where considerable brush cutting is neces-

sary, additional personnel are required.

8-20. Procedures

The allowable error of closure will generally dic-

tate the method and procedures to be used for

lower order trigonometric level lines, and this will

be specified in the project instructions.

a. Stadia Method.

(1) To run a stadia-trigonometric line of

els, set up the instrument at a convenient point

along the proposed line, measure and record the

height of instrument (para 7-3), and take a back-

sight on the rod held on the bench mark. Set the

middle wire on an arbitrarily chosen graduation

of the rod to be used as an index mark (usually

2.00 meters) and record the value. Then set the

bottom wire on the nearest whole meter and read

and record the stadia distance. Reset the middle

wire on the index mark and observe and record

the vertical angle (fig. 8-8). The telescope is re-

versed and vertical angle read again. The stadia

distance should also be checked in the reverse po-

sition. The instrument is then turned in the direc-

tion of the forward rod and a foresight is taken

on the selected turning point using the same in-

strument procedure. The instrument is moved to a

new location ahead of the front turning point as

in differential leveling, and the process repeated.
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When using a theodolite the zenith distance (ZD)
is observed and the vertical angle (VA) computed

(2) If the line of sight from the instrument

to the r6d is inclined, the stadia distance is not the

true horizontal distance and must be corrected.

This correction depends upon the observed stadia

distance and the vertical angle. Distances should

not be determined by half-stadia intervals. If it

becomes necessary to do so, the separate half in-

tervals should be observed and their sum taken as

the total distance.

(3) The recorder must check the stadia and
vertical readings before the instrument and rod is

moved. The elevation of the forward point (TP,

PBM, TBM or RM) is determined by carrying the

elevation of the back point to the instrument (HI)

and then to the forward point shown in figure 8-7

and described in paragraph 8-17a.

(4) Whenever the line of sight with the tele-

scope horizontal will intersect the rod, it is pref-

erable to read the rod as in differential leveling

(para 8-13).

6. Short Base Method. When it becomes neces-

sary to use lines of sight over 300 meters and the

EDME's are not available, the short base method
should be used. This method is performed in a

similar manner as the short base traverse. The
short base lines must be measured to at least third

order traverse accuracy with a ratio between the

measured and computed lengths not to exceed one

part in 50 parts. For the specifics of this method
refer to paragraph 7-236, TM 5-441.

c. Electronic Measuring Methods. Electronic

distance measuring may be used in conjunction

with the theodolite for trigonometric leveling in

the same manner as stadia distances are used in a

above. Due to the increase in accuracy of the

measurement of the slope distance, the length of

the line of sight may be extended to meet the

situation. At any time the length of the line of

sight exceeds 300 meters, simultaneous reciprocal

angles must be observed.

d. Alidade Method. The alidade and planetable

may be used for lower order elevations. When
using the alidade the vertical angle is usually

measured in terms of Beamans, instead of de-

grees. The procedure is the same as in a above.

The difference in elevation and distance determi-

nation using the scales of the stadia arc is de-

scribed in paragraph 7-3. For a recording format,

refer to figure 8-9, DA Form 5-72.

Section IV. BAROMETRIC LEVELING

8-21. General

a. On certain survey (engineer or field artil-

lery) projects in remote and difficult terrain, the

accuracy requirements for vertical control (eleva-

tions) may be lowered to such an extent that the

barometric method of establishing elevations be-

comes the most practical and economical, particu-

larly if modern transportation methods such as

the helicopter are available. The procedures and
techniques discussed in this section are based on

the assumption that helicopters will be used to

transport the field parties for establishing eleva-

tions by the barometric method.

6. Barometric (or altimeter) surveys are run by
one of three methods—the leapfrog, the single-

base, and the two-base. The single-base method
requires a minimum of observers and equipment.

However, it needs a series of corrections and is

neither as practical nor as accurate as the other

two. The two-base method is generally accepted as

the standard method for accuracy and is most

widely used in engineer surveys. It requires fewer

corrections than the single-base method. The leap-

frog method uses the same type of corrections as

the single-base, but the altimeters are always in

close relationship to each other and are operating

under reasonably similar atmospheric conditions.

The results are more accurate than the single-base

method but less accurate than the two-base

method.

8-22. Preparation

Before the starting of any barometric survey and
regardless of the method used, certain precau-

tions, considerations, and corrections must be ob-

served and/or computed.

a. Weather. Accuracy of barometric surveys is

primarily related to the prevailing weather condi-

tions (para 3-216). The weather must be favora-

ble or the results will be inaccurate. Wind velocity

is an excellent indicator of the degree of atmos-

pheric stability and should be used as a guide.

Wind velocities of 8 knots and below (Beaufort

No. 3 or less, table 3-1) are considered favorable

during the leveling. In wind velocities between 8

and 13 knots, extreme caution must be used. Baro-

metric leveling should never be attempted in

winds exceeding 13 knots. The early morning

8-16
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hours (0600 to 0900), and the early evening hours

(1600 to 2000) present the most stable pressure

conditions while midday presents the poorest. The
surveys should be planned to make the greatest

use of the better hours. Overcast days are more
suitable than sunny days, especially when the

cloud cover is great enough to shut out the sun's

rays and create uniform temperatures and stable

atmosphere. Avoid observations during thunder-

storms and whirlwind or squall conditions.

6. Terrain. Terrain alone does not present seri-

ous problems in altimetry. However, its effect on

the local atmospheric conditions cause air pres-

sure instabilities and misleading results. As the

sun rises, it heats one side of a hill from the top

down. The heat from different objects warms the

air surrounding them. This warm air rises and

the cooler air from the higher altitudes settles,

creating air currents and local winds. This air

movement, in turn, causes local variations in the

atmospheric pressures which are not reflected at

any base station altimeters. In mountainous ter-

rain, best results are obtained on or near the tops

and ridges and the poorest in the valleys and low

spots. Temperature and air pressure differences

can also occur between areas in the shade and

those in the sun. The most consistant pattern is

obtained in flat or gently rolling country with a

similar type of vegetation where air disturbances

are gentle and temperatures change more or less

evenly throughout the day. Altimeters must be

shaded during the time of observations.

c. Watch Synchronization. In altimetry, the

readings are made on points which normally are

not intervisible. To make sure that the field alti-

meters and those at the base stations are read at

the same time and during the same atmospheric

conditions, a specific procedure has been devel-

oped. This procedure is based on time and re-

quires accurate watches. The watches must be

synchronized before the start of the field survey

and checked again after the completion of the sur-

vey. If time is available, the watches should be

checked for at least 1 day prior to the survey, and

a rate and correction factor determined for each

watch. Knowing the rate, each observer can de-

termine exactly what time the even 5-minute mark

is reached for his reading.

d. Time of Readings. All readings at the base

stations are taken on the even 5-minute mark. In

single- and two-base altimetry, the roving altime-

ters take 5 readings 2 minutes apart on the even

minute. Before the actual reading, the altimeters

are set down and the pressure chamber is allowed

to stabilize for at least 2 minutes. Thus, when the

observer reaches a field point, he sets the altime-

ters on the selected point, waits at least 2 minutes,

and reads the scales when the next even minute
mark is reached. Since the base altimeter observ-

ers (in the single-base and two-base methods) do

not know when the field altimeters will be read,

they must take a reading every 5 minutes while

the survey is in progress from the time the field

party leaves until it returns and a final closing

series of reading is taken. In leapfrog surveys, the

parties must arrange for the exact time that all

altimeters will be read. They must allow travel

time to the forward station and altimeter stabiliz-

ing time. Observations can prove worthless if a

party cannot reach the station in time or if they

must hurry their reading before the pressure

chamber has stabilized. With radio communica-
tion between parties, the time arrangements are

simple since the rear observer waits until the for-

ward man notifies him that the altimeters are on

the point and he is ready. Both observers can then

select the exact time to read.

e. Reading the Scale. The pointer and scales of

the altimeter are backed up with a mirror sur-

face. When taking a reading, the observer should

lean over the altimeter until he alines the reflected

image of the pointer and scale exactly under the

direct image. He will also see the reflected image
of his eye in the background. This eliminates the

parallax or misalinement of the image due to

reading the scale at an angle. Some observers find

a small hand magnifying glass very useful. The
observer should practice reading the altimeter to

get the "feel" of alining the needle quickly. Just

before making the reading, the observer should

tap the glass gently with the rubber tip of his

pencil or with his finger. This takes up the slack

in the mechanical movement. The procedure of

tap, aline, and read should become a smooth quick

operation, since some surveys require one ob-

server to read two altimeters in quick succession

when the exact time is reached.

/. Eccentric Points. Occasionally, the required

elevation point is not a practical location for an

altimeter. It is permissible to move the altimeter

to a safer or better closeby location to make the

reading. The difference in elevation between the

required point and the occupied point should be

determined by whatever means are available. A
hand level and a tape held vertically over the

lower point are very effective. This DE should be

recorded with a note explaining the eccentric
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Figure 8-10. Altimeter calibration record.
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Figure 8-11. Graph for C-factor.

reading. The DE must not be converted into an

elevation of the point, but must be left as a

correction using a minus sign if the required

point is below, and a plus sign if above, the occu-

pied point. For example, the required point is a

crossroads, and the occupied point is 18 meters

NW of the intersection and 0.2 meter higher. The
records will show the readings at the NW corner,

and the crossroads will be shown as

—

Crossroads, 18 meters SE of station ; DE = —0.2
meter.

g. Adjustment. The altimeters must be adjusted

as described in paragraph 3-21 e.

h. Calibration. The altimeters must be cali-

brated before use in a field survey by one of the

two methods described in paragraph 3-21/. Upon
completion of the calibration, graphs must be con-

structed for each instrument in order to deter-

mine the correction factor, commonly referred to

as the C-factor. The difference between the cali-

brated mean and the actual reading at any stop

for each instrument is the C-factor. For each alti-

meter, the differences at each stop are plotted on a

graph using the altitude value as the abscissa and
the C-factor as the ordinate. The plotted points

are connected with a straight line. During the

survey, the reading at each point on the ground is

corrected by the C-factor, as taken from the

graph, for the altitude read on the altimeter. A
sample, recommended format for calibration re-

cording is shown in figure 8-10 and the accompa-
nying C-factor graph is shown in figure 8-11.

8-23. Two-Base Method
At the present time, the two-base method is the

only method of altimetry surveying that is accept-

able for engineer and mapping survey projects,

and then only when one of the other methods of

determining differences of elevation is not feasible

or impractical (para 8-26(2)).

a. Field Procedure. Bases are established at two
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points of known elevation. The lower base is se-

lected below the lowest expected elevation point;

the upper base above the highest point. The two-

base survey consists of reading the altimeters at

the unknown elevation at the same time that both

the upper and lower base altimeters are read.

Since the base altimeters are read on points of

known elevation, the atmospheric changes are re-

flected in their readings. By subtracting the

amount due to atmospheric change, the roving al-

timeter reading is the air pressure difference

caused by the difference in elevation from the

base stations.

(1) If the difference in elevation between

bases is kept within 60 to 90 meters, the average

expected error in elevation will be less than 1

meter. Up to 600 meters difference, the expected

error will increase to almost 2 meters. The hori-

zontal distance between bases is held below 15

kilometers to minimize errors due to atmospheric

variations which may not be reflected in the base

readings.

(2) Every effort should be made to select

base stations that "overlook" the area to be sur-

veyed. By keeping the base stations in the same
basin, atmospheric changes at the bases and at the

survey point are more likely to be the same. Se-

lecting a base station on the "other" side of a hill

may be more convenient, but can introduce dif-

ferent atmospheric conditions and produce inac-

curate results.

(3) The two-base method does not require

corrections for temperature, relative humidity, or

latitude. The base altimeters read the elevation

plus or minus any atmospheric changes. Since the

roving altimeter is between the bases, it is as-

sumed that its changes will be similar to the

changes at the bases, ((2) above), and in propor-

tion to the vertical distance from each base. Ide-

ally, the altimeter survey should follow a straight

line between the bases, and the elevations should

be between the base values. This is not always

possible, and experience has shown that some de-

A • UPPER BASE 6 • LOWER BASE

Figure 8-12. Horizontal limits, two-base method.

viation can be tolerated. An elevation above or

below the high or low base values by as much as

10 percent of the difference between base eleva-

tions can be computed with reasonable accuracy.

The limits in horizontal deviation are illustrated

in figure 8-12.

(4) Each altimeter line should be run both

ways over the course to establish a mean value for

each point. If both runs cannot be completed in

one continuous survey, the second run should be

completed as soon as practicable thereafter, and
preferably, in the opposite direction. An example
of the procedure is as follows

:

(a) The location of the two-base stations is

selected and the route of the survey planned

within the limitations in (2) and (3) above.

(6) The entire group of altimeters (two

for each base and two for each route) are trans-

ported to one of the base locations, for example,

the lower base.

(c) The altimeters are adjusted and all

watches synchronized at point.

(d) The survey is started by reading all of

the survey altimeters simultaneously while they

are at the lower base.

(e) Two altimeters remain at the lower

base and are read every 5 minutes.

(/) The remaining altimeters are trans-

ported to the upper base and all are read simulta-

neously on the next even 5 minutes.

(g) Two altimeters remain at the upper
base and continue to be read every even 5 min-

utes.

(h) The roving altimeters, in pairs are

transported to each of the required points in turn,

are set down for at least 2 minutes to stabilize,

tapped to take up the slack, and readings made
starting on the next even minute. (Any number of

routes may be run simultaneously if instruments

and observers are available, and if the routes fall

within the horizontal and vertical limits.)

(i) After all the points have been occupied,

the roving altimeters revisit each point on the

way back, and make their second reading.

(?) The roving altimeters return to the

upper base, and make another set of readings si-

multaneously with the upper base altimeters for a

tie.

(k) When all roving altimeters have been

returned and tied to the upper base readings, the

entire group, including the upper base instru-

ments, are returned to the lower base.

(2) The entire set of altimeters, both upper

8-20
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Figure 8-13. Recording note*, two-bo** method.

and lower base pairs and all roving; pairs are read

simultaneously for a closing tie. This completes

the survey run.

(m) If time does not permit a continuous

run out and back to the upper base, the roving

altimeters should tie in to the lower base after a

one-way trip. The return run should be made pref-

erably from the lower base to the upper base

when time permits. The return and closing tie

described in (0 above, must be made to complete

the survey.

(5) Any known elevations which fall within

or near to the survey area must be occupied and
readings taken. When working near the permissi-

ble distance limits, it is advisable to go outside the

area to tie in known elevations to the survey. Tie-

ins to adjoining altimeter surveys should include

at least two points to provide a check between

runs.

6. Recording and Computation. Figure 8-13

shows an example of the field recording and is

self-explanatory. The columns entitled "C-factor"

and "corr reading" are completed in the office by
the computer. For a description and examples of

the computation of the two-base method refer to

section II, TM 5-237.

8-24. Leapfrog Method

This method of altimetry surveying is primarily

used in field artillery surveys. The leapfrog

method is conducted in the manner implied by its

name (fig. 8-14). Two altimeters, designated A
and B, are read simultaneously at the starting

base (known) station. Then altimeter A is left at

the base station, and altimeter B is moved to the

first field station. The two altimeters are again

read simultaneously. Then, altimeter A is moved
from the base station, by passing the first station,

to the second station. The procedure of leapfrog-

ging is done as shown in figure 8-14. For a de-
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scription and examples of field procedures, record-

ing and computations of this method refer to FM
6-2.

8-25. Single-Base Method

This method of altimetry is the least accurate of

the three methods and is very seldom used. In

field artillery surveys this method is used in spe-

cial situations where the leapfrog method would
not be feasible. The field procedure for the single-

base method is similar to that of the leapfrog

method. After the initial comparison readings are

made at the base station, the A altimeter remains

in position and readings are taken at even 5-min-

ute intervals throughout the observing period.

After the comparison, the B altimeter visits all

field stations and makes readings only on even

5-minute marks. Upon completing the field sta-

tions the B altimeter returns to the base station

for a final comparison with the A altimeter. For a

description of the procedure and computation of

this method refer to FM 6-2.

TIME

STATIONS

BASE i 2 3 4

0930

0960 ® ®
101

S

® ®
1045 ®®
1 110 ® ®
1140 ® ®
1150 ®®

Figure 8-U. Leapfrog method.
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CHAPTER 9

ANGLE AND DIRECTION OBSERVING

Section I. DESCRIPTION

9—1. Introduction

Surveying is the science of determining relative

positions of points or objects on or near the

earth's surface.

a. From the study of geometry, it is evident

that the position of a point may be found by meas-

uring only the distances from two known points.

The surveyor will find occasions where this two
distance method is very practical and even highly

desirable. However, in many procedures which re-

quire locating a point, the surveyor will use a

distance and a direction from one known point, or

sometimes, only the direction from two known
points without any distances.

6. The definitions in this chapter are simplified

in most instances to stay within the scope of plane

surveying. The more encompassing definition

which would also be applicable to plane surveying,

but are more in the realm of topographic or geo-

detic surveying, are given in TM 6-441.

9-2. Direction

In surveying and mapping, by definition, direction

is the angular relationship of one line to another.

This direction must be referred to some other def-

inite line to act as the zero value, and some dimen-

sion must be assigned to show the amount of

change from the zero line. A horizontal direction

can be observed in two ways—clockwise or coun-

terclockwise. Common practice in surveying con-

siders that directions or angles are measured

clockwise (to the right) from the reference line,

unless otherwise designated.

9-3. Angles

An angle may be defined as the difference in the

values of two directions observed from the same

initial direction. At times, the directions to sev-

eral features must be observed from one instru-

ment setup, or the directions as they change over

a series of continuous lines must be determined.

The series of lines might represent an area bound-
ary which starts from one point, extends around
the area, and returns (ties in) to the starting

point. On the other hand, the lines might be a
road centerline which starts at one point and ex-

tends (traverses) to another location or point

some distance away. The direction and angle

equipment (ch. 4) will measure the changes of

directions (angles) between the series of lines. In

some types of surveys, only selected angles of a

group are observed. To distinguish the different

ways the angles are observed, they are given spe-

cial names, such as station angles, explement an-

gles, or deflection angles in traverse and construc-

tion surveys (fig. 9-1). In triangulation, only the

differences in directions are observed and used as

angles in the computations.

a. Station Angles. When two points of known
position are intervisible (Z and A, fig. 9-1), and
the survey must start from one of these points

(A), the instrument is set up at A, and back-

sighted on Z as the zero direction. The angle is

turned to point B, the first point of the new line.

As discussed in paragraph 9-2, the angle nor-

mally is turned and read clockwise (to the right).

This angle is referred to as the station angle. Gen-

erally, surveys require at least one direct and one

reverse (D/R) pointing on each station to observe

the angle. A direct pointing is made with the tele-

scope in the direct position. A reverse pointing is

made with the telescope in the reverse position

(plunged) from the direct position. This D/R
measurement is made to eliminate the collimation

error in the instrument (ch. 4). For a complete

D/R reading, the station angle is read, the tele-

scope is reversed and pointed on the forward

point (B, fig. 9-1) and read. The angle to the

starting point (Z) is turned to the right, read,

and is called the explement angle. The sum of the

station angle and the explement angle should

equal 360°.
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Figure 0-1. Angles.

b. Deflection Angles. Some surveys use deflec-

tion angles in their computations. These may be

computed from the angles obtained in a above, or

they may be turned directly using a transit or

1-minute theodolite. The setup at A (fig. 9-1) and
backsight on Z are made as in station angles. In-

stead of the telescope being rotated horizontally,

it is plunged first. The angle to B is turned to the

left. This is called a left deflection angle, and is

recorded with a "L" or minis sign in front of the

angular value. Figure 9-1 shows a left deflection

angle to B, and a right deflection angle to C, if C
were the required point. Right deflection angles

are recorded with a "R" or plus sign in front of

the angular value. When turning and reading de-

flection angles, special care must be taken to dis-

tinguish the left or right values and to record

them properly.

c. Interior amd Exterior Angles. Some surveys

follow around a figure, and close or tie in to the

starting point. The angles which are inside the

figure may be referred to as the interior angles,

while their explements are called exterior angles.

Depending upon which direction the survey is

run, either the interior or the exterior angles may
be read as the direct or station angles. The other

angles (exterior or interior) would then be the

explement angles. Interior and exterior angles are

not recorded in the surveys in this manner; they

are read and recorded as direct and reverse direc-

tions.

d. Angles Artillery Surveys. The engineer

surveyor observes the angles using the sexagesi-

mal system (degrees, minutes, and seconds) exclu-

sively. The artillery surveyor may use this same
system for some operations, but in most of his

surveys, the mil-graduation system is used. The
full circle (360°) is divided into 6,400 mils, and
each quadrant (90°) equals 1,600 mils. Table E-l,

appendix E lists the conversion from degrees to

mils and mils to degrees. The instruments, gradu-

ated in mils, as well as the operations the artillery

surveyor must perform are described in PM 6-2.

9-4. Azimuth

One of the methods used to describe direction in

surveying is called azimuth. Azimuth is the hori-

zontal direction observed clockwise from a zero

line which runs north or south. Every line has

two azimuths, depending on the observer's posi-

tion. For example, in figure 9-2, a survey is prog-

ressing from A toward B. Then, the angle a is the

forward azimuth for this line. To designate the

direction from B to A, the angle 6, is used. This is

known as the back azimuth of the line. For pur-

poses of plane surveying, the forward and back

azimuths of a line always differ by exactly 180°.

The zero azimuth line can be based on true, grid

or magnetic north.

a. True Azimuth. The horizontal direction of a

line measured clockwise from a reference plane,

usually the meridian. A true azimuth may be es-

tablished by sighting over a line whose true azi-

muth is known and subtracting the known value,

or by sighting on the stars. A true azimuth is

usually referred to as true north azimuth or true

9-2
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Figure 9-t. Azimuth.

south azimuth and is generally determined by ob-

serving the stars. The stars observed are usually

circumpolar stars, except in the low latitudes

(near the equator), and the resulting azimuth is

referred to as an astronomic azimuth. By apply-
ing a correction (Laplace equation) the astro-

nomic azimuth can be converted to a geodetic azi-

muth. Both geodetic and astronomic azimuths are
considered as true azimuths. For a complete dis-

cussion of these azimuths refer to TM 5-441 and
TM 6-442. They are defined as—

(1) Astronomic. The angle between the astro-

nomic meridian plane of the observer and the
plane containing the observed point and the true
normal (vertical) of the observer, measured in

the plane of the horizon, preferably clockwise

from north.

(2) Geodetic. The angle between the geodetic

meridian and the tangent to the geodesic line at

the observer, measured in the plane perpendicular
to the ellipsoidal normal of the observer, prefera-

bly clockwise from south.

6. Grid Azimuth. Many military surveys are
computed on a system of plane coordinates. Such

a system is based on the assumption that a small

portion of the earth's surface can coincide with
the surface of a geometric figure which can be

developed into a plane (TM 5-241-1). A system

of squares, called a rectangular grid, is superim-

posed over the developed surface. One line (the

central meridian) of this grid coincides with a

true north-south line. Other north-south grid lines

are parallel to this one line, and all east-west grid

lines are perpendicular to the north-south grid

line. When survey computations are made with
reference to a grid system, azimuths use the

northerly direction of the north-south grid lines

as zero grid azimuth. Grid azimuth is defined as

:

The angle in the plane of the projection measured
clockwise between a straight line and the central

meridian of the plane-rectangular coordinate sys-

tem.

c. Magnetic Azimuth. A method used in survey-

ing to obtain approximate values for azimuths,

based on a zero line established with a magnetic

compass. Magnetic north as shown by a compass
needle is selected as the zero value and the angles

are measured from this point, and these are re-

ferred to as magnetic azimuths. Although for-

ward and back azimuths for a line should differ

by 180°, the compass-measured difference may
vary several degrees because of local magnetic at-

traction. A detailed discussion of the factors that

affect measurements with a magnetic compass are

found in paragraph 9-6. Magnetic azimuth is de-

fined as: At the point of observation, the angle

between the vertical plane through the observed

object and the vertical plane in which a freely

suspended, symmetrically magnetized needle, in-

fluenced by no transient artificial magnetic dis-

turbance, will come to rest. Magnetic azimuth is

generally reckoned from magnetic north (0°)

clockwise through 360°.

9-5. Bearing

Azimuths (fig. 9-3) are measured from north or

south and the angles vary from 0° to 360°, see

inner circle of figure. Computations using the trig-

onometric functions of azimuths may require

that the angles be converted to equivalent angles

of less than 90°. The use of bearings in the meas-

urements automatically keeps the angles below
90°, outer circle of figure.

a. The bearing of a line is its direction within a
quadrant, with reference to a meridian (a north-

south line). Bearings are measured clockwise or

counterclockwise, depending on the quadrant,
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from either the north or south line. A bearing is

identified by first naming the end of the meridian

from which it is reckoned (north or south), then

the angle value, and the direction (east or west)

from the meridian. Thus, a line in the southwest

quadrant making an angle of 37° 43' with the

(south) reference meridian has a bearing of S37°

43W. An angle in the northwest quadrant, 47° 25'

from the north meridian has a bearing of N47°
25>W.

6. Bearings, like azimuths, can be true, grid, or

magnetic, depending on the reference meridian. If

the meridian is a true north-south line, the bear-

ing will be true. Grid north-south lines as refer-

ence will result in grid bearings and using mag-
netic north or south will give magnetic bearings.

c. The compasses (sec. VII, ch. 4) included with

the transit and the 1-minute theodolite can be

used to read magnetic bearings.

9-6. Magnetic Declination

The magnetic needle alines itself with the earth's

magnetic field and points toward the earth's mag-
netic pole. At a few places on the earth's surface,

the needle will point exactly north along the true

meridian. Everywhere else the magnetic north

9-4
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line indicated by the needle will form a horizontal

angle with the true meridian at that point. This

angle is called the magnetic declination.

a. The magnetic declination is labeled east when
the needle points east from true north ; and west

when the needle points westward. An east declina-

tion is added to and a west declination subtracted

from the magnetic azimuth to get a true azimuth.

Magnetic bearings may also be changed to true

bearings by adding east declinations in the NE
and SW quadrants, and subtracting them in the

SE and NW quadrants. West declinations are

added in SE and NW, and subtracted in SW and
NE quadrants.

b. Magnetic declination is not a constant value

at any point, but is continually changing. This

constant variation affects the reliability of mag-
netic readings. Even at best, the surveyor must
not expect results closer than one-fourth of a de-

gree. Declination is shown on a specially con-

structed chart, called an isotonic chart, which
shows lines connecting points of equal declination.

These lines are referred to as isogenic lines and
are drawn for each degree of declination east and
west of zero. The zero line is called the agonic

line. Lines west of the agonic line show areas

where the needle will point east or have an east

declination. Lines east of the agonic line show
west declination areas, or where the needle will

point west. Such charts are published in the

Figure 9-4. Vertioal

United States once every 5 years by the Coast and
Geodetic Survey. Due to this 5-year period be-

tween printings, a series of annual change lines

are added. These lines indicate the amount and

direction of the annual change expected in the

different locations.

c. Local attraction is a term denoting local in-

fluence that causes the magnetic needle to be' de-

flected away from the magnetic meridian for that

locality. Some sources of local attraction are:

magnetite (loadstone) in the ground, electric

power lines, steel structures, railroad rails, sur-

face and underground iron pipes, and other fixed

objects of iron and steel. Contrary to common be-

lief, ordinary iron ores do not attract the mag-
netic needle unless they contain magnetite or pyr-

rhotite. According to its true definition, local at-

traction does not include avoidable iron or steel

articles which can cause large deflection errors.

Some of these avoidable sources are: steel keys,

knives, steel rimmed spectacles, spectacle cases,

metal buttons, wire stifFeners in hats, steel hel-

mets, guns and bayonets; surveying equipment

such as axes, steel tapes, and ranging poles; and

other items such as motor vehicles, radio receivers

and transmitters, and power generators. The

smaller of these items should be moved from 3 to

10 meters away from the instrument, and the

larger items may require being moved several

hundred meters. The surveyor using the magnetic

ZENITH

NADIR

*

©
and zenith distances.
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needle should be constantly aware of the influence

of surrounding features on the needle.

9-7. Vertical Angles

A vertical angle (©, fig. 9-4) is the angle meas-

ured vertically up or down from a horizontal

plane of reference. When the telescope is pointed

in the horizontal plane (level), the value of the

vertical angle is zero. When the telescope is

pointed up at a higher feature (elevated), the

vertical angle increases from zero and is called a

plus vertical angle. These values increased from
to +90° when the telescope is pointed straight up.

As the telescope is depressed (pointed down), the

angle also increases in numerical value. A de-

pressed telescope reading showing that it is below

the horizontal plane is called a minus vertical

angle. These numerical values increase from to

—90° when the telescope is pointed down.

9-8. Zenith Distances

The zenith is an imaginary point directly over-

head where an extension of the plumb line will

intersect an assumed sphere on which the stars

appear projected. The equivalent point which is

directly below the zenith is called the nadir. Use
of the zenith permits reading angles in a vertical

plane without using a plus or minus. Theodolites

(ch. 4), with the exception of the 0.2-second theo-

dolite, have a vertical scale reading zero when the

telescope is pointed at the zenith, instead of in a

horizontal plane. With the telescope in a direct

position and pointed straight up, the reading is

0° ; on a horizontal line, the reading is 90° ; and

straight down, 180°. Vertical angle measurements

with the theodolites «S), fig. 9-4), read elevation

(plus) angles as values less than 90°, and depres-

sion (minus) angles as greater than 90°. These

angle measurements with the zenith as the zero

value are called the zenith distances. Double ze-

nith distances are observations made with the tel-

escope direct and reversed to eliminate errors due

to the inclination of the vertical axis and the colli-

mation of the vertical circle. For a discussion of

the 0.2-second theodolite refer to paragraph

4-19c.

Section II. FIELD PROCEDURE

9-9. Angle Observing Party

The angle (observing) party is very flexible in

size, and may vary from 1 to 12 or more men.
This party may be a subparty of a triangulation

or traverse party, or it may work independently.

An instrumentman is required in every angle

party, and a recorder is desirable. A rodman or

light-tender is often required at each point to

which an angle is being measured. Sometimes,

semipermanent targets are erected at some points

to avoid stationing a man at each of these points.

The chief of the party decides on the dispersal of

available personnel.

a. Instrumentmm. The instrumentman sets his

transit or theodolite exactly over the selected sta-

tion or point and observes the angles, horizontal,

vertical, or both, as demanded by the survey. If

the survey requires elevations by leveling but does

not warrant an additional leveling party, the in-

strumentman also performs leveling duties.

6. Recorder. The recorder records all field notes

as they are read by the instrumentman, makes
sketches and descriptions of all stations, and
makes all necessary on station computations. On
lower order surveys when personnel are not avail-

able, the instrumentman may act as his own re-

corder. However, this is not recommended because

of the lack of an on station check of the field note

computations.

c. Rodman. The rodman sets or holds a range

pole or plumb bob on the rear or the forward
stations as directed. Where targets are to be

erected, he performs this duty making sure that

the target is exactly over the point. When leveling

is required, he will hold the leveling rod on the

stations. This man is sometimes a light-tender or

radio man on area triangulation nets.

9-10. Observing Angles or Directions

The value of a horizontal angle between two lines

can be determined by setting an index value (pos-

sibly zero) on the circle, pointing at a target

placed over the terminal on one of the lines, hold-

ing the index and moving the telescope to point at

a target over the terminal of the other line, read-

ing the circle for this second pointing, and taking

the difference between the last reading and the

index value. For vertical angles, the index is set

with the telescope in level position, the target

pointed upon, and the value read on the vertical

circle. The one angle value, either horizontal or

vertical, determined in this manner is only as

accurate as the minimum reading possible on the

9-6
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Figure 9-6. Field notes, horizontal angles.
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instrument. It is also subject to numerous errors

and blunders. Survey techniques have been devel-

oped which minimize these effects.

a. All angles should be measured at least twice,

once with the instrument telescope direct and once

with the telescope reversed. A greater number of

measurements is often made to obtain a mean
value with a minimum of residual error.

6. There are two basic methods for the multiple

measurements of a horizontal angle—the repeti-

tion method (para 9-11) and the direction method
(para 9-12). The repetition method normally is

used with a repeating instrument such as an engi-

neer transit. The direction method may be used

with transit, but is always used with a direction-

type instrument such as the theodolite. Deflection

angles require a different technique, but are

usually measured using the repetition method
(para 9-1 la).

9-11. Repetition Method

a. The 1-minute theodolites and the 1-minute

and 20-second transits are repeating instruments

on which successive observations of a horizontal

angle are added by repetition, and then a mean
taken to obtain an accurate measure of the angle.

The transit may be pointed at the target by using

either the upper clamp and tangent screws (upper

motion), or the lower clamp and tangent screws

(lower motion). When a horizontal angle is being

measured, the lower motion is always used for

pointing at the initial station, and the upper mo-
tion is used for pointing at a second target nor-

mally to the right of, or clockwise from the first

target. The vertical clamp should be tight enough
to require a slight pressure to revolve the tele-

scope. Loosen the appropriate upper or lower

clamp and turn the transit toward the target

while looking along the top of the telescope first,

and then through the telescope. When the cross-

wires are near the target, tighten the clamp that

was loosened. With the corresponding tangent

screw, perfect the pointing by bisecting the target

with the vertical crosswire. The objective lens

should be focused before perfecting the pointing.

b. The repetition method results in angles bet-

ter than the least reading of the instrument. A set

of observations may consist of two or more repeti-

tions of the angle with the telescope in one (direct

or reversed) position, followed immediately by
two or more repetitions of the explement with

the telescope in the opposite (reversed or direct)

position. ©, figure 9-5 illustrates a set of field

notes for six repetitions, three direct three re-

verse. Notes for less than six repetitions are kept

in the same form. The field procedure is as fol-

lows:

(1) Set the A vernier at or near zero.

(2) Point on the initial station and read both

verniers (Shoulder,©, fig. 9-5).

(3) Unclamp the upper motion and point on

the right-hand station. (Knob). Read and record

the A vernier. Clamp the upper motion and re-

lease the lower.

(4) Make two more repetitions, pointing on

Shoulder with the lower motion and tangent

screw, and on Knob with the upper motion.

(5) Read both verniers.

(6) Without changing the circle settings, re-

verse the telescope and take three repetitions of

the explement, measuring the angle from Knob
clockwise to the initial station.

(7) If further angles must be taken from this

station, Knob is used as the initial, and the next

station clockwise (Top) is used for the second

station. This is followed by using Top as the ini-

tial and the original station (Shoulder) as the

second station. This closes the horizon and will

permit distributing (adjusting) any small error

in each of the three angles equally.

(8) To obtain a check, the six repetitions are

meaned and compared against the value of the

first angle reading. The A and B vernier are

meaned at each reading to get the result (Mean
Column). The mean of the initial reading is sub-

tracted from the mean of the three repetitions

and the result divided by three. The other mean of

three value is obtained by subtracting the total

of the three direct from the total of three reverse

and dividing by three. The final mean (Set Mean
Column) is computed by meaning the two "mean
of three" values. Since the horizon was dosed,

the "set means' 9 are added and compared against

360° 00' 00". Any difference is divided by three

and distributed among each mean (Hor. Adj.

Column). The adjusted value of each angle ap-

pears in the Remarks column.

(9) To obtain the required accuracy in the

measured value for an angle, it is sometimes

necessary to measure the angle by several sets of

six repetitions. In this case, each set of repetitions

should start with a different circle setting. Recom-
mended initial settings for two, four, and six sets

of repetitions with either a 1-minute transit

(theodolite) or 20-second transit are given in

table 9-1.

9-8
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Table 9-1. Initial Settings of Circle for Repetitions.

Number of sets Two Four Six

1-minute transit—circle graduated to 30 minutes

1 0°10'00' 0°05'00' 0°05'00'

2 90°20'00' 45°10'00' 30°10'00'

8 90°20'00' 60°15'00'

4 n 185°25'00' 90°15'00'

5 120°20'00'

6 150°25'00'

20-second transit—circle graduated to 15 minutes

1 0°05'00' 0°05'00' 0°05'00'

2 90°10'00' 45°05'00' 30°05'00'

3 90°10'00' 60°05'00'

4 135°10'00' 90°10'00'

5 120°10'00'

6 150°10'00'

e. A deflection angle (para 9-56) is the clock-

wise or counterclockwise angle from the prolonga-

tion of a line. Consequently, deflection angles are

always less than 180°. Deflection angles normally
are measured with an engineer transit, because

most theodolites are not readily adaptable to this

use. These angles are often measured in the per-

formance of a route survey, but for other survey-

ing operations they are computed from clockwise

angles if required. The field notes and computa-
tions are shown in ®, figure 9-6. A mean meas-
ured value for the deflection angle is computed in

the same way as if the angle were measured by
two repetitions. Direct and reverse observations

systematically eliminate or neutralize any error.

When the value of a deflection angle must be de-

termined with greater accuracy than can be ob-

tained by this procedure, the angle should be

measured by the repetition method.

9-12. Direction Method

The direction method measures the direction to

each station from one selected as the initial sta-

tion. The directions are the angles measured
clockwise from the initial station to each of the

other stations. The angle between any two ob-

served stations is the difference of their direc-

tions. A directional theodolite is read by means of

micrometer microscopes. In observing, a pointing

is made on the initial station and then upon each

station around the horizon in a clockwise direc-

tion, closing on the initial station. The telescope is

then reversed and readings repeated in a counter-

clockwise direction. The double set of readings

constitute one position. The D/R readings for one

position may be sufficient for angles turned with

the 1-minute theodolite. The other theodolites, the

1-second and the two-tenth second, are used in

higher accuracy surveys where a specified number
of positions must be read. These use progressively

different values for the initial reading to distrib-

ute slight errors of the horizontal circle. Surveys

using the direction method are described in TM
5-441.

9-13. Factors Affecting Angle Observations

There are three type of errors that affect angle

observations. They may be due to the instrument,

to the observer, or to the environment. The survey

should try to reduce these errors or to avoid them
completely.

a. Instrumental Errors. Instrumental errors

that may affect the measured value for a horizon-

tal angle are: the adjustable errors of the transit

or theodolite ; eccentricity of the horizontal circle

;

small errors in the graduation of the circle, the

verniers, and the micrometer scale ; and an error

in the apparent length of the micrometer scale.

Except for the last error, the effect of all instru-

mental errors can be eliminated or minimized by
proper adjustment of the instrument and by sys-

tematic observing procedure.

6. Personal Errors. There are several personal

errors that affect horizontal angle measurements.

The effects of these errors can all be reduced to a

minimum by using correct procedures, and by

training.

(1) Errors in centering the instrument and

the targets over their stations.

(2) Errors in leveling the instrument.

(3) Errors in pointing the instrument.

(4) Errors in reading the circle and verniers.

(5) Errors in making coincidence for read-

ing.

c. Environmental Errors. The errors that affect

horizontal angle measurements are due to differ-

ential temperatures within the instrument, hori-

zontal refraction of the line of sight, and phase.

Errors due to vertical refraction will not affect

horizontal angle measurements within the scope

of this manual. Vertical angle measurements

which can be influenced by vertical refraction are

discussed under leveling (para 8-5).

(1) Differential temperatures. Differential

temperatures in the instrument are usually caused

by direct sunlight. Heat causes variable expan-

sions within the instrument. When using a transit
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or theodolite, the effect can be minimized by shad-

ing the instrument with a surveyor's umbrella.

(2) Horizontal refraction. This is the hori-

zontal bending of light rays between a target and

an observing instrument. It is caused by differ-

ences in the density of the air along the path of

the light rays, resulting from temperature vari-

ances. Under good observing conditions, lines of

sight close to the ground and over sloping terrain

may be deflected several seconds horizontally.

Under extreme conditions, the effect of horizontal

refraction may amount to over 1 minute of arc.

One situation in which horizontal refraction can

cause a large error is when the sun is shining on

an open field between stands of timber. In this

case, the rising column of warmer air over the

open field causes a prismatic effect in the air and

deflects the line of sight. The force and direction

of the wind has considerable influence. A brisk

wind will usually reduce the temperature differ-

ential and the difference in air density. However,

when long lines are to be observed, night observa-

tions on lights will usually result in greater

accuracy than daytime observation.

(3) Phase. Phase, due to the unequal illumi-

nation of a target, can often cause an error of

considerable magnitude in the measured value of

a horizontal angle. The shape of the target and

the angle at which the sun's rays intersect the

target are the primary causes of phase. When a

round target, such as a chimney, is illuminated

from one side by the sun, the observer will tend to

point the instrument toward the illuminated side

rather than toward the center of the chimney.

Phase can be minimized by using targets having a
flat surface facing the observer.

9-14. Angle Adjustment

The procedures described in paragraphs 9-11 and
9-12 are designed to minimize errors which may
accumulate in angle readings. However, some
error will still remain. If the survey accuracy re-

quirements will tolerate the amount, the surveyor

can accept the readings. Surveys which require

six repetitions usually require a horizon closure or

station adjustment. When a series of angles

around a point are measured, the sum of these

angles should equal 360°. The adjustment is

known as the station adjustment of the angles.

This is done by dividing the difference between
360° and the sum of the angles by the number of

angles measured. This proportional amount is ap-

plied to each angle value. When the adjusted an-

gles are added, the sum will be 360°. One or more
odd values should be divided among the angles

closest ot 90° so that the sum will be exactly 360°.

The reason for using angles closest to 90° is that

usually the sine of the angles are used in the com-
putations and angles near 90° have the smallest

change per second of the sine function. For exam-
ple, assume 5 angles are measured around a point

and the total correction equals 4"7. The amount to

4 7
be applied to each angle equals !_or 0'/9 with a

5

072 remainder. Thus, the two angles nearest to

90° would take a l'/0 correction and the remain-

ing three a 0"9 correction. The total correction

would add up to 4"7.
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CHAPTER 10

TRAVERSE

Section I. DESCRIPTION AND PREPARATION

10-1. General

A traverse is defined as the measurement of the

lengths and directions of a series of straight lines

connecting a series of points on the earth. The
points connected by the lines of a traverse are

known as traverse stations, or as traverse-angle

stations. The measurements of the lengths and

directions are used to compute the relative hori-

zontal positions of these stations on some system

of coordinates. From these computed relative po-

sitions, additional data can be measured and com-

puted for layout of new features, such as build-

ings and roads. Traverse operations are conducted

for basic area control; mapping; for large con-

struction projects, such as a military post or an
air base; for road, railroad, and pipeline aline-

ment; for the control of hydrographic surveys;

for field artillery target acquisition ; and for many
other projects.

10-2. Classification of Traverses

A traverse is always classified as either a closed

traverse or an open traverse (fig. 10-1). Trav-

erses are also described by the instruments used,

such as a transit-tape traverse or electronic tra-

verse; by the purpose served, such as a prelimi-

nary route traverse; and by the quality of the

results obtained, such as a third order traverse.

Previous descriptions, such as precise, primary,

and secondary traverse, have been superseded and

are replaced by accuracy designation, such as

first, second, third and lower order traverse. The
distinction between orders is defined by such cri-

teria as the closing error in position, the probable

error in the angle measurements, the probable

error in the distance measurements, the number
of angle stations between astronomic azimuth

checks, the azimuth closing error, and the proba-

ble error of the astronomic azimuths. For a dis-

cussion and description of the higher order trav-

erses refer to TM 5-441.

a. Closed Traverse. A closed traverse starts and
ends at the same point, or at points whose relative

horizontal positions are known. The measure-

ments can be adjusted by computations to mini-

mize the effect of accidental errors made in the

measurements. Mistakes (blunders) can be de-

tected by rechecking the computations.

(1) Loop traverse. A loop traverse (®f fig.

10-1), as the name implies, forms a continuous

loop enclosing an area. The computed circuit clo-

sure, or error of closure for a loop traverse will

normally indicate whether a large mistake was
made in the measurements. When mistakes are

eliminated, the error of closure will indicate the

size of the accidental errors. Systematic errors,

however, will seldom show in the error of closure.

For example, when the tape used for the distance

measurements is longer than its nominal length,

all of the recorded lengths will be apportionally

too small, and will cause little or no change in the

computed error of closure of the traverse.

(2) Connecting traverse. A connecting tra-

verse (®, fig. 10-1) starts and ends at separate

points whose relative positions have been deter-

mined by a survey of an equal or higher order

accuracy. A connecting traverse of third order

accuracy, for example, may be run and adjusted

between two stations whose relative positions

were determined by a first, second, or third order

traverse or triangulation.

6. Open Traverse. An open traverse «s), fig.

10-1) ends at a station whose relative position is

not previously known, and unlike a closed tra-

verse provides no check against mistakes and
large errors. An open traverse usually starts at a

station determined by a closed traverse or by
triangulation, but may start at an assumed posi-

tion. Open traverses are often used for the prelim-

inary survey for a road or railroad. When the

centerline location traverse is run, ties to the pre-

liminary traverse form a series of closed, loop

traverses. A random traverse is a special adapta-
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o. CLOSED LOOP TRAVERSE

b. CLOSED CONNECTING TRAVERSE

KNOWN
\ STATIONS

c. OPEN TRAVERSE

Figure 10-1. Types of traverses.

tion of an open traverse. It is run between two
stations to determine their relative positions,

after which the traverse is usually closed by run-

ning in the computed line between the two points.

One adaptation of the random traverse is used to

determine the distance between points on opposite

sides of a lake, by running a traverse line around
the shore. In this example, the angles of the loop

may be closed if a sight can be made across the

lake from the final to the initial point. This is not

considered a closed loop traverse, since the dis-

tance between the last and first point is not meas-
ured directly. If the distance can be measured by
an electronic distance-measuring device, the tra-

verse can become a closed traverse.

10-3. Accuracy

Traverses for engineer and mapping projects are

performed under four general orders of accuracy

and field artillery surveys under three orders of

accuracy. The highest degree of accuracy, requir-

ing instruments and methods of the highest preci-

sion for traverses is first order. Traverses of pro-

gressively lower degrees of accuracy for the engi-

neer and mapping projects are second, third, and

lower order; for field artillery they are fourth,

fifth, and lower order. The order of accuracy for

any traverse is determined by the equipment and

methods used in the traverse measurements, by

the accuracy attained, and by the accuracy of the

starting and terminating stations. The order of

accuracy must be specified before the measure-
ments are started. Suitable instruments and meth-
ods are then selected to attain this accuracy. A
disadvantage of the traverse is the lack of field or

computation checks on the accuracy until the tra-

verse is connected to previously established tra-

verse or triangulation networks of the appropri-

ate order of accuracy.

a. Engineer and Mapping Projects. The dis-

tance measurement accuracy for both electronic

and taped traverses for first, second and third

order are 1 part in 35,000, 1 part in 15,000, and 1

part in 7,500 respectively. The order referred to

as "lower order" is applied to all traverses of less

than third order. The lower order surveys are de-

signed to give sufficient accuracy for the job at

hand, usually construction and mapping surveys.

In the case of mapping surveys, the linear closure

for lower order work is dependent upon the scale

of the map for which the control is to be used. For
a detailed discussion of the higher orders of tra-

verse refer to TM 5-441.

6. Field Artillery Surveys. In field artillery sur-

veys, three orders of accuracy serve as standard
for fieldwork and computations. These accuracies

are fourth, fifth, and lower order, with position

and linear closures of 1 part in 3,000, 1 part in

1,000, and 1 part in 500 respectively. For a com-

10-2
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plete discussion of field artillery traverses refer to

FM6-2.

10-4. Reconnaissance

Prior to the actual traverse operations, a recon-

naissance must be made to determine the starting

point, the route to be followed, the points to be

controlled, and the closing station. The best avail-

able maps and aerial photographs should be used

during the office and field reconnaissance.

a. Selecting the Starting and Closing Points.

Whenever possible, the starting point should be

an existing control station that was determined by

a survey whose order of accuracy was equal to or

greater than the traverse to be run. A second

existing control station, visible from the first,

should be selected if available for orienting the

new traverse. Sometimes no nearby station exists,

and the position of the starting point must be

determined by some other method. The starting

point may be assigned an assumed position, or it

is necessary to determine the position from ob-

servation of stars (TM 6-442). In higher order

surveys, star observations for azimuth control at

specified intervals are a part of the requirements.

b. Route Selection. Traverses normally are run

to establish new stations (control) in an area.

The location of the required stations is specified,

at least in what vicinity or at what distance be-

tween stations. Normally, the clearing of traverse

lines should be kept to a minimum. Furthermore,

many traverse lines are run through private prop-

erty, and the indiscriminate cutting of trees will

not be permitted.

(1) When the directions of the traverse lines

are not fixed prior to the start of the survey, the

traverse is run along lines requiring the least

clearing, such as railroads, roads, trails, and other

open areas. By the proper selection of the route,

the traverse can be laid out to pass relatively close

to points that must be located or staked out. Aer-

ial photographs are often used as a supplement to

maps of the route area. When a loop traverse is to

form a long narrow loop, the reconnaissance

party should consider the possibility of making

one or more crossties to cut the main loop into

two or more smaller loops.

(2) On other surveys such as a road center-

line layout, the directions of the traverse lines are

predetermined, and all obstructions, including

large trees, must be cleared from the line. This

often requires the assistance of the construction

crew.

(3) If the above restrictions are not present

and only the station locations are specified, the

traverse route is established for ease in field oper-

ations and office computations. The number of in-

strument setups is kept to a minimum, reducing

the possibilities of instrument error and the

amount of computing required. The traverse line

may not necessarily run over every specified sta-

tion, but should pass relatively close to the ones it

misses. These stations can be located during the

traverse by using sideshots (para 10-8c).

(4) The electronic distance-measuring de-

vices have made traverse reconnaissance even

more important. After the general alinement in

direction and the planned positioning of stations,

the possibility of using electronic equipment

should be considered. A platform or tower to clear

the surface obstructions will permit compara-

tively long optical sights for angle reading and at

the same time permit determining the distance

electronically to avoid taping it by short incre-

ments. This type of traverse is associated with the

higher accuracy surveys discussed in TM 5-441.

(5) For the lower order surveys and where

taping must be used, the exact route and station

locations normally are selected as the traverse

progresses. These stations must be selected so that

at any one station, both the rear and forward sta-

tions are visible, and only a minimum amount of

brush cutting is required to clear the line for

taping.

10-5. Station Marks

The purpose of a traverse normally will govern

whether its stations will be permanently or tem-

porarily marked. When it is known that a tra-

verse station may be reused over a period of sev-

eral years, the station marker should be of a per-

manent type. Other traverse stations that may
never be reused, or reused a few times within a

period of 1 or 2 months, are usually marked in a

temporary manner.

a. Temporary traverse station markers are

usually 2-inch by 2-inch wooden stakes, 12 inches

or more in length. They are driven flush with the

ground, and have a tack or small nail on top to

mark the exact point of reference for angular and
linear measurements. Such a stake is called a hub.

To assist in recovering the hub, a guard stake is

driven at an angle so that its top is about 1 foot

over the hub. The guard stake is usually about %
inch thick by 2 or 2y2 inches wide and 16 inches

or more in length. Lumber crayon (keel) is used

to mark letters or numbers on the guard stake to
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identify the hub. The marked face of the guard

stake is toward the hub (TM 6-233). Permanent
traverse station markers are of various forms
such as an iron pipe filled with concrete; a cross

cut in concrete or rock; or a hole drilled in con-

crete or rock and filled with lead, with a tack to

mark the exact reference point.

b. For many traverses, such as for a road cen-

terline layout, traverse line distances are refer-

enced to the beginning of the survey. Stakes

marked with the distance from the initial point

are set at 100-foot intervals, with additional

stakes set between the 100-foot stakes when nec-

essary. The stakes at the 100-foot intervals are

called taping stations, or simply, stations f and

stakes set between the taping stations are called

plus stations. This use of the word station should

not be confused with the term traverse station,

which refers to a distance and angle station used

in computing positions. The stakes used for mark-

ing the taping and plus stations are usually % to

1 inch thick, 2 to 3 inches wide, and 16 or more

inches long. They are driven vertically into the

ground until they are solidly set, with about 12

inches extending above the ground. The wide

sides of the stake should be crosswise to the tra-

verse line. The side facing the initial point is

marked with lumber crayon from the top down
with the station number that indicates the dis-

tance from the initial point. The following are

examples of stake markings:

(1) At the starting point + 00

(2) At distance of 85 feet + 85

(3) At distance of 700 feet 7 + 00

(4) At distance of 1345.9 feet 13 + 45.9

The guard stake for a hub is marked on its lower

inclined face with the taping station number for

the hub. For example, the guard stake for a tra-

verse station 1345.92 feet from the initial point

would be marked 013 + 45.92, the circled dot

indicating that this is the taping station number
for the hub. Proceeding along the traverse line,

the next taping station would be set 54.08 feet

from this hub, and the stake would be marked 14

+ 00.

c. For other traverses, such as in topographic

surveys, the stations are numbered consecutively

starting at number one and continuing through-

out the traverse. In addition to the number of the

station; an abbreviation indicating the type of

traverse should be included. For example, ET for

electronic traverse or TT for tape traverse.

d. Many of the hubs marking the location of

highways, railroads, landing strips, and other mil-

itary projects will require replacement during the

construction. Reference marks are used to reestab-

lish a station if its marker has been disturbed or

destroyed. All permanent survey station markers
should be referenced so that they can be replaced

in case they are disturbed. Reference marks are

placed where they are not likely to be disturbed,

and at least two marks should be set for each

station. Whenever possible, the marks should be

within one tape length of the station, although on

large projects, placing the reference marks sev-

eral hundred feet from the station may be neces-

sary. The marks should be located to allow a good

intersection of lines when a station is replaced. At
the time of survey, angles are read to each refer-

ence mark and the distance is measured to the

same precision as the survey requirements.

Section II. DISTANCE AND ANGLE MEASURING

10-4. Party Organization

The traverse party may vary from 2 to 15 men. It

usually consists of a distance-measuring party, an

angle party, and sometimes a level party and

other support personnel, all under the supervision

of a traverse party chief. The above breakdown of

personnel is the ideal, but on many surveys the

same personnel will perform functions in one or

more of these parties. In military surveying, the

desired aim is constant training of all personnel

in all phases of the work. Therefore, each party

member should spend a certain amount of time

cross training in each phase of the survey. The

organization of the individual parties is described

under distance-measuring (para 6-2), and under

direction and angle observation (para 9-9). If

leveling is also required the leveling party (para

8-6 and 8-19) may be added, or members of the

other parties may have to assume the duties and

perform these functions.

10-7. Ties to Existing Control

Traverse determines relative horizontal positions

of the scheduled stations. This means that the

starting point must be a known position or control

point. Except for the open or random traverses

10-4
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which may be required occasionally, the traverse

must close or tie to another known position or

control point. In loop traverses, this may be the

starting point. Connecting traverses start at one

control point and tie into another control point.

a. As discussed in paragraph 10-4a, the start-

ing point should be an existing station, with an-

other station visible for orienting the new tra-

verse. If this starting point is established by tra-

verse, the adjacent stations are intervisible with

the instrument at normal tripod height and ties

are usually quite easily made. The same is true

for the closing point.

b. Adjacent stations, established by triangula-

tion, are not always intervisible from ground

level, since they could have been observed from
towers erected over one or both stations. Many
triangulation stations have an azimuth mark
which is visible from the ground at the station

and which has been established for orienting new
control without the need of erecting towers. When
no azimuth mark exists, a supplementary connect-

ing traverse can be run between the two triangu-

lation stations, or supplementary triangulation

can be used to tie the traverse to two triangula-

tion stations. The higher orders of traverse use

astronomic observations (star shots) to establish

the basic azimuth or direction from which the

traverse begins (TM 5-442).

c. The search for an adjacent station to orient a

new traverse should not be too extensive. If the

adjacent station is not easily found, an astronomic

azimuth should be observed to orient the starting

line, and the traverse continued.

d. Any existing control near the traverse line

should be tied in to the new work. If possible, at

least one of the existing control stations should be

occupied and an angle observed between a second

station of the existing control and a station of the

new traverse. In this way, the new work will have

a direction tie to the existing control.

10-8. Linear Measurements

The required traverse accuracy will determine the

equipment and the method of measuring the dis-

tance. The corrections to be included and the num-
ber of measurements that constitute a complete

set are determined by the required accuracy.

a. For the lower orders, a single taped distance

is sufficient. As the order of accuracy gets higher,

double taping (once each way) is required. Steel

tapes must be compared to a master tape at speci-

fied intervals. For the highest accuracy, electronic

equipment or invar tapes are used. These higher

orders of traverse, the instruments, and the pro-

cedures to maintain the degrees of accuracy are

discussed in TM 5-441.

6. Surveys associated with this manual nor-

mally will require taping to determine distances

for traverse. The taping will follow a direct line

between stations. Thus, while the angles are being

measured or immediately before or after, the tap-

ing party starts its measuring from the occupied

station keeping the front end of the tape alined

with the forward station. If double taping is re-

quired, they start back from the forward station

and measure to the occupied station, using the

same alinement, but not the same taping points.

The second measurement must be independent

from the first. The two distances are compared,

and if within accuracy requirements, the distance

is accepted. If the two measurements disagree by

more than the allowable amount, the distance

must be retaped. Upon completion, the taping

party proceeds to the forward station and uses it

as the occupied station for the next line meaure-

ment. This taping is continued until the tie-in con-

trol point is reached. The method for keeping tap-

ing notes is illustrated in figure 6-1.

c. Required locations off the main traverse line,

but comparatively near it, are usually tied-in to

the main line by sideshote.

(1) Sideshots are single course traverses off

the main line to locate one or more points for

control. The instrument is set up on the main
traverse line and the direction from the main line

to the point is observed. The distance from the

instrument station to the point is then measured.

The position of the point can be computed from

this information. The distance can be measured

by taping, electronic means, or stadia reading.

(2) One special case of the sideshot is the

offset measurement (para 13-4). When the re-

quired station falls a short distance (less than a

tape length) off the main traverse line, a perpen-

dicular (offset) distance is measured from the

station to a point on the line directly opposite the

station. The taping party also measures the dis-

tance to this point along the traverse line. The
resulting distance and 90° offset to the main tra-

verse line can be used to compute the position of

the station. Offset measurements usually are re-

stricted to one tape length or less from the main
line. Beyond this, the instrument is set up and a

sideshot ((1) above) is taken.
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d. When the distances are determined by stadia

readings, using an angle measuring instrument,

the distance reading becomes part of the instru-

mentman's function. He must also read the verti-

cal angle to convert slope distances to horizontal

distances.

10-9. Angular Measurements

The relative directions of the traverse lines are

determined from measurements of the horizontal

angle formed by the lines at each station. Hori-

zontal angles are measured with a transit or a

theodolite, or determined graphically with a plane-

table and alidade.

a. Traverse Stations. In a traverse, three tra-

verse stations (fig. 10-2) are considered of signif-

icance. These are referred to as the rear station,

the occupied station, and the forward station. The
rear station is that station from which the per-

sons performing the traverse have just moved, or

is a point, the azimuth to which is known. The
occupied station is the station at which the party

is located and over which the surveying instru-

ment is set. The forward station is the next sta-

tion in succession and constitutes the immediate
destination of the party.

b. Horizontal Angles. Horizontal angles are al-

ways measured at the occupied station by point-

ing the instrument toward the rear station and
turning the angle clockwise to the forward station

for the direct angle, and clockwise from the for-

ward to the rear station for the explement. If a
deflection angle (fig. 9-1) is to be used, the instru-

ment, after sighting on the rear station, is

plunged (revolved around its horizontal axis) and
the angle left or right to the forward station is

read. When sighting on the stations, it is good
practice to point on that portion of the station

target that can cause the least amount of error. If

a range pole is used, the lowest visible point

should be sighted upon. Thus, any misplumbing of

the pole will least affect the angle reading. How-

ever, heat waves rising from the ground can also

introduce distortions in the line of sight and er-

rors in the measurements. The instrumentman

must be aware of these conditions and make every

effort to obtain the truest pointing.

c. Vertical Angles. Vertical angles are meas-

ured at the occupied station either to convert

slope distances to horizontal, or to establish eleva-

tions of the traverse stations. The measuring of

the vertical angles or zenith distances, and the

number to be read are a function of the traverse

accuracy. Normally, a single direct and reverse

reading will minimize instrument errors and is

sufficient for surveys associated with this manual.

For trigonometric leveling and reciprocal read-

ings, refer to chapter 8.

d. Notekeeping. Keeping notes is dependent

upon the method of performing the traverse. The
distances for electronic measurements and sur-

veys requiring double taping and slope taping

with added tape correction are kept on a separate

record. Angle measuring associated with these

surveys requires several circle settings or angle

repetitions and the notes are kept in their respec-

tive notebooks. Sample notes for each of these

functions are illustrated in the chapters which

discuss these methods. A system of cross refer-

ence must be established to guarantee that the

angles and distances of the same traverse survey

can be located easily even by someone unfamiliar

with the survey. For lower order traverses, the

angular and distance measurements were usually

recorded on the same page in a common notebook.

10-10. Extending Azimuth

Sometimes fences, hedges, pole lines, trees, or

other obstructions that cannot be removed, will

prevent direct measurements between points

when the lengths and azimuths of the lines be-

tween these points are required. In such cases, the

traverse is run close to the required lines, and ties

are made from the traverse to the existing points.

ET-3

FORWARD STATION

EXPLEMENT ANGLE

Figure 10-t. Traverse stations and angles.
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When the traverse follows many curves and short

tangents, or where the topography necessitates

taping through many short lines, an attempt

should be made to extend the main traverse angles

and azimuths through auxiliary lines extending

past several of these shorter lines and bypassing

some of the intermediate points. The angles at the

Section III.

10-11. Computations

Plane surveying traverses involve the determina-

tion of the rectangular grid coordinates of each

traverse station and of other points tied to the

traverse. First, the grid azimuth of each line of

the traverse must be determined progressively

along the traverse. This azimuth and the meas-

ured distance are converted into values known as

latitudes (north-south values) and departures

(east-west values) for each station. Using the

north and east values for the known starting sta-

tion, the latitude and departure of each traverse

station are progressively added algebraically. The
results are the northing and easting of each sta-

tion from a known or established zero point, and

are called the grid coordinates. A more detailed

description of traverse computations and use of

DA forms 1931 and 1940 will be found in TM
5-237.

a. Azimuths. Azimuths are most easily deter-

mined from the forward azimuth and the deflec-

tion angle from line to line.

(1) Figure 10-3 shows the computations and
adjustments of a connecting traverse. Starting

with the fixed or known azimuth of the line from
station M15 to station M16, the right (R) deflec-

tion angles and the left (L) deflection angles

(column 2) are added or subtracted respectively

to the previous azimuth value (column 3) to de-

termine the following azimuth.

(2) This traverse has a check azimuth near

its midpoint, permitting the adjustment of the

azimuths in two sections. The adjustment is deter-

mined (para 10-12) and applied to these azimuths

to obtain the adjusted azimuth for each line. Note
that the first section ties into the azimuth of the

azimuth mark of station 9 and starts again with

the fixed azimuth of the line from the azimuth
mark of station 9 for the second station.

6. Latitudes and D epartures. The adjusted azi-

muth (column 5) and the measured or computed
horizontal distance (column 6) are combined to

short lines must still be measured. However, the

azimuth of the main traverse will be the result of

a fewer number of sight lines. The short lines are

considered short random traverses within the

main traverse. The lengths and azimuths of the

required lines are then computed.

COMPLETION

determine the departure (AE, column 9), and lat-

itude (AN, column 10). Natural trigonometric

function tables are used in the computations.

(1) The adjusted azimuth can first be con-

verted into an equivalent angle of less than 90°,

and the sine and cosine can be taken from a pre-

pared set of trigonometric function tables (TM
5-236). The mathematical sign of AF and AN is

determined during this conversion. If bearings

are used, this conversion is not necessary.

(2) The conversion is performed in the fol-

lowing manner. Azimuth less than 90° are used

directly to enter the tables. The values of both the

sine and the cosine in this quadrant will be posi-

tive (+ ). Azimuth values (a) greater than 90°

are reduced to an angle of less than 90° (x) by
subtracting 90, 180, or 270 as needed. The signs of

the functions change in each of the three quad-

rants. The following list illustrates the sign

changes and the equivalent trigonometric value

for sin a and cos a

:

Azimuth (a) «Ine a cosine a

z + sin x -f cos x

90 + x -f cos x — sin x

180 + x — sin x — cos x

270 + x - cos x + sin x

(3) The appropriate values and signs are en-

tered in columns 7 and 8. To determine the depar-

ture (AE, column 9) the distance (column 6) is

multiplied by the sin a (column 7). The latitude

(AN, column 10) equals the distance (column 6)

times the cos a (column 8).

(4) The original distance and azimuth field

readings between any two stations are converted

into coordinate distances east and north between
the stations. If the sign of the increment is posi-

tive (+ ), the second point is further north or

further east; if negative (—), further south or

west (less north or less east).

(5) Note that the algebraic sum of the lati-

tudes (AN) or the departures (AE) between any
two stations will give the total difference in coor-
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Figure 10-3. Computation and adjustment, plane traverse.
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dinates north and east between the stations. This

method is used to check the computations through

the line. The algebraic total of latitudes (SAN)
is added to the starting station value and should

equal the final station value. The same applies to

the departures (DAE).

(6) After the computation has been checked

and the latitudes and departures adjusted (para

10-12), the survey is now tied to a coordinate

system.

c. Grid Coordinates. The computed latitudes

and departures are a measure of the relative posi-

tions between stations of a traverse survey. To
make the positions universal, the survey is tied

into a grid coordinate system. For military use,

this system is based on a Universal Transverse

Mercator (UTM) Grid for most of the world,

with a Universal Polar Stereographic (UPS) Grid

in the polar regions. A detailed discussion of grids

will be found in TM 5-241-1.

(1) Basically, a grid is a series of reference

lines established at right angles to each other. By
accepting one intersection on this grid as an ori-

gin and assigning a value to this point, the grid

becomes a useful tool in measuring relative posi-

tions. For example, let us assume a grid with an

origin value of zero north and zero east. The loca-

tion of a point, six units or blocks north and eight

units or blocks east of the origin, is easily identi-

fiable. The point is 10 units slightly east-northeast

of the origin.

(2) In the military grid systems, the origin

values are established. When a control station is

computed and a grid value determined for it, the

latitude (AN) from the established origin to this

point is called a northing, and the departure

(AE), an easting. The northing and easting of

any point are called the grid coordinates. Lati-

tudes and departures algebraically added to the

grid coordinates establish a new set of grid coor-

dinates for the new station.

(8) In figure 10-3, the adjusted latitudes and

departures (AN and AE) are added algebrai-

cally to the known coordinates from the first sta-

tion (M16) progressively. When the final station

(N9) is reached, the coordinates computed

through the traverse result in a surveyed value

for the position of the station. The difference be-

tween the surveyed coordinate value and the

known value (of N9) constitutes the closure error

of the survey.

(4) The degree of accuracy for the traverse

is computed from the linear error of closure and

the total length of the traverse. The linear error

of closure is the straight line distance by which

the traverse failed to close. The northing and
easting closure is converted to the straight line

distance by taking the square root of the sum of

the squares of the easting and northing errors.

The traverse accuracy is then expressed as the

fraction having a numerator equal to 1, and a

denominator equal to the total length of the tra-

verse divided by the linear error of closure. For
example, let us assume that the easting was off by

+6 meters and the northing by +8 meters. The

linear error of closure equals y/62 +82 or 10

meters. If the traverse survey extended 50 kilo-

meters, the accuracy of the survey is 1 divided by

the result of 50 kilometers divided by 10 meters

or:

1 1 1_
survey accuracy= 50 km = 50,000 m = 5,000

10 m 10 m
or as usualy expressed, 1 part in 5,000.

(5) It is often necessary to compute the dis-

tance, or the distance and azimuth between two
traverse points from the grid coordinates of the

two points. The method of squaring the AE and
AN, adding, and taking the square root will only

give the distance. There is another method which

does not require this arithmetic and results in

the distance and the azimuth. The values of AE
and AN for the line are determined from the grid

coordinates for the two ends of the line. The
tangent of the azimuth of the line is then equal to

AE divided by AN, and the cotangent of the azi-

muth is equal to AN divided by AE. The distance

(d) is equal to AE divided by the sine of the

azimuth or AN divided by the cosine of the

azimuth.

d. Area. Traverses are sometimes run in order

to determine the area of a tract of land. This is

done by making the traverse legs coincide with

the tract boundary where possible, or by using

perpendicular offset from the traverse legs to the

boundary. Determination and computation of area

is covered in section II, chapter 13.

10-12. Adjustments

To eliminate or minimize as many individual

measurement errors as possible, adjustments are

made at different times during the traverse. When
the final adjustment is made, the errors have been

distributed and the positions of all points should

be within the allowable accuracy. This allowable

error is determined by the type of survey as
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stated in the specifications. The adjustments are

made at each station for the angles, after each

distance measurement, after the azimuths are

checked, and finally after the latitude and depar-

tures are computed and tied to the closing station

value.

a. Angles. The angles are checked at each tra-

verse station by closing the horizon. Any error is

distributed and the angle values are adjusted to

reduce the small instrumental errors. This proce-

dure is described in paragraph 9-14.

6. Distances. The distances are computed by
applying the necessary corrections after each

measurement. If the survey accuracy requires it,

several measurements are made over the same
course. Adjustment consists of taking a mean of

the individual measurements, and in effect, dis-

tributing the individual measurement errors

equally among all the determinations.

c. Azimuths. The azimuth adjustment distrib-

utes the small angle errors accumulated at each

traverse station. In most instances, these errors

are the small increments of the angle which the

instrument cannot read. For example, an angle of

87° 32' 13" will be read as 87° 32' 10" by a 10"

instrument, thus leaving a 3" error in the angle.

In addition, slight errors in pointing the instru-

ment on the targets result in a small increment of

angle error. The combined effect after several sta-

tions can add up to a readable amount. When the

azimuth is checked against a previously deter-

mined "correct" value (column 3, fig. 10-3), the

difference in readings is the total amount of this

accumulated error. This error can also be referred

to as the angular closing error. The angular clos-

ing or azimuth error for each traverse line is

found by dividing the total error by the number
(n) of angles affecting the closure, and multiply-

ing this value by 1, 2, 3, . . . n, in turn. The
adjustments (column 4) are applied to the azi-

muths of column 3 to obtain the adjusted azi-

muths in column 5, figure 10-3.

d. Latitudes and Departures. Even with the
above adjustments made, small residual errors
will still remain. The final adjustment is based on
the grid coordinates (columns 13 and 14) of the
starting station (M16) and the closing station

(N9), which have fixed values determined by
other surveys.

(1) The algebraic sum of the AE values
(column 9) should equal the difference between
the two given eastings (E, column 13), and the
algebraic sum of the AN values (column 10)
should equal the difference between the two given

northings (N, column 14). In this example, the

sum of the AE's is—15,500.68, while the difference

in the eastings for stations M16 and N9 is

—15,504.61, or the easting error of closure is

+3.93. The sum of AN's is —270.47, while the
difference in northings for stations M16 and N9
is —269.61, giving a northing error of closure of

—0.86.

(2) The error of closure in both easting and
northing is distributed proportionately through-

out the traverse by a method referred to as the
compass rule method and computed as follows:

divide both the easting error of closure and the

northing error of closure by the total length of

the traverse (19870.66-summation of column 6),

to obtain two factors, Ee for the eastings and EB

for the northings. The correction to the AE for

any line of the traverse is then equal to Ee multi-

plied by the length of that line. Similarly, the

correction to the AN for any line of the traverse

is equal to E n multiplied by the length of that

line. The adjusted values for the AE's and the

AN's are shown in columns 11 and 12 (fig. 10-3)

and the algebraic sum of each of these columns
should equal the correct value, as shown.

(3) In the case of a loop traverse, the alge-

braic sum of both the unadjusted AE's and the un-

adjusted AN's should equal zero. Any difference

between the values and zero is the error of closure.

The adjustment of a loop traverse is the same as

for a connecting traverse, and the adjusted AE's

and AN's should each add to zero algebraically.

4

1
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CHAPTER 11

TRIANGULATION

Section I.

11-1. Introduction

Triangulation is an efficient and accurate method
of establishing control points over extensive areas

of the earth's surface. In the past, as well as in

many surveys today, triangulation has formed
and does form the basic horizontal control net-

works throughout most of the world. Triangula-

tion is the method which employs trigonometric

principles to solve the triangles and to determine

the horizontal positions and distances. Whereas,

in traverse, the distance and the angle are meas-

ured at each station, in triangulation only the

directions (angles) are measured at each station

with the distances measured only at specified in-

tervals. There are two types of triangulation that

are currently being used by the military surveyor

and they are: conventional triangvlation and

braced triangvlation. This chapter will discuss

only the more general aspects of triangulation as

it pertains to lower order. For a complete discus-

sion of the methods, procedures, techniques and

specification of both types of triangulation refer

to TM 5-441.

a. Conventional Triangvlation. In the past

triangulation had but one basic design and that

was the measurement of all directions of geomet-

ric figures; the measurement of a base line at

specified intervals; and when necessary the ob-

servation of astronomic azimuth and position.

This type is usually referred to as conventional

triangulation and used for lower order surveys.

6. Braced Triangvlation. With the advent of

electronic distance measuring equipment a mod-

ern type of triangulation has evolved which incor-

porates the use of both direction and distance

measurements intermingled within the geometric

figure. This type is referred to as braced triangu-

lation and is generally used only for the higher

order surveys. Braced triangulation will not be

discussed in this chapter.

DESCRIPTION

11-2. General

The discussion for lower order triangulation in

this chapter is normally limited to triangles hav-

ing sides less than 8 kilometer and to triangula-

tion nets that do not extend more than 15 to 25

kilometers. In such nets, a base line is normally

measured near each end of the net or tied-in to

previously established control and all computa-

tions are done on a plane grid system.

a. The simplest form of triangulation consists

of one triangle. One side and at least two (usually

three) angles are measured, and from this data,

the lengths of the other two sides are computed.

Then, knowing the position of one point and the

azimuth of one line, the relative positions of the

other two points (vertices) can be determined in

relationship to the known point. The use of one

triangle is very effective in crossing obstruction

(rivers, ravines, etc) where the distance across

cannot be measured easily. A base line, 1-2, (<T),

fig. 11-1) is established parallel to the obstruction

and the distance measured carefully. Then a third

point, 3, is established on the other side of the

obstruction. Using a direction or angle measuring
instrument the three angles of the triangle are

observed. From this data, the base line and three

angles, the other two sides are computed. Know-
ing the position of point 1, azimuth of the base

line, and all parts of the triangle, then the posi-

tion of points 2 and 3 can be computed in relation-

ship to point 1.

6. To extend this basic triangle, a fourth point,

4, (®, fig. 11-1) is selected. It must be visible

from points 3, and one of the base points, 1. The

angles at 1 (from 3 to 4), at 3 (from 1 to 4), and

at 4 (from 3 to 1) are observed. Note that one

side (1-3) is known from the computations of the

first triangle (1-2-3). The new triangle 1-3-4)

can be computed and the lengths of the unknown
sides (1-4 and 3-4) can be determined. This same

extension procedure is carried on by selecting
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point 5, then 6 through 10 in sequence and observ-

ing the appropriate angles. This series of figures

is called a triangulation net or chain of triangles.

When distance 9-10 (the closing base line) is

reached, it is carefully measured. The measure-

ment is compared against the distance as com-

puted through the net and the difference is used to

determine the closure error of the net.

c. The basic triangle and the described not

using one set of triangles have the disadvantage

of insufficient checks. An error in one of the angle

readings will distort the triangle and result in a

progressive accuracy loss as the net is extended.

To permit stronger checks and to reduce the pos-

sibility of errors, a different type of net can be

used (©, fig. 11-1). For a net of the same length

as in ®, figure 11-1, three additional stations

with the extra angle readings are required and

result in a double line of triangles. The closing

base line (9-10) can now be computed in the same
manner as in (5), figure 11-1. In addition, it can

also be computed independently using the right-

hand tier of triangles. The two independent com-

putations offer a much stronger check than the

single line of triangles.

d. A still stronger system is illustrated in ©,
figure 11-1. This requires more angles observa-

tions than the other system, but no more stations

than in ®, figure 11-1. The basic figures of this

system are quadrilaterals (for example, 1-2-3-4)

9* .10 9/r—rl°

® (D

Figure 11-1. Basic triangulation.

made up of interlocking triangles (1-2-3, 1-3-4),

1-2-4, and 2-3-4). The stronger check is obtained

by observing the angles created by the additional

diagonals through the quadrilaterals. The base

line distance (1-2) is used to compute the length

of 3-4, the 5-6, 7-8, and finally 9-10, the closing

base line. Note that in a quadrilateral (1-2-3-4,

for instance) to go from 1-2 to 8-4, triangles

1-2-4 and 2-3-4 can be used for one route. For a

completely different route, triangles 1-2-3 and
1-3-4 can be used. Each route uses a different set

of observed angles. Other routes exist, if needed,

although they are not normally used. Triangle

1-2-4 is used to determine side 1-4, then triangle

I-4-3 to get side 2-3, then triangle 2-3-4 to get

side 3-4. There are still more possibilities, but

these become impractical due to computation

problems. The method for determining the best

routes through a triangulation net is based on a
technique called the strength of figure (para

II-4a(3)).

11-3. Accuracy

Triangulation for engineer and mapping projects

is performed under three primary orders of

accuracy and one order for all surveys lower than

the primary orders. Triangulation for field artil-

lery surveys is performed under two orders of

accuracy.

a. Engineer and Mapping Projects. The orders

of accuracy for these projects are first, second,

third and lower order. The three primary orders

are subdivided to give a total of six different de-

grees of precision. First order is divided into class

I, II, and III, with length and position accuracies

of 1 :100,000, 1 :50,000, and 1 :25,000 respectively.

Second order consists of class I and II, with

length and position accuracies of 1:20,000 and

1:10,000 respectively. Third order requires a

length and position accuracy of 1 :5,000. All linear

closures are a comparison of the length of a base

line as computed through the net and the meas-

ured length of the base or the adjusted length of a

previously established line, after side and angle

equations have been satisfied. The term, lower

order is applied to all triangulation using methods
and closures of less than third order accuracy. As
in traversing, lower order surveys are designed to

give sufficient accuracy for the job at hand.

6. Field Artillery Surveys. The orders of

accuracy for field artillery surveys using triangu-

lation methods are fourth and fifth order. Fourth
order requires length and position accuracy of

11-2
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1 :3,000. Fifth i order requires an accuracy of

1 :1,000. Refer to FM 6-2 for a detailed discussion

of triangulation as it applies to field artillery sur-

veys.

11-4. Reconnaissance

Reconnaissance is essentially the basic design of

the survey to be conducted. Station location for a

triangulation net is a very important phase of the

survey. All station and base line locations should

be made prior to the execution of any triangula-

tion. For a lower order triangulation net, the re-

connaissance may vary in time from an hour or

two for crossing a river, to several days for a

network.

a. The reconnaissance party should pay particu-

lar attention to the following factors

:

(1) Location and length of the base line with

respect to the general triangulation system, and to

the ease in measuring.

(2) Intervisibility of all stations of the figure

being used, and preferably without the use of

high towers or stands.

(3) The determination of the strength of

figure. Strength of figure is a numerical rating

that is used to compare the various routes of com-

putation through a net and to select the strongest.

When using a chain of single triangles, there is

only one route of computation. There is a limiting

factor, however, on the summation of the strength

of figure value between base lines or tie-ins for

lower order surveys. This limiting factor is de-

pendent upon the accuracy requirement of the

new points being established and should seldom

exceed 200 for any lower order survey. The
strength of figure is based on the size of the dis-

tance angles and the number of conditions to be

satisfied within a figure. As a general rule for

triangulation no triangle should have an angle

smaller than 30° or larger than 150°. For a com-

plete discussion of strength of figure refer to par-

agraph 4-4, TM 5-441.

(4) Selection of auxiliary stations to be lo-

cated with respect to the triangulation system.

The coordinates of landmarks such as chimneys,

church spires, and radio or water towers, even

though inaccessible, are often very useful to a

Section II. FIELD

11-6. Party Organization

The triangulation party must be versatile because

it is responsible for measuring all base line and

subsequent surveying project. The method used to

control these auxiliary stations is called intersec-

tion (para 13-5).

6. The usefulness of a good reconnaissance can

be wasted, especially if the triangulation party

does not make full use of the selected points. The
reconnaissance party must locate and describe the

exact point selected and mark it. A description

and sketch should be prepared for all newly estab-

lished permanent and temporary stations. The de-

scription and sketch should be recorded on DA
Form 1959 (Description or Recovery of Horizon-

tal Control Station) or appropriate current field

recording booklets. The description is a narrative

report compiled at the station site containing all

information necessary to expeditiously locate the

station. The sketch should be clear and simple,

and contain only the detail required for positive

identification. The description and sketch should

complement each other and should contain such

information as general location, access routes,

exact location, whether consent of the landowner
has been obtained, type of marker left at station,

and whether the setup will be at ground level or

require a tower or stand.

11-5. Station Markers

All triangulation stations of third or higher order

must be identified on the ground with a perma-
nent station marker. The station mark generally

used is the standard Corps of Engineer bronze

disk embedded in a standard monument, but

under some conditions, improvised markers must
be used. At all higher order triangulation station

at least two reference marks and if necessary an
azimuth mark must also be established. For lower

order surveys, unless otherwise required by pro-

ject instructions, the stations are marked with a

2-inch by 2-inch by 15-inch wooden hub. Triangu-
lation stations are usually given names rather

than numbers. Probably the best name is that of a

geographic feature or political subdivision at or

near the station. Duplicate names must never be
used within any one triangulation system. Names
of men in the party, nicknames, names without
meaning, or names arising from incidents should
not be used. Always be sure the station names are
spelled correctly on all documents.

PROCEDURES

directions of the triangulation system. Besides the

reconnaissance party, it is composed of one or

more direction observation parties, plus additional
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personnel for the construction of special targets

and/or towers and for other required duties. The
entire triangulation party is under the direction

of the chief of party. The direction observing

party consists of an instrumentman and a recor-

der, plus the personnel required to display targets,

heliotropes, or lights if work is done at night. A
distance measuring party is also required for base

line measurements. This party may be a taping

party or an electronic distance measuring party

depending on the survey requirements. In addi-

tion there are usually two computers assigned to

the triangulation party to complete all field com-

putations. These computers are usually utilized as

recorders when not engaged in the computations.

11-7. Targets, Signal, Towers, and Stands

After the station locations have been established,

the instrument positioning and the target place-

ment must be considered. The final step before

leaving is the monumenting of the station.

a. The reconnaissance party will have selected

the location from which the required number of

other stations can be seen, and which will be seen

from the other stations. An unwooded area on a

hilltop would be ideal, but is seldom available.

Frequently, woods, brush, and even terrain will

obstruct the view in some directions. The recon-

naissance party, by moving around the vicinity of

the desired location, can select a spot from which

one or more points will be completely or partially

visible. They will decide whether it is more practi-

cal to clear the obstruction (if timber, and per-

mission to cut is available) or to raise the instru-

ment onto a stand or tower for unobstructed

viewing. If the obstruction is terrain (another

hilltop), it may be necessary to use available maps
or other information to determine at which height

clearance will be obtained. This information is in-

cluded in the reconnaissance description. The
triangulation party will perform the necessary

cutting and construction for the instrument, tar-

get setups and the monumenting of the station. A
more detailed discussion of clearing, and tower

stand and monument construction will be found in

TM 5-441.

6. A target is any object at which the instru-

ment's telescope is pointed when measuring an

angle. An instrumentman, on short sights, may
sight on plumb bob strings (up to 75 meters),

range poles (up to 300 meters), target sets (up to

1 km) and rods held over a point. As the sight

distances increase, these targets become too small

and too indistinct to use. Larger targets are re-

quired. The possible use of a heliotrope should

also be considered if the observations are to be
made during daylight hours when the sun is shin-

ing.

(1) The size of a target is dependent upon
the distance between it and the instrument. It

must be large enough to be seen, yet narrow
enough to afford a good bisection. Normally, a
target which subtends an angle of 4" to 6" of arc
will fulfill this purpose. This angular dimension
converts to a target size as follows. An arc of 1"

equals a width of 0.5 centimeter at a distance of 1

kilometer. For good bisection, a target about 3
centimeters wide is needed at a distance of 1 kilo-

meter, and about 9 centimeters wide at 3 kilome-

ters. With poor lighting or visibility, the size may
have to be increased.

(2) The shape of a target easiest to bisect is

a triangle or a diamond with a vertex pointing up
or down. This vertex must be plumbed exactly

over the station and should be high enough for

good visibility. If the triangulation requires verti-

cal angle readings, the base of the triangle or the

horizontal diagonal of the diamond will afford

good bisection. The vertical distance from the

ground station to this point is measured and re-

corded after the target is set up. Shapes and con-

struction of targets are discussed in more detail

in TM 5-441.

(3) The color of the target must be selected

for good visibility against the background where
it will be viewed. Normally, a target with alter-

nate bands of red and yellow or red and white will

be visible against both light and dark back-

grounds. If target is to be visible from several

directions, it must be made to fit this condition or

extra targets may be mounted on the same holder.

(4) One other consideration for targets is

possible occupation of the station by one instru-

ment party while the target is being observed by
another instrument party from another station.

This requires special types of target construction

and guying to maintain the target's position, or

placing the target at an eccentric position. These

special cases are discussed in TM 5-441.

(5) When observations are made during day-

light hours with the sun shining, a heliotrope

(para 4-31) is a very effective target. It requires

an attendant to rotate the mirror and keep the

sun's rays pointed toward the instrument.

c. During triangulation at night, lights must be

used for targets. Up to about a kilometer, the

target sets (para 4-30c) with built-in illumination

are very effective. For longer sight distances, spe-

11-4
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cial signal lights (para 4-32) are used. They are

available in two sizes and can be stacked in a

vertical column for sighting from several instru-

ment stations.

d. During triangulation, auxiliary points may
be visible from the different stations, but are im-

practical to occupy. Such objects as prominent

flagpoles, chimneys, and church steeples can be

used as intersection points. The angles to them
are read from several stations and their positions

calculated from these readings. One precaution

should be taken. It is very easy to mistake flag-

poles and chimneys when they are viewed from
several different directions. Even church steeples

can lose their unique identity when viewed from a

different angle. The instrumentman must be sure

that he is using the same point for all sightings.

11-8. Bose Lines

In plane surveying (lower order), the triangula-

tion system is small and the base lines are rela-

tively close together. They are measured to the

lowest accuracy that will keep the discrepancy

from exceeding a specified amount. This accuracy

depends on several factors.

a. For simple triangulation, such as the trian-

gulation across a river with one triangle or one

quadrilateral, the measured base line is usually

one side of the figure. The base line should be of

such length and direction that as a general rule,

no angle in the triangle, or in the quadrilateral,

will be less than 30° or larger than 150°. In any
case, the length of the base line should be greater

than one-sixth the average length of line in the

main scheme.

6. If measured by taping, this length normally

is run from one end of the base line to the other,

and remeasured in the opposite direction. The
mean of the two measured values is used as the

base line length. Corrections described in chapter

6 may have to be applied.

c. Electronic distance measuring depends upon

the number of fine readings or the number of

different frequencies to attain the required

accuracy. These variables are discussed in chapter

6. Some instruments have an interchangeable

master remote capability. Thus, the distance is

measured in "one" direction using A as a master

and B as a remote. The functions are changed and

the distance is measured in the "opposite" direc-

tion with B as a master and A as the remote.

d. The required accuracy of the base line meas-

urement depends on the order of accuracy of the

survey. The higher order accuracy requirements

are listed in TM 5-441. Lower order accuracy re-

quirements are based on the needed accuracy for

the survey to be done and are usually specified in

project instructions.

11-9. Direction Observations

The directions for triangulation are observed with
a theodolite; a transit can be used if accuracy

requirements permit its use. The type and/or
model of instrument used will depend upon the

order of accuracy required by the survey. Chapter
4 describes the many models and types of instru-

ments used for direction observations. The meth-
ods used for direction observations are described

in chapter 9. The specifications for direction ob-

servations for the different orders of accuracy are

detailed in TM 6-441. On most triangulation nets

or single figures there is the additional require-

ment for the observation of vertical angles (ze-

nith distances), and these are observed with the

same instrument that is used for the horizontal

directions.

11-10. Recording

The recording procedure for horizontal direction

is done in the same manner for all orders of

accuracy. The type and model of instrument being

used will dictate the method of recording. These
directions are recorded in the "Horizontal Direc-

tion or Angle Book", DA Form 6-69. Base line

notes are recorded in the appropriate taping book,

leveling book, or in the case of electronic distance

measuring on the appropriate single sheet record-

ing form. Paragraph 1-8 outlines the procedure

and format to be used for survey recording. For
the specific notekeeping refer to the chapters deal-

ing with the particular operation involved.

11-11. Computations

Triangulation parties are normally required to

complete unadjusted field computations through

the determination of triangle closures and trigon-

ometric leveling computations. There are usually

two computers assigned to each triangulation

party, whose primary duty is to make these com-
putations. The principal purpose of the field com-
putations are: to insure the completeness of the

data; to make a thorough field check of the ob-

servations ; to inform the chief of party as to the

accuracy that is being attained ; to reduce the ob-

servations to a form readily available for office
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computation and adjustment; and frequently, to

furnish field values for immediate needs. The
triangle computations involve, first, the adjust-

ment of measured value for the three angles of

each triangle so that their sum will equal 180°

and then, the computation of lengths of the un-

known sides of each triangle. Computations of

triangle side lengths are carried forward from the

base line, through the triangles, and tied-in at the

closing base line.

a. The sum of the three angles of a plane trian-

gle equals 180°. The difference between the sum
of the measured values for the three angles of

each triangle and 180° is determined. One-third of

this difference is than added to, or subtracted

from each of the three measured angular values,

to make their sums equal 180°.

6. The lengths of the two unknown sides of each

triangle are computed by the law of sines of plane

angles, which states

:

a b c

sin A sin B sin C

in which A, B, and C are the adjusted plane an-
gles, and a, 6, and c are the lengths of the sides

opposite the angles A, B, and C respectively. The
base line or known side is always letter a and the

unknown sides 6 and c. The length of these un-

known sides can be computed using natural func-

tions or logarithms. For these computations, the

law of sines is transposed as follows

:

6 = a sin B/sin A, and

c = a sin C/sin A.

c. After finding values for sides 6 and c of a
triangle, each of these values can be used as the

known length of a side of another triangle.

d. For a complete discussion of all computations

for triangulation of all orders of accuracy refer to

TM 5-237.

11-6
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CHAPTER 12

SPECIAL SURVEYS

Section I. INTRODUCTION

12-1. General

The development of new equipment in the survey-

ing field has introduced many new systems and

methods and refined some of the old. The systems

and/or methods discussed in this chapter are not

the only ones but are those that the military sur-

veyor is most likely to use in Army surveys.

12-2. Scope

This chapter only familiarizes the surveyor with
the different systems and methods, without at-

tempting to discuss procedures, techniques, or

specifications for performing these surveys. When
the surveyor is assigned to projects that are con-

cerned with these systems, all specifications, pro-

cedures, technique, and equipment should be cov-

ered in special project instructions.

Section II. DESCRIPTION

12-3. Trilateration Surveys

Trilateration is the surveying technique which
measures the length of sides of triangles rather

than angles as in triangulation. A scheme of poly-

gons is designed to extend control over the desired

area in the same manner as triangulation. After

the stations are selected on the ground, the dis-

tances between them are measured with an appro-

priate electronic measuring device. To date,

large-scale trilateration has been used in areas

where triangulation was not feasible. This in-

cludes long, over-water measurements and net-

works in regions where the working season is

short or much of the country is unexplored. The
planning and execution of trilateration are sub-

stantially different from triangulation, and at no

time can one be substituted directly for the other.

The measured distances are normally slope dis-

tances and must be reduced to the horizontal, and
if accuracy requirements are of high order, they

must further be reduced to a common surface of

reference, usually mean sea level. These reduc-

tions require that the elevation of the stations

must be known or obtainable by observation. Alti-

metry (ch. 8) is used in lower order trilateration

to obtain the needed elevations. Specifications for

the trilateration method for engineer and map-
ping projects is usually covered by special project

instructions (ch. 10, TM 5-441). For field artil-

lery trilateration surveys refer to FM 6-2. The
following are some of the limitations that affect

trilateration measurements and computations.

a. Atmospheric instability influences light and

radio measuring waves (para 6-13 and 6-20) and

may cause errors in the measured distances.

6. The distance errors become angular distor-

tions in the computations. Normal angle adjust-

ments of triangulation cannot be used for trilater-

ation figures.

c. The measured lengths are slope distances.

Vertical control must be carried along with trila-

teration to reduce the distances to the horizontal,

and if necessary to mean sea level. Trilateration

during inclement weather prevents trigonometric

leveling and requires other methods that are ei-

ther less accurate or slower.

d. Figures for trilateration are more compli-

cated than those used for triangulation. The re-

connaissance party must select more station sites

and check more lines of sight for clearance when
laying out the net.

e. Because of the limiting factors, trilateration

is the least acceptable method of control exten-

sion. Every effort should be made to find other

solutions for the survey problem before resorting

to trilateration.
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12-4. Gravity Surveys

a. Gravity is the resultant of two opposing

forces; gravitation and centrifugal force. Gravi-

tation is that force of nature which manifests it-

self as a mutual attraction between mass. Centri-

fugal force is the component due to the rotation of

earth and acts in the opposite direction from
gravitational force. The combination of these two
forces represents the total gravity at the equator

and closely approximates the total at other lati-

tudes. Gravity is measured in units of either force

or acceleration. In the centimeter-gram-second

(c.g.s.) system of units, the force of gravity is

expressed in dyne/gram and acceleration of grav-

ity in units of a gal. The gal (named in honor of

Galileo) is an acceleration of one centimeter per

second. A milligal (mgal) is 0.001 gal. Gravity

data are of paramount importance in geodesy.

Gravity determinations are used in measuring the

undulations of the geoid and the deflection of the

vertical. Gravity surveys are usually conducted

under special project instructions from the U.S.

Army Topographic Command (TOPOCOM). The
computations and a general description of gravity

surveys are covered in chapter 19, change number
1, TM 5-237.

6. Gravity observations are divided, generally,

into absolute and relative measurements. Absolute

gravity determinations are those which measure

the entire magnitude of gravity at a point while

relative measurements detect the variations in the

intensity of the gravity field from point to point.

(1) The absolute acceleration of gravity is

usually measured with a pendulum apparatus or

mechanism employing the falling body principle.

In the former the swinging period of the pendu-

lum is accurately timed. From the time interval

and the length of the pendulum, the value of grav-

ity is computed. This type of measurement re-

quires lengthy observations and the average pe-

riod must be determined from several thousand

actual swings of the pendulum. This often re-

quires months of observation and the equipment

involved is complex, delicate, and sometimes cum-

bersome. As a result of the length and complexity

of absolute gravity measurements, the absolute

gravity is usually determined at a limited number
of reference stations which are called base sta-

tions. Pendulum measurements obtain absolute

gravity to within 3 to 5 parts per 1 million.

(2) The relative gravity measurements are

usually made with a gravimeter. The term gravi-

meter (gravity meter) is used to denote any in-

strument in which the acceleration of gravity is

determined by measuring the force necessary to

support a mass in the earth's gravity field. The
mass is usually supported by an extremely sensi-

tive spring or by gas pressure and the force meas-

ured by the extension of the spring or compres-

sion of the gas. In operation, a dial reading which

represents the force necessary to support the test

mass is made at a base station and again at the

desired location. The difference in dial readings

between the two stations represents the change in

gravity. Gravimeters are highly sensitive allowing

reading accuracies of ±0.01 mgal and in excep-

tional cases ±0.001 mgal.

12-5. Satellite Surveys

Satellite surveys employ the use of artificial earth

satellites as a means of extending geodetic control

systems (TM 5-441). Two systems have been used

extensively by the Army. One is the Sequential

Collation of Range (SECOR) system and the

other is the BC-4 camera system. These systems

are used for long line surveys where the distance

between stations is from 100 to 1500 miles. They
are used for worldwide surveys for the interconti-

nental, interdatum, and interisland geodetic ties.

The SECOR and BC-4 systems are generally used

in conjunction with each other for these geodetic

ties.

a. SECOR. SECOR is an all-weather, mobile

geodetic tool designed to provide ranging data to

determine the geodetic position of ground points.

This system utilizes a satellite-borne transponder

and four ground stations measuring the distance

between the ground stations and the satellite by

phase comparison similar to that of the micro-

wave system used for ground surveys. By know-
ing the position of three of the ground stations,

the position of the fourth station can be deter-

mined by what is basically known as a space

resection computation.

b. BC-b Camera. The BC-4 camera is a large

camera mounted on a base similar to that of the

base section of the Wild T-4 theodolite. The
camera is used to photograph an ECHO type sat-

ellite while moving through a field of identifiable

stars. Using the identifiable stars, the position of

the satellite can be determined and hence the posi-

tion of the camera station.

12-6. Airborne Surveys

HIRAN, SHIRAN, and SHORAN are all airborne

survey systems, which employ the trilateration

12-2
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survey principles. Simultaneous measurements
from ground station are taken to an aircraft in

flight. The exact coordinates of the aircraft are

determined by use of these simultaneous measure-

ments from three known ground stations. The po-

sition of the aircraft being known, then a point

directly below the aircraft on the ground can be

determined, and used in the control of aerial pho-

tography for mapping operations. The HIRAN
and SHIRAN systems are also used in the same
manner as SECOR. The distance measurements
from the known stations are used to fix the air-

craft by intersection. Then using the aircraft's

position and distance measurements from an un-

known station, the position of the unknown sta-

tion is determined by space resection. For proce-

dures and techniques of these systems refer to

U.S. Air Force Technical Instructions.

12-7. Sodano Azimuth Surveys

The Sodano azimuth surveys are used in conjunc-

tion with long line HIRAN surveys. It is a method

of establishing an azimuth on a line between two

stations that are not intervisible, because of the

long distance between the stations. An aircraft is

used that is equipped with a light affixed to the

fuselage. This aircraft flies between the stations

at a distance, where the light is visible simultane-

ously from both stations. The instrument used for

these observations is a camera equipped Wild T-3.

Reference is made to TOPOCOM Technical In-

structions.

12-8. Astronomic Surveys

Geodetic astronomy is the application of the as-

tronomic science to the determination of astro-

nomic positions and directions (azimuths) be-

tween points on earth's surface. These surveys are

made to determine astronomic positions, orient

survey networks, provide azimuths, and provide

deflection components when compared with geo-

detic and gravity surveys. Refer to TM 5-441 and

TM 5-442 for methods, procedures, and equip-

ment for astronomic surveys as used in engineer

and mapping projects. For field artillery's use of

astronomic surveys refer to FM 6-2.
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CHAPTER 13

LOCATION OF DETAIL AND AREA DETERMINATION

Section I. LOCATION OF DETAIL

13-1. General

One of the final steps of field surveying involves

the location of detail points relative to the survey

lines and/or stations. If, for example, a traverse

is run for the location of a new road, buildings

and other existing features as well as the points

on the road must often be tied into the control to

determine their relative positions and/or eleva-

tion. In mapping surveys, topographic features

that are used as picture points in photogrametric

mapping must be tied into the newly established

and existing control systems to determine the po-

sitions and/or elevation. In general, detail points

are located by measuring angles, distances, or a

combination of these methods from the lines and

stations which have been established. It is some-

times necessary to run a short open traverse or

sideshot (para 10-8c) from a control station to a

detail point, but most points can be located by one

of the methods described in the following para-

graphs. The methods described in the succeeding

paragraphs are nothing more than shorter ver-

sions of the methods described in detail in TM
5-233 (Construction Surveying), TM 5-441 (Geo-

detic and Topographic Surveying) and summa-
rized in preceding chapters of the manual.

Usually the best method to use in any particular

case is the one that will give the required data

and accuracy with the least effort. However, with

the advent of many new types of equipment in the

surveying field, it is sometimes as easy to use

third order methods, as the lower order methods

with only a nominal amount of effort, time, and

expense. The best method is usually obvious to the

surveyor who is familiar with all methods and the

project requirements.

13-2. Control Systems

Detail must be located relative to some type of

control system, either local, national, or world-

wide (para 1-5). In this way, the position of the

detail will be established with some degree of per-

manency. Relative positions of detail points can

be determined within a local control system (state

or municipal) if the control is tied into geodetic

control, the positions of the points can be com-
puted with respect to the national or worldwide
systems. The main control scheme is either a net-

work of triangulation or traverses, and located

close to the points to be tied in, to reduce the

supplementary control requirement. Supplemen-
tary control consists of short traverse or triangu-

lation which is run close to or across a project

area. These stations must be established to the

degree of accuracy required by the purpose of the

survey. If a main control scheme must be run
first, it should be of an accuracy to permit the

supplementary survey to furnish the proper
accuracy for the detail. For example, if third

order accuracy is required for the detail, and con-

trol must be extended for a long distance, the

starting control must be of sufficient accuracy to

allow this extension without falling below the

third order requirements upon reaching the detail

point. If the starting control was of third order

accuracy, any length of extension beyond one or

two figures (triangulation) or one or two kilome-

ters (traverse or leveling), the accuracy will drop
below the requirement limits and make the survey

useless for the intended purpose. The same rea-

soning holds true for both horizontal and vertical

control.

13-3. Angle and Distance Methods

These methods require the use of both angle and
distance measuring to locate detail. The angles

may be measured by a transit, theodolite or a
properly oriented alidade and the distance by
tape, stadia, or electronic devices.

a. Radiation.

(1) Transit or theodolite. This method lo-

cates points by measuring an angle and distance

from the same station. It is an excellent method
for locating a number of fairly close points from
one instrument setup. In this method, the instru-

ment is set up at one station and backsighted on
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Figure 13-1. Location, angle from one station distance

from another.

another station, the azimuth between the stations

being known or determinable. The horizontal

angle is observed between each detail point and

the backsight station. The horizontal distance is

measured between each detail point and the in-

strument station. The azimuth of the backsight

line and the horizontal angle to each detail point

will give the azimuth to each new point. Then,

with this azimuth and the measured distance, the

coordinates of these points can be determined rel-

ative to the instrument station's coordinates.

When locating points such as building corners, the

lengths and widths of the buildings must be meas-

ured to locate any corners not visible from the

instrument station.

(2) Alidade. This method locates the detail

points by measured distances (usually stadia) and

relationship between lines drawn on the planeta-

ble sheet. The planetable is oriented by use of two
known stations, the instrument (planetable and
alidade) plumbed, leveled and tightened in azi-

muth at one station ; the stadia rod located at the

other. By sighting through the alidade at the sta-

dia rod and plotting the rod station on the plane-

table sheet, then drawing a line between these two

points (instrument and rod stations) an orienting

line is thus determined. Then by keeping the

straight edge of the alidade tightly against a pin

through the point on the planetable sheet repre-

senting the instrument station and turning the

alidade (planetable staying immobile) and sight-

ing on a rod located at the detail point. By read-

ing the stadia rod and beaman arc the relative

position of the detail point can be plotted on the

planetable sheet by use of the alidade straight

13-2

edge and determined distance. Refer to chapter 7
for the detailed procedure used with this method.

6. Angle at One Station and Distance From An-
other. Sometimes it is necessary to locate a point

by measuring an angle at one station and a dis-

tance from another one. The instrument is setup

at station A (fig. 13-1) during angle observation.

An obstruction prevents observing the direction

to station P. However, the distance A to P can be

measured. When the instrument is moved to sta-

tion B, the angle b can be measured but the dis-

tance B to P cannot. In triangle ABP, we now
have three known factors, distance AB (previous

survey), distance AP (measured) and angle b
(observed). To determine the position (coordi-

nates) of P, either the distance BP or angle a

must be computed. With either of these values, an

angle and distance (a and AP or b and BP) can

be used to determine the relative position of P.

The values of the unknown are computed as fol-

lows:

Sin p =
a a
BP =

AB sin b
AP

180° —
AP sin a

sin b

(b+p)

c. Short Base. This method is used to locate

distant or inaccessible points by observing hori-

zontal angles to the point from each end of a

measured line. In figure 13-2, the length AN is

measured and the angles n and alf are observed

Angle w, can be computed by w, = 180° — (n

+ a,). Using the law of sines, either A-WT or

N-WT can be computed. Then setting at A and
backsighting on a known station and observing

the angle to WT the azimuth of line A-WT can be

determined. Knowing the azimuth and distance of

line A-WT the relative position of the water

tower can be determined. A second determination

of the position should be made, measuring the

distance A to E and observing angles a2 and e,

computing as above. This second determination of

position will show if any error was made in the

angle observations or distance measuring.

d. Range Ties. A range tie can be used to deter-

mine a point's location by observing an angle and
measuring a distance. This method requires extra

instrument manipulation and should be used only

when none of the previous methods can be used

satisfactorily. This method will not only establish

a corner of a structure, but also the alinement of

one of the sides. In figure 13-3, assume that the

building is not visible from either station A or B,
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or that either or both of the distances from A or

B to a corner of the building cannot be easily

measured. Set the instrument up at either A or B
and establish line AB, establish a point R at the

intersection of line AB and line 1-2. The instru-

ment is then moved to R and the distance along

line (A-B) to R is measured. An angle observa-

tion to the building is made using either A or B as

the backsight. The range distance (R-2) is meas-
ured as well as the building dimensions. The loca-

tion of point 2 can be computed, and from this the

rest of the points located.

TM 5-232

*

Range Station

Figure 13-3. Range ties.

13-4. Distance Methods

These methods may or may not need the angle-ob-

serving instruments. Measurements can be made
using tapes only. If the transit or theodolite is

used, it is strictly for alinement and establishing

perpendiculars.

a. Distance From Two Stations. Points are lo-

cated by measuring horizontal distances from two

stations when a transit or theodolite are not avail-

able. The distance is measured from two stations

of known position to the unknown point. Then

knowing three sides of a triangle, the angles and

the location of the point can be computed by the

law of cosines. The measurements must be made
carefully since there is no check on them, and

errors or mistakes will affect the point's location.

6. Swing Offsets. The swing offset method (fig.

13-4) is used to locate points close to the control

lines. Measurement of a swing offset distance pro-

vides an accurate determination of the perpendic-

ular distance from the control line to the point

being located. It is somewhat similar to the range

tie but requires no angle observation. In deter-

Figure IBS, Location by short base.

4*00 ««+00

Figure 13-4. Swing offsets.

mining the offset distance, one tapeman holds the

zero mark of the tape at a corner of the building

while the other tapeman swings an arc with the

tape to the control line (AB). When the shortest

reading on the graduated end of the tape is ob-

served, the swing offset or perpendicular distance

to the control line is obtained (a or b). The aline-

ment of AB can be first established at the in-

tersection of the offset points and the tapeman
reads the value. The more common practice is to

have the instrumentman read the shortest dis-

tance through the telescope. The distance from
the instrument station to the swing offset points

(a or b) is measured. A tie or check distance can

be measured from some known point (c) along

the line or an angle (a) can be observed for a tie

from either instrument station.

c. Perpendicular Offsets. The method of perpen-

dicular offsets from a control line (fig. 18-6 is

similar to swing offsets, but is more suitable for

locating detail of irregular objects, such as stream

banks and winding roads. The control line is es-

tablished close to the irregular line to be located

and perpendicular offsets (aa', bb', cc\ etc) are

measured to define the irregular shape. When the

offset distances are short, the 90° angles are

usually estimated, but when distances are several

hundred feet long, the angles should be laid off

with an instrument. The distances to the offset
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Figure 15-5. Perpendicular offsets.

ABCDEF6HI
Figure 13-6. Coordinate method.

points (a to i) are measured along the control

line.

d. Coordinates. In the coordinate method of lo-

cating detail, a system of squares of convenient

size is laid out on the ground. The required detail

is then located horizontally with respect to this

coordinate grid. This method is often used when
elevations, as well as horizontal positions are re-

quired for detail within a small area such as a

borrow pit. The size of the squares is selected to

locate the most detail with the least effort. In

figure 13-6, assume that the building dimensions

are about 25 meters. The size and shape of the

borrow pit makes a 26-meter grid practical. A
50-meter grid would require too many extra meas-
urements, whereas a 10-meter grid would require

too much time and effort to lay out. Note that the

location of the outline of the pit can be started by
using only one dimension along a grid line from a

marked grid corner. The more or less straight

lines between these crossings are then simply

sketched in, and only the turns and corners have

to be located by the dimensions from two grid

lines.

13-5. Angle Methods

The angle methods require the use of a transit or

theodolite for the observation of angles. Distances

are not measured in these methods.

a. Intersection. In this method of locating de-

tail, at least two stations of known position are

required. The instrument is set up at each of the

known stations, using the other known station as

a backsight and turning the horizontal angle to

the detail to be located (fig. 13-7). The distance

between the known stations being known or com-

puted and the three angles of the triangle, (two

observed and one computed) being known, the law
of sines is used to compute the other distances.

Knowing all parts of the triangle, the location of

the detail is then determined by position computa-

tion. In order to have a check on the angle observ-

ations a third known point should be used in this

method.

b. Resection. In this method of locating detail,

at least three stations of known positions are re-

quired. However, it is highly recommended that

resection be done from four or more points as this

not only improves the accuracy, but provides a
check against blunders which is impossible on
only three. The instrument is set up at the detail

being located and angle observations are made to

the known stations. Figure 13-8 shows the angles

to be observed in this method. The computations

for this method are detailed in paragraph 79, TM
5-237. Care must be used to select stations from

Figure 13-7. Intersection.

13-4
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Figure 13-8. Resection.

which the resection is to be made, for if the point

to be located falls on the circumference of the

Section II. AREA

13-7. General

One of the main objectives of a land or construc-

tion survey is to determine the area of a tract of

land. Generally, this is done by running a closed

traverse. Where the boundaries of the tract are

straight lines, the traverse courses coincide with

the boundary lines. Where the boundaries are ir-

regular or curved, the area can be determined by
perpendicular offsets from the traverse or by arcs

of circular curves. The following paragraphs in

this section, cover some of the methods and com-

putations that can be used to determine the area

of a tract of land.

13-8. Regular Area

Where the area to be determined is bound by a

series of straight lines the area is said to be regu-

lar. Usually the area of a regular figure is deter-

mined by running a closed traverse whose lines

coincide with the boundary lines. For area deter-

mination of a regular figure one of the following

methods can be used.

a. Triangle. From plane geometry and trigo-

nometry the area of a triangle is related to its

angles and lengths of sides.

(1) Two sides and include angle. When the

circle through the three known stations being ob-

served, the problem is indeterminate. Resection

should be avoided in favor of one of the other

methods described, as no check can be made on

the work until the field data has been completely

reduced by computers.

13-6. Field Notes

Location of detail can be recorded as traverse or

triangulation with a tabulation of the angles

and/or distances measured. However, field notes

for detail location are usually in the form of

sketches, with all angular and distance measure-

ments recorded directly on the sketch. The meas-

urements from one station are usually shown on a

single sheet but two or more sheets are used if

additional space is required. Measurements from

more than one station may be shown on one

sketch, but crowding should be avoided. Tabular

field notes that supplement sketches for added

clarity, must be referenced to the sketches to

avoid confusion.

DETERMINATION

lengths of two sides and the included angle are

known, then

—

Area = % ab sin C

(2) Three sides. When the lengths of the

three sides of any triangle are known, then

—

Area = \/s(s-&) (s-c)

where: s = %(a+b+c)
b. Rectangle. The area of a rectangle can be

determined by dividing it into triangles and using

one of the formulas in a above, or knowing its

length and width, then, Area= length x width.

c. Coordinates. When the coordinates of the cor-

ners of a tract of land are known the area can be

determined by the coordinate method. The coordi-

nates of these corners can be determined by trian-

gulation or traverse based on any rectangular

coordinate system, assumed or true. The calcula-

tion involves the determination of areas of trape-

zoids formed by projecting lines upon two coordi-

nate axis. The coordinate axis are a true meridian

and a parallel of latitude. In figure 13-9,

ABCDEF is a tract whose area is to be deter-

mined. The coordinates of all points being known

;

the perpendicular distance from each point to the

chosen meridian is the departure distance, and the

perpendicular distance from each point to the
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chosen parallel is the latitude distance. The depar-

ture distance for point A is Aa or dx and the

latitude distance is Aa' or l lm Departure distances

are positive east of chosen meridian and negative

west; latitude distances are positive north of

chosen parallel and negative south. In the figure

all departure and latitude distances are positive,

since all points are located in the northeast quad-

rant. Twice the area of the trapezoids formed by
the projecting lines is determined by the follow-

ing formula

:

2 Area - [h (d fl—

d

2 ) + 1 2 (d,—

d

3 ) + 18

(d2_d4 ) + 1 4 (d8—

d

5 ) +1.
(d4 _d fl ) +l fl (d5—d,)]

Then based on figure 13-9, we have

2 Area = — [600(300—400) +800(200—600)
+ (700(400—500) + 500(600—700)

+ 200(500—300) +400(700—200)]
2 Area = +60,000 + 320,000 + 70,000

+ 50,000— 40,000— 200,000

2 Area = 260,000

Area = 130,000 sq. ft.

d. DouMe-Meridian-Distccnce. The double-merid-

ian-distance (DMD) method is similar to the

coordinate method but the computation does not

involve the direct use of coordinates. The traverse

is run and the adjusted latitudes and departures

are determined. This method is based on the

StitifM 1 a IbJcJdIeLf 1
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Figure 18-9. Area by coordinate method.

theory that the area of a right triangle equals

one-half of the product of the two sides. Since

latitudes and departures are at right angles to

each other, the area bounded by the distance, the

latitude and the departure is a right triangle. This

area can be determined by taking one-half of the

product of the latitude and the departure. How-
ever, the triangle may add or subtract from the

total area of the figure depending on its location.

To avoid determining a plus or minus area for

each triangle, a slight refinement is made. The
departure is added twice ; first in determining the

DMD of the course and then when the next cours-

es's DMD is determined. Multiplying the DMD of

each course by its latitude results in twice the

area, but the sign of this product determines

whether the area adds to or subtracts from the

figure area. A step-by-step procedure to work out

a DMD area is given below, and shown in figure

13-10.

(1) All latitudes and departures are com-

puted and adjusted.

(2) The most westerly station (A) is selected

as the first point, and line AB as the first course

to avoid negative DMD's.

(3) The DMD of the first course equals the

departure of the course itself, 200.

(4) The DMD of any other course (BC, for

example) equals the DMD of the preceding course

(AB), plus the departure of the preceding course

(AB), plus the departure of the course (BC) it-

self or 200 + 200 + 200 = 600. For the next

course (CD), the same procedure: 600 + 200
— 100= 700.

(5) The DMD of the last course is numeri-

cally equal to its departure, but with the opposite

sign (+100).

(6) Each DMD value is multiplied by its lati-

tude, positive products being entered under north

double areas and negative products under south

double areas.

(7) The sum of all the north double areas

minus the sum of all the south double areas, disre-

garding the sign, equal twice the area of the tract.

If meters are used for the traverse, square meters

will be the result ; if feet are used, square feet will

result.

13—9. Irregular Area

If the tract of land has a boundary that is irregu-

lar, such as a stream bank or ocean shore the area

is said to be irregular. The usual procedure is to

run a closed traverse on all the straight boundary
lines and also run a line at a convenient distance
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from the irregular boundary and measure perpen-

dicular offsets to boundary. The area of the tract

is then equal .to the area within the closed tra-

verse (computed as in para 13-8 above) plus the

irregular area.

a. Regular Intervals: When the irregular bound-

ary is a gradual curve or evenly spaced sharp

changes in direction, the offsets are taken at regu-

lar intervals along the traverse to the boundary.

The offsets should be taken sufficiently close to-

gether, so that the boundary can be assumed as

straight between offsets and very little error will

accumulate because of this assumption. The area

thus enclosed will then be of trapezoidal shape

and can be determined by the trapezoidal rule. If

the boundaries are of a curved nature as to make
up segments of parabolas, then Simpson's one-

third rule should be used. Simpson's rule will in

general yield more accurate area determinations

than the trapezoidal rule, but it is a harder rule to

apply.

(1) Trapezoidal rule. The average of the end
offsets plus the stun of the intermediate offsets

multiplied by the common interval between offsets

is equal to the area. Figure 13-11 illustrates this

rule based on the formula

—

k"
i8Ji h,«23.4>

jndary tinit

h3«ll.8' h4« 16.5* h5
* 23.0'

h«s€

A
~

r*—d—

H

Ttavtrst court*-* B

Artqg 2S( ' g
6,3 + 121.3 ) ' 23 (133.7) s 3342.5 iq. ft.

Figure 13-11. Area by trapezoidal rule.

ht

Boundory lint

h4 h 8h3

A U—d—

^

Travtrtt courtt-i B

Artos 25/3 DSI+ 6.3+ 2(23.4+11.8 +23.0 + 10.6) + 4(170+163 +
ia22 s 25/3 [>4.4+ 137.6 + 210.1] * 23/3(372.8) s

3107 sq.ft.

Figure 18-12. Area by Simpeon's one-third rule.
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Count Lotitudt Dtporturt DMD
North

+

A

AB + 200 + 200 + 200 40.000

BC - 100 + 200 -1- 600 60.000

CO - 200 - 100 -1- 700 140.000

DE - 300 + 200 + 800 240.000

EF + 200 - 400 + 600 120.000

FA + 200 - 100 + 100 2a ooo

Tilth »

Diff.

180.000 440.000—t= 160.000

2 • Atit* 260.000

Artt ISO. 000

Figure 18-10. Aria by DMD method.
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TRAVERSE COURSE A to B

Station Distance to AjLength offset Difference
Prod acts

+
A
1 60 iH 1.206.0

2 100 20.1 380.0
3 200 15.3 - 1.4 280.0

4 350 + 5.8 2030
5 500 9.5 + 1.0 500.0
6 600 20.5 - 4.8

7 650 14.3 + 2.4 1.560.0

8 750 + 5.9 4.425.0
9 900 + 5.9 5.3IQ.Q

10 1150 12.2 - 13.2 15,180.0
1 1 1400 21.6 + 12.2 17.080.0

B 1600 + 21.6 34.560.0
Totals =

2 Area =

Area =

65.465.0 19,9260

19. 926.0

45.5390

22.769.5

Figure 18-18. Area by irregular offeete.

Area=d(**±*? + 2h)

where

:

d = Common interval

hs + he = end offsets

2 h = Summation of intermediate offsets

(2) Simpson's one-third rule. This rule as-

sumes that a curve through three successive

points is a part of a parabola. Using this assump-

tion the rule states the following: The sum of the

end offsets, plus two times the sum of the odd

intermediate offsets, plus four times the sum of

the even intermediate offsets multiplied by % the

common interval is equal to the area. When using

this rule the number of offsets must be odd. If the

number of offsets is even, then one of the partial

13-8

areas at either end of the area must be dropped

and computed separately by the trapezoidal rule.

Figure 13-12 is a graphic display and sample

computation of this rule based on the following

formula: (Offset distances are the same as figure

18-11.)

Area= d/3 [h„ + h« + 2(2h odd)

+ 4(2h even)]

Where:

d= common interval

hs + he= end offsets

2hodd= sum of the odd offsets (1st, 3rd, 5th,

7th, etc)

Ih even= sum of the even offsets (2nd, 4th, 6th,

etc)
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Figure 1S-U. Segments of circles method.

b. Irregular Interval. When the nature of the

irregular boundary is such that it cannot be as-

sumed that it is a gradual curve or straight line

between the offsets, then the offsets must be meas-

ured at irregular intervals rather than at a

common interval. The rule used for irregular in-

tervals is—The distance along the traverse of

each intermediate offset from the first multiplied

by the difference between two adjacent offsets (al-

ways preceding minus following), plus the dis-

tance of the last offset from the first multiplied by

the sum of the last two offsets equals twice the

area. Figure 3-13 illustrates this rule.

13-10. Area of Segment of Circles

When the needed area is located along a highway

or railroad curve and one of the boundary lines is

the arc of a circle, then the segment of a circle

method is usually used. Generally a closed tra-

verse is run on all straight lines of the boundary

with a chord being measured on the circular por-

tion of the boundary. Figure 13-14 illustrates this

method and the computation is shown below.

a. Circular Sector. The circular sector of the

area shown in the figure is that area enclosed by

OWUZ. The area of a circular sector is deter-

mined by the formulas

—

Area (OWUZ) = ^1!° also,
S60 c

Area (triangle OWZ) = -g- Sin I

6. Circular Segment. The circular segment of

the area shown in the figure is that area enclosed

by WUZ. The area of the circular segment is then
determined, exactly by the formula

—

Area (segment) = A (sector) — A (triangle) =
£2 i ## x Sin]/ ttI° Sin I \

\ 860° 2 )

c. Field Procedure. Many different combina-

tions of measurements may be made in the field

for determining the area of a circular segment.

The measurements most often are those of the

chord WZ, referred to usually as the long chord

(LC), and the middle ordinate UV, referred to as

M. The middle ordinate is the distance from the

center of the curve to the center of the long chord,

measured along a line that bisects the I angle and
is perpendicular to the long chord.

d. Computation. In the field, the long chord

(LC) and middle ordinate (M) were measured to

be 425.0 feet and 20.25 feet respectively. Based on

the formulas for horizontal curves and those

listed in a and b above, the computation is done as

follows

:

2M 40.50
tan 141= = . 0.09529

LC 425.0

% I = 5°26'6 y2 I = 10°53'2 I = 21°46/4

Sin y2 I = 0.18887 Sin I= 0.87094

LC 425.0
R=

2Sin%I

Area= R* (

ttI
c

0.37774

Sin I

860 c

(

8.142-21.773

360

2

0.37094

= 1125.113 ft

) =1125.113*

)
=

(1125.113)* (0.19003 — 0.°18547) =
(1125.113)2 (0.00456) =

Area= 5772.41 sq. ft.

e. Parabolic Segment. If the required area of a

circular segment is only needed approximately,

the formulas for a parabolic segment can be used.

The area by parabolic segment is only an approxi-

mation and the accuracy of the approximation de-

creases as the size of the I angle increases. The
sample computation used with the following for-

mula uses the same measurements as d above.

Area= 2/3 LC M
Area= 2/3 (425.0) (20.25)

Area= 5737.5 sq. ft
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CHAPTER 14

LAND SURVEYS

Section I.

14-1. General

Land surveying embraces those surveying opera-

tions involved in original surveys to locate and
monument the boundaries of a property ; the prep-

aration of a legal description of the limits of a

property and of the area included; the prepara-

tion of a property map ; resurveys to recover and
remonument property corners; and surveys in

connection with the subdivision of a property into

two or more parts. Land surveying is one of the

oldest branches of engineering known to man, the

principles of which have been passed down
through the centuries. For this reason, the essen-

tials of land surveying as practiced in various

countries are similar in principle. Although the

principles pertaining to the survey of public and

private lands within the United States are not

necessarily directly applicable to foreign areas, a

knowledge of these principles will indirectly assist

the military surveyor to analyze the survey prac-

tices of a foreign nation and thereby assist him to

conduct the survey in a manner required by the

property laws of the nation concerned.

a. In military land surveying it is sometimes

necessary to retrace surveys of property lines, to

reestablish lost or obliterated corners, and to

make ties to property lines and corners. For ex-

ample, a retracement survey of property lines

may be required to reestablish the boundaries of a

military reservation to insure that a military op-

eration does not encroach on adjacent property or,

to insure that all areas that are a danger to public

safety, such as impact areas, test areas, maneuver

areas, etc. are properly fenced and/or posted and

do not encroach upon private property or public

domain.

6. Military surveyors may be required to accom-

plish property surveys outside the continental lim-

its of the United States in connection with engi-

neer activities such as the acquisition of property

in friendly foreign nations for the construction of

INTRODUCTION

military bases, leasing of land and facilities

thereon for military usage, and the restoration of

such properties to property owners.

14-2. Description of Land Parcels

Parcels of land may be described in many forms,

most of which are legal and binding depending

upon the laws that were in effect at the time the

survey was accomplished. These lands may be de-

scribed by metes and bounds ; by stating its loca-

tion and size in a rectangular system; by giving

the coordinates of the property corners with ref-

erence to a plane coordinate system; by a deed

reference to a description in a previously recorded

deed; or by reference to block and individual

property numbers appearing on a recorded map.

a. Metes and Bounds. When a tract of land is

defined by giving the courses and lengths of all

boundaries it is said to be described by metes wnd

bounds. This is an age-old method of describing

land and still forms the basis for the majority of

deed descriptions in the eastern United States and

in many foreign nations. A good metes and

bounds description starts at a point of origin

which is usually monumented and referenced by

ties from well established monuments or other

reference points. The bearing and length of each

side is given in turn around the tract to close back

on the point of beginning. Bearing may be true,

grid or magnetic, the former is usually preferred.

When magnetic bearings are read, the magnetic

declination and the date of the survey must be

stated.

6. Rectangular System. In the early days of the

United States, provisions were made to subdivide

territorial land into townships and section in the

form of rectangles with lines running along the

cardinal directions of north-south and east-west.

c. Coordinate System. For many years the

triangulation and traverse monuments of various

domestic and foreign survey agencies have been
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defined by their geographic positions, that is, by
their latitudes and longitudes. The necessary com-

putations when using this system are long and
involved. Too few land surveyors in the early days
were sufficiently versed in the theory of geodetic

surveying for this system to attain widespread

use.

d. Plane Coordinate Systems. In recent years,

plane coordinate systems have been developed and
used in many states of the United States. The
State Plane Coordinate System solution was de-

vised by Dr. Oscar Adams of the United States

Geological Survey to the problem of supplying

control for locating and surveying property lines

and other civil projects within the various states.

Dr. Adams organized this rectangular coordinate

system to eliminate the confusion that arose from
the many and various individual local systems

that could not be correlated. Sufficient control

points are provided in this system so that local

projects can be tied into these points by plane

survey methods with a geodetic adjustment. The
choice of the projection upon which the State

Coordinate system is based depends upon the geo-

graphic shape of the state. Generally, states

whose greater dimension is east to west are devel-

oped on the Lambert Conformal Conic Projection.

Those with a greater north-south extent are devel-

oped on the Secant Transverse Mercator Projec-

tion. Tables are published for both projections for

the conversion of coordinates to latitude and lon-

gitude or the reverse, to facilitate adaptation of

any state to the system. For a description of the

state coordinate systems as used in several of the

states refer to U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
(USC & GS) Special Publication 235.

14-3. Relationship Between Geodetic and
Land Surveying

Triangulation, precise traverse, and other geo-

detic or astronomic control surveys are required

to fix the base line and principal meridians used

in the rectangular system of land surveys and to

provide control points for extending the coordi-

nates of the plane coordinate systems to local land

surveys. In many areas, the stations of these basic

control networks are used to connect major
streets, highways and railroads of the local sys-

tems to the national networks. Pairs of control

monuments are set at frequent intervals so that it

is usually only a short distance to the site of a

local property survey. The geographic position of

the monuments and their elevation are available

in the public records.

14-4. Resurveys of Old Boundaries

The relocation of property boundaries frequently

presents difficulties arising from indefinite points

of origin; indefinite meridians; failure of dis-

tances to check ; obliterated corners ; and inability

to traverse along boundaries.

a. Points of Origin Indefinite or Difficult to

Locate. The following are phrases extracted from
old deed descriptions : "Beginning at drill hole in

a ledge on the easterly shore of Lake
Champlain . . ."; "beginning at the point where
you and I stood talking yesterday. .

."
; "beginning

at the northwest corner of Dana's upper pasture."

Lake Champlain is over one-hundred miles long

and it might prove time consuming to locate the

ledge referred to, let alone trying to find a small

drill hole. The second phrase is meaningless

except to the two parties to the original transac-

tion, both may be long since dead or uncertain of

the exact location of the point in question. The
upper pasture may have grown over by brush and
forest years ago and all traces of its corners obli-

terated. To resolve such difficulties, the surveyor

must obtain information from old residents whose
opinions may be biased, whose memories may be

faulty or he must scan aerial photographs for evi-

dence of old lines of cultivation or logging, and
must make a thorough search of the locality for

monuments or evidence of their existence.

6. Indefinite Meridian. Some deed descriptions

give bearings of the property lines but fail to

indicate whether these are true, grid, or magnetic
or to state the magnetic declination or date of

survey. It may not be possible to resolve this diffi-

culty until two adjacent monuments have been re-

covered. Then the true bearing of the line between
them can be determined, compared with the bear-

ing given in the deed, and a correction applied

to all other bearings in the description as an aid

in searching for other corner monuments.

c. Failure of Distances to Check. The lines in

many old surveys were measured by inaccurate or
make shift methods that are difficult to check. Dist-

ances were sometimes measured by counting the

revolutions of a wagon wheel, the size of the

wheel was usually not mentioned and the tally

was often incorrect. Distances measured with a
chain were frequently in error because of wear on
the links, or because of poor alinement or plumb-
ing. It is not the function of the surveyor to

correct errors in the original survey, but rather to

locate the corners as original established. When
two adjacent corners have been relocated, the

14-2
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taped distance between them can be compared
with the distance as given in the deed. The other

deed distances are then adjusted in proportion to

give lengths which will aid in locating the remain-

ing corner monuments.

d. Obliterated Corners. When the original prop-

erty corner consisted of a tree, a wooden stake, or

an iron pipe, the rotting of the wood or rusting of

the pipe may have destroyed the corner. Measure-

ments of the bearing and distance from an adja-

cent located corner can give an approximate loca-

tion. Careful removal of the surface litter in this

area may then disclose evidence of the rotted

stake, stump, or pipe. The humus from the wood
and the rust from the pipe will generally show a

distinct difference in coloration and physical char-

acteristics in contrast to the surrounding soils.

Four stakes can then be driven nearby in such

positions that cords stretched between diagonally

opposite stakes will intersect over the original

point. A new permanent concrete or stone monu-
ment can be installed and centered under the in-

tersection of the cords.

e. Inability to Traverse Along Boundaries. The
actual boundaries of a property may be occupied

by fences, stone walls, hedgerows, or a line of

shade trees. Such conditions necessitate the use of

offset lines or random lines and add to the diffi-

culty of conducting the survey.

14-5. Laws Relating to Boundaries

The body of laws and precedents relating to bound-

aries is voluminous. A complete coverage of

these various laws would fill several volumes. The
land surveyor has no judicial function but, if he is

to perform his work skillfully and well, he should

have a knowledge of the property laws and ruling

of the locality in which he is functioning. In this

manual it is only possible to set forth a few guid-

ing principles and to indicate a few important
differences in existing laws.

a. Function. It is the function of the surveyor to

recover, if possible, the original boundaries and
corners of a property. It is not his function to

correct error in the original survey.

b. Errors. When an original survey is incom-

plete or contains errors, it is assumed that it was
the intention of the grantor to transfer a definite

tract of land to the grantee and the deed will be so

interpreted as to make it effectual rather than

void.

c. Calls. Calls in deed descriptions refer to mon-
uments, distances, directions, adjoining owners,

and the area of the tract. When all corners or

boundaries cannot be relocated or retraced with

certainty, the greatest weight must be given in

the resurvey to those calls which are most likely

to be correct and which therefore take precedenca

over other calls. The usual order of calls in order

of their decreasing precedence is as follows

:

(1) Natural monuments and boundaries.

(2) Artificial monuments.

(S) Calls for adjoiners.

(4) Courses and distances.

(5) Area.

An exception to the general rule occurs when a

will states that equal or other specified divisions

of land to several heirs are intended, in which

cse the call for area (5) above will take preced-

ence over the call for course and distance, (4)

above.

d. Usage Rulings. Local usage and rulings vary

with respect to where the actual boundary lies

within a fence, party wall, hedge, ditch, or walk.

The surveyor should consult local authorities in

this matter if the actual corner monuments
cannot be recovered.

e. Abutting.

(1) Where property abuts on a highway,

ownership in some localities extends to the center

line of the road, the public enjoying the use of the

roadway as an easement and land reverting to the

abutting owners if the roadway is abandoned. In

other localities, title to the roadway resides in the

state, county, parish, or municipality.

(2) The right of owners of land abutting on

the ocean, lakes, or tidal or upland streams or

rivers are subject to statutes which vary in dif-

ferent localities. Ownership may extend to the

highwater mark, to low water, or to the thread or

middle of the channel. The owner of such prop-

erty may have riparian rghts in a waterway or

may acquire a riparian grant. Local laws must be

consulted.

(3) Owners of waterfront property hold title

to the ripa or bank, such ownership extending, in

general to the mean high water line. When by
action of water, the bed of the body of water
slowly changes its position, the high water mark
also shifts and ownership of adjacent land prog-

resses with it. Riparian owners have numerous
other rights, including that of access to navigable

water which involves the right to build a wharf or
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pier out from shore. Such a wharf must not ex-

tend beyond the established pierhead line or it

would interfere with navigation.

/. Adverse Possession. Land belonging to an-

other may be acqured after a definite period of

time by adverse possession. If a property owner A
occupies not only his own land but also a part of

the land of B, and if such occupancy has been

open, hostile, notorious, and continuous for the

statutory period, then A gains title to that portion

of B's land so occupied. The statutory period is

generally 20 years. In some localities ownership of

part of a public highway can be acquired after 40

years of adverse occupancy; in other localities,

adverse possession does not apply against public

land.

14-6. Responsibilities Related to Land
Surveys

Responsibilities for supervision of surveys of all

types are covered in the appropriate survey man-
uals. Additional responsibilities particularly ap-

plicable to lands survey include, but are not lim-

ited to

—

a. Obtain permission for survey personnel to

trespass on private lands.

b. Where an engineer officer has responsibility

for property surveys conducted within the United

States, secure the services of personnel to conduct

the surveys who are licensed to practice land sur-

veying in the state in question.

c. Conform to the laws respecting surveys of

friendly nations in which military property sur-

veys are being conducted.

d. Secure deed descriptions and copies of filed

maps covering the property to be surveyed from
the local registry of deeds, hall of records, or

other repository of public records pertaining to

property.

e. Arrange for reasonable compensation to

property owners for any damage resulting from
the survey operations.

/. Where property is being acquired for mili-

tary use in the United States, initiate title

searches to establish validity of title and any ease-

ments or clouds on the title which may exist.

g. Obtain descriptions of the location and coor-

dinates of control monuments in the vicinity.

h. Secure competent legal representation with

respect to the legal aspects of property surveys in

either the United States or in friendly foreign

nations.

i. Secure the cooperation of local surveyors or

of other agencies who have conducted surveys in

the area and who may be able to supply informa-

tion and assistance.

Section II. SURVEYS OF PRIVATE LANDS

14-7. Functions

In resurveying property boundaries and in carry-

ing out surveys for the subdivision of land, the

surveyor has the following functions, resposibil-

ities, and liabilities:

a. Locate in the public records all deed descrip-

tions and maps pertaining to the property and he

must properly interpret the requirements con-

tained therein.

6. Set and properly reference new monuments

and replace obliterated monuments.

c. Liable for damage caused by errors resulting

from incompetent professional work.

d. Attempt to follow in the tracks of the origi-

nal surveyor, relocating the old boundaries and

not attempting to correct the original survey.

e. Prepare proper descriptions and maps of the

property.

/. May be required to connect a property survey

with control monuments so that the grid coordi-

nates of the property corners can be determined.

g. Report all easements, encroachments, or dis-

crepancies discovered during the course of the

survey.

h. When original monuments cannot be re-

covered with certainty from data contained in the

deed description, seek additional evidence. Such

evidence must be substantial in character and

must not be merely personal opinion.

i. In the absence of conclusive evidence as to the

location of a boundary, seek agreement between

owners as to a mutally acceptable location. The

surveyor has no judicial functions; he may serve

as an arbiter in relocating the boundary according

to prevailing circumstances and procedures set

forth by local authority.

j. When a boundary dispute is carried to the

14-4
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courts, he may be called upon to appear as an
expert witness.

k. Must respect the laws of trespass. The right

to enter upon property in conducting public sur-

veys is provided by law in most localities. In a

few political subdivisions, recent laws make simi-

lar provision with respect to private surveys. Gen-

erally, the military surveyor must gain permis-

sion from the owner before entry on private prop-

erty. Lacking permission from an adjoiner, it is

sometimes possible to make the survey without

trespassing on the adjoiner's land, but such a con-

dition normally adds to the difficulty of the task.

I. Liable for actual damage to private property

resulting from his operations.

14-8. Use of Deeds and Records

a. Use of Recorded Deeds. When a military sur-

veyor is required to survey a property, the deed

may be furnished to him by higher military au-

thority. Frequently he must look in the public rec-

ords for the recorded copy of the deed, for filed

plans or maps, or for the deeds to adjacent prop-

erty.

b. Registry of Deeds. Land records are listed in

a registry of deeds. The statutes of various locali-

ties differ in their designation of the recording

official. He may be a town or city clerk or regis-

trar, a county registrar, or other legally consti-

tuted recording officer. The recording of deeds is

usually a function of the county government and
each county will maintain one or more registries

of deeds or halls of records serving the whole or a

designated part of the area of the country.

c. Grantor and Grantee Indexes. The index of

deeds at the registry is in two parts, one listing

each deed under the name of the grantor or seller

of the land and the other containing the listing

under the name of the grantee or purchaser. The
index is frequently further divided by years, so

that the surveyor should ascertain the name of

the buyer or seller of the property and the ap-

proximate date of transfer. He then can enter the

index for the proper year and find the number of

the deed book, and the page of that book on
which the deed is recorded.

d. Deed Book. The appropriate page of the deed

book contains a copy of the deed in question. It

may contain a reference to a filed map, particu-

larly when the property was once part of a larger

tract. Reference numbers in the text or on the

margin refer to the next preceding transfer or

assignments or attachment of the property. When
the deed description shows the name of adjoiners,
the deed of these adjoiners may also be looked up.

Information from such deeds will often supple-

ment the description of the property in question

when such description shows conflicting data or is

not complete. The surveyor should be able to carry

out the survey using the listed data.

14-9. Military Property Surveys

a. The surveys are normally made in connection

with the lease or purchase of private property in

whole or in part, for military use. Occasionally an
original survey is required where previous sur-

veys have defined the parcel by reference to natu-

ral or artificial boundaries without an actual sur-

vey of the dimensions of the property having been

made.

b. The surveyor will be furnished a directive

from higher military authority as to the extent of

the property to be acquired. It will specify if the

acquisition embraces the whole or only a portion

of the parcel. If the parcel is to be subdivided, it

may be possible to compute distances and bear-

ings of the new lines from the data contained in

the original land description before any field

measurements are taken. The field procedures in-

clude

—

(1) Establishing and monumenting a point of

origin.

(2) Monumenting all accessible corners.

(8) Witnessing inaccessible corners by monu-
ments on adjoining lines.

(4) Complete a boundary traverse, measur-

ing the lengths and bearings of all courses. The
traverse should be run directly along the bounda-

ries from corner to corner, if possible. Where this

cannot be done, the traverse is run on offset lines

or random lines and sufficient measurements are

made to permit computation of the lengths and
bearings of the boundary lines (ch. IS).

(5) Make sufficient measurements to control

the location of any curved boundaries.

(6) Compute the boundary traverse and.

apply geometeric checks.

(7) Compute the area of the property.

(8) Locate all buildings and improvements on
the property by offsets or by supplemental sur-

veys from the property lines.

(9) Note all easements or encroachments.

(10) Ascertain the names of all adjoiners.
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14-10. Preparing Plan and Description

a. Plan. From the field notes, a scale plan is

prepared showing all pertinent information. The
plan is drawn with a dark reproducible ink on a
good grade of tracing cloth. The scale should be of

such size as to clearly show all necessary details

(fig. 14-1). All pertinent dimensions and bearings

must be shown and the coordinates of the corners

on the local grid if these have been determined.

The plan should also show the names of adjoin-

ers; area of the property; and all easements or

encroachments. Additional information to be

shown if possible: direction of true meridians;

any town, city, county or other political subdivi-

sion lines; street or road lines; boundary monu-
ments and lines

; fences, walls, buildings, passage-

ways, etc. The title block must contain

—

(1) Location.

(2) Scale.

(3) Date of survey.

(4) Magnetic declination, if applicable.

(5) Signature of surveyor.

(6) Surveyors address and seal, when re-

quired by law.

6. Description. In preparing the description of

a property, the surveyor must bear in mind that

the description must clearly identify the location

of the property and give all necessary data from
which the boundaries can be reestablished at any
future date. The written description contains

most of the information shown on the plan.

Usually both a description and plan are prepared

and, when the property is transferred, are re-

corded according to the laws of the country (or

other political division concerned. A description

of the property shown in figure 14-1 is given

below.

"All that certain tract or parcel of land and

premises, hereinafter particularly described, situ-

ated, lying and being in the city of Springfield in

the county of Fairfax and Commonwealth of Vir-

ginia and constituting lot 2 shown on the revised

map of the Foster property in said city as filed in

the Fairfax County Hall of Records on January 6,

1970.

Beginning at an iron pipe in the northwes-

terly line of Jackson Street therein distant along

same four hundred point seventy-one one-hun-

dredths (400.71) feet northeasterly from a stone

monument at the northerly corner of Wilson Place

and Jackson Street; thence running (1) north

forty-four degrees thirty-one and one-half min-

utes west along land of J. M. Jones one hundred

and fifty-six point thirty-two one-hundredths

(156.32) feet to an iron bar; then turning and
running (2) north forty-five degrees twenty-eight

and one-half minutes east along land of A. F. Fos-

ter one hundred eighteen point zero (118.00) feet

to an iron bar; thence turning and running (S)

south forty-four degrees thirty-one and one-half

minutes east along and of E. G. Rogers one

hundred and fifty-six point thirty-two one-hun-

dredth (156.32) feet to an iron bar in the

northwesterly line of Jackson Street; thence turn-

ing and running (4) south forty-five degrees

twenty-eight and one-half minute west along said

line of Jackson Street one hundred eighteen point

zero-zero (118.00) feet to the point and place of

beginning ; all bearing being true and the lot con-

taining a calculated area of eighteen thousand
four hundred and forty-five (18,445) square feet

This description has been prepared from a survey

made by W. C. Keys, Licensed Land Surveyor, Vir-

ginia No. 12345, said survey being dated 16 De-
cember 1969."

Section HI. SURVEYS OF PUBLIC LANDS

14-11. Public Domain

At the time of the establishment of the United

States, the thirteen original States retained title

to all unappropriated lands within their respec-

tive boundaries and retained control of surveys of

these lands. Later, such title was also retained by
the States of Maine, Vermont, West Virginia,

Kentucky, Tennessee and Texas. As successive

territories on the North American continent were
purchased by or ceded to the Federal Union, title

to vacant lands in such territories was vested in

the United States Government. These regions (fig.

14-2) became the public domain. To provide for

the division of these public lands and their subse-

quent settlement, the Congress passed legislation

to establish a rectangular system of surveys in

these areas and to setup procedures for the

transfer of land to private ownership. The original

legislation, together with revisions enacted by
Congress in later years, forms the basis for the

system of surveys used to divide the public lands.

14-12. United States System

The legislation provides that the public lands shall
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be divided by true meridional lines and by paral-

lels of latitude to form townships approximately

six miles square. The corners of the townships are

marked with progressive numbers from the point

of beginning. Each township is further subdivided

into sections of approximately 640 acres each by

lines running generally parallel to the township

boundaries. The sections are numbered, beginning

with number 1 in the northeast section of the

township and proceeding west and east alter-

nately through the township until all thirty-six

sections have been numbered. Lands within an

Indian reservation and lands previously trans-

ferred to private ownership are not included in

the subdivision survey.

a. Responsibility. Surveys of the public domain

comes under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Bureau
of Land Management formerly the General Land
Office. The director of this bureau exercise gen-

eral supervision of surveys of the public domain
and of the disposal of such lands. Several field

regions have been set up, each under the supervi-

sion f a regional cadastral engineer. All remain-

ing original surveys of the lands in the public

domain and resurveys of certain types are made
by cadastral engineers in the service of the bu-

reau.

b. System of Surveying. The system of surveys

used in described in detail in the manual of in-

structions for the Survey of the Public Lands of

the United States, published by the Bureau of

Land Management, and is available from the Su-
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perintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C.

The major features of the system and current

field practices are described in subsequent para-

graphs.

c. Initial Paints. The area embraced by the

public domain has been divided into some thirty-

five regions for survey purposes. In each region,

an initial point has been established and monu-
mented, this initial point serving as the origin for

all public-land surveys to be extended throughout

that region. The geographic positions of these ini-

tial points have been determined by ties to geo-

detic stations. The various initial points, base

lines and principal meridians of the United States

are designated by a name assigned to the princi-

pal meridian, refer to table 14-1 for the thirty-

five regions.

d. Principal lines. The surveys are run on cardi-

nal lines, that is, lines running north-south and
east-west. All principal lines in the sytem are

therefore meridians of longitude (north-south)

and parallels of latitude (east-west). The meridi-

ans are straight lines but they are not parallel

since they converge to meet at the poles. The par-

allels of latitude are at right angles to the merid-

ian at any point. They are, therefore, curved lines.

(1) Base line. The base line of a region is the

parallel of latitude that is extended from the ini-

tial point true east and west (table 14-1).

(2) Principal meridian. The principal merid-

ian of a region is the meridian of longitude that is

extended from the initial point either true north

or south, or in both directions, as required by the

position of the initial point within the region con-

cerned (table 14-1).

e. Distance Along Cardinal Lines. The unit of

distance measurement in the public domain sur-

veys is the Surveyor's (or Gunter's) Chain of 66

feet Steel tapes, graduated in links and chains,

are used today rather than the old type chains.

Distances are measured along both the base line

and the principal meridian, and monuments are

placed at intervals of 40 chains (V2 mile) to mark
quarter-section or section corners. Township cor-

ners are placed every 6 miles along these lines.

Distance shall be measured twice and remeasure-

ments made if the discrepancy of the two meas-
urements exceeds the specified limit.

14-13. Division of Lands

The regions are divided into smaller areas as dis-

cussed below.

a. Tracts. The regions are divided first into

tracts approximately 24 miles square. The divi-

sion is done by placing monuments along the prin-

cipal meridian at intervals of 24 miles from the

initial point, standard parallels (also called

correction lines) are run east and west from the

principal meridian. These are monumented at in-

tervals of 40 chains. The standard parallels are

designated with respect to their relationship to

the base line and become the First Standard Par-

allel North, Second Standard Parallel North,

First Standard Parallel South, and so on until the

limits of the region have been reached. Guide me-
ridians are extended north from the base line, and
from each standard parallel, at intervals of 24

miles east and west from the principal meridian.

Each guide meridian is terminated at its intersec-

tion with the next standard parallel to the north

of its point of origin. The guide meridians become
known as the First Guide Meridian East, First

Guide Meridian West and so on, depending upon
their locations with respect to the principal me-
ridian. As with the other principal lines, the guide

meridians are monumented at intervals of 40

chains. The tract of land bounded by successive

pairs of standard parallels and guide meridians

will have theoretical boundary lengths of 24 miles

on the west, south, and east sides. The north

boundary, because of the convergence of the me-
ridians, will be less than 24 miles. Because of er-

rors of field measurements, the boundaries will

seldom equal their theoretical lengths.

b. Tovmships. The 24 miles square tracts are

divided into townships. Range lines are run north

along true meridians from the monuments
(known as standard township corners) placed at

6 mile intervals, east and west of the principal

meridian, along the base line and each standard

parallel. As is the case with the guide meridians,

each range line terminates at its intersection with

the first standard parallel to the north of its point

of origin. These intersection points, at the termini

of the range lines and guide meridians, are known
as closing township corners. Township corners are

established at 6 mile intervals on these range

lines, and quarter-section and section monuments
are placed at intervals of 40 chains. Township

lines, or latitudinal lines, are then run along par-

allels of latitude to join the township corners

marked by monuments previously set at 6 mile

intervals along the principal meridian, guide me-

ridians, and range lines. These range lines and
township lines divide the tract into township. The
lengths of the east and west boundaries of a town-
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ship are theoretically equal to 6 miles. The north

and south boundaries of a township vary from a

maximum length of 6 miles for its southern

boundary at the base line or standard parallel

forming the south line of a 24 mile quadrilateral,

to a minimum length at its northern boundary.

Figure 14-3 shows the division of four such tracts

into 16 townships by a base line, principal merid-

ian, standard parallels, guide meridians, range

lines, and township lines.

c. Sections. Each township is then divided into

sections, each having an area of approximately

one square mile or 640 acres. Meridional section

lines are initiated at the section corners which

have been set at intervals of 80 chains (1 mile)

along the south boundary of the township and are

run from the south to the north boundary parallel

to the east boundary of the township. Quartersec-

tion and section corners are established alter-

nately at intervals of 40 chains along the meri-

T3N, R2Wr
First standard

3>

1

R.4W. R.3W. R.2W.

Standard Township
Corner
J I

i

R.1W.

&

^Closing

Township Corner

First standard

dional section lines. From the section corners so

established, latitudinal section lines are run from
west to east as random lines parallel to the south

boundaries of the respective sections to the corre-

sponding section corners on the next meridional

section line (or township line) to the east. The
falling on the objective corner is noted, and the

true line established from east to west. These sec-

tion lines will divide the township into 36 sec-

tions, rhomboidal in shape but nearly square. All

sections, with the exception of the six in the most
westerly range of the township, will have theoret-

ical dimensions of 80 chains on all four sides. In

practical application of this plan, the accumulated

error of measurement is placed in the last interval

closing on the north boundary of the township.

Those sections in the westerly range will be less

than 80 chains in width from east to west, the

variation depending upon the distance of the sec-

tion boundary from the southerly boundary of the

tract

Parallel north
i

T.4N.

T.3N.

T.2N.

T.1N.

R.1E. R.2E.

line

Jnitial'pouU

T.1S.

T.2S.

T.3S.

T.4S.

R.3L R.4E.

Parallel south

Figure H-3. Tracts and townships.
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Table ik-i. Meridians and Base Lines of U.S. Rectangular Surveys

Meridians Governing surveys (wholly or in part) in States of

—

Longitude of initial

points west from
Greenwich

Latitude of
initial points

Black Hills South Dakota
Boise Idaho

Chicksaw Mississippi

Choctaw do

Cimarron Oklahoma
Copper River Alaska

Fairbanks do

Fifth Principal Arkansas, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, North
Dakota, and South Dakota.

First Principal Ohio and Indiana

Fourth Principal Illinois 1

Do Minnesota and Wisconsin

Gila and Salt River Arizona

Humboldt California

Huntsville Alabama and Mississippi

Indian Oklahoma
Louisiana Louisiana

Michigan Michigan and Ohio

Mount Diablo California and Nevada
Navajo Arizona

New Mexico Principal Colorado and New Mexico
Principal Montana
Salt Lake Utah
San Bernardino California

Second Principal Illinois and Indiana

Seward Alaska

Sixth Principal Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, and
Wyoming.

St. Helena Louisiana

St. Stephens Alabama and Mississippi

Tallahassee Florida and Alabama
Third Principal Illinois

Uintah Utah
Ute Colorado

Washington Mississippi

Willamette Oregon and Washington
Wind River Wyoming

> The numbers are carried to fractional township 29 north in Illinois, and are repeated in Wisconsin, beginning with the south boundary of the State; the range
numbers are given in regular order.

104 03 16 43 59 44
116 23 35 43 22 21

89 14 47 35 01 58

90 14 41 31 52 32

103 00 07 36 30 05

145 18 13 61 49 21

147 38 26 64 51 50

91 03 07 34 38 45

84 48 11 40 59 22
90 27 11 40 00 50
90 25 37 42 30 27
112 18 19 33 22 38
124 07 10 40 25 02
86 34 16 34 59 27
97 14 49 34 29 32
92 24 55 31 00 81

84 21 53 42 25 28
121 54 47 37 52 54

108 31 59 35 44 56

106 53 12 34 15 35

111 39 33 45 47 13

111 53 27 40 46 11

116 55 17 34 07 20

86 27 21 38 28 14

149 21 24 60 07 86

97 22 08 40 00 07

91 09 86 30 59 56

88 01 20 80 59 51

84 16 88 80 26 08

89 08 54 38 28 27

109 56 06 40 25 59

108 31 59 39 06 28

91 09 86 80 59 56

122 44 34 45 31 11

108 48 49 43 00 41

14-14. Numbering of Townships and
Sections

a. Townships. A series of adjacent townships

running east and west is known as a tier. An
adjacent series running north and south is known
as a range. The tiers of townships are numbered
consecutively, both to the north and south of the

base line. The ranges of townships are likewise

numbered, both to the east and west of the princi-

pal meridian. A township is designated by; the

serial number of its tier and the letter N or S to

indicate the position of the tier north or south of

the base line; the serial number of its range and
the letter E or W to indicate the position of the

range east or west of the principal meridian. As-

suming that figure 14-3 represents the start of

the division along the Fourth Principal Meridian,

the cross-hatched township shown would be desig-

Convergin
lines

Less than I mile

Parallel of latitude

5 4

Par

3

7lieI linei

2 1

108 9 11 12

18 17 16 15 14 13

^

19

is

20 21 22 23 24

3.1 29 28 27 26 25

31

Imi.

32

Imi.

33

Imi.

34

Imi.

35

Imi.

36

Imi.

Parallel of latitude

Figure lh-h. Numbering of sections.
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nated "Township 3 north, Range 2 west, of the

Fourth Principal Meridian." This would be abbre-

viated "T3N, R2W, 4th P.M."

1). Sections. The sections are numbered begin-

ning with 1 in the northeast section of the town-

ship and progressing west and east alternately

14-12
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along the tiers of sections until all have been num-
bered. Figure 14-4 shows the numbering of one
township into sections.

14-15. Subdividing of Sections

Sections are usually subdivided into quarter-sec-

tions, except for those sections on the westerly

range and on the northerly tier of the township.

These sections will, in general, contain either

more or less than 640 acres because of accumu-
lated survey errors in the northerly 20 chains of

each range or meridional section line or because

of the convergence of the meridians. Such sections

(fig. 14-6) are commonly subidivided into quart-

er-sections, half-sections, quarter-quarter-sec-

tions, and numbered lots. Similarly special subdi-

visions are required in the southern tier or in the

eastern range of sections when the south or the

east boundary of the township is defective in

alinement (fig. 14-6). Fractional subdivisions are

also required when there is a lake or other naviga-

ble body of water within the section or when
there are patented mineral claims, private land

claims, reservations, state lines and other special

surveys in the area. These subsidisions of section

lines are protracted on the official plat of the

township by the cadastral engineers of the Bureau
of Land Management. The subdivision of sections

and fractional sections is not a normal function of

the Bureau of Land Management. These surveys

are customarily executed by local surveyors. Be-

fore a section is subdivided it is necessary to iden-

tify the section and quarter-section corners or to

relocate them.

a. Subdividing into Quarter-Sections. When the

quarter-section corners have been identified, two
straight lines are run between opposite quarter-

section corners to divide the section into four

quarters. The intersection of these lines is monu-
mented and is the legal center of the section.

When opposite quarter-section corners have not or

cannot be fixed, as when one falls in a lake or

river or falls outside of the public domain, subdi-

vision-of-section lines are run from those quart-

er-section corners located, parallel to the north,

south, east, or west lines of the section, in accord-

ance with the lines indicated upon the official plat.

6. Subdividing of Quarter-Sections. In subdivid-

ing quarter-sections, the quarter-quarter- or six-

teenth-section corners are established at points

midway between the section and quarter-section

corners, and between the quarter-section corners

and the center of the section. An exception to this
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Figure 1^-6. Subdividing townships with
defective boundaries,

is made on the last half-mile of those lines closing

on township boundaries. Here the corners are set

at 20 chains, proportionate measurement, from
the preceding quarter-section corner, so that sur-

vey discrepancies are placed in the last distance.

When the sixteenth-section corners have been es-

tablished, straight lines are run between opposite

corners to divide the quarter-section into six-

teenths of a section. In a manner similar to that

outline above, sections can be subdivided into

parts which are, respectively, 1/64, 1/256, and
1/1024 of a section.
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c. Fractional Lots. The provisions of a and 6

above, apply to sections of normal size and to

fractional parts thereof. Those sections bordering

on the north and west boundaries of a township,

excepting section 6, are subdivided by protrac-

tions on the official plate into parts representing

two half-quarter sections and four lots (fig.

14-5). The lots are numbered from 1 to 4 in

an east to west direction or in a north to south

direction except in section 6 which lies in the

northwest corner of the township. In section 6

there are 7 fractional lots as indicated in figure

14-5. Similar fractional lots may be formed on

the south and east sides of a township when these

boundaries are defective (fig. 14-6).

14-16. Townsites

Townsites in the public domain are those areas

within one or more townships which are divided

into streets, alleys, and blocks of lots. Many town-

sites, particularly those developed on the rela-

tively flat praires and plains, follow along rectan-

gular lines closely correlated with the regular

lines of the survey system. Other irregular town-

sites came into being, prior to subdivision surveys

in the area, around trading posts and military

establishments. The townsite boundaries are sur-

veyed, closed, and tied in with the lines of the

public land system, monuments being placed at

the intersections of all such lines with the town-

site boundaries. All street, block, and lot lines are

likewise staked out and a plat of the area pre-

pared, showing the relationship of public survey

lines to all line in the townsite.

14-17. Location of Islands

The beds of navigable bodies of water below the

high water line do not form a part of the public

domain. The sovereignty to such lands lies in the

individual states in which the waterways are lo-

cated. However, in the case of islands which were

above high water prior to the date of admission

into the Union of the state in which the islands

are located, title was vested in the United States.

Such islands are part of the public domain and

are subject to survey. The islands are therefore to

be located by triangulation, direct measurement,

or other suitable method, their shore lines located

by a meander traverse, and the islands shown on

the official plat or plats. Township or section lines

which traverse the island are located and regular

township, section, and meander corners are set.

When the size of the island warrants, subdivi-

sion-of-section lines are protracted normally

thereon.

14-18. Procedure for Establishing Section

Lines

Figure 14-7 shows the normal order of running

lines in subdividing a township. Starting at the

southwest corner of section 36, line 1 is run

northerly parallel to the east boundary of the

township. Quarter-section and section corners are

set along this line at distances of 40 and 80 chains

respectively. From the section corner just estab-

lished, a random line, 2, is run easterly parallel to

the south boundary of the township, a temporary

quarter-section corner being set on this line. The
"falling" of this line is determined. This falling is

the distance from the point where the random line

intersects the guide meridian to the standard

corner previously set on the guide meridian. If the

"falling" of the line is within allowable limits, the

direction of the return course which will join the

section corners is computed. This return line is

then run, a permanent quarter-section corner

being set midway along it. This process is contin-

ued for section 25 by running line 3 northerly and
parallel to the east township boundary and then

running random line 4 easterly and closing back.

Successive sections in the range are monumented
until section 1 is reached. As indicated by the

numbered lines in figure 14-7, the process is re-

peated for each range in the township, the layout

of the sections in the second range starting with

line 12. On the last range, the random line 46 is

run to the east and random line 47 is run to the

west.
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14-19. Monuments

The marking of corners in land surveys used in

present day surveys has been standardized by the

Bureau of Land Management. All types of corner

monuments are systematically marked to furnish

identification of the monument.
a. Post and Tree Monuments. The usual

wrought-iron post monument carries a brass cap.

Identifying capital letters and Arabic numerals

are stamped on this cap with a stamping set. Sim-
ilar letters and numbers are marked on tree mon-
uments, on the trunk just above the root crown,

using a timber scribe. If the tree is smooth
barked, the markings are cut directly into the

bark; if it is rough barked, a long blaze is made
on the trunk to receive the markings. Table 14-2

is a list of the commonly used markings that

apply to all classes of corners. The marking on the

brass cap are made to read from the south side.

b. Stone Monuments. Where stone monuments
are used, the letters, numbers, and other mark-
ings are chiseled into one or more of the vertical

faces of the stone rather than upon its top. Stone

monuments are set with either their faces or their

edges in the cardinal directions, depending upon
the location of the corner in the survey. Stone

township corners bear the letters and numbers
indicating the townships and ranges to which the

monument is common. If the monument is on a

base line or standard parallel, it must also show
the letters SC or CC to distinguish between a

standard or closing township corner. Section cor-

ners are likewise distinguished as standard or

closing corners. In addition, they bear a number
of grooves on the faces or a number of notches on

the edges of the monument. These grooves or

notches indicate, for exterior section corners, the

number of miles from the monument to the ad-

joining township corners. For subdivisional cor-

ners, they show the number of miles from the

monument to the east and south township bound-

ary lines, furnishing a means of identifying the

sections which meet at the monument. Figure

14-8 shows the typical letters and numerals on

monuments.

Table 1^-2. Monument Markings

Marks Indicate

AM Amended monument
AMC Auxiliary meander corner

AP Angle point

BO Bearing object

BT Bearing tree

C Center

CC Closing corner

E East

Marks indicate

LM Location monument
M Mile

MC Meander corner
N North
NE Northeast
NW Northwest
PL Public land (unsurveyed)
R Range
RM Reference monument
S Section

S South
SC Standard corner
SE Southeast
SMC Special meander corner
sw Southwest
T Township
TR Tract
w West
wc Witness corner
WP Witness point

Quarter-section

1/16 Sixteenth-section

1916 Date (year)

c. Meander Corners. All navigable bodies of

water and other important rivers and lakes are

ssgregated from the public lands at mean high

water level. When a survey line intersects such a

body of water a meander corner is established.

The distance from the nearest section or quarter-

section monument on the survey line is measured
and recorded. The monument is marked MC on
the side facing the water. The other markings
that refer to township, sections, and date of estab-

lishment are also stamped or chiseled. Such a
monument is referenced by bearings to trees or

other convenient witnesses. Where the width of

the water course permits, the survey line is car-

ried across to a meander corner on the far shore.

14-20 Restoration of Lost Corners

A lost corner is a point of a survey the position of

which cannot be determined, beyond reasonable

doubt, either from traces of the original marks or

from acceptable evidence or testimony. In the

search for a corner, retracements will have been

made from located monuments on all lines which
meet at the corner. The total resurvey distances

between located monuments on either side of the

lost corner will be known and can be compared
with distances shown in the original notes. This

comparison will normally permit the restoration

of the corner by application of the principle of

proportionate measurements. The methods used in

restoring lost corners are given below.

a. Double Proportionate Measurement. The
method of double proportionate measurement is
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Figure 14-8. Markings on monuments.

usually applicable to the restoration of a corner

which is common to four townships or which is

common to four sections. A proportionate meas-

urement is one that gives a concordant relation-

ship between all parts of a line, that is, the new
values given to the several parts, as the result of a

remeasurement, will bear the same relation to the

lengths of the same parts of the original survey as

the new measurement of the total length bears to

the total length of the original survey. The term

double proportionate measurement is applied to

measurements made between two known corners

on a latitudinal line and between two known cor-

ners on a meridional line for the purpose of rees-

tablishing the corner at the intersection. The

effect of double proportional measurement is that

the distances will control the relocation rather

than the direction of the lines shown in the origi-

nal record. Figure 14-9, shows a lost corner X
which is common to four townships. Points A and

B represent recovered corners on the range line

and C and D represent corners on the latitudinal

line. A retracement is first made between the

nearest known corners (A and B) on the meri-

dional line, north and south of the missing corner,

and upon that line a temporary point E, is placed

at the proper proportionate distance. This point E
determines the latitude of the lost corner. In set-

ting point E, the distance BE is to the original

record distance BX as the total retracement dis-

tance BA is to the original distance BA. Next the

nearest corners (C and D) on the latitudinal line

are connected and a temporary point F is placed on

this line at the proper proportionate distance.

This point F determines the departure or longitude

of the lost corner. Then a line is run, east or west

from the temporary point E and a line is run,

north or south from the temporary point F. The
intersection of these two lines at X fixes the posi-

tion at which a monument is to be set to restore

the lost corner.

b. Single Proportionate Measurement. The
method of single proportionate measurement is

generally applicable to the restoration of lost cor-

ners on standard parallels and other lines estab-

lished with reference to definite alinement in one

direction only. Intermediate corners on township

exteriors and other controlling boundaries are

also restored by this method. A retracement is

made connecting the nearest identified regular

corners on the line and on opposite sides of the

missing corner. In running the retracement line, a
temporary stake is set on the trial line of the

original record distance for the missing corner.

The total distance between recovered monuments
is measured and the "falling" at the objective

corner is determined. On meridional township
lines an adjustment is made at the temporary
point for the proportional distance along the line,

and then the point is set over to the east or west a

distance which bears the same relationship to the

total "falling" at the objective corner as the dis-

tance of the missing corner from the point of

beginning bears to the total length of the retrace-

ment line. On standard parallels and on latitudi-

nal township lines three adjustments are neces-

14-16
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Figure 14-9. Lost corner by double proportional measurement.

sary. The temporary point is first set forward or

back the proprotional part of the difference be-

tween the record distance and the retracement

measurement ; it is then set over to place it on the

true latitudinal curve, and lastly, a correction is

made for the proportional part of the "falling" at

the objective corner. The adjusted position is thus

placed on the true line which connects the nearest

identified corners, and at the same proportionate

distance from each as existed in the original sur-

vey. Any number of intermediate lost corners may
be restored during a single retracement survey by
setting temporary points for each and making ap-

propriate adjustment to the position of each such

point. Lost meander corners, originally estab-

lished on a line projected across the meandering

body of water and monumented on both shores,

are restored by this single proportionate measure-

ment method, after the section or quarter-section

corners upon opposite sides of the missing mean-

der corner have been identified. Where these adja-

cent corners have been obliterated as well, but

where there is evidence of the stability of the

shore and no indication of erosion or accretion,

the shore itself may be taken as an identified nat-

ural feature and the lost corner replaced with ref-

erence to the shore.

c. Restoring Closing Corners. A lost closing

corner is reestablished on the true line that was
originally closed upon, and at the correct propor-

tionate distance between the nearest regular cor-

ners to the right and left. In restoring a lost clos-

ing corner on a standard parallel or other control-

ling line, this controlling line is retraced, begin-

ning at the corner from which the line was origi-

nally run. A temporary point is set at the record

distance, and the total distance and "falling" de-

termined at the next recovered regular corner be-

yond the missing monument. The temporary point

is then adjusted in position as in single propor-

tionate method.

d. Restoring Broken Boundaries. In certain in-

stances it is necessary to restore the angle points,

within a section, of the meander courses for a

stream or other body of water. The positions of

the meander corners on the section boundaries are

first recovered and restored. The record meander
courses and distances are run, setting temporary

angle points. If the end of the last course run fails

to fall on the objective meander corner (fig.

14-10), the distance and bearing from the end of

the last course to the closing meander corner is

measured. Each temporary angle point is moved
in a direction to reduce the closing error along a

line having the same bearing as the closing error.

The distance which each point is to be moved
bears the same relationship to the total closing

error as the distance of that point from the point

of beginning (measured along the meander

courses) bears to the sum of the lengths of all the

courses.

e. Special Cases. Much experience, pains-taking

attention to detail and all valid corroborative evi-

dence, and sound judgment are essential if the
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Closing error of
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Figure 14-10. Retracement of broken boundary.

surveyor is to correctly retrace the boundaries of

a tract on which many of the corner monuments
have become obscured, obliterated, or lost, and
when accessories have been destroyed. Through

accumulated years of experience with situations

of all types, the cadastral engineers of the Bureau
of Land Management have developed competence

with respect to resurveys of public lands beyond ^
that which the military surveyor can reasonablyA
expect to acquire. When faced with such a situa- W
tion, the regional offices of the Bureau of Land
Management should be contacted for assistance.

14-21. Plats of Surveyed Lands

The official plat of a township or other subdivision

is the drawing on which is shown the direction

and length of each line surveyed, established, re-

traced, or resurveyed ; the relationship to adjoin-

ing official surveys; the boundaries, designation,

and area of each parcel of land; and insofar as

practicable, a delineation of the topography of the

area and a representation of the culture and
works of man within the survey limits. A subdivi-

sion of public lands is not deemed to have been

surveyed or identified until the notes of the field

survey have been approved, a plat prepared, the

survey accepted by the Director of the Bureau of

Land Management as evidenced by a certification

to that effect on the plat, and the plat has been

filed in the district land office. The original draw-

ing shows both a graphic scale and a representa-

tive fraction for both the township as a whole and

for the enlarged diagram. Plats are drawn on -

sheets of uniform size, 19 x 24 inches, in trimmed m
dimensions, for convenience in filing. The usual W
scale is 1 inch equals 40 chains, equivalent to a

representative fraction of 1 :31,680. Where detail

drawings of a portion of the survey area are re-

quired, scales of 1 inch equals 20 chains or 1 inch

equals 10 chains may be used. A detail of a small

area may be shown as an inset on the main plat.

Larger details are drawn on separate sheets.

When the drawing is simple, with few topo-

graphic or hydrographic features or works of

man to be shown, the entire drawing is in black

ink. When the features other than survey lines

are quite extensive, color printing is used.
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APPENDIX B

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

B-l. Laying off Given Distances

In surveying, it is often necessary to lay off a

given distance in the field. The normal procedure

is horizontal taping. If corrections described in

chapter 6 are not required, the methods described

in paragraph 6-4 can be used. However, if correc-

tions are necessary, the method described below is

probably the simplest to understand.

a. Laying off a given distance involves the fol-

lowing:

(1) Measurement of a distance that, when
corrected, will approximate the required distance.

(2) Correction of the measured distance to

its true horizontal distance.

(3) Measurement of an additional distance,

forward or backward, to establish the point at the

true given distance from the starting point.

b. Assume that a horizontal distance of 137.59

meters is to be laid off along a given line. Measure
along the line for 137.59 meters (para 6-4) and
mark this point. Determine all the necessary

corrections of this measured distance to obtain

the true distance. If, for example, this true dis-

tance, after correction, is found to be 133.78, an
additional distance of 3.81 meters must be laid off.

Using the marked point as a starting point, this

additional 3.81 meters is measured and a new
point is marked. This new point is then 137.59

meters from the original starting point.

c. One of the most useful procedures for laying

off a given distance is pacing. Pacing is the meas-

urement of distance using the standard military

pace or stride ; the stride being equal to two paces.

The standard pace is 2.5 feet; the stride, 5 feet.

For distances over 100 feet, it is not necessary to

count the total number of paces for the entire

distance. Rather, it is thought of as so many 40

paces plus the remainder as increments. For ex-

ample, assume a distance of 357 feet (meters and

yards are quickly converted into feet). The dis-

tance (357 feet) will take 40 paces three times,

plus 20 paces, plus 3 more. With practice, dis-

tances can be paced to surprising accuracy.

Pacing can be used to measure the size of a struc-

ture, to locate control monuments from the de-

scriptions, to estimate distances during taping op-

erations, to determine areas, and for many opera-

tions.

B-2. Extend a Straight Line

It is often necessary to extend a straight line

marked by two points on the ground. One of

three methods can be used depending on whether

there are obstacles in the line ahead or not, and
whether a small or a large obstacle is encoun-

tered.

a. No Obstacles. The method used to accomplish

the extension is known as double centering, double

reversing, or reversing in azimuth and altitude.

For example, the straight line through the

marked points A and B (®, fig. B-l) is extended

to, and marked at point C by the following steps

:

(1) Set up and center the instrument over B.

(2) Backsight on A.

(3) Plunge the telescope and mark the point

C.

(4) Reverse the instrument, and again back-

sight on A.

(5) Plunge the telescope and mark the point

C".

(6) Mark the point C halfway between C
and C". This is the required point on the line AB
extended.

(7) If the instrument is in perfect adjust-

ment (which is seldom, if ever, the case) points

C and C" will coincide with point C.

(8) For further extension, the instrument is

moved to C and the procedure repeated to obtain

D.

6. Beyond a Small Obstacle. When a tree or

other small obstacle is encountered in the line of

sight between two points, the solution below

should be used.

(1) The transit or theodolite is set up at
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Figure B-l. Extending a straight line.

point B, ©, figure B-l, as far from the obstacle

as practical.

(2) Point C is set off the line, near the obsta-

cle, and where the line BC will clear the obstacle.

(3) At B, measure the deflection angle a.

(4) Move the instrument to C, and lay off the

deflection angle 2a.

(5) Measure the distance BC, and lay off the

distance CD equal to BC.

(6) Move the instrument to D, and lay off the

deflection angle a.

(7) Mark the point E. The line DE is the

prolongation of the line AB.

c. Beyond a Large Obstacle. When a line is

being run between two fixed points and a large

obstacle, such as a building is encountered, there

are numerous methods that can be used to extend

the line beyond the obstacle. The commonly used

method to solve this problem is shown in 0,
figure B-l. The solution establishes a line parallel

to the original line and at a distance to clear the

obstruction. Once this parallel line passes the ob-

struction, another parallel line is established

using the same distance value in the other direc-

tion. This second parallel line is the extension of

the original line. There are two ways to establish

B-2

the parallel lines. One measures angles and dis-

tances; the other measures only distances and
uses the instrument to extend the lines.

(1) The instrument is set up at B (®, fig.

B-l), and a 90° angle turned from line AB. The
distance BB' is carefully measured and recorded.

The instrument is moved to B' and another 90°

angle turned. B'C is laid off to clear the obstacle.

The instrument is moved to C and a third 90°

angle turned. Distance CC equal to BB' is meas-
ured and marked. This establishes a point C, on
the original line. The instrument is moved to C
and a fourth 90° angle turned to establish the

alinement CD which is the extension of AB be-

yond the obstacle.

(2) When the obstacle-clearing distance, BB'
or CC', is less than a tape length, the turning of

four 90° angles can be avoided. An easily read-

able distance is selected on the tape to clear the
obstacle. The instrument marks the point B and
then is moved approximately to C. The selected

distance is swung from A and from B while the
instrumentman moves the instrument until it is

exactly on the same line with the perpendicular

offset points A' and B'. The point under the
instrument is C. Point D' is then marked as an
extension of A' B' C. Perpendicular offsets are
again swung from C and IK, and the instrument
is moved to either point. CD is the extension of
AB.

B-3. Laying Off a Horizontal Angle

When an angle value is given and the requirement
is to lay off this value from a given line, several

methods may be used. Some are dependent on
whether the angle-measuring instrument is a re-
peating type, such as a transit, or a direction

type, such as a theodolite. The next consideration

is the accuracy to which the angle must be laid

out. It is also possible to lay out angles using the
tape alone.

a. With a transit and the accuracy requirement
within the instrument's reading capability, the
method is as follows

:

(1) By use of the upper motion, set the A
vernier to read zero.

(2) By use of the lower motion, take a back-
sight on the target identifying the given line.

(3) By use of the upper motion, set the A
vernier to the value of the given angle.

(4) Set a marker on the line indicated by the

line of sight of the telescope.
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b. A horizontal angle can be laid off with a
directional theodolite in the same manner as with

a transit except for the manipulations of the in-

strument.

(1) Backsight on the target.

(2) Set the horizontal circle to read 0°00/

05" ± 05".

(8) Check the backsight and determine the

circle reading for this pointing.

(4) To this circle reading, add the value of

the angle to be laid off, obtaining the circle read-

ing for pointing along the line to be established.

(5) Turn the instrument to this reading and

mark the point on the new line.

c. The angles laid off by the methods above, are

of sufficient accuracy for many purposes. When
greater accuracy is necessary, the method below

should be used.

(1) Lay off the given angle as close as possi-

ble by either method explained above, thus setting

point C (©, fig.B-2).

(2) By the method explained in paragraph

9-10, measure the angle laid off (angle ABC).

(3) Determine the difference, Aa, (in seconds

of arc), between the values of the angle as meas-

ured and the angle required to be laid off (Aa=
ABC— ABC).

(4) Measure the horizontal distance (BC=
1).

(5) Compute d (=C'C) by the following

equation: d= 0.000004851Aa.

(6) From C, measure the distance d, and

set point C.

(7) As a check, measure the angle ABC by

the same method as in (2) above.

d. In this method of laying off an angle, it is not

necessary to measure the horizontal distance BC.
This permits higher precision in the measure-

ment.

(1) Lay off the method explained in a, or 6

above, thus setting point C (©, fig. B-2).

(2) By the method explained in paragraph

9-10, measure the angle ABC'.

B A

© ©
Figure B-2. Laying off an angle with an instrument.

(8) Determine the difference, Aa, between

the values of the measured angle and the required

angle (Aa= ABC — ABC).
(4) Mark a second point C" near the point C

so that the line BC (forming the required angle

with line AB) will pass between C and C.
(5) Measure the angle Aa' = CBC", by

method used in (2) above.

(6) Measure the comparatively short hori-

zontal distance C'C" (=D)

.

(7) Compute d (=CC) by the following

equation : d= D.

(8) On the line CC", mark point C at the

distance d from C.

(9) To check the position of C, measure the

horizontal angle ABC.

e. The methods described above depend upon
the use of a transit or theodolite to measure the

angle. It is possible to lay off or measure an angle

using only the tape.

(1) Assume that angle J3 (®, fig. B-3) is to

be laid off. Measure along line AB an easily reada-

ble distance (50 or 100 feet or meters) and mark
point C. In the trigonometric tables, find the tan-

gent of the required angle. Establish a perpendic-

ular at C in the direction of the required angle.

Along this perpendicular, measure the amount re-

sulting by multiplying the measured distance

(BC) by the tangent of angle ,G, and mark point

D. The required angle B is equal to ABD.

(2) If the angle (a, ®, fig. B-3) is already

established on the ground and its value must be

determined, the procedure still uses trigonometry

as above. Let the angle BAC, be the given angle,

a. From A, measure a distance of 100 units (feet

or meters) first along the line AB and then along

the line AC and mark points B and C. Measure
the distance BC. Determine the size of the angle

by using the following equation

:

sin % a= BC/2
100

BC
200

f. To establish a perpendicular using the tape,

or in effect to lay out a 90° angle, a special trigon-

ometric or geometric principle is used.

(1) In any right triangle whose three sides

are in the proportion of three, four, five; the

angle opposite the longest side is a 90° angle.

Then, with two points spaced, for example; 40

feet apart, a point 30 feet from one of these

points and 50 feet from the other point ((5), fig.

B-3) will form a triangle having a 90° angle op-

posite the 50-foot side. To establish the perpendic-

ular to line AB at a selected point (A), along AB
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measure a distance of 40 units (feet or meters)

from A and mark point C (AC — 40 units). From
A, swing an arc using a distance equal to 30 units,

and from C, a distance equal to 50 units. These
two arcs will intersect at point D. AD is the per-

pendicular to line AB at point A.

(2) If the point (P, ©, fig. B-3) through

which the perpendicular must pass is not on the

line (AB), a geometric construction is used. With
a tape length slightly greater than the perpendic-

ular distance from P to the line AB, and holding

the tape at P, mark two points C and D on the

line AB so that PC and PD are equal distances.

Measure the distance between points C and D and
divide by two. Establish point E exactly midway
between C and D and on line AB. E is the foot of

the perpendicular (PE) from P to the line AB.
(8) For cross-section leveling, strip topogra-

phy, and some other purposes, it is necessary to

lay off a 90° angle at numerous points along a
line. This 90° angle can often be established by

estimation with sufficient accuracy for the partic-

ular job. The surveyor straddles the point on the

line, arms extended sideward along the marked
line (©, fig. B-3). By looking alternately right

then left, he adjusts the position of his feet until

his body is in the line (AB). He then brings his

hands together in front of him, thus pointing

along a line approximately 90° from the marked
line. An experienced operator can lay off a 90°

angle by this method so that a point 100 feet away
will be within 1 foot of the true perpendicular.

Setting Up On a Line Between
TWO POINTS

A problem often encountered in surveying is to

find a point exactly on the line between two other

points when neither can be occupied, or when an

obstruction such as a hill lies between the two
points. The point to be occupied must be located

so that both of the other points are visible from it.

The process of establishing the intermediate point

is known as wiggling-in or ranging-in.

a. The approximate position of the line between

the two points, at the instrument station is first

estimated by using two range poles. The range

poles are lined in alternately in the following

manner. In ©, figure B-4, range pole 1 is set and

range pole 2 is moved until it is exactly on line

between pole 1 and point A. This is done by sight-

ing along the edge of pole 1 at the station A until

pole 2 seems to be on line. Range pole 2 is set and

pole 1 is moved until it is on line between pole 2

and point C. Now pole 2 is moved into line again

(3) Measuring point on lino.

Figure B-4. Setting up on a line between two poinU.

and then pole 1 alternately until both are on line

AC. The line will appear to pass through both

poles and both stations from either viewing posi-

tion.

b. After finding the approximate position of

the line between the two points, set up the instru-

ment on this line. The instrument probably will

not be exactly on line, but will be over a point

such as B', (5), figure B-4. With the instrument at

B', backsight on A, and plunge the telescope and

notice where the line of sight (C) passes the

point C. Estimate this distance (OC')» and also

the distance that B' would be away from C and

A. Estimate the amount to move the instrument

to place it on the required line. Thus if B' is

midway between A and C, and C misses C by

about 1 meter to the left, B' must be moved about

one-half meter to the right to reach B. Continue

the sequence of backsighting, plunging the tele-

scope, and moving the instrument until the line

of sight passes through both A and C. During

this procedure, the telescope is reversed but the

instrument is not rotated, that is, if the telescope

is reversed for backsighting on A, all sightings

on A are made with telescope reversed. Mark a

point on the ground directly under the instru-

ment. Then, repeat the procedure with the tele-
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scope direct for each backsight on A. Mark a
second point on the ground. The required point

on the line AC is then the midpoint between the

two marked points.

e. The procedure outlined above is usually time
consuming. Even though the shifting head of

the instrument is used in the final instrument

movements, the instrument may have to be picked

up and moved several times. The following pro-

cedure often saves time. After finding the ap-

proximate position of the line between the two
points, two points (B' and B", (§), fig. B-4) are

marked 1 or 2 feet apart where they are known
to straddle the line AC. Set up over each of these

two points in turn, and measure the deflection

angles a and p. Also measure the horizontal dis-

tance a, between points B' and B". Then the posi-

tion (B) on the line AC can be found by using

the following equation:

a'= a

in which a' is the proportionate offset distance

from B' toward B" for the required point B, and
a and fi are both expressed in minutes, or in

seconds.

B-5. Locating The Point of Intersection

of Two Lines

In many surveys it is necessary to find the point

of intersection between two lines, for example, the

intersection between a traverse line and a proper-

ty-boundary line. Figure B-5 illustrates the deter-

mination and marking of the point of intersection

between the line AB and the line CD. Both of

these lines are run out and marked close to the

point of intersection. The transit is then set up on
the line CD at the point D, and two stakes E and
F are set about 1 to 2 meters apart, on the line

CD, straddling the extension of line AB. A string

is stretched between E and F. The transit is

moved to a set up at B and a stake (G) is set on

the line AB where it intersects the line between E
and F. The exact point of intersection can be

marked on the top of the stake by running a

pencil along the string until the instrumentman

signals stop.

B-6. Setting a Point Near a Setup

Sometimes it is necessary to set a point too close

to an occupied station to permit focusing the tele-

scope, or even to point the telescope. In this case,

a point is set on the required line about 8 to 10

feet away from the instrument. A string is then

A
-o-

B
-o-

Figure B-5. Intereeetion of two line*.

mi mwK.
CftCCT
ROO-

MVCRTEO

ML
ROAD OR UNDERPASS

VERTICAL CLEARANCE * 0+ b

Figure B-6. Measuring vertical clearance.

stretched from the occupied station to the set

point, and the required point is marked on this

line along the string.

B-7. Measuring a Vertical Clearance

One practical problem which the military sur-

veyor will meet at times, is to measure a vertical

clearance of an underpass or a bridge. The ground
elevation beneath is determined by normal level-

ing procedures (ch. 8). The elevation of the bot-

tom of the bridge stringers is determined by hold-

ing an inverted rod against the bottom of the

overhead structure as shown in figure B-6. The
erect rod reading plus the inverted rod reading (a

+ b) equals the vertical clearance between the

two surfaces.

B-8. Typical Field Problems

Figure B-7 illustrates a series of typical field

problems in a graphical form using some of the

techniques described above.
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APPENDIX C

PRECISION: ERRORS, ACCURACY, AND PROBABILITY

C-l. Errors in Measurements

Precision is the degree of refinement in the per-

formance of an operation or in the statement of a

result. Precision relates to the quality of execution

whereas accuracy relates to the quality of the re-

sult. Accuracy is the degree of conformity with a

standard. Every measurement the surveyor makes
will be in error to the extent that no measurement
is exact. The surveyor's mission is to accomplish

the survey by taking measurements, the errors of

which are within prescribed limits. To accomplish

this mission, it is essential for the surveyor to

know what errors will occur, their effect, and
their evaluation. The magnitude of errors in any
measured value depends on the instruments used,

the method used, the number and type of observa-

tions made, and the competence of the personnel.

Mistakes or blunders are quite distinct from er-

rors. They result from a misunderstanding of the

problem, poor judgment, confusion in the mind of

the observer, or are indications of incompetence.

Mistakes are detected and avoided by the system-

atic checking of all work. The necessary checks to

prevent mistakes are discussed in the manual
under the descriptions of the operations. Only er-

rors, not mistakes, are included in this appendix.

C-2. Sources of Errors

Errors may come from one or more of three

sources:

a. Instrumental. Instrumental errors arise from
imperfections in the instrument. For example, the

circle graduations on a theodolite may not be

spaced exactly the same amount around the full

circle. The effect of most instrumental errors can

be minimized by proper field observing procedure

or by corrections mathematically computed and

applied.

6. Personal Personal errors arise from the lim-

itations of the human senses, principally sight,

touch, and hearing. For example, when the verti-

cal crosshair of the transit's telescope is not per-

fectly centered on the target, a small error results

in the measured value of an angle.

c. Natural or Environmental. Natural errors

arise from variations in temperature, humidity,

wind, gravity, refraction, and magnetic declina-

tion. For example, side wind will cause an appar-

ent shortening of the tape.

C-3. Types of Errors

Each error, regardless of source is classified as to

type.

a. Systematic Errors. Systematic errors occur

from well-understood causes and can be reduced

by taking proper precautions to eliminate them.

For example, the length of a steel tape varies

between the and 50 meter graduations. Its

length was calibrated as 49.99, but it actually is

49.98 meters. Each tape length would be 0.01

meter too long. Thus, a systematic error of 1 :5000

is introduced in each measured course. Systematic

errors can be greatly reduced by methods of ob-

servation, and by eliminating calibration and ad-

justment errors in the equipment.

6. Accidental Errors. Accidental errors are

caused by a combination of factors beyond the

control of the observor. For example, when deter-

mining a horizontal distance with a steel tape,

small uncontrollable errors will result from apply-

ing tension to the tape, determining the tempera-

ture of the tape, measuring the slope of the tape,

or transferring the positions of the end gradua-

tions to the ground. The magnitude and algebraic

sign of these errors are matters of chance. A com-
pensating effect results when as many accidental

errors are positive in algebraic sign as are nega-

tive. Accidental errors remain after mistakes

have been eliminated, and systematic errors have

been reduced. The theory of probability (para C-5
below) is based on a study of the occurrence of

accidental errors. Accidental errors are also called

random errors, irregular errors^ and erratic er-

rors.

c. Comparison Between Systematic and Acci-

dental Errors. The relative importance of system-

atic and accidental errors depends on the purpose
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of the survey. When the purpose tolerates low
accuracy measurements, all errors are often

treated as accidental errors, and no effort is made
to correct for the systematic errors. If the re-

quired accuracy is increased, a corresponding in-

crease in effort must be made to determine the

values and correct the effects of systematic errors.

In a survey requiring high accuracy measure-
ments, after the effects of all systematic errors

have been corrected, the probable value of the

accidental errors must be determined.

C—4. Discrepancy, Resultant Error, and
Residual Error

Besides the adjectives used to describe the source

and type of error, the surveyor will hear errors

referred to as residual or resultant, or as discrep-

ancies. These terms do not define the error, but

are more or less comparative.

a. Discrepancy. Discrepancy is the difference

between two values for the same quantity, either

between a measured and a known value for a
quantity or between two measured values. A small

discrepancy indicates that no mistakes were made
and that accidental errors were small, but it does

not indicate the magnitude of the systematic er-

rors. For example, two measurements of a line 10

kilometers long may show a discrepancy of only 1

meter, but systematic errors of 5 meters, caused

by slope and temperature of the tape, may still be

common to both measurements.

6. Resultant Error. The resultant error in any

measurement is the difference between the meas-

ured value and the true value for a quantity.

Since the true value of a quantity can never be

known, the value of the resultant error can never

be known. However, its definition is given to es-

tablish a plane of reference for further discus-

sion.

c. Residual Error. A residual error is the dif-

ference between the value of a quantity obtained

by a single measurement and the mean value of

that quantity obtained by a number of measure-

ments. The residual error most nearly approxi-

mates the resultant error, since the greater the

number of measurements, the closer is the ap-

proach to the true value. The residual errors for a

series of measured values are used in determining

probable error.

C-5. Probability

The most probable value is determined from a

series of measurements each of which most nearly

approximates the true value. Accidental errors

cannot be eliminated because they exist in every

observation of a quantity. After the elimination of

the effect of mistakes and systematic errors, the

evaluation of the accuracy of the measurements is

based on the theory of probability.

a. Theory of Probability. The theory of proba-

bility deals with the accidental errors in a series

of like or related measurements. It assumes that

—

(1) Small accidental errors occur more fre-

quently than large ones.

(2) Accidental errors are as likely to be posi-

tive as negative.

(3) Very large accidental errors do not occur.

(4) The probable number of uncompensated
accidental errors is equal to the square root of the

number of opportunities for these errors to occur.

(5) The mean of an infinitely large number
of like observations would be a true value.

6. Most Probable Value. The most probable

value for a quantity is mathematically determined

as described below

:

(1) For a series of measurements of a single

quantity, made under similar conditions, the most
probable value is the arithmetical mean of the

measured values.

(2) When there is a discrepancy between the

sum of several measured quantities and a known
value (that the sum should equal) and each has

been measured with the same degree of precision,

the most probable value is obtained by distribut-

ing the discrepancy equally among the measured
values. For example, if the sum of the measured

values for the three angles of a triangle is 180°

minus 12 seconds, the most probable value is equal

to the measured value plus 4 seconds of arc for

each of the angles.

(3) When the sum of the measured values

fails to equal their measured sum, and each has

been measured with the same degree of precision,

the most probable value is obtained by distribut-

ing the discrepancy equally among all the meas-

red values including their measured sum. If the

adjustment is subtracted from each of the several

measurements that were added together, it must

be added to the measurement representing their

sum, and vice versa. For example, three angles

totaling less than 360° are measured at a point,

and the angle representing the sum of the three

C-2
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^ angles is also measured. If the sum of the meas-

P ured values of the three angles is 20 seconds

greater than the measured value representing the

sum, 5 seconds are subtracted from each of the

three component angles, and 5 seconds are added

to the measured value representing the sum of the

three angles.

(4) When a different degree of precision has

been used to measure the values which, combined,

equal a measured sum, the most probable value

for each is determined by an adjustment of

weighted observations.

C-6. Adjustment of Weighted Observations

The weight of an observation is the relative value

of the observation when compared with other ob-

servations of the same or related quantities. The
value measured by the most reliable method is

always assigned the greatest weight. The most

probable value is then determined by using the

weights.

a. Theory. When distances between points along

^ a line are measured, the full length of the line is

I also measured. Or, when adjacent angles about a

point are measured, the total angle is also meas-

ured. It is evident that any adjustment to the

measured value for the full length of line or arc

should be greater than that applied to any por-

tion. The weights assigned to the measured values

are inversely proportional to their magnitude.

6. Assignment of Weights. Factors influencing

the surveyor's decision include method of meas-

urement, terrain, and weather conditions.

Weights may be assigned to observed values by
any of the following methods

:

(1) To horizontal angles.

(a) Directly proportional to the number of

measurements in each set of readings for a single

angle, and directly proportional to the number of

sets of readings for each angle in a series of an-

gles.

(6) Inversely proportional to the squares

of the probable errors.

(c) As designated by the surveyor.

(2) To horizontal distances.

) (a) Directly proportional to the number of

times each distance is measured, and inversely

proportional to each distance in a series of dis-

tances.

(6) Inversely proportional to the squares

of the probable errors.

(c) As designated by the surveyor.

(3) To elevations.

(a) Directly proportional to the number of

runs over a route, and inversely proportional to

the length of each route in a series of routes.

(6) Inversely proportional to the squares

of the probable errors.

(c) As designated by the surveyor.

c. Use of Weights. In the determination of most
probable values, or the adjustments to be applied

to measured values, weights are used as follows:

(1) The most probable value (weighted mean
value) of a single quantity is the sum of the meas-
ured values, each multiplied by its weight, divided

by the sum of the weights. For example, the value

of an angle was determined to be 47°24'30" by a

series of four measurements, then it was redeter-

mined to be 47°24'25" by a series of six meas-

urements. The weighted mean value is

—

(47°24'30"x4) + (47°24'25"x6)

4 + 6
= 47°24'27"

(2) Adjustments to the measured values of a

series of related quantities are inversely propor-

tional to the corresponding weights. When the ad-

justments are applied, the results are the most
probable values of the several quantities. For ex-

ample, the three angles, A, B, and C, of a triangle

were measured at different times, angle A by 16

measurements, angle B by 12 measurements, and
angle C by 8 measurements. The sum of these

three angles was found to be 15 seconds of arc

less than 180°. The adjustments to these three

angles, to obtain their most probable values, are

determined as follows: the weight for angle A
equals 16, for angle B equals 12, and for angle C
equals 8. As the adjustments are inversely propor-

tional to the weights, these values are—for angle

A, 1/16; for angle B, 1/12; for angle C, 1/8; and
for the sum of the angles, 1/16 + 1/12 + 1/8 —
13/48 — 0.2708. The adjustments are—

A'—
q 27Qg

x l/1 *5= + S-5 secon(*s °* arc

B' —
Q^Q8

x 1/12= + 4.6 seconds of arc

C =
Q 2708

X 1//8 = 6,9 8econ(*8 of arc
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The values A', B', and C, when added to angles

A, B, and C respectively, give the most probable

value for each of these angles.

C-7. Probable Error

The probable error is the most probable value of

the resultant error in the measurement. This is a

plus-or-minus quantity that may be larger or

smaller than the resultant error, and its probabil-

ity of being larger is equal to its probability of

being smaller.

a. In determining the value of the probable

error, the residual error is computed for each

measured value. The value of the probable error is

then computed, by using the sum of the squares of

the residuals as shown below.

b. The following equations are based on the as-

sumption that a large number of observations of

each quantity have been made. Experiments indi-

cate that good results can be obtained from as few
as 10 measurements. In practice, the equations

are often applied to a series as small as two meas-

urements, but the results of such computations

are not reliable.

c. When each value in a series of measurements

has the same weight

—

(1) The probable error, Em, in the value of

the quantity is

—

Table C-t . Probable-Error Factor*

Em= 0.6745 / Sv* _ 06745 y^r
* n(n— 1) Vn(n— 1)

vzv

in which Sv2 is the sum of the squares of the

residuals, and n is the number of measurements

of the quantity.

(2) The probable error, E, in each value of

the series of measurement is

—

E = 0.6745
2v2 0.6745

n—

1

Vn =VZv«

in which 2v2 is the sum of the squares of the

residuals, and n is the number of measurements
of the quantity.

(3) When solving equation (1) or equation

(2), the values of

0.6745

Vn(n-l) and of
0.6745

\/n—

1

can be taken from table C-l for any value of n
between 2 and 35 inclusive.

C-4

0.6746

Vn —1

0.6746

Vnln —1)

2 0.6745 0.4769

3 0.4769 0.2764

4 0.3894 0.1947

5 , 0.3372 0.1508

6 0.3016 0.1231

7 0.2754 0.1041

8 0.2549 0.0901

9 0.2385 0.0795

10 0.2248 0.0711

11 0.2133 0.0643

12 0.2034 0.0587

13 0.1947 0.0540

14 0.1871 0.0500

15 0.1803 0.0465

16 0.1742 0.0435

17 0.1686 0.0409

18 0.1636 0.0386

19 0.1590 0.0365

20 0.1547 0.0346

21 0.1508 0.0329

22 0.1472 0.0314

23 0.1438 0.0300

24 0.1406 0.0287

25 0.1377 0.0275

26 0.1349 0.0265

27 0.1323 0.0255

28 0.1298 0.0245

29 0.1275 0.0237

30 0.1252 0.0229

31 0.1231 0.0221

32 0.1211 0.0214

33 0.1192 0.0208

34 0.1174 0.0201

35 0.1157 0.0196

d. When the values in a series of measurements
of a quantity have different weights, the probable

error, Rm, in the weighted mean value is

Rm= 0.6745 /-jr-^r (n — 1)2W

in which 2v2 W is the sum of the squares of the

residuals each multiplied by its weight, n is

the number of observations, and 2W is the sum of

the weights.

e. The probable error, Ea, in an area repre-

sented by the produce of two lengths, Lx and L*

having probable errors Ei and E2 respectively,

is

—

Ea= vX,!2 E2
2 + L2

2 Ei*

/. The probable error, Ep, in the produce of

a constant, or known quantity, C, and a measured
quantity for which the probable error is E, i9—

Ep= CE
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g. The probable error, Es, of the sum of several

independent measurements for which the probable

errors ar Ei, Ea, E8 . . . Ew

Es= VEi1 + E,2 + Es1 + • • • + E„» = VSE*

h. The probable error, Ed, in the difference be-

tween two independent measured values having

probable errors Ex and E2 is

—

Ed= \/Ei* + Ea1

C-8. Degree of Accuracy

The degree of accuracy is a ratio that expresses in

general terms, the accuracy attained in survey

measurements. For example: A degree of

accuracy of 1 in 5,000 indicates that there are

errors in the measurements amounting to one unit

in each 5,000 units measured, or in the same pro-

portion for a greater or lesser number of meas-

ured units.

a. Horizontal Distance Measurements. The de-

gree of accuracy for a horizontal distance meas-

urement is determined from the measured value

and its probable error. For eaxmple : If a line was

determined to be 493.68 feet long with a probable

error of ±0.08 foot, the degree of accuracy is

equal to one part in 493.68 divided by 0.08, or one

part in 6171 parts. This is a plus-or-minus quan-

tity, and is usually written: ±1:6171, or 1/6171.

Then, if the line was extended to be 6171 feet

long, and the measurement of this distance was

made by the same personnel using the same equip-

ment and methods as for the 498.68-foot distance,

the probable error for the 6171-foot distance

would be 1 foot.

b. Angular Measurements. For angular meas-

urements the degree of accuracy is usually ex-

pressed as the ratio of the angular closing error

to the square root of the number of angles. For

example, a loop traverse containing 12 angles has

an angular closing error of 0°02/80//
. Then the

degree of accuracy; k\/n, attained in measuring

the 12 angles is determined as follows

:

k\^=2/80/= 150//

k\/n= 43" \/n= degree of accuracy

in which n is the number of angles affecting the

closure. Then, if a series of 20 angles were meas-

ured by the same personnel, using the same in-

struments and methods under the same observing

conditions as for the 12 angles, the expected

closure would be: ± 48" y/n = ± 43" V20 =
± 192" = ± 8'12".

c. Traverse. The degree of accuracy for a trav-

erse is usually expressed as the ratio of the linear

error of closure to the total length of the traverse.

For example: In a traverse 15,476.8 feet long

with a linear error of closure of 2.54 feet, the

degree of accuracy is determined as follows:

2.54 _ 1

15,476.8 6098 +
The denominator is often rounded off, and the

degree of accuracy is expressed as ±
9
or

db 1 :6100, or 1/6100. This indicates that the

errors would cause an error of closure by approxi-

mately 1 foot in a traverse 6,100 feet long.

d. Leveling. In leveling surveys, the degree of

accuracy is expressend as the ratio of the error

of closure in elevation to the square root of the

horizontal length of the route over which the

leveling was accomplished. For example, in a 12-

mile circuit, the error of closure was 0.14 foot.

The degree of accuracy, k\/L, for this circuit is

determined as follows

:

kVL= 0.14

0.14 0.14

^="^= v!f= a0405

kVL == 0.0405 VL
in which L is the length of the route in miles.

C-9. Orders of Accuracy

When writing the specifications for a survey, it is

very impractical to specify the exact degree of

accuracy that is to be attained in each of the

measurements. For this reason, the specifications

are based on the minimum degree of accuracy al-

lowed for the particular survey, and the range

between the allowed degrees is called an order of

accuracy. The orders of accuracy for surveys are

called first order, second order, third order, and

lower order. The measurements for first order

accuracy surveys are the most accurate, and the

measurements for the other orders are progres-

sively less accurate.

a. Orders of accuracy are specified for triangu-

lation, traverse, and leveling. For the measure-

ments made in mapping and artillery surveying,

orders of accuracy are also specified for the astro-

nomic observations made to establish position and

azimuth. As an example of the range between or-

ders of accuracy let us consider the allowed tra-
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verse position closure. First order specifies

1:25,000 or better; second order, 1:10,000; third

order 1:5,000; fourth order (artillery) 1:3,000;

fifth order (artillery) 1 :1,000, and the lowest ar-

tillery order, 1 :500.

6. The surveys normally associated with this

manual require third and lower order accuracy.

The specifications for the higher (first, second,

and third) orders of accuracy are discussed in

Geodetic and Topographic Surveying (TM 5-441,

and the artillery orders of accuracy in Artillery

Survey (FM6-2).

c. The specifications for the order of accuracy

associated with surveys not given in either of

those manuals are as follows

:

l _J i_ l

8000 to 5000 1500 to 3000

(1) Traverse.

Closing error in position not

to exceed 1 :3000 1 :1500

Probable error in main

scheme angles 10 seconds 20 seconds

Azimuth angles computed

and adjusted to 10 seconds 20 seconds

Slope of tape not to exceed _ 20%

Marking tape end position _ ±0.01 foot ±0.03 foot

Angle measurements:

20-second transit 4 D/R 2 D/R
1-minute transit 6 D/R 3 D/R

(2) TriangtUation.

Base line accuracy 1:25,000

(compara-

tive)

Triangle closure:

Average 10 seconds

Maximum 15 seconds

Log tables for computations 5 place

(3) Leveling.

Length of sight not to exceed 500 feet

Method of rod reading One hair

Precision of rod reading 0.02 foot

C-10. Examples

The principles discussed in the preceding para-

graphs of this appendix are of primary impor-

tance to the surveyor. The following examples il-

lustrate these principles.

a. Example 1. Two measurements of the hori-

zontal distance between two points have been

made. Determine the most probable horizontal

distance, its probable error, and its degree of

accuracy.

Measured value

573.28

573.46

v
— 0.09

+ 0.09

v*

0.0081

0.0081

Sum =1146.74 0.0162= 2v*

Mean= 578.87= Most probable distance

F
0.6745 x/ly2= 0.4769 \/0.0162

m ~~ Vn(n-l)
= ± 0.0607 (par. C-7c above) = probable error

Degree of accuracy == 0.0607/578.87= 1/9440.

6. Example 2. A line was measured in three

sections. Each section was measured twice and the

most probable length and the probable error, E,

for each section has been determined by the

method illustrated in a above. Compute the most

probable length of the line, its probable error, and

its degree of accuracy.

Section Measured Length E E*

A 1024.3 ±0.14 0.0196

B 1219.8 ±0.22 0.0484

C 998.6 ±0.16 0.0256

0.0936 = 2E33237.7

Most probable length = 3237.7

E. = V2E2 = V0.0936 = ±0.306 (par. Olg above)=
probable error

Degree of accuracy = 0.306/3237.72 = 1/10,590

c. Example 3. The difference in elevation be-

tween two points has been determined over three

separate routes. Determine the most probable dif-

ference in elevation between the two points, the

probable error in this difference in elevation, and

the degree of accuracy for each of the three

routes.

(1) Given data.

Difference in

Route Length = L elevation d

A 4.5 412.46 0.46

B 3.0 412.37 0.37

C 12.5 412.18 0.18

The factor d is equal to the difference in elevation

minus a selected constant which in this case is

412.00. This allows multiplication of smaller val-

ues in the adjustment computations ((2) below)

and can be done with the slide rule.

(2) Adjustment computations.

Route W = 1/L Wd
A 0.2225 0.1024

B 0.3833 0.1232

C 0.0800 0.0144

JW = 0.6358 0.2400 = JWd

Moat probable difference in elevation = 412.00

+0.2400/0.6386 = 412.00 + 0.377 = 412.377 = 412.38

(3) Probable error computations.

C-6
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Route v v* v*W
A +0.08 0.0064 0.00142

B -0.01 0.0001 0.00033

C —0.20 0.0400 0.00320 ea^h route minus the most probable difference in

Where v= measured difference in elevation for

jv*W = 0.00495 elevation.

Rm= ± 0.6745 / ,

2v
??Lw = ± 0.6745 / o

'°

A fplL = + 0-6745 V0.00889= ± 0.6745 x 0.0197
w (U— 1)ZW w Z X U.OoOo

= ± 0.0133 (par. C-7d above) = probable error

(4) Degree of accuracy computations. The tions for k: for route A, equals 0.0877; for route

basic equation for the degree of accuracy in level- B, 0.0058 ; and for route C, 0.0566. The degree of

ing is, k\/L, (par. CSd above). For route A, acuracy is: for route A, 0.0877\/L; for route B,

k\/L= 0.08; for route B, k\/L= 0.01; and for 0.0058VL; and for route C, 0.0566\/L.

route C, k\/L= 0.20. Solving each of these equa-
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APPENDIX D

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

D-1. Introduction

The military surveyor deals in measurements.
He must be familiar with the numerous units of
measure and methods of converting one unit to

another. He must also be able to compute area and
volume when necessary. In addition to these meas-
urements which are based on length (linear meas-
urements), the surveyor must also understand an-
gular measure, which has three systems : the sexa-

gesimal or degree, minute, and seconds; the cen-

tesimal (metric) using grads; and the mil system
used in artillery. Besides the units for distances

and angles, there are also units for time, weight,

temperature, and pressure.

D-2. General

a. Currently within the United States there ex-

ists two basic systems of weights and measures;
the Customary System and the International Sys-

tem (SI).

(1) Customary System. This system as its

name implies, is the system that is customarily

used. This system had as its basis, the British

Imperial System. However, through the years

changes took place and the customary system in

use today in the United States differs from the

original system. This system includes those meas-
urement units, such as inches, feet, yards, pounds,

ounces, etc.

(2) International System. This system is

based on the French metric system, originated in

the eighteenth century. Delegates of the 1960 Elev-

enth General Conference on Weights and Meas-
ures defined and officially sanctioned an interna-

tional system of units, the Systdme International

d'Unites (designated SI in all languages). This

system, based on the meter, kilogram, second, am-
pere, kelvin, and candela, was adopted as the pre-

ferred system of units by the official representa-

tives of the thirty-six participating countries, in-

cluding the United States. The common standard

for this system for the inch-pound in metric terms

are 1 inch equals 2.54 centimeters and 1 pound
equals 0.453 592 37 kilogram, both are exacted

values. The Coast and Geodetic Survey, which had
used a slightly different conversion factor pre-

viously, retained their old established relationship

of 1 inch equaling 2.540 005 centimeters because
of the extensive revisions which would be neces-

sary to their charts and measurement records.

The resulting foot based on this retained conver-
sion is known as the U.S. survey foot. Therefore
care must be taken when doing survey work to

insure that the proper notations are made on all

records of conversions from feet to meters and
inverse.

6. In military surveys, it may sometimes be nec-

essary to use the Customary System, the Interna-

tional System, and the U.S. survey foot. There-
fore, this appendix lists some of the different

types of measurements and factors for converting
from one system to the other. For a complete dis-

cussion with tables, conversion factors, and defi-

nitions refer to U.S. Department of Commerce,
National Bureau of Standards, Miscellaneous

Publication 286, titled "Units of Weight and
Measure", dated May 1967.

D-3. Linear

Linear measure is used to express distances and
to indicate the differences in elevation. The stand-

ard units of linear measure are the foot and the

meter. In surveying operations, both these stand-

ard units are frequently divided into tenths, hun-

dredths, and thousandths for measurements.

When dealing with the long distances, the foot is

expanded into the statute mile, and the meter into

the kilometer. Tables E-7a and b are the conver-

sion of feet to meters and inverse based on the

international system. Tables E-8a and b are the

conversion of feet to meters and inverse based on

the U.S. survey foot. Table D-1 shows the conver-

sion factors for the most commonly used linear

measurements based on the international system

(SI). Table D-2 shows the conversion factors for

the most commonly used linear measurements

based on the U.S. survey foot.
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Table D-l. Linear Conversion Factors (SI)

Inches Feet Yard Statute MUei Centimeter Meter Kilometer

Inch 1* 0.083333 0.0277

Foot 12* 1* 0.333

Yard 36* 3* 1*

Statute Mile 63,360* 5280* 1760*

Centimeter 0.3937 0.032808 0.010936

Decimeter 3.937 0.32808 0.10936

Meter 39 . 37008 3 . 280840 1 . 093613

Kilometer.

2.64*

30.48*

0.000568 91.44*

1*

1*

10*

0.000621 100*

.62137

0.0254*

0.3048*

0.9144* 0.000914

1609.344* 1.609344*

0.01*

0.1*

1* 0.001*

1*

*Theee are exact value*, all other* are dose approximation*.

Table D-2. Linear Conversion Factors ( U.S. Survey Foot)

Inches Feet Yard Statute Mile Centimeter Meter Kilometer

Inch 1 .083333 .0277

Foot 12 1 .333

Yard 36 3 1

Statute Mile 63,360 5280 1760

Centimeter .3937

Decimeter 3.937 .328

Meter 39.37 3.280833 1.093611

Kilometer

.000568

2.540005

80.48006

91.44018

100

0.62137

.0254

.304801

.914402

1609.347

.01

.1

1

1000

.000914

1.609347

.001

1

D-4. Area

Surveys are often made to obtain measured data

from which area can be computed. The names of

area units are frequently derived from the linear

units, since area is the product of two linear

measurements. The following tabulation shows
the exact comparative values (International Sys-

tem) of some of the units that the surveyor may
be required to use

:

1 square inch (sq in) =
6.4516 square centimeters (cm2

)

1 square foot (sq ft) = 144 sq in=
0.09290304 square meter (m2

)

1 square yard (sq yd) == 9 sq ft=
0.836 127 86 m2

1 acre= 43,560 sq ft= 4840 sq yd=
4,046.8564224 m2

1 cm2= 0.1550003 sq in

1 m2= 10.76891 sq ft= 1.195990 sq yd

The surveyor should not confuse such terms

as 7 square feet and 7-foot square. The ex-

pression 7 square feet denotes an area of un-

specified shape, containing that number of

square feet. The term 7-foot square specifies

an area contained in a square having sides 7

feet long. The area is 7 feet times 7 feet, or

49 square feet.

D-5. Volume

The surveyor is interested in units of volume
measure as they apply to earthwork volumes, re-

servoir capacities, rainfall runoff, and other vol-

umes. The following tabulation shows the exact

comparative values (International System) of
some of the basic units of volume measure

:

1 cubic inch (cu in) = 16.387 064 milliliters (ml)

1 cubic foot (cu ft) = 1,728 cu in=
0.028 316 846 592 cubic meters (ms

)

1 cubic yard (cu yd) = 27 cu ft=
0.764 554 857 984 m*

1 ml= 0.061 023 74 cu in= 0.001 liter

1 m»= 61.023.47 cu in= 35.81467 cu ft=
1,000 liter

1 gallon= 281 cu in= 0.003 785 411 784 m*

D—6. Angular

Angular or circular measure is used for designat-

ing the value of horizontal and vertical angles.

For general use in the measurement of angles, the

circumference of the circle is divided into some
eevn number of equal parts. The unit of angular

measure is the angle at the center of the circle

subtended by one of the small subdivisions of the

circumference. The various units of angular meas-
ure are known as units of arc. There are three

systems of angular measure that may be encoun-

D-2
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tered by military personnel in the use of survey-

ing instruments.

a. Sexagesimal System. In the sexagesimal sys-

tem, the circle is divided into 360 equal parts

known as degrees of arc, each degree into 60 equal

parts known as minutes of arc, and each minute

into 60 equal parts known as seconds of arc. An-
gles in this system are written, for example, as

263° 47' 16" .48, which is read as "two hundred
sixty-three degrees, forty-seven minutes, and six-

teen point four eight seconds of arc." In the

United Stabes, this is the most commonly used

system of angular measure.

6. Centesimal, or Metric System. In the centesi-

mal system, the full circle is divided into four

quadrants and each quadrant is divided into 100

equal parts known as grads or grades. Each grad

is further divided into decimal parts. Angles in

this system are written, for example : as 376.7289

grads, or as 876* 72' 89" which is read as "three

hundred seventy-six point seven two eight nine

grads," or as "three hundred seventy-six grads,

seventy-two centesimal minutes, and eighty-nine

centesimal seconds."

c. Mil System. In the mil system, the circle is

divided into 6,400 equal parts known as mils. The
mil (symbolized by m) is divided into decimal

parts. Angles in this system are written, for ex-

ample: as 1728.49m which is read as "one thou-

sand seven hundred twenty-eight point four nine

mils." This system is used principally by the artil-

lery. Refer to table E-l, appendix E, for conver-

sion of degrees to mils and inverse.

d. Comparison of Systems. The relationship

among values in the three systems of angular

measure are

—

1 circle= 860 degrees= 400 grads= 6400 mils

1 degree= 1.1111111 grads= 17.7777778 mils

1 minute= 0.29630 mils

1 grad= 0.9 degree= 0° 54' 00"= 16 mils

1 mil= 0.05625 degree= 0° 08' 22" .5 or 8.37500

minutes= 0.0625 grad

D-7. Time

For practical purposes in everyday affairs and in

surveying, the measurement of time intervals is

of great concern. The time used in everyday life is

known as standard time, and is based on the mean
apparent revolution of the sun about the earth

caused by the earth's rotation on its axis. Stand-

ard time is used in surveying to regulate the nor-

mal day's operations, but when it is necessary to

observe the sun or the stars to determine the azi-

muth of a line or the position of a point on the

earth's surface, three other kinds of time are used

with which the surveyor should be familiar. These

are: Apparent (true solar) time, civil (mean
solar) time, and sideral (star) time.

a. Differences in Duration. In all four kinds of

time, the basic units of measure are the year, day,

hour, minute, and second of time. The duration of

any one of these units is not the same for all kinds

of time. For example : The sidereal day is approx-

imately 4 minutes shorter than a standard- or

civil-time day.

b. Notation. In the practice of surveying it is

customary to say, or write the time of day as the

number of hours, minutes, and seconds since mid-

night. Then the recorded time would appear, for

example, as 16b37m52,.71—which is read as "six-

teen hours, thirty-seven minutes, and fifty-two

point seven one seconds of time."

c. Angles and Time. Units of time measure are

sometimes used to designate the sizes of angles.

The longitude of a point on the earth's surface is

often expressed in this manner. The relationship

between the units of time measure and the units of

angular measure in the sexagesimal system are

—

1 hour= 15 degrees (lb= 15°)

1 minute of time= 15 minutes of arc (lm= 15')

1 second of time= 15 seconds of arc (1"= 15")

1 degree= 4 minutes of time (1°= 4m )

1 minute of arc= 4 seconds of time (1'= 4")

1 second of arc= 0.0667 second of time (1"=
0.0667-)

D-8. Weight

The surveyor is interested in the weight of his

instruments and the pull to be applied to the tape

to give correct linear measurements. The common
units of weight in surveying are the avoirdupois

ounce, the avoirdupois pound, the gram, and the

kilogram. The following tabulation gives the exact

comparative value* (International System) be-

tween these units.

1 ounce (oz) = 28.849 528 125 grams (g)

1 pound (lb) =16 oz= 458.592 27g= 0.453 592

37 kilograms (kg)

1 kg= lOOOg= 35.273 96 oz (approximately)

D-9. Temperature

When the existing temperature differs from a
standard temperature for certain types of meas-
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urement, the measured values will be in error and
must be corrected. In each of the several tempera-

ture-measurement scales, the unit of measure is

called a degree, which varies for the different

temperature scales. When the scale extends below

zero, values below zero are identified by a minus
sign. Temperatures are written, for example, as

23° F. or —5° C, the letter designating the par-

ticular temperature scale. Some of the most com-

monly used temperature scales are described

below.

a. Celsius Scale. On the Celsius (centigrade)

scale, zero is the temperature of the melting point

of ice, and plus 100 is the temperature of water at

the boiling point. Temperatures on the Celsius

scale are written : 18°C, or—21 °C.

b. Fahrenheit Scale. On the Fahrenheit scale,

the temperature of the melting point of ice is plus

32°, and the temperature of the boiling point of

water is plus 212°.

c. Comparison of Scales. A Fahrenheit degree

represents five-ninths of the change in heat in-

tensity indicated by a degree on the Celsius scale.

Temperatures on either of the two scales can be

converted to the other by the following

:

Degrees C.= 5/9 (degrees F. — 32)

Degrees F. = (9/5 degrees C.) + 82

When converting Fahrenheit to Celsius,

the 32° are subtracted first, then the 5/9

is taken. When converting Celsius to

Fahrenheit, the 9/5 is computed first,

then the 32° are added. Refer to table

E-9, appendix E, for conversion of tem-

perature.

D-10. Pressure

Measurements of atmospheric pressure are used

in surveying to determine approximate differences

in elevation between points on the earth's surface,

and to determine the best approximate correction

for the effect of atmospheric refraction. The units

of measure for atmospheric pressure, and their

relationships are

—

1 atmosphere= 29.9212 inches of mercury
= 760 millimeters of mercury
= 14.6960 pounds per square inch

= 1.03323 kilograms per square

centimeter

= 33.899 feet of water

= 1.01325 bars, or 1013.25 millibars
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APPENDIX E

TABLES

E-l Conversion of degrees to mils and inverse

E—2 Inclination corrections, 50 meter tape

E-3 Difference in elevation, given horizontal distances and gradients from 0° to 45°

E—4 Difference in elevation, given slope distances and gradients from 0° to 45°

El—5 Horizontal distance, given slope distances and gradients from 0° to 45°

E-6 Stadia reduction

E-7a Conversion meters to feet ( International System)

E-7b Conversion feet to meters ( International System

)

E-8a Conversion meters to feet (US Survey foot)

E-8b Conversion feet to meters (US Survey foot)

E-9 Conversion degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit and inverse

E-10 Temperature correction, steel tape

E-ll Inclination correction, percent of slope
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Table E-l. Conversion of Degrees to Mils and Inverse

Conversion of degree* to mile

(Conversion factor—1 degree = 17.77778 mils; 1 minute* 0.29680 mils)

Degrees Mils 1 T.Degrees Mils Degrees Mils Minutes Mils Minutes Mils

1 17.8 31 551.

1

61 1084.4 1 0.3 31 9.2

2 35.6 32 568.9 62 1102.2 2 0.6 32 9.5

3 53.3 33 586.7 63 1120.0 3 0.9 33 9.8

4 71.1 34 604.4 64 1137.8 4 1.2 34 10.1

5 88.9 35 622.2 65 1155.6 5 1.5 35 10.4

6 106.7 36 640.0 66 1173.3 6 1.8 36 10.7

7 124.4 37 657.8 67 1191.1 7 2.1 37 11.0

8 142.2 38 675.6 68 1208.9 8 2.4 38 11.3

9 16D.0 39 693.3 69 1226.7 9 2.7 39 11.6

10 177.8 40 711.1 70 1244.5 10 3.0 40 11.9

11 195.6 41 TOO A7*8 .

9

71 1262.2 11 3.8 41 12.1

12 213.3 42 746.7 72 1280.0 12 3.6 42 12.4

13 231.1 43 764.4 73 1297.8 \
13 3.9 43 12.7

14 248.9 44 782.2 74 1315.6 14 4.1 44 13.0

15 266.7 45 800.0 75 1333.3 15 4.4 45 18.8

Id OQ A A4o4.4 AC40 817. o TC70 1351.

1

1 C10 4. i
AC40 lo.o

17 302.2 47 835.6 77 1368.9 17 5.0 47 18.9

18 320.0 48 853.3 78 1386.7 18 5.3 48 14.2

19 337.8 49 871.1 79 1404.5
|

19 5.6 49 14.5

20 355.6 50 888.9 80 1422.2 20 5.9 50 14.8

21 373.3 51 906.7 81 1440.0 21 6.2 51 15.1

22 391.1 52 924.4 82 1457.8 22 6.5 52 15.4

23 408.9 53 942.2 83 1475.6 23 6.8 58 15.7

24 425.7 54 960.0 84 1493.3 24 7.1 54 16.0

25 444.5 55 977.8 85 1511.1 25 7.4 55 16.8

26 462.2 56 995.6 86 1528.9 26 7.7 56 16.6

27 480.0 57 1013.3 87 1546.7 27 8.0 57 16.9

28 497.8 58 1031.1 88 1564.5 28 8.3 58 17.2

29 515.6 59 1048.9 89 1582.2 29 8.6 59 17.5

30 533.3 60 1066.7 90 1600.0 30 8.9 60 17.8

Example*: 1. Convert 64° 29' to mils.

64° = 1187. 8 mils
29/ - 8.6

64°29'= 1146.4 mils.

2. Convert 87.95° to mils.

87° -1646.7 mils
.90° - 16.0
.05°- 0.889- 0.9

87.96° = 1668.6 mils.

E-2
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TM 5-232

Table E-l. Conversion of Degrees to Mils and Inverse—Continued

Conversion of mile to degree* and minutes
(Conversion factor—1 mil equals 0.05625 degrees equals 3.37500 minutes)

Mils 00 10 20 30 40

00W.00

100 5 87.50

200 11 15.00

800 16 52.88

400 22 80.00

500 28 07.50

600 83 45.00

700 89 22.50

800 45 00.00

900 50 87.50

1000 56 15.00

1100 61 52.50

1200 67 80.00

1800 78 07.50

1400 78 45.00

1500 84 22.50

00°33'.75

6 11.25

11 48.75

17 26.25

28 08.75

28 41.25

34 18.75

89 56.25

45 38.75

51 11.25

56 48.75

62 26.25

68 08.75

78 41.25

79.18.75

84 56.25

1°07'.50

6 45.00

12 22.50

18 00.00

23 37.50

29 15.00

34 52.50

40 30.00

46 07.50

51 45.00

57 22.50

63 00.00

68 37.50

74 15.00

79 52.50

85 30.00

1°41'.25

7 18.75

12 56.25

18 33.75

24 11.25

29 48.75

85 26.25

41 03.75

46 41.25

52 18.75

57 56.25

63 38.75

69 1.1.25

74 48.75

80 26.25

86 03.75

2°15'.00

7 52.50

13 30.00

19 07.50

24 45.00

80 22.50

36 00.00

41 37.50

47 15.00

52 52.50

58 30.00

64 07.50

69 45.00

75 22.50

81 00.00

86 37.50

Mils 60 60 70 80 90

2°48'.75

100 8 26.25

200 14 08.75

800 19 41.25

400 25 18.75

500 80 56.25

600 36 33.75

700 42 11.25

800 47 48.75

900 53 26.25

1000 59 03.75

1100 64 41.25

1200 70 18.75

1800 75 56.25

1400 81 33.75

1500 87 11.25

3°22'.50

9 00.00

14 37.50

20 15.00

25 52.50

31 30.00

37 07.50

42 45.00

48 22.50

54 00.00

59 37.50

65 15.00

70 52.50

76 30.00

82 07.50

87 45.00

3°56\25

9 33.75

15 11.25

20 48.75

26 26.25

32 03.75

37 41.25

43 18.75

48 56.25

54 33.75

60 11.25

65 48.75

71 26.25

77 03.75

82 41.25

88 18.75

4°30'.00

10 07.50

15 45.00

21 22.50

27 00.00

32 37.50

38 15.00

43 52.50

49 30.00

55 07.50

60 45.00

66 22.50

72 00.00

77 37.50

83 15.00

88 52.50

5°03'.75

10 41.25

16 18.75

21 56.25

27 83.75

33 11.25

38 48.75

44 26.25

50 03.75

55 41.25

61 18.75

66 56.25

72 33.75

78 11.25

83 48.75

89 26.25

Mis Minutes Mils Minutes Mils Minutes

3.38 13.50 23.63

6.75 16.88 27.00

10.13 20.25 30.38

Example: Convert 1254 mils to degrees and minutes.
1250 mils -70° 18.76'

4 mils- 13.SC

1264 mils- 70° 82.25'.
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Table E-t. Inclination Corrections, BO meter tape

Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction

Metera Feet Mm. Metera Feet Mm* Metera Feet Mm. Metera Feet Mm.

0.00 0.000 V . V 0.50 1.640 2.5 1.00 3.281 10.0 1.50 4.921 22 K

.01 .033 o•v .51 1.673 2.6 1.01 3.314 10.2 1.51 4.954 22 8

.02 .066 .0 .52 1.706 2.7 1.02 3.346 10.4 1.52 4.987 23.1

.03 .098 .0 .53 1.739 2.8 1.03 3.379 10.6 1.53 5.020 23.4

.04 .131 o .54 1.772 2.9 1.04 3.412 10.8 1.54 5.052 2ft 7HO •

.05 .164 .55 1.804 S 1.05 3.445 11 .0 1.55 5.085 21

.06 .197 .56 1.837 8 iO • X 1.06 3.478 11.2 1.56 5.118 21 ft

.07 .230 .0 .57 1.870 3.2 1.07 8.510 11.4 1.57 5.151 24.6

.08 .262 .1 .58 1.903 3.4 1.08 3.543 11.7 1.58 5.184 25.0

.09 .295 I .59 1.936 8.5 1.09 3.576 11.9 1.59 5.217 25 ft

.10 .328 1 .60 1.968 3.6 1.10 3.609 12.1 1.60 5.249 25/6

.11 .361 I .61 2.001 8.7 1.11 3.642 12.8 1.61 5.282 25.9

.12 .349 .1 .62 2.034 3.8 1.12 3.675 12.5 1.62
i

5.315 26.2

.18 .427 .2 .63 2.067 4.0 1.13 3.707 12.8 1.63 5.348 26.6

.14 .459 2 .64 2.100 4.1 1.14 8.740 13.0 1.64 5.381 26 9mU . 9

.15 .492 2 .65 2.133 4.2 1.15 3.773 18 2XO . M 1.65 5.418 27.2

.16 .525 .3 .66 2.165 4.4 1.16 3.806 ! 13 5 1.66 5.446 27.6

.17 .558 .3 .67 2.198 4.5 1.17 3.839 13.7 1.67 5.479 27.9

.18 .591 .3 .68 2.231 4.6 1.18 3.871 13.9 1.68 5.512 28.2

.19 .628 ! .4 .69 2.264 4.8 1.19 8.904 14 2XV • m* 1.69 5.545 28.6

.20 .656 4 .70 2.297 4.9 1.20 3.937 14 4I'm 1.70 5.577 28.9

.21 .689 .71 2.329 5.0 1.21 3.970 14 6XV .U 1 .71 5.610 29.2

.22 .722 .5 .72 2.362 5.2 1.22 4.003 14.9 1.72 5.643 29.6

.23 .755 .5 .73 2.395 5.3 1.23 4.035 15.1 1.73 5.676 29.9

.24 .787 .74 2.428 5.5 1.24 4.068 1fi 4xu .V 1.74 5.709 80.3

.25 .820 .75 2.461 fi 6U . U 1.25 4.101 IK 6XU • w 1.75 5.741 80 6

.26 .853 7 .76 2.493 5.8 1.26 4.134 IK 9XU . & 1.76 5.774 81 .0

.27 .886 .7 .77 2.526 5.9 1.27 4.167 16.1 1.77 5.807 81.3

.28 .919 .8 .78 2.559 6.1 1.28 4.199 16.4 1.78 5.840 31.7

.29 .951 •O .79 2.592 6 2U .M 1.29 4.232 16 6XU .

u

1.79 5.878 ft2

.30 .984 9 .80 2.625 6.4 1.30 4.265 16.9 1.80 5.906 82 4

.31 1.017 1 .81 2.657 6 6u . u 1.31 4.298 17 2XI • M 1.81 5.938 82 8Om .o

.32 1.050 1.0 .82 2.690 6.7 1.32 4.331 17.4 1.82 5.971 33.1

.33 1.083 1.1 .83 2.723 6.9 1.33 4.364 17.7 1.83 6.004 88.5

.84 1.115 1.2 .84 2.756 7.1 1.34 4.896 18.0 1.84 6.087 88 9

.35 1.148 1 .2 .85 2.789 7.2 1.35 4.429 18.2 1.85 6.070 84 2

.36 1.181 1.8 .86 2.822 7.4 1.36 4.462 18.5 1.86 6.102 84.6

.37 1.214 1.4 .87 2.854 7^6 1.37 4.495 18.8 1.87 6.135 35.0

.38 1.247 1.4 .88 2.887 7.7 1.38 4.528 19.0 1.88 6.168 85.3

.89 1.280 1.5 .89 2.920 7.9 1.39 4.560 19.3 1.89 6.201 85.7

.40 1.312 1 6X • u .90 2.953 8.1 1.40 4.593 19.6 1.90 6.234 86 1Ow . X

.41 1.345 1 .7 .91 2.986 8.3 1.41 4.626 19.9 1.91 6.266 36.5

.42 1.378 1.8 .92 3.018 8.5 1.42 4.659 20.2 1.92 6.299 86.9

.43 1.411 1.8 .93 3.051 8.6 1.43 4.692 20.4 1.93 6.332 87.2

.44 1.444 1.9 .94 3.084 8.8 1.44 4.724 20.7 1.94 6.366 37.6

.45 1.476 2.0 .95 3.117 9.0 1.45 4.757 21.0 1.95 6.898 88.0

.46 1.509 2.1 .96 3.150 9.2 1.46 4.790 21.3 1.96 6.480 38.4

.47 1.542 2.2 .97 3.182 9.4 1.47 4.823 21.6 1.97 6.463 38.8

.48 1.575 2.3 .98 3.215 9.6 1.48 4.856 21.9 1.98 6.496 89.2

.49 1.608 2.4 .99 3.248 9.8 1.49 4.888 22.2 1.99 6.529 39.6
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Table E-t. Inclination Corrections, 50 Meter Tape—Continued

Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation

Meters Feet Mm. Meters Feet Mm. Meters Feet Mm. Meters Feet

2.00 6 .562
A A40 A

.0
o CA.00 o5 OAO 62.5 Qo AA00 Ay ft49.546 OAyo .1

QO CA00 11 .483

2.01 6 .594
ilA40 .4

o CI.51 Q5 OQC.Zo0 63.0 QO A101 Ay Q7C5i0 OAyo 7 QO C101 11.516

2.02 c can.627 40 o
.5

n
.04 Q5 OfiQ.Z05 ftQ KOO .

QO no06 Ay QAQ.yos Olyi Q.6 QO C906 11.549

2.08 c .660 A 141 o o CQ.00 Q5 oni.o01 64.0 QO Oo Ay .y4i 01yi Q.y COOo 11.581

2.04 6 .693 41 .6 2 .54 8 .333 64.6 3 04 9 .974 92 .5 3 54 11.614

2.05 TO/!.7Zo AO4£ A
.0

o cc.00 Q5 .OOO 65.1 Qo AC..00 1 A10 AA7.00 1
ooyo i.1 QO 00 11.647

2.06 o TCA.759 AO4s C.0
o Cft

. 00 Q5 QQQoyy 65.6 QO Aft.00 1 A10 AQQ.Ooy yo 7 QO Cft.00 11 .680

2.07 .7yi AO o oL C7
. Of Q5 AQ9 ftft iOO . 1 Qo A7

I
1

A

10 A79.0 l& y4 Q
.O QO C7.Ol 11.713

2.08
/» OOA8Z4 AQ4o o

.0 o
. Oo Q5 .400 66.6 oo AQ.05 1

A

10 1 AC.100 QCyo A
.0 QO CQ.05 11.745

2.09 6 .857 43 .7 2 .59 8 .497 67.1 3 .09 10 .138 95 .6 3 59 11.778

2.10 O OCA810 44 i i

. l
oL fin.00 QO OoO 67.6 Qo 1 A

. 10 1

A

10 1 71.1 f 1 Oftyo 9 QO ftA.00 11.811

2.11
Ann 44 c.0

o ftl.01 Q5 OOO 68.2 Qo 1 i.11 1 A10 9AQ.^Oo Oftyo Q.5 QO ft1.01 11 .844

2.12 OSS A C40 A 9 ft9
• 0£ QO . oyo ftft 7OO . 1

QO 1 9
. l£ 1

A

10 9Qft.£O0 07y i
A
.4 Q.O ft9.06 11.877

2.13 AQQ A C40 A
.4 9 ftQ

. OO QO R90
. o^y 69.2 QO 1 Q

. 10 1

A

10 9ftO.£oy Ofty5 1 QO ftQ.00 11 .909

2.14 7 021 45 .8 2 .64 8 .661 69.7 3 .14 10 .302 98 .7 3 .64 11 .942

2.15 7 ACi004 /I ft40 o.6 9 .00 5 .oy4 70.3 Qo 1 c10 1

A

10 OQC.ooO ooyy Q.O QO ftC.00 11.975

2.16 (
AQ705

1

AG.40 7
I

9 ftft00 ft5 797 70.8 Qo 1 ft10 1 A10 Qft7oOi 1 AA100 A QO ftft00 12.008

2.17 7 1 1A119 A14 /
1
1 9 ft7

f
ft5 f OO 71 a1 X . o Qo 1

7

1

1

1

A

10 AAA400 1 AA100 .0 Q ft7.Of 12.041

2.18
n
I

1 CO106 >174

1

C o£ ftftOo Q5 7QQiyo 71.9 Qo 1 Q15 1

A

10 AQQ4oo 1 A1101 9 QO ftft05 12.073

2.19 7 185 48 2 .69 8 825 72.4 3 19 10 466 101 .9 3 69 12.106

2.20 i Z15 45 4 9£ 7n
. lO 5 ftsft505 73.0 Qo 9A£0 1

A

10 AQQ.4yy 102 .5 QO 7A
. lO 12.139

2.21
rj 9C1£01 AQ45 Qy 9£ 71

. il ftO ftQ1syi 73.5 QO 91 1

A

10 CQ1.0ol 103 .1
QO 71

. 1

1

12.172

2.22 rj
1
OQQ600 AQ4y Qo 9£ 79

. l£ ft5 Q9Ay^4 71 QO oo 1

A

10 Cftvl.004 103 .8 QO 79 12.205

2.23 7
i olo 4» Q5 £ 70

. lO Q5 QC7.yo/ 74.6 QO 9Q 1

A

10 CAT
. oy i 104 .4 QO 7Q 12.238

2.24 7 349 50 2 2 74 8 989 75.1 3 .24 10 .630 105 .1 3 .74 12.270

2.25 7
1
QQ9o5Z en00 7

f
9£ 7C

. f
Qy H99 75.7 QO 9C.zo 1

A

10 ftftQ.00o 105 .7 QO 7C
. lO 12.303

2.26 7 410 C101 11 9£ 7ft
. f

Qy 000 76.2 3 .26 1

A

10 ftOft.oyo 106 .4 QO 7ft
. lO 12.336

2.27 7 44

1

CI01 9 77
. 1 I y nfi&.055 7ft ftID .O 3 .27 1 A10 79 ft

. 1^5 107 .0 QO 77 12.369

2.28 7
1 450 C906 A £ 7ft

. l5 y 191
. 1^1 77.3 3 .28 1 A10 7ft1

. /Ol 107 .7 QO 7Q
. l5 12.402

2.29 7 513
j

52 5 2 .79 9 .154 77.9 3 .29 10 .794 108 .4 3 .79 12.434

2.30 7
1

CAft04O C906 Q 9 fin.50 y 1 8^
. 150 78.5 3 .30 1 A10 Q97.5Z 1 109.0 Qo QA.50 12.467

2.31 7
f

£7Qo/y CQOo A
.4 9 fti.51 Qy 91

Q

.£iy 79.0 3 .31 1

A

10 ftftA.500 109.7 Qo Q1.51 12.500

2.32 7
1

ftl o.01Z CQOo .y
o£ Q9.5£ Ay 9C9.Lou 7Q ft

1 «7 . 3 .32 1 A10 QQ9.5yz 110 .3 QO Q9.56 12.533

2.33 7
1

ft>M044 CA04 Q.0
o ftQ.OO Qy 9ftC.^50 80.2 3 .33 1

A

10 Q9C.y^o 111 .0 QO QQ.5o 12.566

2.34 7 .677 54 .8 2 .84 9 .318 80.7 3 .34 10 .958 111.7 3 .84 12.598

2.35 7
1

71 A
. / 10 50 o

.0 o£ ftC.50
Ay .OOO 81.3 3 .35 1 A10 AA1.yyi 112.4 oo Q C.50 12.631

2.36 7
1
7AQ

. i4o 00 7
. 1

o£ .50 y QftQ.o5o 81.9 3.36 11 AO A 113.0 Qo QC.50 12.664

2.37 7
f

77/1
. I lO Cft00 o o Q7.5 1

Ay At ft.410 89 4OCt .** 3 .37 11 ACfi.000 113.7 Qo Q7.57 12.697

2.38 7 QA&.505 Cft00 7 9 ftft.55 Qy AAQ.44y 83.0 3 .38 11 AQQ.05y 114.4 Qo QQ.55 12.730

2.39 7 .841 57 .2 2 .89 9 .482 83.6 3 .39 11 .122 115 .1 3 .89 12.762

2.40 7 .874 57 .6 2 .90 9 .514 84.2 3 .40 11 .155 115.7 3 .90 12.795

2.41 7 .907 58 .1 2 .91 9 .547 84.8 3 .41 11 .188 116.4 3 .91 12.828

2.42 7 .940 58 .6 2 .92 9 .580 85.3 3 .42 11 .220 117 .1 3 .92 12.861

2.43 7 .972 59 .1 2 .93 9 .613 ftC Q50 .y 3 .43 11 .253 117.8 3 .93 12.894

2.44 8 .005 59 .6 2 .94 9 .646 86.5 3 .44 11 .286 118 .5 3 .94 12.926

2.45 8 .038 60 .1 2 .95 9 .678 87.1 3 .45 11 .319 119.2 3 .95 12.959

2.46 8 .071 60 .6 2 .96 9 .711 87.7 3 .46 11 .352 119.9 3 .96 12.992

2.47 8 .104 61 .0 2 .97 9 .744 88.3 3 .47 11 .384 120 .6 3 .97 13 .025

2.48 8 .136 61 .5 2 .98 9 .777 88.9 3 .48 11 .417 121 .3 3 .98 13 .058

2.49 8 .169 62 .0 2 .99 9 .810 89.5 3 .49 11 .450 122.0 3 99 13.091
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TM 5-232

Table E-t. Inclination Corrections, SO Meter Tope—Continued

Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction

Meters Feet Mm. Meters Feet Mm. Meters Feet Mm. Meters Feet Mm.

4.00 13.123 160 .3 4 .50 14.764 202 .9 5.00 16.404 £t sJ\J . U 5.50 18 045 QAQ Aolio .4

4 .01 13 .156 161 .1 4 .51 14.797 203 .8 5.01 16.437 951 ft6ul .U 5.51 18 077 Qi\A K0U4 .0

4.02 13 .189 161 .9 4 .52 14.829 204.7 5.02 16.470 252.6 5.52 18 no 305.6
4.03 1

Q

10 999.666 162 .7 4 .53 14.862 205.6 5.03 16.503 253.6 5.53 18 143 306.7
4.04 13 .255 163 .5 4 .54 14.895 206 .5 5.04 16.535 it 0*m . 1 5.54 18 176 QA7 QOU I .9

4.05 13 .287 164 .3 4 .55 14.928 207 .5 5.05 16.568 2R5 76UU . 1 5.55 18 .209 QAQ A

4.06 13 .320 165 .1 4 .56 14.961 208 4 5.06 16.601 95fi 76DO . f 5.56 18 241 OlU .1

4.07 13 .353 165 .9 4 .57 14.993 209.3 5.07 16.634 257.7 5.57 18 274 311.2
4.08 1 Qlo Qftft 166 .7 4 .58 15.026 210.2 5.08 16.667 258.7 5.58 18 .307 312.3
4.09 13 .419 167 .6 4 .59 15.059 211 .1 5.09 16.699 95Q ft 5.59 18 .340 QlQ K

4.10 13 .451 168 .4 4 .60 15.092 212 .0 5.10 16.732 2fi0 ft 5.60 18 373 QtA ftOl4 .0

4.11 13 .484 169 .2 4 .61 15.125 213 .0 5.11 16.765 2fi1 ft 5.61 18 .405 QIC WOlO . 1

4.12 13 .517 170 4 62 15.157 213.9 5.12 16.798 262.8 5.62 18 438 316.8
4.13 1Q.lO DDXJ 170 .9 4 .63 15.190 214.8 5.13 16.831 263.9 5.63 18 471 318.0
4.14 13 583 171 .7 4 .64 15.223 21 5 ft 5.14 16.863 604 .9 5.64 18 504 QlQ 1Ol9 .1

4.15 13 615 172 .5 4 .65 15.256 216 .7 5.15 16.896 mQU .9 5.65 18 .537 Q9A 9

4.16 13 648 173 .4 4 66 15.289 217 .6 5.16 16.929 9fi760 f .V 5.66 18 .570 Q91 A06l .4

4.17 13 .681 174 .2 4 .67 15.321 218.6 5.17 16.962 268.0 5.67 18 .602 322.5
4.18 1 QAO 71

A

. f 14 175 4 .68 15.354 219.5 5.18 16.995 269.0 5.68 18 .635 323.7
4.19 13 747 175 .9 4 69 15.348 220 .7 5.19 17 .028 970 16 % w . X 5.69 18 .668 QOA a064 .o

4.20 13 780 176 .7 4 .70 15.420 221 .4 5.20 17.060 271 1611*1 5.70 18.701 99ft A060 .U

4.21 13 812 177 .6 4 .71 15.453 222 .3 5.21 17.093 272 2 5.71 18.734 Q97 106I .1

4.22 13 845 178 4 4 .72 15.486 223.3 5.22 17.126 273.2 5.72 18.766 328.8
4.23 1

Q

10 o lo 179 2 4 73 15.518 224.2 5.23 17.159 274.3 5.73 18.799 329.4
4.24 13 911 180 1 4 .74 15.551 225.2 5.24 17.192 975 A 5.74 18.832 QAA &ooU .o

4.25 13 944 181 4 .75 15.584 226 .1 5.25 17.224 97ft L6 I O .4 6.75 18.865 ool .7

4.26 13 976 181 8 4 .76 15.617 227 .1 5.26 17.257 977 1 5.76 18.898 QQO Q006 .9

4.27 14 009 182 .7 4 77 15.650 228.0 5.27 17.290 278.5 5.77 18.930 334.0
4.28 i* ni9U46 183 5 4 .78 15.682 229.0 5.28 17.323 279.6 5.78 18.963 335.2
4.29 14 075 184 .4 4 .79 15.715 28.0 5.29 17.356 9ft0 fi60U . D 5.79 18.996 OOO .4

4.30 14 108 185 2 4 .80 15.748 230.9 5.30 17.388 9R1 7601 . f 5.80 19.029 OQ7 KOOI .0

4.31 14 .140 186 1 4 81 15.781 231 .9 5.31 17.421 9ft9 ft606 .O 5.81 19.062 QQQ tOOO . 1

4.32 14 .173 187 4 82 15.814 232.9 5.32 17.454 283.8 5.82 19.094 339.9
4.33 11 9Afi 187 8 4 83 15.846 233.8 5.33 17.487 284.9 5.83 19 .127 341.0
4.34 14 .239 188 .7 4 .84 15.879 234 .8 5.34 17.520 9ftft A600 .u 5.84 19.160 Q49 O046 .6

4.35 14 .272 189 .6 4 .85 15.912 235.8 5.35 17.552 9ft760 I .U 5.85 19.193 QlQ Ao4o .4

4.36 14 .304 190 .5 4 .86 15.945 236 .8 5.36 17.585 9ftft 1600 .

1

5.86 19.226 QAA ft044 .0

4.37 14 .337 191 3 4 87 15.978 237.7 5.37 17.618 289.2 5.87 19.258 345.8
4.38 14 .370 192 .2 4 .88 16.010 238.7 5.38 17.651 290.3 5.88 19.291 346.9
4.39 14 .403 193 .1 4 .89 16.043 239 .7 5.39 17.684 9Q1 A691 .4 5.89 19.324 QAQ. 1o4o .1

4.40 14 .436 194 .0 4 .90 16.076 240.7 5.40 17.716 9Q9 R696 . 5.90 19.357 QilQ Qo49 .0

4.41 14 .468 194 .9 4 .91 16.109 241 .7 5.41 17.749 9Q0 *\ 5.91 19.390 OOU .0
4.42 14 .501 195 .7 4 .92 16.142 242.7 5.42 17.782 294.6 5.92 19.423 351.7
4.43 14 .534 196 .6 4 .93 16.175 243.6 5.43 17.815 295.7 5.93 19.455 352.9
4.44 14 .567 197 .5 4 .94 16.207 244.6 5.44 17.848 296.8 5.94 19.488 354.1

4.45 14.600 198 .4 4 .95 16.240 245.6 5.45 17.881 297.9 5.95 19.521 355.3
4.46 14.633 199 .3 4 .96 16.273 246.6 5.46 17.913 299.0 5.96 19.554 356.5
4.47 14.665 200 .2 4 .97 16.306 247.6 5.47 17.946 300.1 5.97 19.587 357.7
4.48 14.698 201 .1 4 .98 16.339 248.6 5.48 17.979 301.2 5.98 19.619 358.9
4.49 14.731 202 .0 4 .99 16.371 249.6 5.49 18.012 302.3 5.99 19.652 360.1
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Table E-2. Inclination Corrections, SO Meter Tape—Continued

Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction Difference of elevation Correction

Meters Feet Mm. Meters Feet Mm. Meters Feet Mm. Meters Feet Mm.

6.00 19.685 361.3 6.40 20.997 411.3 6.80 22.310 464.5 7.20 23.622 521.1
a aio.Ol 1 A T1 Oiy .7lo 362.5 a n.41 OI AQAcl .OoO 412.6 .ol OO €MO 465.9 1 Ol

f .61 OQ AKKZo .000 522.5

6.02 19.751 363.7 6.42 21.063 413.9 6.82 22.375 467.3 7.22 23.688 524.0

6.03 19.783 364.9 6.43 21 .096 415.2 6.83 22.408 468.7 7.23 23.720 525.5

6.04 19.816 366.1 6.44 21.129 416.5 6.84 22.441 470.0 7.24 23.753 526.9

6.05 19.849 367.4 6.45 21.161 417.8 6.85 22.474 471.4 7.25 23.786 528.4
a aaO.Oo 1 O QQO.006 368.6 A AC.40 OI 1 oi 419.1 .oO OO KA7LL

.

00 f 472.8 T OA
i .10 OQ Ol Olo .oiy 529.9

6.07 19.915 369.8 6.47 21.227 420.4 6.87 22.539 474.2 7.27 23.852 531.3

6.08 19.947 371.0 6.48 21 .260 421.7 6.88 22.572 475.6 7.28 23.884 532.8

6.09 19.980 372.3 6.49 21 .293 423.0 6.89 22.605 477.0 7.29 23.917 534.3

6.10 20.013 373.5 6.50 21.325 424.3 6.90 22 .638 478.4 7.30 23.950 535.7

o.ll OA t\A A
£\3 .040 374.7 a ki.01 OI QKQcl .oOo 425.6 o .yi OO A71CL .Ol

1

479.8 1 .ol OQ QQQ
CtO Moo 537.2

6.12 20.079 375.9 6.52 21 .391 426.9 6.92 22 .703 481.2 7.32 24.016 538.7

6.13 20.112 377.2 6.53 21 .424 428.2 6.93 22.736 482.6 7.33 24.049 540.2

6.14 20.144 378.4 6.54 21 .457 429.5 6.94 22.769 484.0 7.34 24.081 541.7

6.15 20.177 379.7 6.55 21 .489 430.9 6.95 22.802 485.4 7.35 ?4.114 543.1

o.lo OA Oi A
£\3 .Z10 380.9 a ca.00 01 KOO 432.2 A OAo .yo OO QQK 486.8 T QA

i .oO OA 1 1TZ4 . 14 f 544.6

6.17 20.243 382.1 6.57 21.555 433.5 6.97 22.867 488.2 7.37 24.180 546.1

6.18 20.276 383.4 6.58 21.588 434.8 6.98 22.900 489.6 7.38 24.213 547.6

6.19 20.308 384.6 6.59 21.621 436.2 6.99 22.933 491.0 7.39 24.245 549.1

6.20 20.341 385.9 6.60 21.654 437.5 7.00 22.966 492.4 7.40 24.278 550.6
a oio.21 OA onA

cSJ .6 <4 387.1 A C1.01 01 AQAL\ .080 438.8 t A1
f .01 OO OQOll .yyy 493.8 T At7.41 OA O 1 114 .oil 552.1

6.22 20.407 388.4 6.62 21.719 440.2 7.02 23 .031 495.2 7.42 24.344 553.6

6.23 20.440 389.6 6.63 21.752 441.5 7.03 23.064 496.6 7.43 24.377 555.1

6.24 20.472 390.9 6.64 21.785 442.8 7.04 23.097 498.1 7.44 24.409 556.6

6.25 20.505 392.2 6.65 21.818 444.2 7.05 23.130 499.5 7.45 24.442 558.1

o .26 OA COQZU .000 393.4 A AA.00 01 O K.AC\ .BOO 445.5 n aa
i .00 OO 1 AOLA .IOo 500.9 T AC

f .40 OA ATtL£4 .470 559.6

6.27 20.571 394.7 6.67 21.883 446.9 7.07 23.195 502.3 7.47 24.508 561.1

6.28 20.604 395.9 6.68 21.916 448.2 7.08 23.228 503.8 7.48 24.541 562.6

6.29 20.636 397.2 6.69 21.949 449.6 7.09 23.261 505.2 7.59 24.573 564.1

6.30 20.669 398.5 6.70 21.982 450.9 7.10 23.294 506.6 7.50 24.606 565.7

6.31 20.702 399.7 6.71 22.014 452.3 7.11 23.327 508.1

6.32 20.735 401.0 6.72 22 .047 453.6 7.12 23.360 509.5

6.33 20.768 402.3 6.73 22.080 455.0 7.13 23.392 511.0

6.34 20.800 403.6 6.74 22.113 456.3 7.14 23.425 512.4

6.35 20.833 404.9 6.75 22.146 457.7 7.15 23.458 513.8

6.36 20.866 406.1 6.76 22.178 459.1 7.16 23.491 515.3

6.37 20.899 407.4 6.77 22.211 460.4 7.17 23.524 516.7

6.38 20.932 408.7 6.78 22 .244 461.8 7.18 23.556 518.2

6.39 20.965 410.0 6.79 22.277 463.2 7.19 23.589 519.6
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Table E-S. Difference in Elevation, Given Horizontal Distances and Gradients from 0° to 45°

From the line of the given gradient take out the tabular number* corresponding to each of the numbers of the given distance. Point off the value found in the table,

with as many places to the loft of the decimal point as the distance has places. Add the values thus found. The result is the difference in elevation in the same
unit as the distance. Example: Find the difference in elevation corresponding to a horisontal distance of 6,278 feet and a gradient of 8°.

For 8, opposite 8°, and under 8, point off 1 place • -5*152*
For 70, opposite 8°, and under 7, point off 2 places 08 .668
For 200, opposite 8°, and under 2, point off 8 places JJ}

0,48
For 6,000, opposite 8°, and under 6, point off 4 places 0814.4

For 6,278, the difference in elevation is 828.7061

Difference in elevation for horisontal distance of

—

Gradient in degi oes
l 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9

H 00044 00087 AA1 Al
00131 AA1 HA00174 AAOI OUU£l5 AAOAOUUlO* AAOACUUoUO AAOiOUUo49 AAOOO

sv o f»v

00087 00174 00261 00348 AAiOS0043o AACOO AAAAAUUoUy UUoyo 00788

% 00131
AAAilA
00262 AAOAO00393 00524 AACC40U654 00785 AAA1 aUU91o Al t\AHU1U47 Al 1 ffO01178

i 00174 00349 00523 AAfiAO00698 AAQTO0087

£

Al AiTU1U47 Al 001U1ZZ1 Al QAfi01396 Al CTA01570

1H 00218 00436 0UG55 UU57B Al AA1 Al QAQuiouy Al ROTUlOZf U174o Al OCAU19o4

1H 00262 00524 00788 Al A>4QU1U45 A1Q1AUlolU Al C79UlOf z Al QOAUloo4 AOAOAUZUyo A9QCO

IX 00306 00611 00916 Al OOO Al COTU15£f A1 OOOUlooo AOI OQ AO A A AUZ444 AOT JOU£Y4y

2 00349 AAAAO00698 Al A A T01047 A1 OAfiOloyo Al HA C01745 A9AO>lU*Uy4 noA AOUZ44o AOTOOUZ79Z AOI A 103141

00393 AATO 4*
00786 A1 1 rTA01179 U157£ ai nc/iU1904 A90 C7 A97RAUa70U AOI AOU3148 AOCOA0853o

00436 AAorro00872 A1 OAO01308 AITjfil01744 AOI OAU£l5U A9A1

A

UZolo AQAC9UoUO* U8488 AOAO A08924

00480
AAAA1
00961 Al A A 101441 Al AOIuiyzi AOilAO A9QQ9 AOQA9 A0040 A A OOO04828

3 00524 01048 Al CTOU157£ AOAAAU£Uyo A9C9A AQ1 A AU8144 AQAAfiUoooo f\A 1 AOU419Z 047lo

00612 A1 OOO Al OQC AAi ^IfiUZ440 AOACOUoUOo AQA7AUoOfU AA9Q1U4Z81 AA OAOU4oyo AC CAA05504

4
AAAAA
00699 Al AAA01398 AOAATozuy i

AOTOTU£7yf Uo4yo U4iyo U4oy4 U5094

00787 Al cn

A

01574 UZool AQ1 A QU3145 AOOQCUoyoO Ail799U4f AKCAOU05U9 AAOACUo^yo ATAOQ07088

5 00875 At TEA01750 U£O£0 AQCAAUoOUU U4oi0 ACOCAU040U AAi ORUO1Z0 ATAAAU7UUU ATOTC07875

00963 Al AOCU19£0 AOOOO Uo50£ A^Q1

1

U4ol4 AC777UOf f I
AA7.AAU0f4U A77AOU77U3 Uoooo

6 A1AC101051 AOI AOUZ1U£ AOI COUoloo A>( OA>lU4£U4 AC9CC AAQAAUOoUO A70C7UfdOf AO 4AOUo4Uo AAil COU945y

7 01228 02456 AOCOJ03684 AiAiOU4yi£ AC1 vtAU014U A7QAfiUfoOo AQCOAUoOyo AAOO AUyoZ4 1 1 ACO11052

8 01405 AOOI A02810 U4£lO U50£l A7A97Uf UZf Uyo87 1 1 OAOll£4o 1 OU A Q12648

9 Al CO A01584 AOI fiQOolbo U470£ Uoooo A7Q9Au/y^u uyou4 1 1 AfiQllUoo 1 9AT9l£07£ 14Z50

10 A1 TCQ01763 ao rocU35£0 U5£5y ATACOUfUOo AQQIfiUoolO i AC7Qiuoiy 1 it 1 AA141UO 1 coco158o9

11 A1 Ail A01944 AOOOOUoooo ACQQIUo5ol ATTTR.Uf i f
AQ71 Quy i iy 1 1 AAQ11009 1 QAA7loOUf 1 CCCAlOOoU i nAdA17494

12 AOI ORU£l£0 U4£Ol AAQTAUOOf AQCA9U50U£ 1 AA9Q 197RQ.1*1 Oo 145 iy 1 TAAA1 f UU4 1 Al OA1918U
1 olo AOQAQ Aifil IT

U401

1

AAQ9Auoy*o uy£oo 1 1 KAa1104O 1 Qfi(>9 1 Al A1lOlOl 1QA7A154 fU 9A77fl£U f (5
1 A14 Af>i4QQ AiAOi!U4?o0 A7A7QUf4iy AQQ7Quyy to 191AA1*400 1 1QCQi4yoy 1 f 40o 1 QQAAiyy4o ££4oy
1 K10 AOC7Q uoooy AQAQfiU5U35 1 A71 ftlUf 15 1QQQ7looy f

1 AA77lOU f f
1R7RAloi OO 91 1QA OAt 1 K£4110

1

A

lo A9QA7U£oO

1

AKTQAUOf 34 AQAA9U50U£ 1 1 4AOii4oy 1 AQQ71400 f
179AX1 f £,M*k 9AA71 990QA ocoAA£05U0

17 AQA&7UoUOf AAI 1 KU0110 AQ179uyi f £ 1999Q 1IOmO i lOOvt 9AAKQ. 97K1

A

£ 1 010
1filo Uo£4y AAAQfl AQ7A7uy 1 4

1

i 19QQAi£yyo 997^q 9RQQ9£oyy£ £y£41
1 Qiy U944o AAOQ7UOool 1 AQQA1UOOU 1 Q77Qlot to 1791

A

1 f *io 9AAAA 9A1 AQ 97RAA£ f 040 QAQ.OAouyyu
9A£U A797Q 1 AQ1

Q

iuyiy 1 ACCQ14005 loiyo 91&QA*lOdO 9RA77a04i f
9Q1 17£yil 1

Q97K70£ 1 Of
91£l AQOQAU0009 A7A77UfOf f

1 1 £1 A11010 10304 1 Q1QQlyiyo 9QAQ9*OUO* 9A&7A£00 fU QA7AOou fuy 5404 f

09££ AiAiAU4U4U AQAQAU5U5U 1919Al£l£U 1 A1A110101 9A9A1 9A9A1 9fi9fi9 99Q99o£o££ QAQA9O050£
on£0 U4£45 1£ Iu4 1 AQ7Qioy i y 91994. OC4.AQ£04OO 9Q71Q£y i io ooyoo OOAAAOo£U£

24 04452 08904 13356 17809 22261 26713 31166 85818 40070

25 04663 09326 13989 18652 23315 27979 32642 87305 41970

26 04877 097i* 14631 19509 24386 29263 34141 89018 48895

27 05095 10191 15286 20381 25476 30572 35667 40762 45858

28 05317 10634 15951 21268 26585 31902 87219 42536 47858

29 05543 11086 16629 22172 27715 33259 38802 44345 49888

80 05773 11547 17320 23094 28867 34641 40414 46188 51961

31 06009 12017 18026 24034 30043 36052 42060 48069 54077

82 06249 12497 18746 24995 31243 37492 43741 49990 56238

88 06494 12988 19482 25976 32470 38965 45459 51958 58447

84 06745 18490 20235 26980 33725 40471 47216 53961 60706

85 07002 14004 21006 28008 35010 42013 49015 56017 63019

87 07536 15071 22607 30142 37678 45213 !
52749 60284 67820

89 08098 16196 24293 32391 ! 40489 48587 56685 64782 72880

41 08693 17386 26079 34772 43464 52157 60850 69543 78236

43 09325 18650 27976 37301 46626 55951 65276 74602 88927

45 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000 90000

The difference in elevation for any gradient and any horisontal distance msy be obtained by multiplying the distance by the tangent of the angle or gradient.

E-8
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Table E-4. Difference in Evaluation, Given Slope Distances and Gradients from 0° to 46°

Differences in elevation for horizontal distances of—
Gradient in degrees

1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9

00044 00087 00131 00174 00218 00262 00805 00849
AAAAA
0039Z

00087 00174 00262 00849 00486 00523 00611 00698 00785

H 00181 00262 00398 00524 00655 00785 00916 01047 01178

1 00174 00849 00528 00698 00878 01047 01222 01896 01571

00218 00436 00654 00872 01091 01809 01527 01745 01968

00262 00523 00785 01047 01809 01571 01882 02094 02856

00805 00611 00916 01222 01527 01882 02188 02443 02749

2 00849 00698 01047 01896 01745 02094 02448 02792 08141

2H 00393 00785 01178 01570 01963 02856 02748 03141 03588

00486 00872 01308 01745 02181 02617 08059 08489 08926

2H 00480 00960 01439 01919 02899 02879 08859 08888 04818

8 00523 01047 01570 02093 02617 08140 08663 04187 04710

00611 01221 01832 02442 03058 03663 04274 04884 05495

4 00697 01395 02093 02790 03488 04185 04888 05880 06278

00785 01569 02854 03188 03923 04708 05492 06277 07061

5 00871 01743 02615 03486 04358 05229 06101 06972 07844

00959 01917 02876 03884 04788 05751 06710 07668 08627

6 01045 02090 08136 04181 05226 06272 07817 08862 09407

7 01219 02437 03656 04875 06098 07812 08531 09749 10968

8 01392 02783 04175 05567 06959 08850 09742 11184 12525

9 01564 03129 04693 06257 07822 09886 10950 12515 14079

10 01786 08473 05209 06946 08682 10419 12155 13892 15628

11 01908 08816 05724 07682 09541 11449 13857 15265 17173

12 02079 04158 06287 08316 10395 12475 14554 16688 18712

18 02250 04499 06749 08998 11248 13497 15747 179$6 20246

14 02419 04888 07258 09677 12096 14515 16984 19354 21773

15 02588 05176 07765 10358 12941 15529 18117 20706 23294

16 02756 05513 08269 11025 13782 16588 19294 22051 24807

17 02924 05847 08771 11695 14619 17542 20466 28890 26313

18 03090 06180 09270 12361 15451 18541 21681 24721 27811

19 08256 06511 09767 13023 16279 19534 22790 26046 29301

20 08420 06840 10261 18681 17101 20521 28941
/IMA JSj f%
27362 80782

21 03584 07167 10751 14335 17919 21502 25086
A r\ AftA
28670 32258

22 03746 07492 11288 14984 18730 22476 26222 29968 88714

28 03907 07815 11722 15629 19537 28444 27851 31258 85166

24 04067 08185 12202 16269 20337 24404 28471 82589 36606

25 04226 08452 12679 16905 21131 25857 29583 33810 88036

26 04384 08767 13151 17535 21918 26302 80686 35070 89458

27 04540 09080 13620 18160 22700 27239 31779 36819 40859

28 04695 09389 14084 18779 23473 28168 32863 37558 42252

29 04848 09696 14544 19392 24241 29089 88937 38785 48633

80 05000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 85000 40000 45000

81 05150 10301 15451 20602 25752 30902 86058 41208 46854

82 05299 10598 91 1Q7£11? I OX I *t%t 87094 42894 47693

88 05446 10893 16339 21786 27232 32678 38125 43571 49018

84 05592 11184 16776 22368 27960 33551 39143 44785 50327

85 05736 11472 17207 22943 28679 34415 40151 45886 51622

37 06018 12036 18055 24073 30091 36109 42127 48146 54164

89 06293 12586 18880 25173 81466 37759 44052 50346 56689

41 06561 13121 19682 26242 82803 89364 45924 52485 59045

48 06820 13640 20460 27280 34100 40920 47740 545C0 61880

45 07071 14142 21213 28284 35356 42427 49498 56569 68640

The difference of elevation for any sloping distance and any angle or gradient may be found by multiplying the distance by the sine of the angle.
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Table E-5. Horizontal Distance, Given Slope Distances and Gradients from 0° to 45°

Horizontal distances for slope distances of

—

Grmdient in degrees
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7% 19999 29999 39999 49999 59999 69999 79999 89999

1 /
72
3/
74

09999 4- 19999 29999 89998 49998 59998 69997 79997 89996

09999 19998 29997 39996 49996 59995 69994 79993 89992

1 09998 19997 29995 39994 49992 59991 69989 79988 89986

1 \A*>74 09998 19995 29993 39990 49988 59986 69983 79981 89978

09997 19993 29990 39986 49983 59980 69976 79973 89969

±74
oL

09995 19991 29986 39981 49977 59972 69967 79962 89958

09994 19988 29982 39976 49969 59963 69957 79951 89947

01/ 09992 19985 29977 89969 49961 59954 69946 79938 89931

9 1Z 09990 19981 29971 39962 49952 59943 69933 79924 89914

9 8/ 09988 19977 29965 39954 49942 59931 69920 79908 89896

QO 09986 19973 29959 39945 49931 59918 69904 79890 89877

09981 19963 29944 39925 49906 59888 69869 79850 89832

A 09976 19951 29927 39902 49878 59854 69829 79805 89780

A \jL 09969 19938 29908 39877 49846 59815 69784 79754 89723

09969 19924 29886 39848 49810 59772 69783 79695 89657

099ft4 19908 29862 39816 49770 59724 69678 79632 89586

a 0994 ft 19890 29836 39781 49726 59671 69616 79562 89507

7
l

0992 ft 19851 29776 39702 49627 59553 69478 79404 89329

QO 09903 19805 29708 39611 49513 59416 69319 79221 89124

Q
SI 09877 19754 29631 39507 49384 59261 69138 79015 88892

1

A

1U 09848 19696 29544 39392 49240 59088 68936 78785 88633

1

1

11 09816 19633 29449 39265 49082 68898 68714 78530 88347

191£ 09781 19563 29344 39126 48907 58689 68470 78252 88033

1 3lo 09744 19487 29221 38975 48719 58462 68206 77950 87693

14 09703 19406 29108 38812 48515 58218 67921 77624 87326

10 096ft9 19319 28978 38637 48297 57956 67615 77274 86938

16ID 0961

3

19225 28838 38450 48063 57676 67288 76901 86513

1

7

1

1

09ft63 19126 28689 38252 47815 57378 66941 76504 86067

1 ftlo 09ft10 19021 28532 38042 47553 57063 66574 76084 85595

1Q1«7 094 ftft 18910 28365 37820 47275 56730 66185 75640 85095

9ft 09397 18794 28191 37588 46985 56381 65778 75175 84572

91£1 09336 18672 28007 37343 46679 56015 65351 74686 84022

99 09972 18544 27815 37087 46359 55631 64903 74175 83446

93 0920 ft 18410 27615 36820 46025 55230 64435 73640 82845

94. 09135 18271 27406 36542 45677 54813 63948 73084 82219

9ft 09063 18126 27189 36252 45315 54378 63441 72505 81568

9ft 08988 17976 26964 35952 44940 53928 62915 71903 80891

97 08910 17820 26730 35640 44550 53460 62370 71820 80190

9ft 08829 17659 26488 35318 44147 52977 61806 70636 79465

9Q 08746 17492 26238 34985 43731 52477 61223 69969 78716

30 08660 17320 25981 34641 43301 51961 60622 69282 77942

31 08572 17143 25715 34287 42859 51430 60002 68574 77145

32 08481 16961 25442 33922 42403 50883 59364 67844 76325

33 08387 16773 25160 33547 41934 50320 58707 67094 76480

34 08290 16581 24871 33162 41452 49742 58033 66323 74614

35 08192 16383 24575 32766 40958 49149 57341 65532 73724

37 07986 15973 23959 31946 39932 47918 55905 63891 71878

39 07772 15543 23315 31086 38858 46629 54401 62172 69944

41 07547 15094 22641 30188 37736 45283 52830 60377 67924

43 07314 14627 21941 29254 36568 43881 51195 58508 65822

45 07071 14142 21213 28284 35356 42427 49498 56569 63640

The horizontal distance co-responding to any given slope distance and any angle or gradient may be found by multiplying tha slope distance by

the angle.

E-10
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Table E-6. Stadia Reduction

Stadia work involves observing . . .

a. The angle by which the line of sight departs from the horizontal line. This read-

ing is the argument for entering the table.

b. The rod interval intercepted by the stadia wires, which are usually adjusted so

that the distance to the rod is exactly 100 times the reading on the rod when the

telescope is level. This distance, however, is measured from the principal focus of the

object glass, which is sometimes an appreciable distance to the front. Hence the reading

must be increased by two small increments; first, the distance from the principal focus

to the object glass, and, second, the distance from the object glass to the instrument's

plumb line.

c. The table gives the horizontal distances and differences of elevation for unit read-

ings on the rod and angles of elevation from 0* to 30°. The three lines at the foot

of the table gives three values for "C" ; the value selected depends upon the instrument

used; the quantity "C" includes the two increments described in b above.

d. Example: Rod reading is 3.25 and the angle of inclination is 6* 35'; focal distance

(C) = 1.00.

Horizontal distatnce = 99.05 x 3.25 + 0.99 = 322.90 feet

Difference of elevation = 9.68 x 3.25 + 0.09 = 31.55 feet
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Table E-6. Stadia Reduction—Continued

(Horizontal distances and elevations from stadia readings)

0° 1° 2° 3°

Minutes

Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff.

dist. elev. dist. elev. dist. elev. dist. elev.

100.00 0.00 99.97 1.74 £9.88 3.49 99.73 5.23

2 100.00 0.06 99.97 1.80 99.87 3.55 99.72 5.28
A 100.00 0.12 99.97 1.86 99.87 3.60 99.71 5.34
A 100.00 0.17 99.96 1.92 99.87 3.66 99.71 5.40
Q 100.00 0.23 99.96 1.98 99.86 3.72 99.70 5.46

1

A

1 AA AA100. oo A OO0. 69 OO 0£yy. yo O A A4.04 yy . so Q 7Qo. 7o oo fioyy . oy e eo5.52

12 100.00 0.35 99.96 2.09 99.85 3.84 99.69 5.57
1 A 100.00 0.41 99.95 2.15 99.85 3.90 99.68 5.63
1ft 100.00 0.4*7 99.95 2.21 99.84 3.95 99.68 5.69
1 Q 100.00 0.52 99.95 2.27 99.84 4.01 99.67 5.75
OA 1 AA AA100 . 00 A CO0. Oo 99 . 95 2.33 AA OO99.83 A AT4.07 99.66 C OA

5. 80

22 100.00 0.64 ! 99.94 2.38 99.83 4.13 99.66 5.86
OA 100.00 0.70 99.94 2.44 99.82 4.18 99.65 5.92
Oft 99.99 0.76 99.94 2.50 99.82 4.24 99 64 5.98
Ofi 99.99 0.81 ! 99.93 2.56 99.81 4.80 99.63 6.04
OA 99.99 0.87 99.93 2. 62 99.81 4.36 99.63 a aa6.09

32 99.99 0.93
j

99.93 2.67 99.80 4.42 99.62 6.15
Oilo4 99.99 0.99 99.93 2.73 99.80 4.48 99.62 6.21
Oftoo 99.99 1.05 99.92 2.79 99.79 4.53 99.61 6.27
QQ 99.99 1.11 99.92 2.85 99.79 4.59 99.60 6.33
iA AA AAyy .yy 1. 16

;

oo ooyy.yz 2.91 99.78 4. oo OA CA99 . 59 c ooD.OO

42 AA OOyy . yy QO Q1yy . yi O ATZ.97 99.78 A »714.ll AA COyy . oy ft AA0.44

44 99.98 1.28 99.91 3.02 99.77 4.76 99.58 6.50

46 AO AOyy. y<5
1 OA1.34 OO OAyy . yu O AO3.08 99.77 A OO

4. 82 AA CT99. 57 ft Kft0. oo

48 99.98 1.40 99.90 3.14 99.76 4.88 99.56 6.61

50 99.98 1.45 99.90 3.20 99.76 4.94 99.56 6.67

99.98 1.51 99.89 3.26 99.75 4.99 99.55 6.73

54 99.98 1.57 99.89 3.31 99.74 5.05 99.54 6.78

56 99.97 1.63 99.89 3.37 99.74 5.11 99.53 6.84

58 99.97 1.69 99.88 3.43 99.73 5.17 99.52 6.90

60 99.97 1.74
|

99.88 3.49
|

99.73 5.23 99.51 6.96

C=0.75 0.75 0.01 0.75 0.02 0.75 0.03 0.75 0.05

C-1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.03 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.06

C = 1.25 1.25 0.02 1.25 0.03 1.25 0.05 1.25 0.08

E-12
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TM 5-232

Table E-4. Stadia Reduction—Continued

6°

Hor.

dirt.

Diff.

elev.

Hor.

dist.

Diff.

elev.

Hor.

dist.

Diff.

elev.

Hor.

dist.

99.51

99.51

99.50

99.49

99.48

99.47

99.46

99.46

99.45

99.44

99.48

99.42

99.41

99.40

99.89

99.88

99.88

99.37

99.86

99.85

99.84

99.88

99.32

99.81

99.80

99.29

99.28

99.27

99.26

99.25

99.24

6.96

7.02

7.07

7.18

7.19

7.25

7.80

7.86

7.42

7.48

7.58

7.59

7.65

7.71

7.76

7.82

7.88

7.94

7.99

8.05

8.11

8.17

8.22

8.28

8.84

8.40

8.45

8.51

8.57

8.63

8.68

99.24

99.28

99.22

99.21

99.20

99.19

99.18

99.17

99.16

99.15

99.14

99.18

99.11

99.10

99.09

99.08

99.07

99.06

99.05

99.04

99.03

99 01

99.00

98.99

98.98

98.97

98.96

98.94

98.93

98.92

98.91

8.68

8.74

8.80

8.85

8.91

8.97

9.08

9.08

9.14

9.20

9.25

9.81

9.37

9.43

9.48

9.54

9.60

9.65

9.71

9.77

9.83

9.88

9.94

10.00

10.05

10.11

10.17

10.22

10.28

1034
10.40

98.91

98.90

98.88

9887
98.86

98.85

98.83

98.82

98.81

98.80

98.78

98.77

98.76

98.74

98.73

98.27

98.71

98.69

98.68

98.67

98.65

98.64

98.63

98.61

98.60

98.58

98.57

98.56

98.54

98.53

98.51

10.40

10.45

10.51

10.57

10.62

10.68

10.74

10.79

10.85

10.91

10.96

11.02

11.08

11.13

11.19

11.25

11.30

11.36

11.42

11.47

11.53

11.59

11.64

11.70

11.76

11.81

11.87

11.93

11.98

12.04

12.10

98.51

98.50

98.48

98.47

98.46

98.44

98.43

98.41

98.40

98.39

98.37

98.36

98.84

98.38

98.31

98.29

98.28

98.27

98.25

98.24

98.22

£8.20

98.19

98.17

98.16

98.14

98.13

98.11

98.10

98.08

98.06

0.75 0.06 0.75 0.07 0.75 0.08 0.74

1.00 0.08 99 0.09 0.99 0.11 0.99

1.25 0.10 1.24 0.11 1.24 0.14 1.24

Digitized byGoogle
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TM 5-232

Table E-6. Stadia Reduction—Continued

8° 9° 10° 11°

Minutes

Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Ditf. Hor. Di.ff

dist. elev. dist. elev. dist. elev. d'st. elev.

98. 06 13.78 97.55 15.45 96.98 17.10 96.36 18.73
o 98.05 13.84 97.53 15.51 96.96 17.16 96.34 18.78
A QO AO 1 Q QOlO. 09 Q7 K9v i . 06 10. DO yo. 1 7 0117. Zl yo. um 18.84

6 98.01 13.95 97.50 15.62 96.92 17.26 96.29 18.89

8 98.00 14.01 97.48 15.67 96.90 17.32 96.27 18.95
1

A

97.98 14.06 97.46 15.73 96.88 17.37 96.25 19.00

12 97.97 14.12 97.44 15.78 96.86 17.43 96,23 19.05
14 AT AC97.95 1 it 1714 . 1 /

07 A Q 10. 54 yo. ©4 17 AQ17 .48 Oi! 01
;

yo.zi 19. 11

16 97.93 14.23 97.41 15.89 96.82 17.54 96.18 19.16

18 97.92 14.28 97.39 15.95 96.80 17.59 96.16 19.21
9ft 97.90 14.34 97.37 16.00 96.78 17.65 96.14 19.27

99 97.88 14.40 97.35 16.06 96.76 17.70 96.12 19.32
9A y7. 87 14.45 97.33 1 C 11lo. 11 96.74 1 7 nc17.70 96.0^ 19.38

26 97.85 14.51 97.31 16.17 96.72 17.81 ! 96.07 19.43

28 97.83 14.56 97.29 16.22 96.70 17.86
|

96.05 19.48
OAoU 97.82 14.62 97.28 16.28 96.68 17.92 96.03 19.54

QOUM 97.80 14.67 97.26 16.33 96.66 17.97 96.00 19.59

97.78 14.73 97.24 i a oa16.39 96.64 1 O AO18.03 95.98 19.64

36 97.76 14.79 97.22 16.44 96.62 18.08 95.96 19.70

38 97.75 14.84 97.20 16.50 96.60 18.14 95.93 19.75
Afi 97.73 14.90 97.18 16.55 96.57 18. 19 95.91 19.80

AO 97.71 14.95 97.16 16.61 96.55 18.24 95.89 19.86
A A44. _

t\fj /sa
97. 69 1 C A115.01 97. 14 16. DO 96. 53 18.30 AC OC95.86 1 A A1ly . yi

46 97.68 15.06 97.12 16.72 96.51 18.35 95.84 19.96

48 97. 66 15. 12 97. 10 16.77 96.49 18.41 95. 82 OA AO

50 97.64 15.17 97.08 16.83 96.47 18.46 95.79 20.07

52 97.62 15.23 97.06 16.88 96.45 18.51
;

95.77 20.12

54 97.61 15.28 97.04 16.94 96.42 18.57
|

95.75 20.18

56 97.59 15.34
|

97.02 16.99 96.40 18.62 95.72 20.23

58 97.57 15.40 97.00 17.05 96.38 18.68 95.70 20.28

60 97.55 15.45 96.98 17.10 96.36 18.78 95.68 20.34

C-0.75 0.74 0.11 0.74 0.12 0.74 0.14 0.73 0.15

C-1.00 0.99 0.15 0.99 0.16 0.98 0.18 0.98 0.20

C-1.25.... 1.23 0.18 1.23 0.21 1.23 0.23 1.22 0.25

E-14
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TM 5-232

Table E-6. Stadia Reduction—Continued

12° 13° 14° 1 5°

Minutes Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff.

dist. elev. dist. elev. dist. elev. dist. elev.

95 68 20.34 94.94 21 92 94 15 23 47 93 30 OK AA£0. UU

2 95 65 on QQ 94.91 21 97 94 12 23 52 93 27 OK AK£0. UO

4 95 63 20.44 94.89 22 02 94 09 23 58 93 24 9K 1

A

£0. 1U

6 95 61 20.50 94 86 22 08 94 07 23 63 93 21 25.15

8 95 58 20.55 94 84 00 1Qlo Hi. 9.a 93 18 25.20

10 95 56 20.60 94 81 22 18 94 01 23 73 93 16 OK 9K£0. £0

12 95 53 on net 1ZU . DO 1 94 79 22 23 93 98 23 78 93 13 OK QA£0. oU

14 95 51 20.71 94 76 22 28 93 95 23 83 93 10 OK QK£0. OO

16 95 49 20.76 94 73 22 34 93 93 23 88 93 07 25.40

18 95 46 20.81 94 71 99 23 93 93 04 25.45

20 95 44 20.87 94 68 22 44 93 87 23 99 93 01 9K KA£0. OU

22 95 41 OA QO 1 94 66 22 49 93 84 24 04 92 98 OK KK£0. OO

24 95 39 20.97 94 63 22 54 93 81 24 09 92 95 9K AA40. OU

26 95 36 21.03 94 60 22 60 93 79 24 14 92 92 25.65

28

80

95 34 21.08 94 58 99 ak 7fi 24 19 92 89 25.70

95 32 21.13 94 55 22 70 93 73 24 24 92 86 9K 7K£0. fO

32 95 29 01 1

Q

94 52 22 75 93 70 24 29 92 83 9K fiA£0. OU

34 95 27 21.24 94 50 22 80 93 67 24 34 92 80 9K fiK£0. OO

36 95 24 21.29 94 47 22 85 93 65 24 39 92 77 25.90

38 95 22 21.34 94 44 99 62 24 44 92 74 25.95

40 95 19 21.39 94 42 22 96 93 59 24 49 92 71 OA AA

42 95 17 Ol AK 94 39 23 01 93 56 24 55 92 68 9ft AK£0. UO

44 95 14 21.50 94 36 23 06 93 53 24 60 92 65 9A 1

A

£0. 1U

46 95.12 Ol KK£1.00 94 34 23 11 93 50 24 65 92 62 26.15

48 95.09 21.60 94 31 23 16 93 47 24 70 92 59 26.20

50 95.07 Ol ccL\ . OO 94 28 23 22 93 45 24 75 92 56 26.25

52 95.04 21.71 94 26 23 27 93 42 24 80 92 53 26.30

54 95.02 21.76 94 23 23 32 93 39 24 85 !
92 49 26.35

56 94.99 21.81 94 20 23 37 93 36 24 90 92 46 26.40

58 94.97 21.87 94 17 23 42 93. 33 24 95 92 43 26.45

60 94.94 21.92 94 15 23 47 93 90 25 00 92 40 26.50

C=0.75 0.73 0.16 0.73 17 0.73 19 0.72 0.20

C-1.00 0.98 0.22 0.97 0.23 0.97 0.25 0.96 0.27

C-1.25 1 22 0.27 1.21 0.29 1 21 0.31 1 20 0.84
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TM 5-232

Table E-6. Stadia Reduction—Continued

16°

Minutes

Hor.

dist.

Diff.

elev.

17°

Hor.

dist.

Diff.

elev.

18°

Hor.

dist.

Diff.

elev.

19°

Hor.

dist.

0.

2.

4.

6.

8.

10.

12.

14.

16.

18.

20.

22.

24.

26.

28.

80.

82.

84.

86.

88.

40.

42.

44.

46.

48.

50.

52.

54.

56.

58.

92.40

92.37

92.34

92.31

92.28

92.25

92.22

92.19

92.15

92.12

92.09

92.06

92.03

92.00

91.97

91.93

91.90

91.87

91.84

91.81

91.77

91.74

91.71

91.68

91.65

91.61

91.58

91.55

91.52

91.48

91.45

26.50

26.55

26.59

26.64

26.69

26.74

26.79

26.84

26.89

26.94

26.99

27.04

27.09

27.13

27.18

27.23

27.28

27.83

27.38

27.43

27.48

27.52

27.57

27.62

27.67

27.72

27.77

27.81

27.86

27.91

27.96

91.45

91.42

91.39

91.35

91.32

91.29

91.26

91.22

91.19

91.16

91.12

91.09

91.06

91.02

90.99

90.96

90.92

90.89

90.86

90.82

90.79

90.76

90.72

90.69

90.66

90.62

90.59

90.55

90.52

90.48

90.45

27.96

28.01

28.06

28.10

28.15

28.20

28.25

28.30

28.34

28.39

28.44

28.49

28.54

28.58

28.63

28.68

28.73

28.77

28.82

28.87

28.92

28.96

29.01

29.06

29.11

29.15

29.20

29.25

29.30

29.34

29.39

90.45

90.42

90.38

90.35

90.31

90.28

90.24

90.21

90.18

90.14

90.11

90.07

90.04

90.00

89.97

89.93

89.90

89.86

89.83

89.79

89.76

89.72

89.69

89.65

89.61

89.58

89.54

89.51

89.47

89.44

89.40

29.39

29.44

29.48

29.53

29.58

29.62

29.67

29.72

29.76

29.81

29.86

29.90

29.95

30.00

30.04

30.09

30.14

30.19

30.23

30.28

80.32

30.37

30.41

30.46

30.51

30.55

30.60

30.65

30.69

30.74

30.78

89.40

89.36

89.33

89.29

89.26

89.22

89.18

89.15

89.11

89.08

89.04

89.00

88.96

88.93

88.89

88.86

88.82

88.78

88.75

88.71

88.67

88.64

88.60

88.56

88.53

88.49

88.45

88.41

88.38

88.34

88.30

C-0.75... 0.72 0.21 0.72 0.23 0.71 0.24 0.71

C-1.00 0.96 0.28 0.95 0.30 0.95 0.32 0.94

C-1.25 1.20 0.35 1.19 0.38 1.19 0.40 1.18
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TM 5-232

Tablt E-6. Stadia Reduction—Continued

20° 21° 22 23°

Minutes

Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff.

dist. elev. dist. elev.
|

dist. elev. dist. elev.

A 88 30 32 14 87.16 33.46 85 97

93

oa noo4.7o 84.73 35.97
A 88 26 32 18 87.12 33.50 85 OA TT34. 77 84.69 36.01
A 88 23 32 23 87.08 33. 54 85 89 Oil OOo4. oZ 84.65 36.05

6 88 19 32 27 87.04 33.59 85 85 34.86 84.61 36.09

8 88 15 32 32 87.00 33.63 85 80 34.90 84.57 86.13
1

A

88 11 32 36 86.96 33.67 85 76 QjI OA34. ?4 84.52 36.17

10 88 08 32 41 86.92 33.72 85 72 OA AO 84.48 86.21
1 A 88 04 32 45 86.88 33. 76 85 68 QC AOOO.Ul 84.44 86.25

16 88 00 32 49 86.84 33.80 85 64 35.07 84.40 36.29

18 87 96 32 54 86.80 33.84 85 60 35.11 84.35 36.33
OA 87 93 32 58 86.77 33.89 85 56 35. 15 84.81 86.37

OO 87. 89 32 63 86.73 33.93 85 52 oe i aDO. Va 84.27 36.41
OA 87 86 32 67 oc cr\86.69 33.97 85. 48 QC OOO0.6O 84.23 oc a e36.45

26 87. 81 32 72 86.65 34.01
j

85. 44 35.27 84.18 36.49

28 87. 77 32 76 86.61 34.06 85 40 35.31 84.14 36.63
on

87. 74 32 80 86.57 34.10 85 36 or Q£OO. OO 84.10 36.57

QO 87 70 32 85 86.53 34.14 85 31 QC AftOO. 40 84.06 36.61
HA 87 66 32 89 86.49 84. 18 85. 27 QC A A

OO. 44 O A A184.01 oo a e36.65

86 87 62 32 93 86.45 34.23 85 23 35.48
|

83.97 36.69

88 87 58 32 98 86.41 34.27 85 19 35.52 83.93 36.73
Aft 87 64 33 02 86.37 34.31 85 15 oe ee

OO. Ob 83.89 36.77

AO 87 51 33 .07 86.33 84.35 85 11 OC Cft 83.84 36.80
A A 87 47 33 11 86.29 OA Aft34.40 85 07 oe ca30. b4 OO OA83.80 OH OA36.84

46 87 43 33 15 86.25 34.44 85 02 35.68 83.76 36.88

48 87 39 33 20 OC 1OD. £1
Qi AOo4.48 84 98 35.72 OO TOOO. 11 OC AO

60 87 35 33 24
I

86.17 34.52 84 94 35.76 83.67 36.96

52 87 31 33 28 86.13 34.57 84 90 35.80 83.63 37.00

64 87 27 33 33 86.09 34.61 84 86 35.85 83.59 37.04

66 87 24 33 37 86.05 34.65 84 82 35.89 83.54 37.08

87 20 33 41 86.01 34.69 84 77 83.50 37.12

60 87 16 33 46 85.97 34.73 84 73 35.97 83.46 37.16

C-0.75.... 0.70 26 0.70 0.27 0.69 0.29 0.69 0.30

C-1.00 0.94 0.35 0.93 0.37 0.92 0.38 0.92 0.40

C-1.25 1 .17 0.44 1.16 0.46 1 .15 0.48 1.15 0.60
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TM 5-232

Table E-«. Stadia Reduction—Continued

!

24° 25° 26° 27°

Minutes

Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff.

dist. elev. diet. elev. dist. elev. dist. elev.

o 83.46 37.16 82.14 38.30 80.78 39.40
1

79.89 40.45

2 88.41 87.20 82.09 38.34 80.74 39.44 79.34 40.49

4 83 37OO .O 1 37.23 82 .05 38.38 80 .69 39.47 7Q 30• 9 .OO AO t\9
%\I .OL

6 83.33 37.27 82.01 38.41 80.65 39.51 79.25 40.55

8 83.28 37.31 81.96 38.45 80.60 39.54 79.20 40.59

10 88.24 87.35 81.92 88.49 80.55 89.58 79.15 40.62

12 83.20 37.39 81.87 38.58 80.51 39.61 79.11 40.66

14 88 15 87 A3o i .to 81 88OX .OO 88 56 80.46 39 6fto& .OO 7Q 06 AO RQ*V .09

16 83.11 37.47 81.78 38.60 80.41 39.69 79.10 40.72

18 83.07 87.51 81.74 88.64 1 80.37 39.72 78.96 40.76

20 83.02 87.54 81.69 88.67 80.32 89.76 78.92 40.79

22 82.98 37.58 81 .65 38.71 80.28 39.79 78.87 40.82

24 82 Q3Ot* . «FO 87 62 81 60ox .uv 38 75oo .to 80.23 3Q 83u9 . OO 78 82I O .06 AO 86*ko .Oo

26 82.89 37.66 81.56 38.78 80.18 39.86 78.77 40.89

28 82.85 37.70 81.51 88.82 80.14 39.90 78.73 40.92

30 82.80 37.74 81.47 38.86 80.09 89.93 78.68 40.96

82 82.76 37.77 81.42 38.89 80.04 89.97 78.63 40.99

84 82 72 37 81O 1 . ox 81 .38 38.93 < 80.00 to .vo 78 ft81 o . uo A1 02VI .Oil

86 82.67 37.85 81.83 38.97 79.95 40.04 78.64 41.06

38 82.68 37.89 81.28 39.00 79.90 40.07 78.49 41.09

40 82.58 37.93 ! 81.24 89.04 79.86 40.11 78.44 41.12

42 82.54 37.96
!

81.19 89.08 79.81 40.14 78.39 41.16

44 82.49 38.00 81 .15 39.11 79.76 40.18 78.34 41 .19

46 82.45 38.04 81.10 39.15 79.72 40.21 78.80 41.22

48 82.41 38.08 81 .06 39.18 79.67 40.24 78 .25 41 .26

60 82.36 38.11 81.01 39.22 79.62 40.28 78.20 41.29

52 82.32 88.15 80.97 39.26 79.58 40.81 78.15 41.82

64 82.27 38.19 80.92 39.29 79.58 40.85 78.10 41.86

56 82.28 38.23
|

80.87 39.38 79.48 40.38 78.06 41.89

58 82.18 38.26 80.83 39.36 79.44 40.42 78.01 41.42

60 82.14 38.30 80.78 39.40 79.39 40.45 77.96 41.45

C-0.75 0.68 0.31 0.68 0.32 0.67 0.33 0.66 0.85

C-1.00 0.91 0.41 0.90 0.43 0.89 0.45 0.89 0.46

C-L25 1.14 0.52 1.13 0.54 1.12 0.56 1.11 0.68
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TM 5-232

Table E-6. Stadia Reduction—Continued

28° 29° 30°

Minutes

Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff.

diflt. elev. dist. elev. dist. elev.

ft 77 Qft 11 At\41 .40 76.50 42.40 75.00 43.30
o 77 Q1

f f .91 11 1ft41 .4o 76.45 42.43 74.95 43.33
A 77 ftft 11 «v941 .06 io .40 46.40 74 .90 43 .36

6 77.81 41.55 76.35 42.49 74.85 43.39
8 _ 77.77 41.58 76.30 42.53 74.80 43.42

1 A 77 79
I 1 . f 6 n fti41 .01 76.25 42.56 74.75 43.45

19 77 ft7
l 1 .Of 11 ftK41 .00 76.20 42.59 74.70 43.47

11 77 ft9
1 1 .06 11 ftft41 .Oo 10.10 42 .06 74 .65 43 .50

16 77.57 41.71 76.10 42.65 74.60 43.53
18 77.52 41.74 76.05 42.68 74.55 43.56
9A 77 Aft

1 I . 4o 11 7741 . 1 I 76.00 42.71 74.49 43.59

99 77 AO
1 1 .46 A] Q141 .ol 75.95 42.74 74.44 48.62

91 77 Qft
1 I .oo 11 ftl41 .54 75 .90 AO rift42 .77

fta on74 .39 43 .65

26 77.33 41.87 75.85 42.80 74.34 43.67

28 _ 77.28 41.90 75.80 42.83 74.29 43.70
Qft 77 9°. 11 Qft41 .90 75.75 42.86

;

74.24 43.73

39 77 1 ft
I f . lo 11 Q741 .91 75.70 42.89 74.19 43.76

Al 77 1

Q

19 AA46 .UU 10. 00 Ad no46 .96
ft A 1 A74 .14 A O ff€\43 .79

36 77.09 42.03 75.60 42.95 74.09 43.82

38.... 77.04 42.06 75.55 42.98 74.04 43.84
1A 7ft QQIO .99 19 AQ46 ,U9 75.50 43.01 73.99 43.87

19 7ft QA
f O .94 19 1946 . 16 75.45 48.04 73.93 43.90

11 7ft ftQID .09 19 146 .10 70 .40
JA Aff
4o .0i TO OOto .OO 4o .90

46 76.84 42.19 75.35 43.10 73.83 43.95

48 76.79 42.22 fTC OA
f .o0 A O 1440.10 7Q 7QIO .75 >io no4o .90

50 76.74 42.25 75.25 43.16 73.73 44.01

52 76.69 42.28 75.20 43.18 73.68 44.04

54 76.64 42.31 75.15 43.21 73.63 44.07

56 76.59 42.34 75.10 43.24 73.58 44.09

58 . . 76.55 42.37 75.05 43.27 73.52 44.12

60 76.50 42.40 75.00 43.30 73.47 44.15

C-0.75 0.66 0.36 0.65 0.37 0.65 0.38

C-1.00 0.88 0.48 0.87 0.49 0.86 0.51

C-1.25 1.10 0.60 1.09 0.62 1.08 0.64
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TM 5-232

Table E-7a. Conversion Meters to Feet (International System)

LENGTH—METERS TO FEET 1 METER -3.280 839 895 FEET

METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET

0.0000 50 164 0420 100 328. 0840 150 492. 1260 200 656.1680

I 3 2808 51 167. 3228 101 331. 3648 151 495. 4068 201 659 4488Www • » •w
o6 6 5617 52 170. 6037 102 334. 6457 152 498 6877 202 662 7297wWAri • 1 6*W 1

3 9 8425 53 173. 8845 103 387. 9265 153 501. 9685 208 666 0105www • wXww

4 18 1234 54 177. 1654 104 341. 2078 154 505. 2493 204 669 2918www • mmW XW
K 16.4042 55 180. 4462 105 344. 4882 155 508. 5302 205 672.5722
a 19 6850X if . WJ i/V 56 183. 7270 106 347. 7690 156 511. 8110 206 675 8580

7 22 9659 57 187. 0079 107 351. 0499 157 515. 0919 207 679 1339V 1 W • XwWW

g 26 2467 58 190. 2887 108 354. 3307 158 518. 3727 ?08 682.4147

9 29 5276 59 193. 5696 109 357. 6115 159 521 6535 209 685.6955

10 32.8084 60 196. 8504 110 360. 8924 160 524. 9344 210 688.9764
1

1

XX 36 0892 61 200. 1312 111 364. 1732 161 528. 2152 211 692 2572www • mm%J 1 mm

12 ft9 3701 62 203. 4121 112 367. 4541 162 531. 4961 212 695 5381WWW* wwwX

IS 42 6509111 \J\J\J*f 63 206. 6929 113 370. 7349 163 534.,7769 213 698.8189

14 45 9318 64 209. 9738 114 374. 0157 164 538 0577 214 702.0997

Ifi 49 2126 65 213. 2546 115 377. 2966 165 541 3386 215 705 3806fl wW • WWWW

Ifi 52 4934 66 216. 5354 116 380. 5774 166 544. 6194 216 708.6614

17 55.7743 67 219. 8163 117 383. 8583 167 547. 9003 217 711.9428

18 59 0551 68 223. 0971 118 387 1391 168 551. 1811 218 715.2231

19 62 3360 69 226. 3780 119 390. 4199 169 554 4619 219 718.5039

20 65.6168 70 229. 6588 120 393. 7008 170 557,,7428 220 721.7848

21 6ft ft976 71 232. 9396 121 396. 9816 171 561. 0236 221 725.0656

22 72. 1785 72 236. 2205 122 400. 2625 172 564. 3045 222 728.3465

2ft 7fi 459ft 73 239. 5013 123 403. 5433 173 567. 5853 223 731 6273> WX * WM 1 W

24 78 7402 74 242. 7822 124 406. 8241 174 570. 8661 224 734 9081w^ • www

A

256«s fto 021006 . V61V 75 246. 0630 125 410. 1050 175 574. 1470 225 738 1890

2fi ftft 301ftOil . UvlO 76 249. 3438 126 413. 3858 176 577. 4278 226 741 4698^A • IwVw

276 1 ftft 5827OO . 006

1

77 252. 6247 127 416 6667 177 580. 7087 227 744.7506

2ft60 91 8635%fX . ovou 78 255. 9055 128 419. 9475 178 583. 9895 228 748.0315

246*7 9U. A****** 79 259. 1863 129 423. 2283 179 587. 2703 229 751 31231 wX • WA md%0

30 98.4252 80 262. 4672 130 426. 5092 180 590. 5512 280 754.5982

ftiox 101 7060XVI . (VOW ftiox 265. 7480 131 429. 7900 181 593. 8320 231 757 8740

ft206 104 9869 ft206 269. 0289 132 433. 0709 182 597. 1129 282 761 15491 VX « 1 w^S

w

83 10ft 2677XUO . 6 VI 1 1 ftft 272. 3097 133 436. 3517 183 600. 3937 288 764.4357

ftio* 111 &4ftfi111. i/**Ovl ft4o* 275. 5905 134 439. 6325 184 603. 6745 234 767 7165

35 114 ft294XXI . 06*7*m 85 278. 8714 136 442. 9134 185 606. 9554 235 770.9974

36 lift 1102XXO . XXV/

6

ftfi 282. 1522 136 446. 1942 186 610. 2362 236 774.2782

37 121 3911X6X . U?XX ft7O I 285 4331 137 449. 4751 187 613. 5171 237 777 5591III* %JUv X

88 124 6719X6*x . O f X«7 ftftOO 288. 7139 138 452. 7559 188 616. 7979 238 780 8399I WW • wwww

89 127 Q52ftX6 1 . 9060 ft9 291. 9947 139 456. 0367 189 620. 0787 289 784 1207

40 131.2336 90 295 2756 140 459. 3176 190 623. 3596 240 787.4016

41 134.5144 91 298. 5564 141 462. 5984 191 626 6404 241 790.6824

42 137.7953 92 301 8373 142 465. 8793 192 629. 9213 242 798.9682
43 141.0761 93 305 1181 143 469. 1601 193 633. 2021 243 797.2441
44 144.3570 94 308. 3989 144 472. 4409 194 636. 4829 244 800.5249
45 147.6378 95 311. 6798 145 475. 7218 195 639. 7638 245 803.8058
46 150.9186 96 314. 9606 146 479. 0026 196 643. 0446 246 807.0866
47 154.1995 97 318. 2415 147 482. 2835 197 646. 8255 247 810.3674
48 157.4803 98 321. 5228 148 485. 5643 198 649. 6068 248 813.6483
49 160.7612 99 324. 8031 149 488. 8451 199 652. 8871 249 816.9291

E-20
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TM 5-232

Table E-7a. Conversion Meiers to Feet (International System)—Continued

Continued—METERS TO FEET 1 METER- 3.280 889 895 FEET

METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET

250 820.2100 800 984.2520 850 1148.2940 400 1812.8860 450 1476.3779

251 828.4908 801 987.5828 851 1151.5748 401 1815.6168 451 1479.6588

252 826.7717 802 990.8186 852 1154.8556 402 1818.8976 452 1482.9896

258 830.0525 808 994.0945 858 1158.1865 408 1822.1785 458 1486.2205

254 888.8888 804 997.8758 854 1161.4173 404 1825.4598 454 1489.5018

255 886.6142 805 1000.6562 855 1164.6982 405 1828.7401 455 1492.7821

266 889.8950 806 1008.9870 856 1167.9790 406 1882.0210 456 1496.0630

257 848.1758 807 1007.2178 857 1171.2598 407 1885.8018 457 1499.8488

258 846.4567 808 1010.4987 858 1174.5407 408 1338.5827 458 1502.6247

259 849.7875 809 1018.7795 859 1177.8215 409 1341.8685 459 1505.9055

260 858.0184 810 1017.0604 860 1181.1024 410 1845.1448 460 1509.1868

261 856.2992 811 1020.8412 861 1184.8882 411 1848.4252 461 1512.4672

262 859.5800 812 1028.9220 862 1187.6640 412 1851.7060 462 1515.7480

268 862.8609 818 1026.9029 363 1190.9449 418 1354.9869 468 1519.0289

264 866.1417 814 1080.1878 864 1194.2257 414 1858.2677 464 1522.8097

265 869.4226 815 1088.4646 865 1197.5065 415 1861.5486 465 1525.5905

266 872.7084 816 1086.7454 866 1200.7874 416 1864.8294 466 1528.8714

267 875.9842 817 1040.0262 867 1204.0682 417 1868.1102 467 1582.1522

268 879.2651 818 1048.8071 868 1207.3491 418 1371.8911 468 1585.4381

269 882.5459 819 1046.5876 869 1210.6299 419 1874.6719 469 1588.7189

270 885.8268 820 1049.8688 870 1218.9108 420 1877. 9527 470 1541.9947

271 889.1076 821 1053.1496 871 1217.1916 421 1881.2886 471 1545.2756

272 892.3884 822 1056.4304 872 1220.4724 422 1884.5144 472 1548.5564

278 895.6698 828 1059.7118 878 1223. 7£33 428 1887.7958 478 1551.8378

274 898.9501 824 1062.9921 874 1227.0341 424 1891.0761 474 1555.1181

275 902.2810 825 1066.2729 875 1280.3150 425 1894.8569 475 1558.8989

276 905.5118 826 1069.5588 876 1233.5958 426 1897.6878 476 1561.6798

277 908.7926 827 1072.8846 877 1286.8766 427 1400.9186 477 1564.9606

278 912.0785 828 1076.1155 378 1240.1575 428 1404.1995 478 1568.2415

279 915.8548 829 1079.8968 879 1243.4888 429 1407.4808 479 1571.5228

280 918.6852 880 1082.6772 880 1246.7191 480 1410.7611 480 1574.8081

281 921.9160 881 1085.9580 381 1250.0000 481 1414.0420 481 1578.0840

282 925.1968 882 1089.2888 882 1253.2808 482 1417.8228 482 1581.3648

288 928.4777 888 1092.5197 383 1256.5617 483 1420.6087 488 1584.6457

284 931.7585 884 1095.8005 884 1259.8425 484 1428.8845 484 1587.9265

285 935.0894 885 1099.0814 885 1263.1284 485 1427.1658 485 1591.2073

286 988.8202 886 1102.3622 886 1266.4042 486 1480.4462 486 1594.4882

287 941.6010 887 1105.6480 887 1269.6850 487 1488.7270 487 1597.7690

288 944.8819 888 1108.9289 888 1272.9659 438 1487.0079 488 1601.0499

289 948 1627 889 1112.2047 889 1276.2467 489 1440.2887 489 1604.8307

290 951.4486 840 1115.4855 890 1279.5275 440 1448.5695 490 1607.6115

291 954.7244 841 1118.7664 891 1282.8084 441 1446.8504 491 1610.8924

292 958.0052 842 1122.0472 892 1286.0892 442 1450.1812 492 1614.1782

298 961.2861 848 1125.8281 898 1289.8701 448 1453.4121 498 1617.4541

294 964.5669 844 1128.6089 894 1292.6509 444 1456.6929 494 1620.7849

295 967.8478 845 1181.8898 395 1295.9317 445 1459.9737 495 1624.0157

296 971.1286 846 1185.1706 896 1299.2126 446 1463.2546 496 1627.2966

297 974.4094 847 1138.4514 397 1802.4934 447 1466.5854 497 1680.5774

298 977.6908 848 1141.7323 398 1805.7748 448 1469.8163 498 1683.8583

299 980.9711 849 1145.0181 899 1309.0551 449 1473.0971 499 1687.1391
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TM 5-232

Table E-7a. Conversion meter* to Jut (International System)—continued

Continued—METERS TO FEET 1 METER = 8.280 889 895 FEET

METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS \a\a
JxLjTj 1 JLlvS X? JBjEaL SSOlEj 1 £iXVO FEET

500 1640.4199 550 1804.4619 600 1968.5089 650 2182.5459 700 2296.5879

501 1648 .7008 551 1807 .7428 601 1971 .7848 AK1001 91 &9AQ£150 .5£05 7A1(01 9900 Rftfi7££99 .OVO

1

502 1646.9816 552
4 A 4 * AAAA
1811 .0286 602

1AffC t\CK.C1970.0000 00a 91 QQ 1A7A 709lU£ MOW ilivW

508 1650 .2625 558 1814 .8045 608
1 Ana QACCL.1978.8400 005 91 49 QfifiAm!4m .o004 70ftIUO

9QAO AQA4

504 1658.5488 554
^ A4 99 fA A
1817.5858 604 1 AQ1 O.OTO1981 .0*273 004 91 4K AAQQ£140 .0090 TAJ(U4 9QOQ 711ftwOvv . 1HO

505 1656.8241 555 1820.8661 605
1AQJ AAQ11984 .9081 ARC000 £146 .9001 70K(UO 9Q19 0091

506 1660.1050 556 1824.1470 606 1 AOO i QAA1988 . 1890 000 91 K9 9Q10£ID£ .£510 70ft aOlV .m Ia9

507 1668.3858 557 1827 .4278 607 1AA1 iAAQ1991 .4898 ART007 91 £11 ft£100 .0110 707 £OX9 . UWOO

508 1666.6667 558 1880.7086 608 1994 .7500 658 91 KQ 709A£105 . 1 9£0 70ft(UO OQ99 ftft4ft£u££ >OviO

509 1669.9475 559 1888.9895 609
1 AAO AO 1

C

1998.0815 OTA659 91 £9 ft7QK£lO£ .0(50 70Q(U9 2ft9A 11 aS£u£v .A1DO

510 1678.2288 560 1887.2708 610 2001 .8123 660 2165.8548 710 2829.8968

511 1676.5092 561 1840.5512 611
AAAi CAOO2004 . 5932 DDI £105 .050£ 71

1

(11 OQQ9 fi779£oO£ •Ol la

512 1679.7900 562 1848 .8820 612
AAAff OTiA2007 .8740 ceo662 9171 OlAA£1(1 .9100 719

1 1£ aOOU .900V

518 1688.0709 568 1847.1129 618
OA1 1 1 CAQ2011 .1548 ceoOOO 91 TK 10AO.£1(0 .1905 71ftdo 9QQO 9Qfifi£Oo9

.

hOOO

514 1686.3517 564 1850.8937 614
AA1 A iOCT2014 .4357 CO A664 91 TQ 4*777£l(5.4f (

1

71

A

(14 9ftA2 K1Q7£04£ . OX9

1

515 1689 .6825 565 1858 .6745 615
AA1T TiOC2017 .7165 eec665 91Q1 TRQK£181 . 1 050 71

K

(10 OQ4K QAAC
£O^BU .OWU

516 1692.9184 566 1856.9554 616
AAAA AAT A2020 .9974 ecu666 91 Q£ AOQQ£150 .0595 71

A

(lO 9Q1Q Oftll£049 .VOX*

517 1696.1942 567 1860 .2862 617
AAA J AffOQ
2024 .2782 ccn667 91 QQ Q9A9£l55 .o£U£ 717(1 ( 9ftR2 ftft99£Ov£ .oO££

518 1699 .4751 568 1868.5170 618
AAAff rem2027 . 5591 CCQ668 91 Ol AA1A£191 .0010 71ft(lO 9ftnn AAftfl

519 1702.7559 569 1866.7979 619
AAOA OOAA2080 .8399

AAA
669 91 Oil QQ10£194 .5019 710(19 9ft nft Q9ftQ£O0O .9£v9

520 1706.0867 570 1870,0787 620 2084.1207 670 2198.1627 720 2862.2047

521 1709.3176 571 1878.3596 621 2037 .4016 671
AAAi 44OR££01 .4450 791(£1 £ODO .lOUO

522 1712.5984 572 1876.6404 622
AA AA AOO A2040 .6824 #5TO072 99i\A HOAA££U4 . (£44 799(££ 9ftAft 7AA1£OvO . 1 DO!

528 1715.8793 578 1879.9212 628
AAJO AAOA2043 .9632 #5TO673

AAAQ AAf>A££05 .000£ 79ft(£5 9 ft79 0A72£0 1 £ .V* 1

£

524 1719.1601 574 1883.2021 624
AA A T OA A "t2047 .2441 CTA074 991 1 9QA1££ll .£501 794.(£4 9ft7n ft2ft1£0 I O .0£OX

525 1722.4409 575 1886.4829 625
AACA CO. A f\2050.5249 070

AAi a eaao££i4 . oooy 79R(£0 9 ft7ft ROftQ£0 1 O • 0U09

526 1725.7218 576 1889 .7688 626
OAen OAKO2058 .8058 ATA070 9917 Q477££l l .54 I I

79A(£0 9ftft1 ftftQ7£001 . 009

1

527 1729 .0026 577 1898.0446 627 2057 .0866
ATToil 9991 19QA£££1 . l£00 T97(£( 9ftftK 170A£oOO .1 iwO

528

529

1732.2884 578 1896.3255 628 2060.8674 ATQ678 9994 AMiA£££4 .4094 T9Q(£0 9ftftft£500 .4014

1735.5648 579 1899.6068 629 2063.6488
ATA679 999T AOOQ£££l .0905 79O7£9 9ftQ1 7ft9fl£ovl . (o£0

580 1788.8451 580 1902.8871 680 2066.9291 680 2280.9711 780 2895.0181

581 1742.1260 581 1906.1680 681
AAfVA A4 AA
2070 .2100

cot681 OOOA ACOA££54 .£o£0 79.

1

(51 9ftQft 9QftO£O90 .£90V

582 1745.4068 582 1909 .4488 682
AAIVA AAAA
2078 .4908

AAA
682 99QT &Q9Q££57 . 05£0 TQ9(5£ 9401 K74.R£4U1 .0(40

588 1748.6877 588 1912.7296 688 2076.7716
AQO683 994A Q1QA££40 .5150 7QQ(55 9404 QaRA£404 .OOOO

584 1751.9685 584 1916.0105 684 2080.0525 CO A684
AAi A AAi

r

££44 .0940 7Q4(54 940ft 1ftAI>£4U0 . loOO

585 1755.2493 585 1919 .2918 685
aaaa aaaa
2083 .8888

CQ.fi080 994 T QTEQ££4f .5(05 7QR(50 941 1 41 7ft£411 .41 to

536 1758.5802 586 1922.5722 686
AAAA B<

A

A
2086.6142 AQAOOO 99RO A.RA9££0U .O0O£ (50 9414 AQft2£414 .090£

587 1761 .8110 587 1925.8530 637
AAOA OACA2089.8950 AQTOof OOCQ QQTA££05 .95(0 7517to (

9417 Q7Q0£411.91 9

V

588 1765.0919 588 1929.1889 638
AAAA 4 fTFO
2093.1758 AQQ088 OOCT 91 TQ££0l .£1 15 7QQ(55 9491 9nQft£4£1 . £090

589 1768.3727 589 1932.4147 689
AAAA A t*/tn
2096.4567 AQOOo9

AAOA 4QQT££00 .4951 7QO(59 9494 fUAA£4£4 .04Vv

540 1771.6585 590 1935.6955 640 2099.7875 690 2268.7795 740 2427.8215

541 1774.9344 591 1938.9764 641 2108.0188 691 2267.0604 741 2481.1024

542 1778.2152 592 1942.2572 642 2106.2992 692 2270.8412 742 2434.3832

543 1781 .4960 593 1945.5880 648 2109.5800 698 2278.6220 748 2437.6640

544 1784.7769 594 1948.8189 644 2112.8609 694 2276.9029 744 2440.9449

545 1788.0577 595 1952.0997 645 2116.1417 695 2280.1887 745 2444.2257

546 1791 .3886 596 1955.8806 646 2119.4225 696 2288.4645 746 2447.5065

547 1794.6194 597 1958.6614 647 2122.7084 697 2286.7454 747 2450.7874

548 1797.9008 598 1961.9422 648 2125.9842 698 2290.0262 748 2454.0682

549 1801.1811 599 1965.2281 649 2129.2651 699 2293.3071 749 2457.3491
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TM 5-232

Table E-7a. Conversion Meters to Feet (International System)—continued

Continued—METERS TO FEET 1 METER -3.280 839 895 FEET

METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET

760 2460.6299 800 2624 .6719 850 2788.7139 900 2952.7559 950 3116.7979
751 2463.9107 801 2627 .9527 851 2791 .9947 901 2956.0367 951 3120.0787
752 2467.1916 802 2631 .2336 852 2795.2756 902 2959.3176 952 3123.3596
753

A A 09 f\. A IfA A
2470.4724 803 2634 .5144 £53 2798.5564 903 2962.5984 953 3126.6404

754 2473.7533 804 2637 .7953 854 2801.8372 904 2965.8792 954 3129.9212
755 2477.0341 805 2641 .0761 855 2805.1181 905 2969.1601 955 3133.2021
756 2480.3149 806 2644 .3569 856 2808 .3989 906 2972.4409 956 3136.4829
757 2483.5958 807 2647 .6378 857 2811.6798 907 2975.7218 957 3139.7638
758 2486.8766 808 2650 .9186 858 2814.9606 908 2979 .0026 958 3143 .0446
759 2490.1575 809 2654 .1995 859 2818.2415 909 2982.2834 959 3146.3254

760 2493 .4383 810 2657 .4803 860 2821.5223 910 2985.5643 960 3149.6063
761 2496.7191 811 2660 .7611 861 2824.8031 911 2988.8451 961 3152.8871
762 2500.0000 .812 2664 .0420 862 2828 .0840 912 2992.1260 962 3156.1680
763 2503 .2808 813 2667 .3228 863 2831 .3648 913 2995.4068 963 3159.4488
764 2506.5617 814 2670 .6037 864 2834.6457 914 2998.6877 964 3162.7296
765 2509.8425 815 2673 .8845 865 2837.9265 915 3001.9685 965 3166.0105
766 2513.1234 816 2677 .1653 866 2841 .2073 916 3005.2493 966 3169.2913
767 2516.4042 817 2680 .4462 867 2844.4882 917 3008.5302 967 3172.5721
768 2519.6850 818 2683 .7270 868 2847.7690 918 3011 .8110 968 3175.8530
769 2522.9659 819 2687 .0078 869 2851.0498 919 3015.0319 969 3179.1339

770 2526.2467 820 2690 .2887 870 2854.3307 920 3018.3727 970 3182.4147
771 2529.5275 821 2693 .5695 871 2857.6115 921 3021 .6535 971 3185.6955
772 2532.8084 822 2696 .8504 872 2860.8924 922 3024.9344 972 3188.9763
773 2536.0892 823 2700 .1312 873 2864.1732 923 3028.2152 973 3192 .2572
774 2539.3701 824 2703 .4120 874 2867.4540 924 3031 .4960 974 3195.5380
775 2542.6509 825 2706 .6929 875 2870.7349 925 3034.7769 975 3198.8189
776 2545.9317 826 2709 .9737 876 2874.0157 926 3038.0577 976 3202.0997
777 2549.2126 827 2713 .2546 877 2877.2966 927 3041.3386 977 3205.3806
778 2552.4934 828 2716 .5354 878 2880.5774 928 3044.6194 978 3208.6614
779 2555.7743 829 2719 .8163 879 2883.8582 929 3047.9002 979 3211.9422

780 2559.0551 830 2723 .0971 880 2887.1391 930 3051.1811 980 3215.2231
781 2562.3359 831 2726 .3779 881 2890.4199 931 3054 .4619 981 3218.5039
782 2565.6168 832 2729 .6588 882 2893.7008 932 3057.7428 982 3221.7848
783 2568.8976 833 2732 .9396 883 2896.9816 933 3061 .0236 983 3225.0656
784 2572.1785 834 2736 .2205 884 2900 .2625 934 3064.3044 984 8228.3464
785 2575.4593 835 2739 .5013 885 2903.5433 935 3067.5853 985 3231.6273
786 2578.7401 836 2742 .7821 886 2906.8241 936 3070.8661 986 3234.9081
787 2582 .0210 837 2746 .0630 887 2910.1050 937 3074.1470 987 3238.1890
788 2585.3018 838 2749 .3438 888 2913.3858 938 3077.4278 988 3241 .4698
789 2588.5827 839 2752 .6247 889 2916.6667 939 3080.7086 989 3244.7506

790 2591 .8635 840 2755 .9055 890 2919.9475 940 3083.9895 990 3248.0315
791 2595.1443 841 2759 .1863 891 2923 .2283 941 3087 .2703 991 3251.3123
792 2598.4252 842 2762 .4672 892 2926.5092 942 3090.5511 992 3254.5932
793 2601.7060 843 2765 .7480 893 2929.7900 943 3093.8320 993 3257.8740
794 2604.9868 844 2769 .0288 894 2933.0709 944 3097.1129 994 3261.1548
795 2608.2677 845 2772 .3097 895 2936.3517 945 3100.3937 995 3264.4357
796 2611.5485 846 2775 .5905 896 2939.6325 946 3103.6745 996 3267.7165
797 2614.8294 847 2778 .8714 897 2942.9134 947 3106.9554 997 3270.9973
798 2618. 1102 848 2782 .1522 898 2946.1942 948 3110.2362 998 3274.2782
799 2621.3911 849 2785 .4330 899 2949.4750 949 3113.5170 999 327r

i .6590



TM 5-232

Table E-7b. Conversion Feet to Meters (International System)

LENGTH—FEET TO METERS 1 FOOT -0.3048 METER

FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS

0000 50 15. 2400 100 30 4800 150 45. 7200 200 60 9600

1 8048 51 15 5448 101 30 7848 151 46. 0248 201 61.2648

2 6096 52 15. 8496 102 31 0896 152 46. 3296 202 61.5696

8 0. 9144 53 16. 1544 103 31 3944 153 46. 6344 203 61.8744

4 1. 2192 54 16. 4592 104 31. 6992 154 46 9392 204 62.1792

5 1. 5240 55 16. 7640 105 32 0040 155 47. 2440 205 62.4840

6 1. 8288 56 17. 0688 106 32 3088 156 47. 5488 206 62.7888

7 2 1336 57 17. 3736 107 32 6136 157 47. 8536 207 63.0936

8 2 4384 58 17. 6784 108 32 9184 158 48. 1584 208 63.3984

9 2 7432 59 17. 9832 109 33 2232 159 48. 4632 209 63.7032

10 3 0480 60 18. 2880 no 33 5280 160 48. 7680 210 64.0080

11 3 3528 61 18. 5928 111 33 8328 161 49 0728 211 64.3128

12 3 .6576 62 18. 8976 112 34 1376 162 49 3776 212 64.6176

18 3 .9624 63 19 2024 113 34 4424 163 49 6824 213 64.9224

14 4 .2672 64 19 5072 114 34 .7472 164 49 .9872 214 65.2272

15 4 5720 65 19 8120 115 35 0520 165 50 2920 215 65.5320

16 4 .8768 66 20 1168 116 35 3568 166 50 .5968 216 65.8368

17 5 .1816 67 20 4216 117 35 6616 167 50 9016 217 66.1416

18 5 .4864 68 20 7264 118 35 9664 168 51 2064 218 66.4464

19 5 .7912 69 21 0812 119 36 2712 169 51 5112 219 66.7512

20 6 0960 70 21 3360 120 36 5760 170 15 8160 220 67.0560

21 6 .4008 71 21 6408 121 36 8808 171 52 1208 221 67.3608

22 6 .7056 72 21. 9456 122 37 1856 172 52 4256 222 67.6656

28 7 .0104 73 22 2504 123 37 4904 173 52 7304 223 67.9704

24 7..3152 74 22 5552 124 37 7952 174 53 0352 224 68.2752

25 7. 6200 75 22 8600 125 38 1000 175 53 3400 225 68.5800

26 7 9248 76 23 1648 126 38 4048 176 53 6448 226 68.8848

27 8 2296 77 23 4696 127 38 7096 177 53 9496 227 69.1896

28 8. 5344 78 23 7744 128 39 0144 178 54 2544 228 69.4944

29 8, 8392 79 24 0792 129 39 3192 179 54 5592 229 69.7992

80 9 1440 80 24 3840 130 39 6240 180 54 8640 230 70.1040

31 9 4488 81 24 6888 131 39 9288 181 55 1688 231 70.4088

82 9. 7536 82 24. 9936 182 40 2336 182 55 4736 232 70.7136

38 10 0584 83 25 2984 133 40 5384 183 55. 7784 238 71.0184

84 10 3632 84 25. 6032 134 40 8432 184 56. 0832 234 71.3232

35 10 6680 85 25. 9080 135 41. 1480 185 56. 3880 235 71.6280

86 10 9728 86 26 2128 136 41 4528 186 56. 6928 236 71.9328

37 11. 2776 87 26 5176 137 41 7576 187 56. 9976 237 72.2376

88 11. 5824 88 26. 8224 138 42. 0624 188 57. 3024 238 72.5424

39 11. 8872 89 27. 1272 139 42 3672 189 57. 6072 239 72.8472

40 12. 1920 90 27. 4820 140 42 6720 190 57. 9120 240 73.1520

41 12. 4968 91 27. 7368 141 42. 9768 191 58. 2168 241 73.4568

42 12. 8016 92 28. 0416 142 43. 2816 192 58. 5216 242 73.7616

48 13. 1064 98 28. 3464 143 43. 5864 193 58. 8264 243 74.0664

44 13. 4112 94 28. 6512 144 43. 8912 194 59. 1312 244 74.3712

45 13. 7160 95 28. 9560 145 44. 1960 195 59. 4360 245 74.6760

46 14. 0208 96 29. 2608 146 44. 5008 196 59. 7408 246 74.9808

47 14. 3256 97 29. 5656 147 44. 8056 197 60. 0456 247 75.2856

48 14. 6304 98 29. 8704 148 45. 1104 198 60. 3504 248 75.5904

49 14. 9352 99 30. 1752 149 45. 4152 199 60. 6552 249 75.8952

E-24 Digitized byboogie



TM 5-232

Table E-7b. Conversion Feet to Meters (International System)—Continued

Continued—FEET TO METERS 1 FOOT -0.3048 METER

FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS
OCA£OU (O. £UUU OAAouu Q1 AAAA«71 . 44UU OCAOOU 1AA AAAA1UD. oouu 1AA•uu 191 Q9AA ARA40U 1517 1 AAAlO f . lOUU

251 76.5048 801 91.7448 861 106.9848 401 122.2248 451 137.4648

262 76.8096 802 92.0496 352 107.2896 402 122.5296 452 137.7696

258 77.1144 808 92.8544 353 107.5944 403 122.8844 453 138.0744

254 77.4192 804 92.6592 354 107.8992 404 123.1392 454 138.3792

255 77.7240 805 92.9640 855 108.2040 405 123.4440 455 188.6840

256 78.0288 806 98.2688 856 108.5088 406 123.7488 456 188.9888

257 78.8886 807 98.5736 857 108.8136 407 124.0536 457 139.2963

258 78.6884 808 93.8784 358 109.1184 408 124.3584 458 189.5984

259 78.9482 809 94.1832 359 109.4232 409 124.6632 459 189.9082

£OU Binoiu OA AflfiAv4 . 4ooU ftAAOOU 1AQ 79RA 11

A

41U 194 QfiftA1£4 . 900U AAA4QU 1AA 9ARA14U . £UOU

261 79.5528 811 94.7928 361 110.0328 411 125.2728 461 140.5128

262 79.8676 812 95.0976 362 110.8376 412 125.5776 462 140.8176

268 80.1624 818 95.4024 368 110.6424 418 125.8824 463 141.1224

264 80.4672 814 95.7072 364 110.9472 414 126.1872 464 • 141.4272

265 80.7720 815 96.0120 365 111.2520 415 126.4920 465 141.7320

266 81.0768 316 96.3168 366 111.5568 416 126.7968 466 142.0368

267 81.8816 817 96.6216 367 111.8616 417 127.1016 467 142.8416

268 81.6864 818 96.9264 368 112.1664 418 127.4064 468 142.6464

269 81.9912 819 97.2312 369 112.4712 419 127.7112 469 142.9512

97AMlU QO OQAA QOA
91. OoOU ft7AOiU 119 77AA11a . 1 lOU 49A lOQ A1AA A7A* IU 1Aft 9KAA140

.

aOOU

271 82.6008 821 97.8408 871 113.0808 421 128.3208 471 143.5608

272 82.9056 822 98.1456 372 113.8856 422 128.6256 472 143.8656

278 88.2104 828 98.4504 373 113.6904 423 128.9304 473 144.1704

274 88.6152 824 98.7552 374 113.9952 424 129.2352 474 144.4752

275 88.8200 825 99.0600 875 114.3000 425 129.5400 475 144.7800

276 84.1248 826 99.3648 376 114.6048 426 129.8448 476 145.0848

277 84.4296 327 99.6696 377 114.9096 427 130.1496 477 145.8896

278 84.7844 328 99.9744 378 115.2144 428 130.4544 478 145.6944

279 85.0892 829 100.2792 879 115.5192 429 180.7592 479 145.9992

9ftA fie ftAAAoo. o%w ftfiAOOU 1AA CQiA1UU. 0o4U BanOoU lie fiOAA110. oa4U 4oU 1 ft1 AAAAXOx . UD4U AftA4oU 1AA AAA

A

140 . OU4U
281 86.6488 881 100.8888 381 116.1288 481 181.8688 481 146.6088

282 86.9586 882 101.1936 382 116.4336 432 131.6736 482 146.9186

288 86.2584 838 101.4984 383 116.7384 433 181.9784 483 147.2184

284 86.5682 884 101.8032 384 117.0432 434 132.2832 484 147.5282
286 86.8680 835 102.1080 885 117.3480 435 182.5880 485 147.8280
286 87.1728 836 102.4128 386 117.6528 436 132.8928 486 148.1328
287 87.4776 887 102.7176 387 117.9576 437 133.1976 487 148.4376
288 87.7824 388 103.0224 888 118.2624 488 138.5024 488 148.7424
289 88.0872 889 103.3272 389 118.5672 439 188.8072 489 149.0472

290 88.8920 840 108.6820 890 118.8720 440 184.1120 490 149.8520
291 88.6968 841 108.9368 391 119.1768 441 134.4168 491 149.6568
292 89.0016 342 104.2416 892 119.4816 442 184.7216 492 149.9616
298 89.8064 348 104.5464 398 119.7864 448 185.0264 498 150.2664

294 89.6112 344 104.8512 394 120.0912 444 135.8312 494 150.5712
295 89.9160 845 105.1560 395 120.3960 445 135.6360 495 150.8760

296 90.2208 346 105.4608 896 120.7008 446 135.9408 496 151.1808

297 90.5256 847 105.7656 397 121.0056 447 186.2456 497 151.4856

298 90.8804 348 106.0704 898 121.3104 448 136.5504 498 151.7904

299 91.1852 349 106.8752 899 121.6152 449 186.8552 499 152.0952

Digitized byGoogle



TM 5-232

Table E-7b* Conversion Put to Meiers (International System)—Continued

Continued—FEET TO METERS 1 FOOT=0.8048 METER

FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS
600 152.4000 550 167.6400 600 182.8800 650 198.1200 700 218.8600
501 152.7048 551 167.9448 601 183.1848 651 198.4248 701 218.6648
502 158.0096 552 168.2496 602 183 .4896 652 198.7296 702 218 .9696
508 158.8144 558 168.5544 608 183.7944 653 199 .0844 708 214 .2744
504 158.6192 554 168.8592 604 184.0992 654 199 .8392 704 214.5792
505 158.9240 555 169.1640 605 184 .4040 655 199.6440 705 214 .8840
506 154.2288 556 169.4688 606 184.7088 656 199.9488 706 215.1888
507 154.5886 557 169 .7736 607 185.0136 657 200.2586 707 125.4986
508 154.8884 558 170.0784 608 185.3184 658 200.5584 708 215.7984
509 155.1482 559 170.3832 609 185.6232 659 200.8682 709 216.1082

510 155.4480 560 170.6880 610 185.9280 660 201.1680 710 216.4080
511 155.7528 561 170.9928 611 186.2328 661 201 .4728 711 216.7128
512 156.0576 562 171 .2976 612 186.5876 662 201 .7776 712 217 .0176
518 156.3624 568 171 .6024 613 186.8424 668 202.0824 713 217.3224
514 156.6672 564 171.9072 614 187.1472 664 202.3872 714 217 .6272
515 156.9720 565 172.2120 615 187.4520 665 202.6920 715 217.9820
516 157.2768 566 172.5168 616 187.7568 666 202.9968 716 218.2868
517 157.5816 567 172.8126 617 188.0616 667 203 .3016 717 218.5416
518 157.8864 568 173.1264 618 188.8664 668 203.6064 718 218.8464
519 158.1912 569 173.4812 619 188.6712 669 203.9112 719 219.1512

520 158.4960 670 173.7360 620 188.9760 670 204.2160 720 219 .4560
521 158.8008 671 174.0408 621 189.2808 671 204.5208 721 219.7608
522

528

159.1056 672 174.8456 622 189.5856 672 204.8256 722 220.0656
159.4104 573 174.6504 628 189.8904 678 205.1804 728 220 .8704

524 159.7152 574 174.9552 624 190.1952 674 205.4852 724 220.6752
525 160.0200 575 175.2600 625 190.5000 675 205.7400 725 220.9800
526 160.8248 576 175.5648 626 190.8048 676 206.0448 726 221.2848
627 160.6296 577 175.8696 627 191.1096 677 206.8496 727 221.5896
528 160.9844 578 176.1744 628 191.4144 678 206.6544 728 221.8944
629 161 .2892 579 176.4792 629 191 .7192 679 206.9592 729 222.1992

580 161.5440 580 176.7840 680 192.0240 680 207.2640 780 222.5040
681 161.8488 581 177.0888 681 192.8288 681 207.5688 781 222.8088
682 162.1586 582 177.8986 682 192.6836 682 207.8786 782 228.1186
588 162.4584 588 177.6984 688 192.9384 683 208.1784 788 228.4184
584 162.7682 584 178.0032 684 193.2432 684 208.4882 784 228.7282
585 163.0680 585 178.8080 685 193.5480 685 208.7880 785 224.0280
586 168.8728 586 178.6128 686 193.8528 686 209 .0928 786 224 .8828
587 168.6776 587 178.9176 687 194.1576 687 209.8976 787 224.6876
588 168.9824 688 179.2224 688 194.4624 688 209.7024 788 224 .9424
589 164.2872 589 179.5272 689 194.7672 689 210.0072 789 225.2472

640 164.5920 590 179.8820 640 195.0720 690 210.8120 740 225.5520
641 164.8968 591 180.1368 641 195.3768 691 210.6168 741 225.8568
642 165.2016 592 180.4416 642 195.6816 692 210.9216 742 226.1616
548 165.5064 598 180.7464 648 195.9864 698 211.2264 748 226.4664
544 165.8112 594 181.0512 644 196.2912 694 211.5812 744 226.7712
645 166.1160 595 181.8560 645 196.5960 695 211.8860 745 227.0760
646 166.4208 596 181.6608 646 196.9008 696 212.1408 746 227.8808
547 166.7256 697 181.9656 647 197.2056 697 212.4456 747 227.6856
648 167.0804 598 182.2704 648 197.5104 698 212.7504 748 227.9904
649 167.8852 599 182.5752 649 197.8152 699 218.0552 749 228.2962
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TM 5-232

Table E-7b. Conversion Feet to Meters (International System)—Continued

Continued—FEET TO METERS 1 FOOT -0.3048 METER

FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS FEET METERS
750 228.6000 800 243.8400 850 259.0800 900 274 .3200 950 289.5600
751 228.9048 801 244.1448 851 259.3848 901 274.6248 951 289.8648
752 229 .2096 802 244 .4496 852 259.6896 902 274.9296 952 290.1696
753 229.5144 803 244.7544 853 259.9944 903 275.2344 953 290.4744
754 229.8192 804 245.0592 854 260 .2992 904 275.5392 954 290.7792
755 230.1240 805 245.3640 855 260.6040 905 275.8440 955 291 .0840
756 230 .4288 806 245.6688 856 260.9088 906 276.1488 956 291 .3888
757 280.7336 807 245.9736 857 261 .2136 907 276.4586 957 291 .6936
758 231 .0384 808 246.2784 858 261.5184 908 276.7584 958 291 .9984
759 231.8432 809 246.5832 859 261.8232 909 277 .0632 959 292.8032

760 231.6480 810 246.8880 860 262.1280 910 277.3680 960 292.6080
761 231.9528 811 247.1928 861 262 .4328 911 277.6728 961 292.9128
762 232.2576 812 247 .4976 862 262.7376 91? 277.9776 962 293.2176
763 232.5624 813 247.8024 863 263 .0424 913 278.2824 963 293.5224
764 232.8672 814 248.1072 864 263 .3472 914 278.5872 964 293.8272
765 233.1720 815 248.4120 865 263.6520 915 278.8920 965 294.1320
766 233.4768 816 248.7168 866 263.9568 916 279.1968 966 294.4368
767 233.7816 817 249.0216 867 264 .2616 917 279.5016 967 294.7416
768 234.0864 818 249.3264 868 264.5664 918 279.8064 968 295.0464
769 234.3912 819 249 .6312 869 264.8712 919 280.1112 969 295.3512

770 234.6960 820 249.9360 870 265.1760 920 280.4160 970 295.6560
771 235.0008 821 250 .2408 871 265.4808 921 280.7208 971 295.9608
772 235.3056 822 250.5456 872 265 7856 922 281 .0256 972 296.2656
773 235.6104 823 250.8504 873 266.0904 923 281 .3304 973 296.5704
774 235.9152 824 251.1552 874 266.3952 924 281 .6352 974 296.8752
775 236.2200 825 251 .4600 875 266.7000 925 281.9400 975 297.1800
776 286.5248 826 251 .7648 876 267 .0048 926 282.2448 976 297.4848
777 236.8296 827 252 .0696 877 267.3096 927 282.5496 977 297.7896
778 237.1344 828 252.3744 878 267.6144 928 282.8544 978 298.0944
779 237.4392 829 252.6792 879 267.9192 929 283.1592 979 298.3992

780 237.7440 830 252.9840 880 268.2240 930 283.4640 980 298.7040
781 238.0488 831 253.2888 881 268.5288 931 283.7688 981 299.0088
782 238.3536 832 253.5936 882 268.8336 932 284.0736 982 299.3136
783 238.6584 833 253.8984 883 269.1384 933 284.3784 983 299.6184
784 238.9632 834 254.2032 884 269.4432 934 284.6832 984 299.9232
785 239 .2680 835 254.5080 885 269 .7480 935 284.9880 985 800.2280
786 239.5728 836 254.8128 886 270.0528 936 285.2928 986 300.5328
787 239 .8776 837 255.1176 887 270.3576 937 285.5976 987 300.8376
788 240.1824 838 255.4224 888 270.6624 938 285.9024 988 301.1424
789 240.4872 839 255.7272 889 270.9672 939 286.2072 989 301.4472

790 240.7920 840 256.0320 890 271 .2720 940 286.5120 990 301.7520
791 241.0968 841 256 .3368 891 271.5768 941 286.8168 991 302.0568
792 241.4016 842 256.6416 892 271.8816 942 287.1216 992 302.3616
793

794

241.7064 843 256.9464 893 272.1864 943 287.4264 993 302.6664
242 .0112 844 257.2512 894 272 .4912 944 287.7312 994 302.9712

795 242.3160 845 257.5560 895 272.7960 945 288.0360 995 303.2760
796 242.6208 846 257.8608 896 273.1008 946 288.3408 996 303.5808
797 242.9256 847 258.1656 897 273.4056 947 288.6456 997 303.8856
798 243.2304 848 258.4704 898 273.7104 948 288.9504 998 304.1904
799 248.5352 849 258.7752 899 274.0152 949 289.2552 999 804.4952
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TM 5-232

Table E-8cu Conversion Meters to Feet (US Survey Foot)

Lengths: 1 to 1,000 units, Reduction factor: 1 meter -8.280838888 feet)

Meten Feet Meten Feet Meten Feet Meten Feet Meten Feet

50 164.04167 100 328.08888 150 402.12500 200 656. 1661

7

1 o . £oUoo i
i 1fi7 S199K0 11 Ml 8ft417OOX . OU*S X 1

iX 495 40588tif %J • 1VUOU 1 659 44750

2 6.56167 2 170.60333 2 834.64500 2 498.68667 2 662.72888

8 9.84250 8 173.88417 3 387.92588 8 501.96750 3 666.00917

4 13.12383 4 177.16500 4 841.20667 4 505.24888 4 669.29000

6 16.40417 5 180.44588 5 844.48750 5 508.52917 5 672.57088

6
ii £o lOO. llOO

1

aO JM7 7ftflftft fto nil 81000uxx . oxwv fto 676 85167VlViUViVI

7 22.96583 7 187.00750 7 351.04917 7 515.09088 7 679.18250

8 26.24667 8 190.28833 8 354.83000 8 518.37167 8 682.41888

9 29.52750 9 193.56917 9 357.61088 9 521.65250 9 685.69417

10 32.80833 60 196.85000 110 860.89167 160 524.98888 210 688.97500

1 oo.UoyiT i
l

OAA 1QAOQ
£i\J\J . loUOO i OO4* . 1 l*Ov iX K98 91417 iX 692 25588

2 39.37000 2 203.41167 2 367.45338 2 581.49500 2 696.58667

8 42.65088 3 206.69250 8 370.73417 3 584.77588 8 698.81750

4 45.98167 4 209.97333 4 374.01500 4 588.05667 4 702.09888

5 49.21250 5 213.25417 5 377.29588 5 541.83750 5 705.87917

6
eO 91ft KAROO aO QfiO R7ftft7 ftO FU4 ft1888 708 66000

7 55.77417 7 219.81588 7 888.85750 7 547.89917 7 711.94088

8 59.05500 8 223.09667 8 887.13838 8 551.18000 8 715.22167

9 62.83583 9 226.37750 9 890.41917 9 554.46088 9 718.50250

20 65.61667 70 229.65833 120 893.70000 170 557.74167 220 721.78383

1 DO. oSJlOU
i
l 9519 QQQ17 ii QQft QftOftQOvO . 90V0O 1X Kfi1 09950UOl . v««uv 725 06417

2 72.17833 2 236.22000 2 400.26167 2 564.30883 2 728.34500

3 75.45917 3 239.50083 8 403.54250 8 567.58417 8 781.62588

4 78.74000 4 242.78167 4 406.82833 4 570.86500 4 784.90667

6 82.02088 5 246.06250 5 410.10417 5 574.14588 5 788.18750

6
OCT OAlfiToO. oUloi o 9AQ QAQOO ft JiQ QQcaa410 . OOUVV fto 577 49ftft7Oil. V&OO

1

ft 741 . 46888

7 88.58250 7 252.62417 7 416.66583 7 580.70750 7 744.74917

8 91.86838 8 255.90500 8 419.94667 8 588.98883 8 748.03000

9 95.14417 9 259.18583 9 428.22750 9 587.26917 9 751.81088

80 98.42500 80 262.46667 130 426.50888 180 590.55000 280 754.59167

1
1A1 TACOO101 . 70583 il 9A& 7A7RA£00. i4i0v i A9Q 78Q17

. iO«71 f
ii 5QO Q&AOOU9u . OOVOO iX 757 87250

2 104.98667 2 269.02833 2 483.07000 2 597.11167 2 761.15338

3 108.26750 3 272.30917 3 436.35083 8 600.89250 8 764.48417

4 111.54883 4 275.59000 4 489.63167 4 608.67333 4 767.71500

5 114.82917 5 278.87083 5 442.91250 5 606.95417 5 770.99583

6
1 1 O 11 AAA118. 11000 £0£. 1010 f

fto AAtL 1QQOO**40. 1*7OOO ft filO 98500OlO . uOUW 774 27ftft7

7 121.39088 7 285.43250 7 449.47417 7 613.51583 7 777.65750

8 124.67167 8 288.71333 8 452.75500 8 616.79667 8 780.88883

9 127.95250 9 291.99417 9 456.03583 9 620.07750 9 784.11917

40 131.23333 90 295.27500 140 459.31667 190 623.85833 240 787.40000

1 134. 51417 1
1 Ato

.

OOOoo i
l 40£ . 09 I Ov i ft9ft fi8Q17OfeO.OOalf 1X 7Q0 ft808AI 57V • OOVOO

2 137.79500 2 301.83667 2 465.87833 2 629.92000 2 798.96167

3 141.07583 3 305.11750 3 469.15917 8 633.20083 8 797.24250

4 144.35667 4 308.39833 4 472.44000 4 636.48167 4 800.52388

5 147.63750 5 311.67917 5 475.72083 5 639.76250 5 808.80417

6 150.91833 6 314.96000 6 479.00167 6 648.04333 6 807.08500

7 154.19917 7 318.24083 7 482.28250 7 646.32417 7 810.36588

8 157.48000 8 321.52167 8 485.56333 8 649.60500 8 818.64667

9 160.76083 9 324.80250 9 488.84417 9 652.88583
] 1

* 816.92750

'Reference is made to paragraph D-2, Appendix D.
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Table E-8a. Conversion Meters to Feet (US Survey Foot)—Continued

Meters Feet 1>if nt niMeters Feet W ill ammMeters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet

OKAZOO QOA OAQQQ5Z0 . Z0555 QOA500 QQA ORAAAyo4 . ^0000 OCAOOO 1 1AQ 901A7
1 , 145. zyi07 jIAA400 1 OlO oooool,olZ. ooooo A KA450 1 4 Tfi OTEAA1,476. 37500

1
QOQ AQQ17 1

QQT CQAQQy© f . ooooo i 11 1 1 K1 C79CA1,101. 0(Z0O 1 1 Q1K CtAtT1 ,ol0. 01417 1
i 4to ceeooI,47y.o55o3

2 826.77000 2 990.81167 2 1,154.85333 2 1,318.89500 2 1,482.93667

8 830.05083 3 994.09250 3 1,158.13417 3 1,332.17583 3 1,486.21750
A4 QQQ QQ1£7555. 5510

(

A4 OQ7 Q7QQQyy I . O (OOO A4 1 ,101.41000 A4 1 OO K il tUtCftI, OLD. 40007 44 1 400 4AOOO1,489. 49883

c 550. D1600 c 1 AAA <5C4171 ,000. 0041

1

C 1,104. oyooo 1 QOQ TQTKA
1 ,oZo.7o700 1 400 TTOITi,4yz.77yi7

QQQ QOQQQ
Ot>y . 09000 1 AAQ QQCAAi ,ooo. yoooo 1 1 <57 Q7££7i ,ioi . y i oo

(

1 QQO A1QQQ
1 ,ooZ. Olooo 1 40£ AISAAAi ,4yo.ooooo

7 843.17417 7 1,007.21583 7 1,171.25750 7 1,335.29917 7 1,499.34083

8 846.45500 8 1,010.49667 8 1,174.53833 8 1,338.58000 8 1,502.62167
Q9 QJQ 7QCQQ54? . (5055 Q 1 A1Q 777KA

1 ,01o. ( I (00 y 1 177 Q10171,1 i ( . oiyi

1

ay 1 QA1 QAAQQ1 ,o41 . oOOoo Ay 1 KAR OAOKAi ,000. yozoo

nanZOO QCO A1CC7505. 0100

(

Q1 A510 1 A17 ACQQQ1,01 ( .00555 Q£A500 1 1Q1 1AAAAl,lol. 10000 41

A

410 1 OA C lil fiff
1 ,040. 14107 ACfi400 1 CAA 1 OOOO

i , ooy . looos

1
o re* OC7KAooo. zy ( oo 1 1 AOA QQO17i ,ozo. ooy i

i

1 1 1 QA QQAQQ
1 , lo4. ooOoO l 1 QAQ AOOKA

1 ,o4o. 4ZZ00 1
1 CIO 4 £4 IT
1 , 01Z . 40417

2 859.57833 2 1,023.62000 2 1,187.66167 2 1,351.70333 2 1,515.74500

8 862.85917 3 1,026.90083 3 1,190.94250 3 1,354.98417 3 1,519.02583

4 QC£ 1 AAAA500 . 14000 4 1 AOA 1Q1CT
1 ,050. 15107 4 1 1 QA OOOOO

1 , iy4

.

4 1 OKQ OJSEAAl,o0o.Z0000 44 1 COO QACAT
1 , OZZ . 80007

e Q£0 iQAQQoOy . 4Z055 c 1 AQQ ACOK.fi
1 ,055. 40Z50 C

1
o 1 107 CA/HT

1 , iy ( . 00417 1 oat K.A coo
1 ,o01 . 04Ooo 1 KOK CQ7KA

1 ,0Z5. OoY 00

5(Z. (0107 1 AQfi. 74QQQl,0o0. (4ooo 1 OAA 7Q CAA
1 ,Z00. (OOOO 1 OCA QOCCT

1 ,o04. OZ007 c 1 COO QCQOO
1 , oZo . ooooo

7 875.98250 7 1,040.02417 7 1,204.06583 7 1,368.10750 7 1,532.14917

8 879.26333 8 1,043.30500 8 1,207.34667 8 1,371.38833 8 1,535.43000
ny QQO C44 1755Z. 04417 y 1 f\AC CQCQQ

1 ,040. OOOOO
Ay 1 OIA COTCAl,c10.0^700 y 1 OfA CiSOtT

1 ,o74. Ooy17 y 1 COO T1AOO1,588.71088

OTAZ70 OOC OOCAA885. 5Z500 OOA8Z0 1 ,04y . 50007 OTA370 1 01 O OAOOOl,Zlo.y0ooo JOA4Z0 1 OTT ACAAA
1 ,377.95000 470 1 C41 AA1£V1,541.99167

1
OOO 1ACOOooy . lOooo 1

1 A CO 1 ATCA
1 ,0oo. 14700 1 1,^17. loyi7 1

1 001 OOAOOl,ool.Z30oo 1
1

1 C4 C OTQCA
1 ,545. ZYZ50

2 892.38667 2 1,056.42833 2 1,220.47000 2 1,384.51167 2 1,548.55333

3 895.66750 3 1,059.70917 3 1,223.75083 3 1,387.79250 3 1,551.83417

4 OOQ QiOOOoyo . y4ooo 4 1 AfiO OOAAAi ,ooz. yyooo 4 1 007 A01A7 4 1 OA1 ATOOO
1 ,oyi.07ooo 44 1 KKK 1 1 CAA1,000. 11000

OAO OO017yoz.zzyii c 1 A££ 07AQQ
1 ,000. Z i Ooo C 1 9QA 01 OKA1 ,6O0. OlZOO 1 OdA OK.A1V

1 ,oy4. O0417 1 CCQ QOCQQ1,008. JjyOoo
c OA C C 1 AAAyoo.oiooo 1 ACQ CC1C7

i ,ooy . ooi07 1 OOO (COOQQ
1 , Zoo . oyooo 1 OOT CO CAA

1 ,oy7. OoOOO 1 cci cnccft
1 , 001 . 07007

7 908.79083 7 1,072.83250 7 1,236.87417 7 1,400.91583 7 1,564.95750

8 912.07167
!

8 1,076.11333 8 1,240.15500 8 1,404.19667 8 1,568.23838

y Ol C OCOCAyio.5ozoo y 1 A7Q QQ417l ,oiy . ay41

i

oy 1 9>fQ 4QKQQ
1 ,Z4o. 4o0oo Ay 1 AAT 477KA

1 ,407 . 4( (00
Ay 1 C71 K1Q1T1,0(1. oiyiY

OOA280 010 fiOOOOyio. OOOOO QOAooO 1 AOO CTCAA
1 ,05Z. 07500 QQA350 1 ,Z40. 71007 jOA480 1 4 1 A TCOOO

1 ,410. Yoooo 4QA4o0 1 CT4 QAAAA
1 , 574 . 50000

1
001 Ol A 1

T

yzi . yi4ii 1 1 AQC neroo
l , Ooo. yoooo 1 1 0>IO QQTEA

l ,Z4y .yy7oo 1
1 A1A AOA1T
1 ,414. 0oyi7 1 1 C7Q AOAQO

1 ,575.05055

2 925.19500 2 1,089.23667 2 1,253.27833 2 1,417.32000 2 1,581.36167

8 928.47583 3 1,092.51750 3 1,256.55917 3 1,420.60083 3 1,584.64250

4 001 ncccny51.75007
A4 1 AOS 7AQOQ

i ,oyo.7yooo A4 1 OCO O 4AAAi,zoy.o4000 A4 1 AOO OOICTl,4Zo.oolo7 A4 1 CQ7 OOOOO
1 . 557 . yZ858

e OQC AQTCAy55. 03750 c 1 AOO A7017i,oyy .0iyi7 c 1 0£0 lOAOO
1 ,Z0o. lZOoo

c 1 AOT 1COCA
1 ,4Z7. lOZOO 1 C01 OA41Tl,5yi.Z0417

OOO Q1QOQ
y«5o. olooo 1 AIO QfiAAA

1 ,01Z. OOOOO 1 , ZOO. 40107 1 40A 4.4 OOO
1 ,4o0. 44ooo c 1 CO4 A Q CAA

1 , 0y4 . 45000

7 941.59917 7 1,105.64083 7 1,269.68250 7
;

1,433.72417 7 1,597.76583

8 944.88000 8 1,108.92167 8 1,272.96333 8 1,437.00500 8 1,601.04667
a
y y4o . loOoo Qy 1 1 1 O OAOCA1 ,11Z. ZOZOO y 1 OTC Oil 4 IT

1 ,Z70.Z4417 y 1 AAfi OQCOO
1 ,440. Zoooo y 1 CiiA OOTCA

1, 004. oZYOO

zyo OKI AAtCTy&l . 44107 OAAZ40 1 11K >f QQQQ1,110. 4oooo QOA '*

5>yo
1 OTO COCAA
i ,Z(y . ozooo AAfi440 1 AAQ KfifilST

1 ,44o. 0000

(

40A4yo 1 CAT CAQQQ
1 , 00 ( . 00555

l
Qfi 70ORAyo4. YZZ50 1 1 1 1 Q 7C4 1 7

1 , 115. (0417 l
1 OQO OACOO
1 ,ZoZ. oOOoo 1 1 ,440. o4(00 i 1 CIA QQ01T

i ,010. ooyif

2 958.00333
1

2 1,122.04500 2 1,286.08667 2 1,450.12833 2 1,614.17000

8 961.28417 3 1,125.32583 3 1,289.36750 3 1,453.40917 3 1,617.45083

4 964.56500 4 1,128.60667 4 1,292.64833 4 1,456.69000 4 1,620.73167

5 967.84583 5 1,131.88750 5 1,295.92917 5 1,459.97083 5 1,624.01250

6 971.12667 6 1,135.16833 6 1,299.21000 6 1,463.25167 6 1,627.29333

7 974.40750 7 1,138.44917 7 1,302.49083 7 1,466.53250 7 1,630.57417

8 977.68833 8 1,141.73000 8 1,305.77167 8 1,469.81333 8 1,633.85500

9 980.96917 9 1,145.01083 9 1,309.05250 9 1,473.09417 9 1,637.13588
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TM 5-232

Table E-Sa. Conversion Meter$ to Feet (US Survey Foot)—Continued

Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet

500 1,640.41667 550 1,804.45833 600 1,968.50000 650 2,132.54167 700 2,296.58333

1 1,643.69750 1 1,807.73917 1 1,971.78083 1 2,135.82250 1 2,299.86417

2 1,646.97833 2 1,811.02000 2 1,975.06167 2 2,139.10333 2 2,303.14500

3 1,650.25917 3 1,814.30083 3 1,978.34250 3 2,142.38417 3 2,306.42588

4 1,653.54000 4 1,817.58167 4 1,981.62383 4 2,145.66500 4 2,809.70667

5 1,656.82083 5 1,820.86250 5 1,984.90417 5 2,148.94583 5 2,312.98750

6 1,660.10167 6 1,824.14383 6 1,988.18500 6 2,152.22667 6 2,316.26883

7 1,663.38250 7 1,827.42417 7 1,991.46583 7 2,155.50750 7 2,319.54917

8 1,666.66333 8 1,830.70500 8 1,994.74667 8 2,158.78833 8 2,322.83000

9 1,669.94417 9 1,833.98583 9 1,998.02750 9 2,162.06917 9 2,226.11088

510 1,673.22500 560 1,837.26667 610 2,001.30833 660 2,165.35000 710 2,329.39167

1 1,676.50583 1 1,840.54750 1 2,004.58917 1 2,168.63083 1 2,332.67250

2 1,679.78667 2 1,843.82833 2 2,007.87000 2 2,171.91167 2 2,335.95338

8 1,683.06750 3 1,847.10917 3 2,011.15083 3 2,175.19250 3 2,339.23417

4 1,686.34833 4 1,850.39000 4 2,014.43167 4 2,178.47333 4 2,342.51500

5 1,689.62917 5 1,858.67088 5 2,017.71250 5 2,181.75417 5 2,345.79588

6 1,692.91000 6 1,856.95167 6 2,020.99333 6 2,185.03500 6 2,349.07667

7 1,696.19083 7 1,860.23250 7 2,024.27417 7 2,188.31583 7 2,352.35750

8 1,699.47167 8 1,863.51338 8 2,027.55500 8 2,191.59667 8 2,355.63833

9 1,702.75250 9 1,866.79417 9 2,030.83583 9 2,194.87750 9 2,358.91917

520 1,706.03333 570 1,870.07500 620 2,034.11667 670 2,198.15833 720 2,362.20000

1 1,709.31417 1 1,873.35583 1 2,037.39750 1 2,201.43917 1 2,365.48083

2 1,712.59500 2 1,876.63667 2 2,040.67833 2 2,204.72000 2 2,368.76167

8 1,715.87583 3 1,879.91750 3 2,043.95917 3 2,208.00083 3 2,372.04250

4 1,719.15667 4 1,883.19833 4 2,047.24000 4 2,211.28167 4 2,375.32333

5 1,722.43750 5 1,886.47917 5 2,050.52083 5 2,214.56250 5 2,378.60417

6 1,725.71833 6 1,889.76000 6 2,053.80167 6 2,217.84333 6 2,381.88500

7 1,728.99917 7 1,893.04083 7 2,057.08250 7 2,221.12417 7 2,385.16583

8 1,732.28000 8 1,896.32167 8 2,060.36333 8 2,224.40500 8 2,388.44667

9 1,735.56083 9 1,899.60250 9 2,063.64417 9 2,227.68583 9 2,391.72750

580 1,738.84167 580 1,902.88333 630 2,066.92500 680 2,230.96667 730 2,395.00883

1 1,742.12250 1 1,906.16417 1 2,070.20583 1 2,234.24750 1 2,398.28917

2 1,745.40333 2 1,909.44500 2 2,073.48667 2 2,237.52833 2 2,401.57000

3 1,748.68417 3 1,912.72583 3 2,076.76750 3 2,240.80917 3 2,404.85083

4 1,751.96500 4 1,916.00667 4 2,080.04833 4 2,244.09000 4 2,408.13167

5 1,755.24588 5 1,919.28750 5 2,083.32917 5 2,247.37083 5 2,411.41250

6 1,758.52667 6 1,922.56833 6 2,086.61000 6 2,250.65167 6 2,414.69333

7 1,761.80750 7 1,925.84917 7 2,089.89083 7 2,258.93250 7 2,417.97417

8 1,765.08833 8 1,929.13000 8 2,093.17167 8 2,257.21333 8 2,421.25500

9 1,768.36917 9 1,932.41083 9 2,096.45250 9 2,260.49417 9 2,424.58588

540 1,771.65000 590 1,935.69167 640 2,099.73333 690 2,268.77550 740 2,427.81667

1 1,774.93083 1 1,938.97250 1 2,103.01417 1 2,267.05583 1 2,431.09750

2 1,778.21167 2 1,942.25333 2 2,106.29500 2 2,270.33667 2 2,434.37838

3 1,781.49250 3 1,945.53417 3 2,109.57583 3 2,273.61750 3 2,487.65917

4 1,784.77333 4 1,948.81500 4 2,112.85667 4 2,276.89838 4 2,440.94000

5 1,788.05417 5 1,952.09583 5 2,116.13750 5 2,280.17917 5 2,444.22088

6 1,791.33500 6 1,955.37667 6 2,119.41833 6 2,283.46000 6 2,447.50167

7 1,794.61583 7 1,958.65750 7 2,122.69917 7 2,286.74083 7 2,450.78250

8 1,797.89667 8 (1 ,961 .93833 8 2,125.98000 8 2,290.02167 8 2,454.06333

9 1,801.17750 9 1,965.21917 9 2,129.26083 9 2,298.80250 9 2,457.34417
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TM 5-232

Table E-Sa. Conversion Meters to Feet (US Survey Foot)—Continued

\Aatammemo Feet lUCVClB Feet 1VJ.CtClD Feet "\AataTn Feet 1VXC l/Cl 9 Feet

750 2,460.62500 OAA800 2 , 624 . 66667 850 A TOO TAOQO2,788 .70833 AAA900 A A CA T CAAA2,952 .75000 ACA950 Q 11/* TA1 Cfl3,116 .79167

1
O 4 On AACOO2,463 .90583 1

A COT AifTr/v
2,627 .94750 1

A TA1 AOA1T2,791 .98917 1
A AC/* AOAOO2,956.03083 1

O 1 AA ATA CA3,120 .07250

2 2,467.18667 2 2,631.22833 2 2,795.27000 2 2,959.31167 2 3,123.35333

3 2,470.46750 3 2,634.50917 3 2,798.56083 3 2,962.59250 3 3,126.63417

4
a Ann 04000
2,473 .74833 4

ft oon noooo
2,637.79000 4

ft AO* AA4 An
2,801 .83167 4

o oo? o nc\oo
2,965.87333 4 O 1AA A1 CAA3,129 .91500

c5 O 4TT AAA1T2,477 .02917 5 A Ci1 ATAOQ2,641 .07083 c5 A OA' 1 «nCA
2, 80a. 11250 5

A nun i C4 1T2,969 .15417 5 O 1 OO 1ACQOo
t
16o .195oo

6 O 4 OA 1 AAA
2 , 480 . 31000 6 A OAA nricn2,644 .35167 6

ft ooo oooon
2,808 .39333 6 A ATA 40CAA2,972 .43500

o
6 o, lob .47007

7 2,483.59083 7 2,647.63250 7 2,811.67417 7 2,975.71583 7 3,139.75750

8 2,486.87167 8 2,650.91333 8 2,814.95500 8 2,978.99667 8 3,143.03833

9 O A f\t\ 1 EACA2,490.15250 9
a o f 4 4 a 4 i n
2,654 .19417 9

A a «i a AH pon
2,818.23583 9

n ooo onn?o
2,982 .27750 9

O 1 Ol A1 T3,146.31917

YOU 2,493 .43343 Q1 A810 2,657 .47500 0£A860 O OA* AM
2,821 .51667 910 A AO? CCOOO2,98a .55833

AAA
960 O 1 iQ CAAAA

3, 14y .ououu
1
1

o Af\c ni a i n2,496.71417 1
(% oon tccoo2,660 .75583 1

o oo 4 nnncA
2,824 .79750 1

o ooo oaai n
2,988 .83917 1

O 1 CO OQAQOo,lDZ .ooOoo

2 2,499.99500 2 2,664.03667 2 2,828.07833 2 2,992.12000 2 3,156.16167

3 2,503.27583 3 2,667.31750 3 2,831.35917 3 2,995.40083 3 3,159.44250

4 2 , 506 . 55667 4 ft ono rAOon
2 , 670 . 59833 4 2,834.64000 4

A OOO 00*00
2,998 .68167 4 O 1 CA TOOQO

3 , 162 . 7zdo3

e O CAA OOTCA2,509 .83750
c
5 A ono QTA1T2,673 .87917

c5 A nit^v AAAOA
2,837 .92083 C5 Q AA1 AfiACA3,001 .96250 c5

Q « OO OA 4 1

O

O , lOO .00417
co 2, 513 .11833 o A CTT 1 £AAA

2 , 677 . 16000
o

2,841 .20167
o O AAC A 4 OOO3,005.24333

o O 1 Cft OQCAA
o, io» .Zoooo

7 2,516.39917 7 2,680.44083 7 2,844.48250 7 3,008.52417 7 3,172.56583

8 2,519.68000 8 2,683.72167 8 2,847.76333 8 3,011.80500 8 3,175.84667

9
A ITAA AOOOO
2,522 .96083 9

ft oon ooo f i\
2,687 .00250 9 2,851.04417 9

O A4 P OOCOO
3,015.08583 9 O 1 TA 1ATCA

3, 179 .1^750

770 o pao n j 1 on2,526.24167 820 ft OAO ftOAAA
2,690 .28333 870 A rt ** 41 4*\ F*AA

2,8d4 .32500
AAA920 O A1 O OOOOn

3,018 .36667 ATA970 O 1 OA 41AQQO3,loZ .40ooo

1
A rnn paapo
2 , 529 . 52250 1

ft ono t /* a + n
2,693 .56417 1 2,857.60583 1

o oa* t* Anei\
3,021 .64750 1

O IOC fiOAlT3,185.68917

2 2,532.80333 2 2,696.84500 2 2,860.88667 2 3,024.92833 2 3,188.97000

3 2,536.08417 3 2,700.12583 3 2,864.16750 3 3,028.20917 3 3,192.25083

4 2,539.36500 4 ft noo 40000
2,703 .40667 4 2,867.44833 4

A AA* 4 0000
3,031 .49000 4 O 1AC tQlAff

3, 195.o3 J 67

5 2,542 .64583 C
5

ft OAO OOTCA2,706 .68750 5 2,870.72917 5
o on 4 nnnon
3,034 .77083 5

O 1 AO OiACA3,198 .81250

6 a p 4 c aaooo
2,545.92667 6 O fTAA AOOOO

2,709 .96833 6 2,874.01000 6
O OOO A*»* oo
3,038.05167

o
6

O AAA AAOOO3,202 .09333

7 2,549.20750 7 2,713.24917 7 2,877.29083 7 3,041.33250 7 3,205.37417

8 2,552.48833 8 2,716.53000 8 2,880.57167 8 3,044.61333 8 3,208.65500

9 2,555.76917 9 2,719 .81083 9 2,883.85250 9 3,047.89417 9
A A< 4 AA ^ AA
3,211 .93583

780 A CCA ACAAA2,559 .05000 OOA830 A tao aai An
2,723 .09167

OOA880 A AA#V « AAAA
2,887.13333 930 O AT4 *OKOO

3,051 .17500
AOA980 O A1 C Q1 OOO

3,215.21667

1
e> c/*o ooaoo
2,562 .33083 1

A TAO OTOCA2,726 .37250 1
A AAA a\ A A 4 n
2,890.41417 1

O OP 4 4E?00
3,054 .45583 1

O Ai O 4ATCA3,218.49750

2 2,565.61167 2 2,729.65333 2 2,893.69500 2 3,057.73667 2 3,221.77833

3 2,568.89250 3 2,732.93417 3 2,896.97583 3 3,061.01750 3 2,225.05917
4
4 o cno « nooo

2 , 572 . 17333 4 a too 01 CAA2,736.21500 4 A AAA A 0*AA ^¥
2,900.25667 4

O AO 4 AAOOn
3,064 .29833 4

A AAO O 4 OOO
3,228 .34000

c A CT C 4 C 4 1 T2,575.45417 c5 A Ron 4 A COO2,739 .49583 c5
o /\nn ?nn(?A
2,903 .53750 5

O OOO rffA«

O

3,067 .57917 5
O AO 1 OOOOO
3,231 .62083

A CTO ffACAA
2,578.73500

o
6 a n a a nnm*nZ,1A2 .77667 6 A /\AA A4AAA

2,906.81833
o
6 O OOO OOOOO

3,070 .86000
o
6

O AO 4 AA4M
3,234 .90167

7 2,582.01583 7 2,746.05750 7 2,910.09917 7 3,074.14083 7 3,238.18250

8 2,585.29667 8 2,749.33833 8 2,913.38000 8 3,077.42167 8 3,241.46333

9 ft coo ernn *o
2 , 588 . 577o0 9 2,752 .61917 9

A s\ «t /% A AAAA
2,916.66083 9

A AAA AAA I*A
3,080 .70250 9

o ft a a n a a * n
3,244 .74417

TAA790 a cai nronn
2,591 .85833 840 ft nee noooo

2,755.90000 890 2,919 .94167 940 3,083 .98333 990
O O 4 O OO £OO
3,248 .02500

1
A CAC 1 OA1 n2,595.13917 1

A TEA 1 OAOQ2,759 .18083 1
a ooo ooo po
2,923 .22250 1

o ooo ao j * n
3,087 .26417 1

O A B « AACOO
3,251 .30583

2 2,598.42000 2 2,762.46167 2 2,926.50333 2 3,090.54500 2 2,254.58667
3 2,601.70083 3 2,765.74250 3 2,929.78417 3 3,093.82583 3 3,257.86750
4 2,604.98167 4 2,769.02333 4 2,933.06500 4 3,097.10667 4 3,261.14833

5 2,608.26250 5 2,772.30417 5 2,936.34583 5 3,100.38750 5 3,264.42917
6 2,611.54333 6 2,775.58500 6 2,939.62667 6 3,103.66833 6 3,267.71000
7 2,614.82417 7 2,778.86583 7 2,942.90750 7 3,106.94917 7 3,270.99083
8 2,618.10500 8 2,782.14667 8 2,946.18833 8 3,110.23000 8 3,274.27167

9 2,621.38583 9 2,785.42750 9 2.949.46917 9 3,113.51083 9 3,277.55250
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TM 5-232

Table E-8b. Conversion Feet to Meters (US Survey Foot)*

(Lengths: 1 to 1,000 units. Reduction factor: 1 foot - 0.3048006096 meter)

FMt Meter* Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters

0.0 50 15.24003 100 30.48006 150 45.72009 200 60.96012
1

A OA J OA
. 30450 1 15. 54483 1 30 . 78486 1 45.02489 1 61.26492

2 0.60960 2 15.84963 2 31.08966 2 46.32969 2 61.56972
8 0.91440 3 16.15443 3 31.39446 3 46.68449 3 61 . 87452
4 1.21920 4 16.45923 4 81.69926 4 46.93929 4 62.17932

5 1.52400 5 16.76403 5 32.00406 5 47.24409 5 62.48412
ft 1 . oZooO cO 17.06883 6

A £\ aAaaa
32 . 30886 6 47.54890 6 62.78893

7 2.18360 7 17.37363 7 32.61367 7 47.85370 7 63.09373
8 2.43840 8 17.67844 8 32.91847 8 48.15850 8 63.39858
9 2.74321 9 17.98324 9 33.22327 9 48.46330 9 63.70338

10 3.04801 60 18.28804 110 33.52807 160 48.76810 210 64.00818
1 1 18. 59284 1

AA AAAAM
33.83287 1 49.07290 1 64.31293

2 3.65761 2 18.89764 2 34.13767 2 49.37770 2 64.61773
8 3.96241 3 19.20244 3 34.44247 3 49.68250 3 64.92258
4 4.26721 4 19.50724 4 34.74727 4 49.98730 4 65.22788

5 4.57201 5 19.81204 5 35.05207 5 50.29210 5 65.53213
4. Stool o OA 1 1 CO A20. 11654 6 o if ftp tte\r9

35.35687 6 50.59690 6 65.83693
7 5.18161 7 20.42164 7 35.66167 7 50.90170 7 66.14173
8 5.48641 8 20.72644 8 35.96647 8 51.20650 8 66.44658
9 5.79121 9 21.03124 9 36.27127 9 51.51130 9 66.75188

20 6.09601 70 21.33604
j

120 36.57607 170 51.81610 220 67.05618
l £ JAAQ1

O. 40051 1
01 £4AO .4£1.04054 1

A /% AAAA
36 . 88087 1 52.12090 1 67.36098

2 6.70561 2 21.94564 2 37.18567 2 52.42570 2 67.66574
8 7.01041 3 22.25044 3 37.49047 3 52.73051 3 67.97054
4 7.31521 4 22.55525 4 37.79528 4 53.03531 i 4 68.27584

6 7.62002 5 22.86005 5 38.10008 5 53.34011 5 68.58014
1 OQ4QO g*

o 23. 16485 6
AA J A J AA
38.40488 6 53.64491 6 68.88494

7 8.22962 7 23.46965 7 38.70968 7 53.94971 7 69.18974
8 8.53442 8 23.77445 8 39.01448 8 54.25451 8 69.49454
9 8.83922 9 24.07925 9 39.31928 9 54.55931 9 69.79984

80 9.14402 80 24.38405 130 39.62408 180 54.86411 230 70.10414
l O 440QQ9 . 44556 1 24 . 68885 1

AA AAAAA
39 . 92888 1 55.16891 1 70.40894

2 9.75362 2 24.99365 2 40.23368 2 55.47371 2 70.71374
8 10.05842 3 25.29845 3 40.53848 3 55.77851 3 71.01854
4 10.36322 4 25.60325 4 40.84328 4 56.08331 4 71.82884

8 10.66802 5 25.90805 5 41.14808 5 56.38811 5 71.62814
9 1 A ATOOO 6

otf ai one
26.21285 6 41.45288 6 56.69291 6 71.93294

7 11.27762 7 26.51765 7 41.75768 7 56.99771 7 72.23774
8 11.58242 8 26.82245 8 42.06248 8 57.30251 8 72.54255
9 11.88722 9 27.12725 9 42.36728 9 57.60732 9 72.84785

40 12.19202 90 27.43205 140 42.67209 190 57.91212 240 73.15215
1 12.49682 1 27.73686 1 42.97689 1 58.21692 1 73.45695
2 12.80163 2 28.04166 2 43.28169 2 58.52172 2 73.76176
8 13.10648 3 28.34646 8 43.58649 3 58.82652 3 74.06656
4 13.41128 4 28.65126 4 43.89129 4 59.13132 4 74.87186

8 13,71603 5 28.95606 5 44.19609 5 59.43612 5 74.67616
6 14.02083 6 29.26086 6 44.50089 6 59.74092 6 74.98095
7 14.32563 7 29.56566 7 44.80569 7 60.04572 7 75.28576
8 14.63043 8 29.87046 8 45.11049 8 60.35052 8 75.59066
9 14.93523 9 30.17526 ( 9 45.41529 9 60.65532 9 75.89586

* Reference Is made to paragraph D-2, Appendix D.
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TM 5-232

Table E-8b. Conversion Feet to Meters (US Survey Foot)—Continued

Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters

250 76 20015 300 91 44018 350 106 68021 AAA400 191 CkOtiOAl6l . 96064 40U 10 1 . iuu6

1

1 76 50495 1 91 74498 1 106 98501 1
IOO 90Z.fi

A

166. 66004 11 107 ifi£0710 1 . 4DOU

1

2 76 80975 2
no 04978 2 10 1

OOQQ16o9ol 2 122.52985 2 137.76988

8 77 11455 3
no92

API eo35458 3 1 A710 1
KOAA909406 3 122.83465 3 138.07468

4 77 41935 4
no92 00909 4 1 A710 l 8994* A4 1 9Q 1 QQA K160 . 10940 A4 1ftft S7QAftIOO . O

1

5 77 72416 5 92 96419 5 108 20422 19Q AAA9R16o. 44460 O 11ft ftfiA9fiIOO . vOi«0

6 78 02896 6 93 26899 6 108 50902
IOO 740A&160. (4900 CO Iftft QftQOftIOO . 909VO

7 78 33376 7 no93 07o79 7 1 ft.Q108 Q1 QQOOIO06 7 124.05385 7 139.29388

8 78 63856 8
no93 87859 8 1 AO109 1 1 flft911806 8 124.35865 8 139.59868

9 78 94836 9
n a94 i ooon18339 9 1 AO109 AOOAO \46046 9 19A ftftlA*;164. OOO40 Q9 1SQ Q0S4ft109 . 9VOVO

260 79 24816 310 94 48819 360 109 72822 A 1 A410 IOA Qftft9£164. 90860 AftO40V 1A0 20828

1 79 55296 1 94 79299 1 110 03302 1
ine 97QA

R

160. 6 ( OUO 11 140 R1308

2 79 85776 2 90 AQ77Q09 I 19 2 11U uo 1 06 2 125.57785 2 140.81788

8 80 16256 3 90 anoCO40609 3 1 1

A

11U ftA9ft904606 3 125.88265 3 141.12268

4 80 46736 4 TA7QO707O9 A4 1 1

A

11U QA7A994 (46 4 19ft 1ft745160. IO I4G 4 141 42748

5 80 77216 5 96 01219 5 111 25222 19ft AQ99R160. 49660 ft 141 73228

6 81 07696 6 96 31699 111 55702 19ft 7Q7AR160. 19 lUO ftO 142 03708

7 81 38176 7 0£90 C01 7006179 7 ill ftftl ft90OI06 7 127.10185 7 142.34188

8 i

9

81 68656 8 0£90 96009 8 119116 1ftftft910006 8 127.40665 8 142.64669

81 99136 9
an91 001 on6ol09 9 119116 4 1 146 9 197 711 Aft16 1 . 1 1140 g 142 95149

270 82 29616 320 97 53620 370 112 77623 AOA460 19ft A1ft9ft169 . U1060 47041 v 143 25629

1 82 60097 1 97 84100 1 113 08103 1 19ft 1910ft160. 061UO 1

11 143 56109

2 82 90577 2 OQ90 1 A KQA14080 2 1 11lid 00000 2 128.62586 2 143.86589

8 83 21057 3 no90 40000 3 1 1 Q.lid ftQOftftD9UDO 3 128.93066 3 144.17069

4 83 51537 4 OQ98 70040 A4 111HO QQR1Q A4 19Q OQfiAft169 . 60040 4 144.47549

5 88 82017 5 99 06020 5 114 30023 1 9Q eJ.n9ft169 . 04U60 5 144 78029

6 84 12497 6 99 36500 114 60503 IOO QA&Oft169 . 040U0 ft 145 08509

7 84 42977 7 on99 fifiOQA00980 7 1 1

A

114 QAQQO9U900 7 130.14986 7 145.38989

8 84 73457 8 oo99 074AA97400 8 1 1 *»110 91 Aftft614DO 8 130.45466 8 145.69469

9 85 03937 9 1 OA100 67940 9 1 1 ft110 R1QAQ01940 Q9 1 0A 7&OAftlOv . 1 0940 9 145 99949

280 85 34417 330 100 58420
AAA
380 115 82423 AO.A400 1 Q1 0ftA9ft101 . U0460 AftO 146 30429X^W • Uv aMV

1 85 64897 1 100 88900 1 116 12903 1
1 1 11 IftQOfiIOI . 009vv 1 146 60909

2 85 95377 2 1 A1101 1 QOQA 2 1 1ftno 10000 2 131.67386 2 146.91389

3 86 25857 8 1 Al101 49800 3 11ftno 71ftfi11 OOvO 3 131.97866 3 147.21869

4 86 56337 1 4 101 OA04A80340 A4 117111 OAftAIU4040 A4 1ft9 9ftftAft106 . ttOOVO 4 147.62350

5 86 86817 5 102 10820 5 117 34823 109 Kftft97106 . 0006

1

5 147 82830

6 87 17297 6 102 41300 117 65304 CO IOO ftQQA7106 . 090v

1

5 148 13310X^\J • xwxv

7 87 47777 7 1 AO106 71 7C1 7 117Hi QK7ftA 7 133.19787 7 148.43790

8 87 78258 8 1 AO108 AOOC106601 8 1 1

A

llo 9fi9ftA 8 133.50267 8 148.74270

9 88 08738 9 1 AOlOo 00*7.4 106I 41 9 1 1ftno OO 1 41 q9 1QO ftA7A7IOO . ow HI 9 149 . 04750

290 88 39218 340 103 63221
AAA
390 118 87224 AAA44U 1 ox 11997104 . 1 166

1

490 149 . 35230

1 88 69698 1 103 93701 1 119 17704 1
1

1 oa A1707104 .1IIV1 1 149.65710

o 89 00178 2 104 24181 2 119 48184 2 134.72187 2 149.96190

3 89 30658 3 104 54661 3 119 78664 3 135.02667 3 150.26670

4 89 61138 4 104 85141 4 120 09144 4 135.33147 4 150.57150

5 89 91618 5 105 15621 5 120 39624 5 135.63627 5 150.87630

6 90 22098 6 105 46101 6 120 70104 6 135.94107 6 151.18110

7 90 52578 7 105 76581 7 121 00584 7 136.24587 7 151.48590

8 90 83058 8 106 07061 8 121 31064 8 136.55067 8 151.79070

9 91 13538 9 106 37541
f

9 121 61544 9 136.85547 9 152.09550
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TM 5-232

Table ESb. Convertion Feet to Meters (U.S. Survey Foot)—Continued

Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters

500 152 40030X VX4 •tWVV 550 167 64034 600WW 189 88037X06 . OOUv

1

£50oou iqfi 19AAA195 . 16U4U 7AAlUU 910. QCAvlQ

1 152 70511 1 167 94514xv i • t/iun 1 183 18517XOv . XOvl f 1X iqc A9K9A
1 x«lo.000x«o

2 153.00991 2 168.24994 2 183.48997 2 198.73000 2 213.97003
8 153.31471 3 168.55474 8 183.79477 3 199.03480 3 214.27483
4 153 61951 4 168 859541UO . UVv V^B A 184 09957XO*» • V99fs 1 4 1 qq Q&qan A4 91 A K7QAQ614 .0/900

5 153.92431 5 169 16434 5 184 40437 KV iqq fiiiift 91 A flfiAAQ614 .oo44o
6 154.22911 6 169 46914Ave/ • ^vv 184 70917lot » 1 U91

|

6V 199 94990X99 • 9496U O 91 R 1fiQ9Q610.1596O
7

j
154.53391 7 169.77394 7 185.01397 7 200.25400 7 215.49403

8 154.83871 8 170.07874 8 185.31877 8 200.55880 8 215.79883
9 155.14351 9 170 383^XIV. UOUQl 9 185 62.357XOV • v6VV 1 q 9AA fiAQ&A q9 91 £ 1AQ£Q6IO.IU0O0

610 155.44881 560 170 68834xiv. vuuo4 610 185 92837XOV • iJwOd 1 660vvv 901 16840bUl . 10O4U 71

A

f 1U 610.4U040
1 155.75311 1 170 9931

A

X 1 V • vvul 1! 1 186 23317XOv

•

mQOI 1 1X 901 47390 11 91 A 71 Q9Q610. llOx.O

2 156.05791 2 171.29794 2 186.53797 2 201.77800 2 217.01803
8 156.36271 3 171.60274 3 186.84277 3 202.08280 3 217.82283
4 156.66751 4 171 90754 4 187 14757XO 1 • It 1 V

1

9A9 Qfi7£A6V6 .vOiOU A4 917 £97£A6l f .06/04

5 156.97231 5 172 21234 5 187 45237XO 1 . *sv6v 1
KV 9A9 GQ9A16U6 . 09641 917 0Q94461 I . 90644

6 157.27711 172 51715 6 187 75718XOI.IvlXO fiv 9fi9 qq79iu\jL . 99 i 6l 91 fi 9517946l0.6uf 64
7 157.58192 7 172.81295 7 188.06198 7 203.30201 7 218.54204
8 157.88672 8 173.12675 8 188.36678 8 203.60681 8 218.84684
9 158.19152 9 173 43155X IV ilUll/U 9 188 67158XOO • v 1 XvO q9 9AQ Q11A16UO .91101 Q9 91 Q 1 R1 A46l9 . 101O4

520 158.49632 570 173 73635X 1 V . 1 VVVV 620 188 97638X00.9fvv0 670V 1 V 9A4 916A16U4. 61041 79A 91 q 45A44619 .40044
1 158.80112 1 174 04115xl*s.v*sXXv 1X 189 98118 11 9AA R91916U4 . 06l6l 1 91 O 7<51 946l9 . f 0164
2 159.10592 2 174.34595 2 189.58598 2 204.82601 2 220.06604
8 159.41072 3 174.65075 3 189.89078 3 205.13081 3 220.37084
4 159.71552 174 95555X 1 . 9VVVV A4 190 1955819U . 19000 6U0.4O0O1 4 99A 4S7KA466U . 1 004

5 160.02032 5 175 26035XIV. hOVOO KV 190 5003819U . vvvvO 9A* 7AAA16U0. f4U41 99A QAA4466U . 9ol|44

6 160.32512 5 175 56515XIV. VVVX

V

190 805181?V . OvvXO fio 9A6 AAR91 991 9fi59466 1 .6O064
7 160.62992 7 175.86995 7 191.10998 7 206.35001 7 221.59004
8 160.93472 8 176.17475 8 191.41478 8 206.65481 8 221.89484
9 161.23952 9 176 47955 Q 191 71958171 • f X9vO Q9 6lJ0 .90901 o9 999 1 QQA4666 . 19904

580 161.54432 580 176 78435X 1 V . 1 UiUU 630 199 09438X96 . U64vO ft80 9A7 9&AA16V I .60441 7QA 999 RAA45666.0U44O
1 161.84912 1 177 0891

5

192 32918 1
1 907 K6Q996Ui .00966 1 999 fiAQ.25666 .oU9^v

2 162.15392 2 177.39395 2 192.63399 2 207.87402 2 228.11405
3 162.45872 3 177.69876 3 192.93879 3 208.17882 3 223.41885
4 162 76353 4 178 00356.X 1 O • vvvvO 193 94359190 • 64uu? 4 OAO AQQfi9£Uo.4Ov0&« 4 99Q >70Q6e6^0. YZot>5

5 163.06833 5 178 30836xio.vvOvv V 193 54839 V 9Afi 7fifiA9&«UO. I004x4 99A A9Q>ie664 .U6o45
6 163.37313 6 178 61316X 1 O . vXvl v 6V 193 85319X9v • OvvX9 fiO 99A QQC9T664 .OOCZ

J

7 163.67793 7 178.91796 7 194.15799 7 209.39802 7 224.63805
8 163.98273 8 179.22276 8 194.46279

i

8 209.70282 8 224.94285
9 164 28753 9 17Q 52756.X 1 9 • v6 f vv q 1Q4 7R75Q194 • f 1 09 q 91 H HH7IS9 o9 99K 94 7/*

C

X^ZO.64700

540 164.59233 590 179 83236 610 195 07939 fiqO09U 91 fi Q19A9 7AA(4U 99K RR94 K660 . 00640
1 [ 164 89713 1 180 13716XOv * Xv 1 X

v

1X 195 37719X v v .Of 1 1

v

11 91 fi £1799£1U .01 f x«x« 1 99C OC70C660. 00 160
2 165.20193 2 180.44196 2 195.68199 2 210.92202 2 226.16205
8 165.50673 3 180.74676 3 195.98679 3 211.22682 3 226.46685
4 165.81153 4 181.05156 4 196.29159 4 211.53162 4 226.77165

5 166.11633 5 181.35636 5 196.59639 5 211.83642 5 227.07645
6 166.42113 6 181.66116 6 196.90119 6 212.14122 6 227.38125
7 166.72593 7 181.96596 7 197.20599 7 212.44602 7 227.68606
8 167.03073 8 182.27076 8 197.51080 8 212.75083 8 227.99086
9 167.33553 9 182.57557 9 197.81560 9 213.05563 9 228.29566

E-34
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TM 5-232

Table E-8b. Conversion Feet to Meters (US Survey Foot)—Continued

F66t Foot Meton Foot Motors Foot XnvvOT

750 228.60046 800 243.84049 850 259.08052 900 274.32055 950 289.56058

1 228.90526 1 244.14529 1 259.38582 1 274.62535 1 289.86538

2 229 21006 2 244 4£009 2 259 69012 9 274 93015 2 2Q0 17018.XI VxO

8 229.51486 3 244.75489 3 259.99492 3 275.23495 3 290.47498

4 229.81966 4 245.05969 4 260.29972 4 275.53975 4 290.77978

6 230.12446 5 245.36449 5 260.60452 5 275.84455 5 291.08458

6 280.42926 6 245.66929 6 260.90982 6 276.14935 6 291.38938

7 280 73406 7 245 97409 7 261 21412 7 276 45415 7 291 69418

8 231.03886 8 246.27889 8 261.51892 8 276.75895 8 291.99898

9 231.34366 9 246.58369 9 261.82372 9 277.06375 9 292.30378

760 231.64846 810 246.88849 860 262.12852 910 277.36855 960 292.60859

1 231.95326 1 247.19329 1 262.43332 1 277.67336 1 292.91339

2 232 2580ft 2 247 49809 2 2fi2 73813 2 277 978ifiw 1 I .91 O^O 9 293 91819

8 232.56287 3 247.80290 3 263.04293 8 278.28296 3 293.52299

4 232.86767 4 248.10770 4 263.34773 4 278.58776 4 293.82779

5 233.17247 5 248.41250 5 263.65258 5 278.89256 5 294.13259

6 233.47727 6 248.71780 6 263.95733 6 279.19736 6 294.43789

7 233 78207 7 249 02210 7 264 26213wW . wUwlU 7 279 5021 fi 7f 294 74219

8 234.08687 8 249.32690 8 264.56693 8 279.80696 8 295.04699

9 234.39167 9 249.63170 9 264.87173 9 280.11176 9 295.35179

770 234.69647 820 249.93650 870 265.17653 920 280.41656 970 295.65659

1 235.00127 1 250.24130 1 265.48133 1 280.72136 1 295.96139

2 235 30607 2 250 54610 2 265 78613 2 281 09fi1fi 2 296 26619««7V .MWX

v

8 235.61087 3 250.85090 3 266.09093 3 281.33096 3 296.57099
4 235.91567 4 251.15570 4 266.39573 4 281.63576 4 296.87579

5 236.22047 5 251.46050 5 266.70053 5 281.94056 5 297.18059
6 236.52527 6 251.76530 6 267.00538 6 282.24536 6 297.48539
7 236 83007 7 252 07010m*\Jt* .VI VXV 7 267 31013 7 282 55017 7 297 79020

8 237.13487 8 252.37490 8 267.61494 8 282.85497 8 298.09500
9 237.43967 9 252.67971 9 267.91974 9 283.15977 9 298.39980

780 237.74448 830 252.98451 880 268.22454 930 283.46457 980 298.70460
1 238.04928 1 253.28931 1 268.52934 1 283.76937 1 299.00940
2 238 35408 2 253 59411 2 268 83414 2 284 07417 i 2 299 31420

8 238.65888 3 253.89891 3 269.13894 3 284.37897 3 299.61900
4 238.96368 4 254.20371 4 269.44374 4 i 284.68377 4 299.92380

5 239.26848 5 254.50851 5 269.74854 5 286.98857 5 300.22860

6 239.57828 6 254.81331 6 270.05334 6 285.29337 6 300.53340
7 239 87808 7 255 11811 7 270 35814 7 285 59817 7 300 83820

8 240.18288 8 255.42291 8 270.66294 8 285.90297 8 301.14300
9 240.48768 9 255.72771 9 270.96774 9 286.20777 9 301.44780

790 240.79248 840 256.03251 890 271.27254 940 286.51257 990 301.75260
1 241.09728 1 256.33731 1 271.57734 1 286.81737 1 302.05740
oc O/M 4AOAO o w5o.o4.ll o C71 OOOI A-71 .00«14 oL 287.12217 2 302 . 36220

3 241.70688 3 256.94691 3 272.18694 3 287.42697 3 302.66701

4 242.01168 4 257.25171 4 272.49174 4 287.73178 4 302.97181

5 242.31648 5 257.55652 5 272.79655 5 288.03658 5 303.27661

6 242.62129 6 257.86132 6 273.10135 6 288.34138 6 303.58141

7 242.92609 7 258.16612 7 273.40615 7 288.64618 7 303.88621

8 243.23089 8 258.47092 8 273.71095 8 188.95098 8 304.19101
9 243.53569 9 258.77572 9 274.01575 9 289.25578 9 304. 4S 581
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TM 5-232

Table E-9. Conversion Celsius to Fahrenheit and Inverse

°F.-9/5° C. + 32 °C-

c F C opr C F C OU* 0/**C

-40 -40.0 -30 -22.0 -20 -4.0 -10 14.0 32.0
-39 -38.2 -29 -20.2 -19 -2.2 -9 15.8 1 33.8
-38 -36.4 -28 -18.4 -18 -0.4 -8 17.6 2 35.6
-37 -34.6 -27 -16.6 -17 1.4 -7 19.4 3 37.4

-36 -32.8 -26 -14.8 -16 8.2 -6 21.2 4 39.2
-35 -31.0 -25 -13.0 -15 5.0 -5 23.0 5 41.0
-34 -29.2 -24 -11.2 -14 6.8 -4 24.8 6 42.8

-33 -27.4 -23 -9.4 -13 8.6 -3 26.6 7 44.6
-32 -25.6 -22 -7.6 -12 10.4 -2 28.4 8 46.4
-31 -23.8 -21 -5.8 -11 12.2 -1 30.2 9 48.2

10 50.0 20 68.0 30 86.0 40 104.0 50 122.0

11 51.8 21 69.8 31 87.8 41 105.8 51 123.8

12 53.6 22 71.6 32 89.6 42 107.6 52 125.6

13 55.4 23 73.4 33 91.4 43 109.4 53 127.4

14 57.2 24 75.2 34 93.2 44 111.2 54 129.2

15 59.0 25 77.0 35 95.0 45 113.0 55 131.0

16 60.8 26 78.8 36 96.8 46 114.8 56 182.8

17 62.6 27 80.6 37 98.6 47 116.6 57 134.6

18 64.4 28 82.4 38 100.4 48 118.4 58 136.4

19 66.2 29 84.2 39 102.2 49 120.2 59 138.2
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Table E-10. Temperature Corrections, Steel Tape

Correction for 100 units

Ct-.645xlO-»(T°l-T°2)

Temp. °F
Correction

Temp. °F
Correction

Temp. °P
Correction

+ + +

68 68 .0000 48 88 .0129 28 108 .0258

67 69 .0006 47 89 .0135 27 109 .0264

66 70 .0018 46 90 .0142 26 110 .0271

65 71 .0019 45 91 .0148 25 111 .0277

64 72 .0026 44 92 .0155 24 112 .0284

68 78 .0082 48 98 .0161 23 118 .0290

62 74 .0089 42 94 .0168 22 114 .0297

61 75 .0045 41 95 .0174 21 115 .0303

60 76 .0052 40 96 .0181 20 116 .0310

59 77 .0058 89 97 .0187 19 117 .0316

58 78 .0064 88 98 .0194 18 118 .0322

57 79 .0071 37 99 .0200 17 119 .0329

56 80 .0077 86 100 .0206 16 120 .0335

55 81 .0084 85 101 .0213 15 121 .0342

54 82 .0090 84 102 .0219 14 122 .0348

58 88 .0097 88 103 .0226 13 123 .0855

52 84 .0108 82 104 .0232 12 124 .0361

51 85 .0110 81 105 .0239 11
j

125 .0368

50 86 .0116 30 106 .0245 10 126 .0374

49 87 .0123 29 107 .0252 9 127 .0381

Nairn.
1. For temperatures above 68° the corrections ere plus, for temperature* below 68° the correction! ere minus.
S. In using the table, take average temperature for the course to determine the correction for a 100-unit length then multiply the result so obtained by the

anmber of 100 units in the course to determine the sum correction for the entire course.
8. EsamvU, average temperature for course 68°F.

Taped distance for course 572.846 meters
Temperature correction - - .0097x5.7 -0.065 meters

Corrected distance.. 572.291 meters
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Table E-ll. Inclination Correction, Percent of Slope

Correction for unit 50

Distance
Versine 1 of unit 50. Correction = —— x Versine

50

% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

.0000 .0000 .0001 .0002 .0004 .0007 .0009 .0013 .0016 .0021

1 .0025 .0031 .0036 .0043 .0049 .0057 .0065 .0073 .0082 .0091

2 .0100 .0111 .0121 .0133 .0115 .0157 .0170 .0183 .0197 .0211

3 .0225 .0241 .0257 .0273 .0290 .0307 .0325 .0343 .0361 .0381

4 .0401 .0421 .0442 .0464 .0485 .0507 .0530 .0553 .0577 .0602

5 .0626 .0652 .0678 .0703 .0731 .0758 .0785 .0814 .0843 .0872

6 .0902 .0931 .0963 .0994 .1025 .1058 .1091 .1125 .1158 .1193

7 .1228 .1263 .1299 .1336 .1372 .1409 .1448 .1485 .1524 .1564

8 .1603 .1642 .1686 .1726 .1768 .1811 .1855 .1897 .1916 .1986

9 .2030 .2076 .2122 .2169 .2215 .2263 .2311 .2358 .2408 .2458

10 .2509 .2557 .2609 .2661 .2714 .2765 .2818 .2873 .2927 .2980

11 .3036 .3092 .3149 .3203 .8:61 .3319 .3378 .3435 .3495 .3555

12 .3616 .3674 .3736 .3798 .3861 .3925 .3986 .4050 .4115 .4180

13 .4246 .4309 .4376 .4444 .4512 .4580 .4646 .4716 .4786 .4856

14 .4927 .4999 .5067 .5190 .5213 .5286 .5361 .5435 .5507 .5582

15 .5666 .5735 .5812 .5890 .5968 .6047 .6122 .6202 .6282 .6363

Notts.
1. Inclination corrections are always minus and are always made for each full or partial tape length.
2. Examples:

a. Grade 6.6%
Tape length _ 60.000 meters
Correction —0.109 meter

Corrected length.. . . —49.891 meters
b. Grade 6.8%

Tape length 26.828 meters
Correction -.0848 z -0.042 meter

t —
Corrected length 26.286 meters

E-38
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INDEX

Paragraph Pace

Abbreviations and symbols, field notes 1-6

Abney topographic hand level 8-2 8-1

Abutting 14-6* 14-8

Accidental errors C-86 C-l
Accuracy C-l C-l
Adjustment of leveling 8-15 8-11

Adjustments, engineer level:

Horisontal crosshairs 8-66 8-8

Level vial 8-5a 8-8

Line of sight 8-6* 8-4

Adjustments, one-minute theodolite:

Compass 4-10* 4-20

Horizontal coUimation 4-106 4-18

Optical plumb 4-10d 4-19

Plate level 4-10a 4-18

Telescope level 4-10tf 4-20

Screws 4-10* 4-19

Vertical coUimation 4-10* 4-18

Verticality, crosswire 4-10/ 4-19

Adjustments, one-second theodolite:

Horizontal coUimation 4-16* 4-26

Optical plumb 4-16* 4-24

Plate level 4-166 4-26

Screws 4-16a 4-26

Vertical coUimation 4-16/ 4-27

Vertical crosswire 4-16d 4-26

Adjustments, planetable:

Circular level 7-6* 7-6

CoUimation, crosswires 7-6o 7-6

Self-indexing 7-6? 7-7

Stadia arc 7-6/ 7-6

Striding level 7-6* 7-6

Vertical arc . 7-6d 7-6

Verticality, crosswires 7-66 7-6

Adjustments, transit:

Crosswires 4-6d 4-10

Plat» level 4-66 4-9

Standards 4-6* 4-11

Telescope level 4-6/ 4-11

Vertical circle vernier 4-6? 4-12

Vertical wire 4-6* 4-10

Adjustments, traverse:

Angles 10-12a 10-10

Azimuths 10-12* 10-10

Compass rule 10-12d(2) 10-10

Departures 10-12d 10-10

Distances 10-126 10-10

Latitudes 10-124 10-10

Adjustment, weighted observations C-6 C-8
Adverse possession 14-6/ 14-4

Agonic line 9-66 9-6

Airborne surveys:

Hiran 12-6 12-2

Shiran 12-6 12-2

Shoran 12-6 12-2
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Alidade

:

Dfiscrintion 7-2 7-1|—

A

Open-sight 7-26(1) 7-1

Telescopic 7-26(2) 7-1

Altimeter :

o—18
On 1ihrafinn ft-21/

Care 8-21(2 8-18
Descrintion 8-21a 8-16

Graduation 8-210 3-17

Principle 8-216 8-17
Readinff 8-210 8-17

Aiifirle adjustment 9-14 9-10

Angle, observing:
O 1 o

if—if

a 10 ft ft9-9

9-6
ft 1ft

if—

O

Renitition method 9-11 9-8
A r\ cr]ao •

Artillerv . 9-8d 9-2
ri#»fl ftn 9-86 9-2

Interior and exterior 9-80 9-2

Station 9-8a 9-1

Ancmlat nnifa mAAinni 1
*VI1|£ Uiui f 111111*0 VIA IHCttOli*^ »

D-66 D-8
Pnmnamonyi D-6d D-S
Mils r> an IV—

o

Sexagesimal D-6a D-8
Att ntadia 7-8 7-4

Area determination:
1 O D« 1or1©—
1 Q Ojf 15—
1 o*r 10 g

1*>—

o

1 Q ft 1©—

o

1 A& iQ ftlo-9
1 Q Q 1 Q g1©—
iq_in 1 0_ftlo—if

1 QQla—

O

1 O A_ / 1 V13-9a(l) 13-7

Arrows, taping — _ — 6-76 0-6
11—25

Astronomic azimuth _ 9-4a(l) 9-8

Astronomic surveys 1-86(5) (a) 1-8
4 O O lZ-o

Auxiliary survey network - 1-60 1-4

Azimuth

:

9-4a(l) 9-8

9-4o(2) 9-8

Grid . — — . 9-46 9-8

Magnetic . 9-40 9-8

True 9-4a 9-8

Back azimuth 9-4 9-2

Barksicrht 8-4a 8-2

Barometric leveling:
Q OOll Q 1ftO—19

8-22/ 8-17

8-21 8-16

- 8-24 8-21

. 8-220 8-17

8-25 8-22

8-226 8-17

Index 2
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Time of readings 8-22d 8-17

Two-base method 8-23 8-19

Weather 8-22o 8-16

Base lines 11-8 11-5

Basic control network l-5a 1-3

Basic control surveys 1-36(4) 1-2

Bearing 9-5 9-3

Bench marks 8-12 8-10

Boundaries

:

Laws 14-5 14-3

Private land 14-7 14-4

Resurveys 14-4 14-2

Braced triangulation 11-16 11-1

Breaking tape 6-4d 6-3

Broken boundaries 14-20d 14-17

Brunton pocket transit 4-28d* 4-17

Calibration, tape 5-5 5-4

Calls 14-50 14-4

Cardinal lines 14-12e 14-9

Centering instrument 2-11 2-7

Cestesimal system D-66 D-3
C-factor SSd 3-7

3-12d 3-12

Circle left 4-19c 4-30

Circle right 4-19c 4-30

Circular level adjustment 2-8d 2-5

Circular sector 13-10a 13-9

Circular segment 13-106 13-9

Clearance, vertical _ B-7 B-6
Clinometer 4-28d 4-37

Closed traverse:

Connecting 10-2a(2) 10-1

Loop 10-2a(l) 10-1

Closing corners 14-20<? 14-17

Coincidence bubble 4-12c( 3) 4-21

Coincidence method 4-14a 4-22

Compass

:

Artillery 4-276 4-37

Brunton pocket 4-28d 4-37

Care 4-29 4-38

Engineer transit 4-28a 4-37

Lensatic .... 4-27a 4-36

Planetable . 4-28c 4-37

Theodolite 4-286 4-37

Compass rule method 10-12d(2) 10-10

Computations, general 1-106 1-8

1-11 1-9

Computation, traverse:

Adjustments 10-12 10-9

Area 10-lld 10-9

Azimuth 10-1la 10-7

Coordinates, grid . 10-1 lc 10-9

Departures . .... ... _ . 10-116 10-9

Latitudes ..... 10-116 10-9

Linear error of closure 10-llc(4) 10-9

Computations, triangulation 11-11 11-5

Connecting traverse - 10-2a(2) 10-1

Construction surveys . . 1-36(1) 1-1

Construction taping 6-5c 6-6

Contouring _ _ . 7-12 7-13

Control systems, detail 18-2 18-1

Conventional triangulation _ 11-1a 11-1
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Paragraph Pas*

Coordinate method 13-8e 18-5

Coordinates of detail 13-4d 13-4

Coordinate system 14-2c 14-1

Correction for curvature and refraction (Table 8-1) 8-6

Corrections, taping:

Atmospheric effects 6-6c 6-6

Length of tape 6-6d 6-6

Method of support G-66 6-6

Slope 6-6d 6-G

Crosshair 2-1 2-1

Crosswire _ 2-1 2-1

Crystal relationship (table 6-1) 6-10

Curvature and refraction 8-6 8-4

Customary system D-2o(l) D-l

Declination, magnetic 9-6 9-4

Deeds and records:

Grantee indexes 14-8c 14-6

Grantor indexes 14-8c 14-6

Registry of deeds 14-86 14-6

Use 14-8a 14-6

Deflection angles 9-86 9-2

Degree of accuracy:

Angular C-86 C-6
Horizontal distance C-8a C-6
Leveling CSd C-6

Traverse C-8c C-6
Departures 10-116 10-7

10-12e_ 10-10

Detail, locating:

Angle and distance 13-26 13-1

Control systems 13-2 13-1

Coordinate method 13-4d 13-4

Distance 13-4 18-8

Intersection 18-6a 13-4

Perpendicular offset 18-4o 13-8

Range tie 13-2d 13-1

Swing-offset 18-46 18-8

Two distance 18-4 18-8

Difference in elevation 8-1 8-1

Differential leveling:

Adjustment
Bench marks
Curvature and refraction

Equipment .

General

Party organization

Procedure

Reciprocal _.

Recording

Water transfer method
Direction .

Direction method
Direct leveling

Direct vernier

Discrepancy

Division of lands:

Establishing section lines __ _ . . __ 14-18 14-14

Location of islands . _ ______ 14-17 14-14

Numbering _____ _ _ __ _ - _ 14-14 14-11

14-10
Subdividing sections _ ___ 14-16 14-11
Townships _ 14-136 14-9

8-15 8-11

8-12 8-10

8-5 8-4

8-7 8-6

8-4 8-2

8-6 8-4

8-8 8-6

8-10 8-8

8-9 8-7

8-11 8-9
9-2 9-1

9-12 9-9

8-2a 8-1

4-3d(l) 4-8

C-4o C-2

Inctac 4
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14-16 14-14

A*—lull A*—57

lSSd 13-6

14-20o 14-15

9-8 9-6

3-3 3-2

10-llc(2) 10-9

8-1 8-1

1-36(5) (g) 1-3

3-5 3-8

3-4 3-2

3-3 3-2

Elevation

Engineering surveys

Engineer level:

Adjustment
Care

Description

Errors:

Probable C-7 C-4
Residual C-4c C-2
Resultant C-46 C-2

Sources:

Environmental C-2c C-l

Instrumental C-2o C-l

Personal C-26 C-l

Types:

Accidental C-36 C-l

Comparison C-3c C-l

Systematic C-3o C-l

Error, sources:

Environmental C-2c C-l

Instrumental C-2o C-l

Personal C-26 C-l

Establishing section lines 14-18 14-14

Explement angle 9-3o 9-1

Extending a straight line B-2 B-l
Exterior angles 9Se 9-2

Factors affecting fieldwork:

Accuracy l-7«

Equipment l-7c

Personnel

Purpose l-7d

Speed

Systematic procedure 1-7/

Weather and terrain
:

Palling 14-18

Field classification surveys 1-36(5) (d)

Field notes:

Abbreviations and symbols 1-Sd

Computing
Corrections

Descriptions 1-8c( 3)
Notes

Recording l-8o
Sketches l-8c(2)

Tabulation l-8c(l)

Field work:

Factor affecting 1-7

Notes

Operations 1-6

Foresight 8-4o
Forward azimuth 9-4

Fractional lots 14-15c

Frequency, radio wave 6-1lo

l-7« 1-5

l-7c 1-5

1-76 1-5

l-7d 1-6

1-7* 1-5

1-7/ 1-5

l-7o 1-4

14-18 14-14

1-36(5) (d) 1-1

1-Sd 1-6

1-10 1-8

1-Se 1-6

l-8o(3) 1-6

1-86 1-5

l-8o 1-5

l-8c(2) 1-6

l-8c(l) 1-6

1-7 1-4

1-8 1-5

1-6 1-4

8-4o 8-2
9-4 9-2

14-15o 14-13

6-lla 6-10
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Geodetic azimuth

Geodetic level

Geodetic surveys

Geodimeter, model 2A:
Accessories

Calibration

Care
Description

Reflector unit

Use

Geodimeter, types:

Gyro-Azimuth surveying instrument:

Hand levels:

Hand

Horizontal taping:

Initial setting of circle for repetitions (table 9-1)

Interior angles

International system

Intersection

Invar tape

Irregular area:

Irregular interval

Regular interval:

ft A-/a\
«r—*kvk\A) ft*

O—17

l-8a(l) 1-1

l-4a 1-8

O—*3S
K 21 5-17V—A •

5-28 5-16

o—XV LIK

U—6l

t^—ttV

5-19 5-16

5-18a 5-14

5-186 5-14

5-18o 5-14

6-18*7 5-15

D-66 D-8
5-46 5-8

1-86(5) (0) 1-2

12-4 12-2

9-46 9-8

10-110 10-9

6-186 6-11

14-18a 14-9

14-120 14-9

4-25 4-84
4-26 4-34

8-2 8-1

O—

A

8-1w—X
l-9a 1-6
Q AmO—*C* QOO—*
iOI1—ox

B-8 B-2

6-4d 6-3

6-4? 6-4

6-4« 6-3

6-46 6-8

6-4a 6-2

10-5o 10-8

1-86(5) (0) 1-2

14-46 14-2

8-26 8-1

14-120 14-9

9-9

9-80 9-2

D-2a(2) D-l
18-5a 18-4

5-80 5-2

18-96 18-7

18-9a(2) 18-8

13-9o(l) 18-7

18-96 18-6

9-66 9-5

9-66 9-5

Index 6
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Lamp, signal 4-82 4-41

Land parcels:

Coordinate system 14-2c 14-1

Metes and bounds 14-2a 14-1

Plane coordinate systems 14-2d 14-2

Rectangular system 14-26 14-2

Land surreys:

Descriptions 14-106 14-7

Division of lands 14-13 14-8

Establishing section lines 14-18 14-14

General 14-1 14-1

Laws 14-6 14-8

Location of islands 14-17 14-14

Military property 14-9 14-6

Monuments 14-19 14-14

Numbering 14-14 14-11

Parcels 14-2 14-1

Plans 14-10o 14-7

Plats 14-21 14-18

Private lands 14-7 14-4

Public lands 14-11 14-7

Responsibilities 14-6 14-4

Restoration corners 14-20 14-16

Resurveys 14-4 14-2

Subdividing section 14-16 14-11

Townsites 14-16 14-14

United States system 14-12 14-7

Laser ranger 5-18« 6-16

Latitudes 10-116 10-7

10-12<* 10-10
Law of sines 11-116 11-6

Laws relating to boundaries:

Abutting 14-60 14-8
Adverse possession 14-6/ 14-4

Calls 14-6(5 14-8

Errors 14-66 14-8
Function 14-6a 14-8
Usage rulings 14-6d 14-8

Laying off a horixontal angle B-8 B-2
Lay off given distance

, B-l B-l
Leapfrog method 8-24 8-21

Level accessories:

Pedestals 8-186 8-16
Precise rod 3-14 8-18
Rod levels 3-17 8-16
Rod targets 3-16 8-16
Stadia rod 3-16 8-16
Stakes 3-18c 3-16
Standard rod 8-18 3-18
Turning pins 8-18a 8-16
Umbrella 8-19 8-16

Leveling:

Alidade 8-20d 8-16
Barometric 8-21 8-16
Description 8-1 8-1
Differential q \ g_

2

Orders of accuracy 8-8 8-1
Reciprocal IIIIIIIIZ IIIII 8-10 8-8
Stadia 8_20o 8-16
Short base 8-206 8-16
Trigonometric _ 8-16 8-12
Types

™™~~
III 8-2 8-1
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Leveling heads:

Four-screw type

Three-screw typ

Leveling instrument:

Circular bubble

Four-screw, one

Four-screw, two
Three-screw, one

Levels:

Level vial:

Alinement .

Calibration

Lightwave instruments:

Accessories

Calibration

Care

General

Theory
Types

Lightwave measuring:

Use
Linear conversion factors:

International (table D-l)
U.S. Survey foot (table D-2)

Location of detail

:

Meander

Index 8
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2-7a 2-8

2-76 2-4

2-8d A K2-5

2-8a A A2-4
A OLZ-oO A K2-5

2-80 2-5

8-1

8-8 A A8-2

8-9 8-9

8-6 8-4

8-1 8-1

2-54 2-8

2-50 A A2-8
A ET_2-oa A A

a rl2-5o A A2-o

5-22 5-16
5-24 5-17
5-28 5-16

5-16 5-12

5-17 5-12

5-18 5-14

6-19 6-15

6-24 6-19

6-18 6-14

6-20a 6-16

6-28 6-19

6-205 6-16

6-22 6-19

D-2
D-2

10-110(4) 10-7

D-8 D-l

18-25 18-1

18-6 18-4

18-2 18-1

18-4(2 18-4

18-4 18-8

18-1 13-1

18-5a 18-4

13-40 13-8

13-2a 18-1

18-2(2 18-1IB—A

18-55 18-4

18-20 13-1

18-46 18-8

14-17 14-14

10-2a(l) 10-1

5-80 5-2

9-4c 9-8

9-6 9-4

7-17 7-17

1-86(3) 1-2

14-190 14-15

B-7 B-6
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Paragraph Pas*

Meridians and base lines (table 14-1) 14-11

Metallic tapes 6-8o 5-1

Meteorological equipment:

Altimeter 3-21 8-16

General 8-20 8-16

Psychrometer - 8-22 8-19

Thermometer 8-28 8-21

Metes and bounds 14-2o 14-1

Micro-chain (MC-8) 5-10a 6-7

Microwave instruments:

Accessories 5-14 5-12

Adjustments 5-12 5-11

Auxiliary equipment 5-15 6-12

Calibration 6-13 5-11

Care 5-11 6-9

General 6-8 6-7

Theory 5-9 5-7

Types 5-10 5-8

Microwave measuring:

Accuracies 6-12 6-10

Computation 6-17 6-14

Introduction 6-10 6-9

Meteorological effects 6-13o 6-11

Recording 6-16 6-14

Theory, electronic 6-11 6-9

Topographic effects 6-186 6-11

Use 6-15 6-11

Military level:

Adjustments 8-8* 8-9

Care 8-7 8-6

C-factor 3-8<f 8-7

Description 8-6 3-4

Instrument test 8-8 8-6

Stadia constant 8-8* 8-7

Military property surveys 14-9 14-5

Mil system D-6c D-8
Mistakes C-l C-l
Monument markings (table 14-2) 14-15

Monuments:
Marking 14-196 14-15

Meander corners 14-19c 14-15

Post and tree 14-19o 14-14

Stone 14-196 14-15

Nadir 9-8 9-6
Networks, survey 1-6 1-8

North American datum 1-6 1-8

Northings . 10-llc(2) 10-9

Numbering, land surveys:

Sections 14-146 14-11

Townships 14-14a 14-11

Numbers, rounding off 1-13 1-9

Obliterated corners 14-4d 14-8

Observation affecting factors:

Differential temperatures 9-13o(l) 9-9

Environmental errors 9-13* 9-9

Horizontal refraction 9-13o(2) 9-10

Instrumental errors 9-18a 9-9

Personal errors 9-136 9-9

Phase 9-13o(8) 9-10

Office compilation, planetable 7-14a 7-15

Index 9
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Office work:
Computation 1-11 1-9

Operations 1-10 1-8

One-minute theodolite:

Accessories 4-7* 4-16

Adjustment 4-10 4-18

Care 4-9 4-17

Description 4-7 4-12

Horizontal motion 4-7a 4-15

Levels 4-7c 4-15

Reading:

Degree graduated 4-8a 4-16

Mil graduated 4-86 4-17

Telescope 4-7d 4-16

Vertical motion 4-76 4-15

One-second theodolite:

Accessories 4-12* 4-22

Adjustment 4-16 4-26

Care 4-16 4-26

Description 4-12 4-20
Horizontal motion 4-12a 4-20
Levels 4-12* 4-21

Optical system 4-18 4-22

Reading

:

Horizontal 4-146 4-24

Vertical 4-14* 4-24

Telescope 4-12d 4-22

Vertical motion 4-126 4-20
One-tenth-second theodolite 4-28 4-82
One-wire leveling:

Procedure 8-8a(l) 8-6

Recording 8-9a 8-7

Open sight alidade 7-26(1) 7-1

Open traverse 10-26 10-1

Optical plumbing assembly 2-10 2-7
Orders of accuracy C-9 C-6
Orienting planetable:

Backsighting 7-8o 7-8

Fundamental method 7-&d 7-12

Magnetic compass 7-86 7-8

Resection 7-8fl 7-9

Parabolic segment 13-10* 18-9

Parallax 2-12c(8) 2-9

Pedestals, turning 3-186 8-16

Perpendicular offsets 13-4c 18-8

Phase electronic 6-116 6-10

Philadelphia rod 3-13 8-13

Pins, turning 8-18a 8-16

Plan and description preparation:

Description 14-106 14-7

Plan 14-10a 14-7

Plane coordinate systems 14-2d 14-2

Plane surveys l-3a(2) 1-1

1-46 1-8

Planetable 7-2a 7-1

Planetable surveys:

Compilation 7-14 7-15
Contouring 7-12 7-13
Description 7-6 7-7

Hints 7-18 7-16
Orienting 7-8 7-8
Party organization 7-7 7-8
Plotting detail 7-11 7-18

Inctoc 10
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Point location 7-9 7-12

Traverse 7-10 7-12

Planetable equipment:

Adjustments 7-5 7-6

Care 7-4 7-6

Description 7-2 7-1

Introduction 7-1 7-1

Stadia arc 7-3 7-3

Plats 14-21 14-18

Plotting detail 7-11 7-13

Plumb bobs 2-2 2-1

Plummet, optical 4-16c 14-14

Plus station 10-66 10-4

Pocket tapes 5-3d 6-3

Point location

:

Combined method 7-9d 7-12

Intersection 7-96 7-12

Radiation 7-9c 7-12

Resection 7-9o 7-12

Point of origin 14-4o 14-2

Practical problems:

Extending a straight line B-2 B-l

Laying off a horizontal angle B-8 B-2

Lay off given distance B-l B-l

Measuring vertical distance B-7 B-6

Setting up between two points B-4 B-5

Two lines intersecting B-6 B-6
Typical problems (fig. B-7) B-7

Precise level (N3)

:

Adjustments 3-12« 3-12

Care 3-11 8-10

Circular bubble 3-126 3-11

Collimation (C) 3-12d 3-12

Cross error 8-12/ 3-13

Description 3-10 3-9

General 3-9 3-9

Stadia constant 3-12c 3-12

Precise rod 3-14 3-13

Precision C-l C-l

Pressure, units of measure D-10 D-4

Private land surveys:

Deeds and records 14-8 14-6

Functions 14-7 14-4

Military property 14-9 14-5

Plans and descriptions 14-10 14-7

Principal lines:

Base lines 14-12d(l) 14-9

Meridian 14-12d(2) 14-9

Probability:

Most probable value C-56 C-2
Theory C-5o C-2

Probable error . . .__ C-7 C-4
Probable error factors (table C-l) C-4
Profile leveling 8-14 8-11

Proportionate measurement:

Double 14-20o 14-16

Single 14-206 14-16

Psychrometer:

Automatic 3-22a 3-19

Sling 3-226 3-21

Public domain 14-11 14-7
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Public land surveys:

Division of land 14-13 14-9

Establishing section lines 14-18 14-14

Islands 14-17 14-14

Monuments 14-19 14-14

Numbering 14-14 14-11

Plats 14-21 14-18

Public domain 14-11 14-7

Restoration corners 14-20 14-15

Subdividing sections 14-15 14-11

Townsites 14-16 14-14

United States system 14-12 14-9

Radiation 7-9c 7-12

18-2a 18-1

Radio waves 6-11 6-9

Range 14-14o 14-11

Range lines 14-186 14-9

Range master 5-18/ 5-16

Range poles 4-80o 4-38

Range ties 13-2d 13-1

Ranging-in B-4 B-5
Reciprocal leveling 8-10 8-8

Rectangular grid 9-46 9-8

Rectangular system 14-26 14-1

References (app A) A-l
Reflector unit 5-21 6-16

Refraction 8-5 8-4

Regular area determination:

Coordinate method 18-86 18-5

DMD method 13-8*2 18-6

Rectangle 18-86 18-5

Triangle 13-8a 13-5

Regular interval 18-9a 13-7

Repair, tape 5-6 5-4

Repetition method 9-11 9-8

Representative fraction 7-6o 7-7

Resection 7-9o 7-12

18-56 13-4

Residual error C-4e C-2
Responsibilities, land surveys 14-6 14-4

Restoration of lost corners:

Double proportionate measurement 14-20a 14-15

Single proportionate measurement 14-206 14-16

Resultant error C-46 C-2

Resurveys of old boundaries:

Distance failure 14-40 14-2

Indefinite meridian 14-46 14-2

Obliterated corners 14-4(2 14-8

Point of origin 14-4a 14-2

Retrograde vernier 4-3(2(2) 4-8

Ripa 14-6«(8) 14-8

Rod:
Levels 8-17 3-15

Precise 8-14 8-13

Stadia u 8-15 8-15

Standard 8-13 3-13
Targets 8-16 3-15

Rounding off number 1-13 1-9

Satellite surveys:

BC-4 camera 12-56 12-2

SECOR 12-5o 12-2

Scissor clamp 6-7(2 5-6

Inctac 12
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Sections 14-13c 14-10

Segment of circles 13-10 13-9

Semiprecise level 3-6 3-4

Setting up between two points . B-4 B-6
Sexagesimal system D-6o D-3
Short base expansion ratio Table 6-2 6-11

Short base method 6-30 6-23

Sideshots 10-8c 10-5

Signal lights 4-32 4-41

Significant figures:

Decimals l-12d 1-9

Measured quantity l-12a 1-9

Surveying 1-126 1-9

Zeros l-12c 1-9

Simpson's one-third rule 13-9a(2) 13-7

Single base method 8-25 8-22
Single proportionate measurement 14-206 14-16
Slope taping 6-3 6-2

Sodana azimuth surveys 12-7 12-3

Special surveys:

Airborne 12-6 12-2

Astronomic 12-8 12-3

Gravity 12-4 12-2

Satellite
, 12-5 12-2

Sodano Azimuth 12-7 12-3

Trilateration 12-3 12-1

Spring balance 5-7c 5-6

Stadia:

Accuracy 6-28 6-22
Measurement 6-27 6-21

Theory 6-26 6-19

Stadia arc:

Horizontal scale 7-86 7-5

Vertical angle scale 7-3c 7-6

Vertical scale 7-3o 7-4

Stadia constant determination 8-8c 3-7

8-12o 3-12
Stadia rod 3-15 3-15
Standardization, tapes 6-5 5-4
Standard parallel 14-13o 14-9
Station adjustment 9_14 g_io
Station angles 9Sa 9-1

Station marks, traverse:

Numbering 10-56 10-4
Permanent 10-5 10-3
Reference 10-5d 10-4
Temporary 10-5a 10-3

Steel tape 5-36 5-1
Stool, taping 5-7a 5-5
Straight line extending B-2 B-l
Strength of figure ll-4a(3) 11-3
Striding level 4-12c(4) 4-22

Strip topography and profiles:

Method 7.I5 7_16
Plotting 7-17 7_17
Procedures 7_16 7_16

Subdividing sections:

Fractional lots 14-15o 14-13
Quarter-sections 14-156 14-18
Section 14-15o 14-13

Subtense method 6-29 6-23
Supplementary network 1-5& 1_3
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Surveying w 1-2 1-1

Surveying classifications:

Functional

:

Artillery 1-36(2) 1-2

Astronomic 1-86(5) (a) 1-2

Basic control 1-86(4) 1-2

Construction 1-86(1) 1-1

Engineering 1-36(5) (g) 1-8

Field classification 1-86(5) (d) 1-2

Gravity 1-36(5) (e) 1-2

Hydrographic 1-36(5) (c) 1-2

Land 1-86(5) (/) 1-8

Satellite 1-36(5) (6) 1-2

Special 1-36(5) 1-2

Topographic 1-86(8) 1-2

Technical

:

Geodetic l-8a(l) 1-1

Plane l-3a(2) 1-1

Surveying instrument, electronic (Model 99) 5-106 5-7

Survey networks:

Auxiliary l-5c 1-4

Basic l-5a 1-8

Supplementary 1-56 1-8

Survey targets 4-306 4-38

Swing ground 6-136 6-11

Swing offsets 13-46 18-8

Symbols and abbreviations l-8d 1-6

Systematic errors C-3a C-l

Tables:

Beaufort scale of wind factors (table 8-1) 8-18

Conversion, Celsius to Fahrenheit and inverse (table E-9) E-86
Conversion feet to meters (SI) (table E-76) E-24
Conversion feet to meters (U.S. Survey foot) (table E-86) E-82
Conversion meters to feet (SI) (table E-7o) E-20
Conversion meters to feet (U.S. Survey foot) (table E-8o) E-28
Conversion of degrees to mils and inverse (table E-l) E-2
Correction for curvature and refraction (leveling) (table 8-1) 8-5

Crystal relationship (table 6-1) 6-10

DE horizontal distance and gradients (table E-3) E-8
DE, slope distance and gradients (table E—4) E-9
Horizontal distance, slope distance and gradients (table E-5) . E-10
Inclination correction, percent of slope (table E-ll) E-88
Inclination corrections, 50 meter tape (table E-2) E-4
Initial settings of circle for repetitions (table 9-1) 9-9

Linear conversion factors (SI) (table D-l) _ D-2
Linear conversion factors (U.S. Survey foot) (table D-2) D-2
Meridians and base lines of rectangular surveys (table 14-1) 14-11

Monument markings (table 14-2) 14-15

Probable-error factors (table C-l) C-4
Short base expansion ratio (table 6-2) .... 6-28

Stadia reduction (table E-6) E-ll
Temperature correction, steel tape (table E-10) E-87

Tapes:

Accessories 6-7 6-4

Description

:

Low coefficient 5-8c 6-2

Metallic 6-8a 5-1

Pocket 5-3d 5-8

Steel 5-36 6-1

Graduation 5-4 5-8

Repair 5-6 6-4

Standardization 6-6 6-4
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Taping:

Corrections 6-6 6-6

Horizontal 6-4 6-8

Introduction 6-1 8-1

Mistakes and errors 6-7 8-7

Party 6-2 8-1

Precautions 8-9 6-9

Recording 6-8 6-7

Slope 6-8 6-2

Use 6-6 6-4

Taping arrows 5-76 6-5

Taping stools 5-7o 5-6

Target, rod 8-16 8-16

Target set 4-80© 4-88

Telescopes

:

Care 2-18 2-9

Eyepiece 2-12a 2-8

Objective lens 2-12© 2-8

Reticle 2-126 2-8

Telescopic alidade 7-26(2) 7-1

Tellurometer (MRA 801) 6-10© 6-58

Temperature, units of measure D-9 D-4
Tension scale 5-7© 5-5

Theodolite:

One-minute 4-6 4-12

One-second 4-11 4-20

One-tenth-second 4-28 4-82

Two-tenth-second 4-17 4-27

Thermometer 8-28 8-21

Three-wire leveling

Procedure 8-8a(4) 8-6

Recording 8-96 8-8

Tier 14-14a 14-11

Time, units of measure:

Angles D-7© D-3
Difference D-7o D-3
Notation D-76 D-3

Topographic surveys 1-86(8) 1-2

Township lines 14-186 14-9

Townships 14-186 14-9

Townsites 14-16 14-14

Transit, engineer:

Adjustments 4-5 4-9

Care 4-4 4-8

Circles and verniers 4-8 4-4

Description 4-2 4-1

General 4-1 1-1

Trapezoidal rule 18-9o(l) 18-7

Traverse

:

Accuracy 10-8 10-2

Adjustments 10-12 10-9

Azimuth extending 10-10 10-6

Classification 10-2 10-1

Computation 10-11 10-7

General 10-1 10-1

Horizontal angles 10-96 10-6

Linear measurements 10-8 10-5

Notekeeping 10-9d 10-6

Party organization 10-6 10-4

Plus station 10-56 10-4

Reconnaissance 10-4 10-8
Route selection 10-46 10-8
Starting and closing points 10-4a 10-8
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Station marks

Triangulation

:

10-5 10-3 J
10-9 10-61

10-7 10-4

10-9c 10-6

6-66 6-4

7-8c(3)(a) 7-11

11-3 11-2

11-8 11-6

11-16 11-1

11-11 11-6

ll-lo 11-1

11-2 11-1

11-1 11-1

11-9 11-6

11-6 11-3

11-4 11-3

11-10 11-6

11-6 11-3

ll-4a(3) 11-3

11-7 11-4

6-6o 6-4

Tribrach assembly 4-7/ 4-16

Trigonometric leveling

:

Alidade method 8-20d 8-16

Description 8-17 8-12

Electronic method 8-20c 8-16

General 8-16 8-12

Limiting factors 8-18 8-14

Party organization 8-19 8-14

Short base method 8-206 8-1

Stadia method 8-20o 8-16

Trilateration 12-3 12-1

Tripod:

Care 2-4 2-2

Setting up 2-8 2-1

Types 2-2o 2-1

True azimuth 9-4a 9-2

Turning pins 3-18a 3-16

Turning plate 3-186 3-16

Turning points 8-4o 8-2

Two-base method:

Procedure 8-23o 8-19

Recording 8-236 8-21

Two lines intersecting B-6 B-6
Two peg test 3-6c 3-4

Two-tenth-second theodolite

:

Adjustment 4-21 4-31

Calibration 4-22 4-81

Care 4-20 4-81

Description 4-18 4-27

General 4-17 4-27

Reading:

Horizontal 4-19o 4-30

Vertical 4-196 4-30

Umbrella 3-19 3-16

United States system:

Cardinal lines 14-12e 14-9

Initial points 14-12c 14-9

Principal line 14-12d 14-9

Responsibility 14-12a 14-8

System of surveying 14-126 14-8

Index 16
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Units of measurement:
Angular D-6 D-2
Area D-4 D-2
General

:

Customary system D-2o(l) D-l
International system D-2o(2) D-l

Introduction D-l D-l
Linear D-3 D-l
Pressure D-10 D-4
Temperature D-9 D-3
Time D-7 D-8
Volume D-6 D-2
Weight D-8 D-8

Universal equipment:

Leveling head 2-7 2-8

Level vial 2-6 2-2

Optical plumbing 2-10 2-7

Plumb bobs 2-9 2-7

Telescopes 2-12 2-8

Tripod 2-2 2-1

Usage rulings 14-6d 14-8

Verniers, reading:

Circle 4-3d(3) 4-8

Direct 4-3d(l) 4-8

Retrograde 4-3d(2) 4-8

Vertical angle 9-7 9-6

Voice signals 1-96 1-6

Volume, unit of measure D-6 D-2

Water level transfer method 8-11 8-9

Weighted observation:

Assignment of weights C-66 C-3
Theory C-6o C-3
Use of weights C-6c C-3

Weight, units of measure D-8 D-8
Wiggling-in B-4 B-6

Zenith 9-8 9-6

Zenith distance 9-8 9-6
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By Order of the Secretary of the Army

:

Official:

W. C. WESTMORELAND,
General, United States Army,
Chief of Staff.

VERNE L. BOWERS,
Major General, United States Army,
The Adjutant General.

Distribution:

Active Army
DCSLOG (2) Engr Gp (5)

CNGB (2) Engr Co (2)

CofEngrs (5) Instl (5)

USACDCEA (5) Engr Sec, Gen Dep (1)

USAPASBD (5) Svc Colleges (2)

USAARENBD (5) Br Svc Sen (5) except

USAIB (5) USAES (250)

USARADBD (5) USAAMS (20)

USAAESWBD (5) USMA (10)

USAAVNTBD (5) PMST Sr Div Units (5)

CONARC (5) POE (2)

ARADCOM (2) Div Engr (1)

OS Maj Comd (10) except Dist Engr (1)

NG: State AG (3); Units same as active Army except allowance is one copy to each unit.

USAR: Same as active Army except allowance is one copy to each unit.

For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 310-50.

USASETAP (5)

LOGCOMD (5)

MDW (2)

Armies (5)

Corps (3)

Div (2)

Engr Bd (5)

Engr Bn (5) except

TOPOCOM (200)

Engr Maint Cen (2)

Fid Comd, DASA (2)

USARDAA (10)

MAAG (10)

KMAG (10)

Units org under fol TOE

:

6-540 (IA, IB, IC,

30th Engr Bn (14) ID, II, IJ) (8)

DX 001 130 3A7
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